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Transmitted herein is Amendment 58 to the Clinch River Breeder
Reactor Plant Preliminary Safety Analysis Report, Docket 50-537. Amendment i58 consists of new and replacement pages for the PSAR text. j

Vertical lines on the right hand side of the page are used to
identify question response information and lines on the left hand side
are used to identify new or changed design information. ;

j The following attached sheets list Amendment 56 pages and in-
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This Question / Response Supplement contains an Amendment 58 tab
sheet to be inserted following Q-i (Amendment 57, November 1980) page.
Page Q-i (Amendment 58, November 1980) is to follow the Amendment 58 tab.
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The reactor coolant volume control is accomplished in that part of
the Primary Sodium Storage and Processing System which consists of the
primary soc ium overflow vessel, primary sodium makeup pums, primary sodiumr

cold traps, and associated piping and valve. These comwri' nte operate
continuously during reactor operation, to provide sodi m-li' a' control within
the reactor vessel, to accomodate volume changes in prima ry sodi um,
and to limit oxygen and hydrogen impurities in crimary sodit.i. The over-
flow heat exchanger, located in a bypass on the reactor riakeup return line
is not normally operated. This component is only operated in the event
that the overflow circuit is used for removal of reactor decay heat. The
Primary Sodium Storage and Processing System is shown on Figure 9.3-2 (in-
cluded in Section 9.3) and is described in more detail in Section 9.3.

The overflow-makeup components are the only components within the
Auxiliary Liquid Metal System which, during nomal reactor operation, circu-
late reactor coolant. The overflow heat exchanger, used only for decay heat
removal, is nomally bypassed. All these components are located in inerted
cells within the Reactor Containment Building (RCB). Fill and drain piping
connect these components with sodium storage vessels, one inside and othm
outside of the RCB. All connecting lines to the normally operating compo-
nents are isolated frn the storage components by manually operated, locked-
closed valves. Lines penetrating containment are isolated by additional,
locked-closed valves, located outside the containment wall. Lines penetrating
containment are anchored by steel plate members welded to the pipe and to

O pipe sleeves imbedded in the containment wall, which are, in turn, welded
to the inner containment liner.

All overflow-makeup components are Seismic Category I components,
and all component supports are designed and analyzed to ensure component
integrity and operability during and after the safe shutdown earthquake.
The largest component, the overflow vessel, is hung from overhead structures,
and laterally braced to provide both earthquake protection and to permit
unrestricted themal expansion during all ooerating conditions.

The method of controlling impurities and permissible levels of
contamination in the reactor coolant is by use of the cold traps, which
are part of the Primary Sodium Storage and Processing System, described in
more detail in Section 9.3. Operation of the cold trap will maintain
oxygen and hydrogen levels in primary sodium at or below 2 ppm and 0.2 ppm,
respectively.

53

In the primary heat transport system, the only pumps and valves
which are considered a part of the PHTS and are active, are the primary
pump and check valve (see Table 5.3-10 for a list of pumps and valves).
Both are active components in the event of pipe leaks, i.e., the primary

pumps are reduced to pony motor flow following reactor shutdown and the
32 check valve prevents any significant reverse flow.

{)
Amend. 58

3.1-49 Nov. 1910
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I Criterion 28 - anal ITY OF REACTOR rnn! MIT pnnNnApy

Components which are part of the reactor coolant boundary shall
be designed, fabricated, erected, and tested to the highest quality standards
prac tical . Means shall be provided for detecting and, to the extent practical,
identifying the location of the source of reactor coolant leakage.

Response:

The design, fabrication, erection and testino to be employed on
the reactor coclant boundary and the extensive quality assurance measures to
be employed during each of the above phases will ensure thac this boundary
has extremely low probabilities of abnormal leakage, rapidly propagating
failure, and gross rupture. The codes and standards to be observed in the
design of the reactor coolant pressure boundary are given in Subsection
3.2.2. The quality assurance program requirements plan is discussed in
Chapter 17.0. Further details are also given in the responses to Criteria
12 and 29, and in Section 5.3.3.6.

The materials used in fabricating the reactor vessel, closure head
and quard vessel are summarized in Table 5.2-3. In general these materials
conform to ASME Boiler and' Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, and the
supplemental requirements of RDT Standard E15-2NB-T.

Inspection of materials for the primary coolant boundary will be
in accordance with the RDT material standards for the particular materials.
Inspection during fabrication will be in accordance with Section III of
the ASME Code and RDT E15-2NB-T, Class 1 Nuclear Components. Inspection of
materials and inspection during fabrication of the Guard Vessel uill be
accordance with Section III of the ASME Code, Class 1 and RDT E15-2NB-T.
The overall inspection and test plans for the three structures will be
prepared by the fabricator and approved by the purchaser prior to fab-
rication.

Hydrostatic pressure tests will be performed on the completed
reactor vessel and on the completed closure head as required by the ASME
Code.

The high-pressure inlet plenum portion of the reactor vessel will
be pressure tested to a pressure of 250 psig. This pressure test will take
place af ter the installation of the core support structure. The pressure
test will also provide structural verification of the cor: support structure,
although not required by the ASME Code. Following the pressure test of the
inlet plenum, the entire vessel will be pneumatically tested; during this
test, the upper end of the vessel will be sealed by a test head.

The closure head will be pneumatically tested to a pressure of
19 psig. A suitable test fixture will be used to retain the head and apply
the test pressure to it,

l
1

O||
l3.1-50 Amend. 32
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CHAPTER 4.0 REACTOR

4.1 SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant (CRBRP) uses a mixed (Pu-U)
'

oxide fueled, sodium cooled fast reactor having a total thermal output of
975 fdwt. A schematic of the reactor is shown in Figure 4.2-36. The reactor
vessel, the closure head, the inlet nozzles and the core barrel are iden-
tified in this figure. The core support plate and the support cone form
the principal pressure boundary inside the vessel. The fuel, control,
blanket and removable shield assemblies are supported by the core support
plate which also supports a fixed radial shield. Each of these reactor
assemblies has two load pad areas which match the elevation of the core
former rings. The rings are supported by the core barrel which is welded
+o the core support plate..

The upper internals structure, located above the core, is
supported from the intermediate rotating plug of the vessel closure and
keyed to the upper core former ring pennitting vertical motion while re-
straining lateral and rotational motion. The structure laterally stabilizes
primary and secondary control rod shroud tubes. In case of a loss of hydraulic
balance, the upper internals structure acts as a secondary holddown device.
The four support columns of the uppir internal structure have jacks for lif ting
the upper internals structure with ;ts keys clear of the core former ring andm
reactor assemblies for refueling. The in-vessel transfer machine rotates with
the upper internals structure for removing and replacing of reactor assemblies
at refueling.

A vortex suppressor plate is provided just below the sodium
pool surface to minimize gas entrainment in the sodium exiting frem the
outlet plenum. Fuel transfer and contirgency storage positions are pro-
vided in the annulus formed between the core barrel and the reactor vessel
thermal liner.

The active length of the core is 36 inches and the equivalent
diameter is 79.5 inches. The fuel region consists of a single enrich-
ment zone with a total fissile plutonium loading of sl500 Kg. The reactor
control systems include 9 primary and 6 secondary control rods. The two
systems are independent and diverse. Both the systems are capable of
shutting down the reactor from full power to hot standby conditions.
The core mid-plane details are shown schematically in Figure 4.3-1.

4.1.1 Lower Internals

The lower internals st.*ucture positions and restrains the reactor
assemblies. The main components of the structure are: the core support
structure composed of the core support plate and core barrel, horizontal
baffle, core former structure fixed radial shield, lower inlet modules, !

58 bypass flow modules and fuel transfer and storage assembly. These compo-
p 51 nents are shown in Figure 4.2-36. Most of these components are also shown

in Figure 4.2-37.

Amend. 58 |
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The core support cone, a component of the reactor vessel, is an

inverted truncated conical shell that connects the thick circular perfor-
ated core support plate with the reactor vessel wall. These two welded-in
components (plate and cone) form the upper boundary for the reactor vesselinlet high pressure plenum.

The core barrel is a thick wall right circular cylinder that
extends upward from the outer edge of the core support plate to the topplane of the reactor assembly outlet nozzles.

The horizontal baffle forms the upper boundary of the annular
region between the core barrel and the reactor vessel and separates sodium
in the outlet plenum region from bypass flow sodium below the baffle.

It
limits leakage to the outlet plenum and heat flow to the bypass sodium to
provide for cooling components within the annulus and the reactor vessel
above the baffle while minimizing flow which bypasses the core.

Supported inside the core barrel is the core former structure composed
53 of upper and lower core former rings. These rings are contoured inside to the

outline formed by the outer surfaces of the upper and lower load pads of the
outer row radial shield assemblies. A small gap is provided in the cold condition
between the rings and shield assemblies to allow a small amount of free bow at
power opera tion. This gap facilitates replacement of reactor assemblies at
refuelinq.

Fitted to the inside of the core barrel is fixed radial radiationshielding for protecting the barrel from structural damage from neutronfluence.

There are 61 lower inlet modules for the core. A lower inlet moduleSH| is shown in Fiqure 4.2-40. The lower inlet modules are inserted into lined holesin the core support plate.
Each lower inlet module holds and distributes

sodium coolant flow to the inlet nozzles of seven reactor assemblies.Thebypas. flow modules also receive low pressure coolant from the icwer inlet
modules and distributes the coolant to the remcvable radial shieldassemblies.

The core lattice of equilateral triangular pitch is established
by the core support plate and the lower inlet modules. The inlet nozzles
of the reactor assemblies are held on this lattice by their respective
modules which allow some on-plant rotation of the nozzles as part of thecore restraint system.

Lateral above-core restraint of the reactor assemblies is
provided by the core former rings of the core former structure, reference Fiqure58
4.2-47, which are located at the upper and lower hard-faced Dad elevations o' thefreactor assemblies. These rings act on the outer row radial shield assemblies e.nd
contribute to the stable control of reactivity as the reactor power and
coolant temperature are changed. In addition, they provide the lateral51
support required to withstand seismic events.

4.1-2 Amend. 58
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The fuel, control and blanket assemblies are held down against

the upward flowing sodium by a hydraulic balance arrangement and their own
58) weight. The hydraulic balance is accomplithed by differentini coolant

pressure zones in the inlet modules and the inlet nozzles of the assem-
blies, reference Figure 4.2-40. Backup mechanical holddown for all reactor
assemblies is provided by the upper internal structure as discussed below.
4.1.2 Upper Internals

The upper internals structure, reference Figure 4.2-45, stabilizes
the control rod drivelines, supports in-vessel instrumentation and provides
mechanical backup holddown for the reactor assemblies. Shroud and flow
conduits in this structure are designed to mitigate transient temperature
effects on the structure from the reactor core effluent. The principalcomponents of the structure are: the four support columns, two transverse
interconnected plates, four interconnecting shtar webs, flow chimneys,
shroud tubes, and instrumentation posts.

'

The support columns extend down from above the intermediate
rotating plug of the reactor vessel upper closure head assembly. Connected
to the upper end of each column is a jacking mechanism. Together, the
jacking mechanisms are used at shutdown to raise and lower the upper in-
ternal structure to allow clearance for operation of the fuel handling
machines of the Reactor Refueling System and for rotation of the interme-diate plug.

The upper and lower support plates are integral with the four
columns and the interconnecting curved plates which form a shear web.
This welded assembly provides the structural strength required in the upperinternal structure for withstanding seismic events. Three radial key
extensions from the peripheral shroud structure below the lower transverse
plate engage the lower internals structure for providing alignment and
seismic support of the upper internal structure.

The instrumentation posts extend from the lower support plate
over the outlet nozzles of the fuel and blanket assemblies. The chimneys
pass through the transverse plates and conduct the hot reactor core effluent
into the upper region of the reactor vessel outlet plenum. Each chimney
collects outlet flow from a number of reactor assemblies.

Reactor system thermocouples of the Reactor and Vessel Instrumen-
tation System are mounted on the upper internals structure for measuring
fuel and blanket outlet and outlet plenum sodium temperatures. The leads
for these thermocouples are routed up and out of the reactor vessel inside51
the support columns.

O>
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4.1.3 Core Restraint
i

A passive core restraint system is provided in the design which 1

involves all of the fuel, control, blanket and removable radial shield

I
assemblies, core support, lower inlet modules, bypass flow modules, upper
internals structures and the upper and lower core former rings of the core
former structure. The two core fomer rings girth the outside contnurs fomed

g by the upper and lower load pads on the outer row removable radial shield assemblies.

Outward actions by the fuel, control, blanket and removable,

radial shield assemblies are limited at the core former rings which are
placed at the same elevations as the hard faced load pads on the outside
ducts of the reactor assemolies. Interactions between the reactor assem-
blies and the core former rings are limiteu to these pads since they are
raised above the outer surfaces of the assembly ducts.

Since the core restraint system involves all of the reactor
assemblies and the upper and lower internals structures, additional core
restraint features which apply to individual components are discussed in
the component description subsections which follow.

4.1.4 fuel, Blanket and Removable Radial Shield Regions

The components in the core region include tne 156 fuel assemblies,
the 7f inner blanket assemblies dispersed heterogeneously throughout the
cent ral regions of the core, the 6 assemblies which are alternately fuel
or inner blanket, the 132 radial blanket assemblies surrounding the fuel,
the 9 primary system control assemolies, and the six secondary system con-
trol assemblies. Also discussed in the contrcl subsection below are the
control rod drivelines and control rod drive mechanisms. The axial blanket
regions are formed in the fuel assemblies above and below the fuel.

The 306 radial shield assemblies that are located in the radial
rows outside the radial blanket rows comprise the removable radial shield
region.

4.1.4.1 Fuel and Axial Blankets

Each fuel assembly consists of 217 fuel rods, an outer duct,
inlet and outlet nozzles, and a lower shield piece. The outer duct is a
hexagonal tube that forms a discrete coolant flow path for each assembly.
A total of 156 + 6 (See Section 4.1.4) fuel assemblies are installed in
the core.

Each fuel rod contains a stack of (Pu+U)02 pellets which form
the 36-inch active core region, and 14-inch long stacks of depleted UO2
pellets that form the upper and lower axial blanket regions. The fuel rods

51 are spaced from each other by spiral wire wraps that allow space for and
promote mixing and cross flow of the coolant flow.

O
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Numerous combinations exist for the implementation of these
final three fallback positions. In addition, the extent to which they
are needed for verification purposes cannot be accurately assessed
until final design and the ongoing and planned testing is completed.
Plans to utilize these fallbacks for verification or to increase the
ultimate operational limits for the reactor will be prepared on a
schedule consistent with that for preparation of the FSAR.

4.2.2 Reactor Vessel Internals

4.2.2.1 Design Bases

4.2.2.1.1 F_unctional Requirements

Two major assemblies for- che reactor internals support
structure. These are the multiple component lower internals structure
(LIS) and the multiple component upper internals structure (UIS).
An additional major system is the core restraint system (CRS), which
consists of the core formers and the removable radial shielding.

The lower internals structure consists of the core support
structure, lower inlet modules, bypass flow modules, fixed radial
shielding, fuel transfer and storage assembly, and horizontal baffle.
Support for the core formers of the core restraint system is providedp by the lower internals structure.

d
The following are primary functional requirements for these

components. Also included are the maintainability and surveillance
requirements.

4.2.2.1.1.1 Core Support Structure

The core support structure consists of the core plate, the
core barrel, and the module liners. The core plate and support cone
form the upper surface of the inlet plenum, provide the structure for
the upper surface of the inlet plenum and provide the structure for
support of the core. The core barrel encloses the core and provides a
base for the core former rings. The core support structure is welded
to the support cone which is an integral part of the reactor vessel. As
a permanent structure, it must be designed for the " stretch" conditions *
and have a design life of 30 years. The core support structure has

58 | the following principal functional requirements:

a) Provide support for the weight of the core assemblies, lower
inlet modules, bypass flow modules, fuel transfer and
storage assembly, horizontal baffle, fixed radial shielding,
removable radial shielding, spacers and core formers.

p51 * See Section 1.1
d 4.2-118 Amend. 58
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b) Transmit reaction loads due to pressure differences, weights
and seismic disturbances to the interface with the reactor
vessel.

c) Withstand all specified loading conditions without exceeding
the design primary and secondary stress limits for the
appropriate loading categories as specified in Section III
of the 1974 Edition of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code.

d) Provide the foundation for vertical and horizontal restraint of
58| the core and removable radial shield assemblies.

e) Control (limit) axial deflections of the core relative to the
control rods. which are supported by the reactor closure head.

58| f) Provide a stable base for the core former structure.

g) Provide, together with features of the upper internal structure
58; and the core fonner structure, adequate alignment between the

! upper and lower internals.

h) Provide features to preclude major flow blockage at the module
line'- inlet.

58) i) Distribute coolant to the lower inlet modules and bypass flow
modules which distribute the coolant to the reactor assemblies,

j) Distribute coolant to the fuel transfer and storage assembly,
and to provide the coolant fcr the reactor vessel / liner
annulus.

k) Provide features to minimize gas entrapment during sodium fill.

1) Provide interface features with the horizontal baffle for the
degree of sealing required to limit the metal temperature of

58| the core barrel below the horizontal baffle.

581 m) Limit the maximum deflection of the CSS to 0.150 inch upward,
under the maximum design AP.

4.2.2.1.1.2 Lower Inlet Modules (LIM)

The lower inlet modules are removable components of the lower
581 internals structure (see Figure 4.2-40). They are designed to fit into

and seal with the core suroort structure module liners with strainer
holes in the modules aligning with coolant slots in the liners. Each
module directs the coolant flow to seven reactor assemblies which could
consist of fuel, control, blanket, and removable radial shielding assemblies

51 and combinations thereof depending on core location. There are a total of 61
modules, the outer 24 of which will be designed to divert flow by bypass
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O orifices to provide coolant flow to the bypass flow mcdule/ removable
radial shielding and the core barrel / reactor vessel annulus. Although
the modules are 30 year life components, they will be designed to be
removable. The inlet modules have the following principal functional
requirements:

a) Support, vertically position and restrain downward, position
and restrain horizontally the reactor assemblies during assembly,
operation and refueling of the reactor using hydraulic
balance features where required.

b) Distribute and provide coolant to the various reactor assemblies
(fuel assemblies, blanket assemblies, control rod assemblies,
and removable radial shielding).

c) Provide a source of low pressure bypass coolant to the bypass
flow module / removable radial shield assemblies and the core
barrel /reactnr vessel annulus.

d) Provide features to assure correct placement of the reactor
assemblies in a safe location.

e) Maintain a pressure boundary between the high pressure region
and low pressure region within the reactor vessel and limit
the leakage flow across the boundary.

f) Provide a low impedance flow path through the LIM for the Secon-
dary Control Rod System bypass flow.

g) Provide retention of loose debris greater than 0.25 in. in
diameter to preclude blockage of the reactor assembly rod
bundles.

h) Provide for the retention of the modules during normal reactor
operation using hydraulic balance features where required.

i) Assure that the LIM can be removed through the Upper Internals
i Structure and the IVTM port.

j) Maintain nominal primary coolant flow and preclude any adverse
change of flow paths.

k) Provide a capability to use multiple coolant flow sources in the
core support structure module liner.

4.2.2.1.1.3 Bypass Flow Modules

The Bypass Flow Modules (BPFM) shown in Figure 4.2-41 A, are
supported by the Core Support Structure (CSS). The BPFM supports and

5 -|} positions the Fixed Radial Shield (FRS) and Removable Radial Shield (RRS)
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assemblies. The BPFM is designed as a permanent component. The BPFM
receives low pressure coolant from the inlet modules and distributes the
coolant to the RRS assemblies. A total of 6 BPFM provides a flow to a
total of 264 RRS and each is designed to meet the following functional
requirements.

a) Support and position a total of 44 removable radial shield

assemblies per module during reactor assembly, operation,
and refueling.

b) Distribute and provide coolant to each of the radial shield
assemblies supported.

q3 | c) Provide features to insure placement of only removable radial
shield assemblies into any of the receptacles in the bypass
flow modules,

d) Provide a redundant flow path for the coolant which feeds the
RRS assemblies.

58| e) Support and position the Fixed Radial Shield (FRS).

f) Provide a thirty year life (22.5 full power years) with no
planned maintenance.

4.2.2.1.1.4 Fixed Radial Shielding

The fixed radial shielding is located inside the core barrel
beyond the radius of the removable radial shielding and rests on the
bypass flow module and beneath the lower core former. The fixed radial
shielding is designed for the 30 year plant life. The functional
requirements for this component are:

a) Provide in conjunction with the removable radial shielding
assemblies, radiation protection for the core barrel and

58
reactor vessel. This shielding will contribute to the overall
reactor shielding system. The minimum ductility provided by
the combination of the fixed and removable radial shielding is
10; residual ductility for the core barrel and reactor vessel.
This value is based on the total elongation at end of design
life and includes effects due to stretch conditions.

b) Operate for a thirty year life at seventy-five percent plant
capaci ty factor. The minimum ductility limit (based on total
elongation) for the fixed radial shielding is 10%.

58

57|51
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4.2.2.1.1.5 Fuel Transfer and Storage Assembly

Reactor refueling requires bringing new fuel into the reactor
vessel and removing the spent fuel. The fuel is brought in and out
through the vessel head by the ex-vessel transfer machine. A transfer
position is required so that the ex-vessel machine can decouple and move
out of the way so that the in-vessel transfer machine can grapple the
assembly and continue the fuel handling operation.

Operational flexibility in scheduling fuel replacen.ent requires
the capability for interim storage of two irradiated fuel assemblies.

Accumulation of material property trend data requires a position
for exposing the surveillance specimens to the appropriate environmental
conditions.

!
' The above needs are met by the fuel transfer and storage assembly

which has the following principal functional requirements:

a) Provide features which allow cooling of the stored fuel
assemblies.

1 b) Provide interface features that minimize leakage with the
; horizontal baffle,

c) Provide support for the weight of the core component pot,
; 58

51 stored core components and surveillance specimens and fixtures.

,

1

:

i

.
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58

4.2.2.1.1.6 Horizontal Baffle

The horizontal baffle forms the upper boundary of the core barrel /
reactor vessel annulus and physically separates the hot sodium in the
outlet plenum from the cooler bypass flow sodium in the core barrel / reactor
vessel annulus. The horizontal baffle has the followir.g functional
requirements:

a) Limit heat flow from the outlet plenum sodium to the
core barrel / reactor vessel annulus sodium to an
acceptable level.

b) Form an effective hydraulic barrier between the core
barrel / reactor vessel annulus sodium and the outlet
plenum sodium.

c) Insure that temperature oscillations on metal surfaces
51 in or adjacent to the coolant flow paths are

compatible with the horizontal baffle service life
requirements.

d) Deleted
49

e) Positicn and support the upper end of the fuel transfer
and storage assembly.

f) Provide a guide for entry of the core component pot
and passage of sodium from the outlet plenum into the
fuel transfer and storage assembly.

g) Provide a thirty year service life (22.5 full power
58) years) with no scheduled maintenance.

h) Transmit the IVTM and EVTM transient mechanical loads
from the fuel transfer and storage assembly to the
core support structure and reactor vessel thermal liner.

i) Provide access through the horizontal baffle base plate
,

41 into the core barrel / reactor vessel annulus. |
,

l
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4.2.2.1.1.7 Upper Internals Structure (UIS)

The upper internals structure * is located in the reactor outlet
plenum innediately above the core. This is an area characterized by a
demanding thermal fluids environment. The structure must be designed
to perform satisfactorily in this environment for the design life of
30 years while meeting the following functional requirements:

a) Provide secondary core holddown for the fuel, blanket,
and control assemblies.

b) Provide support for routing reactor system instrumentation
including that to selected fuel and blanket assemblies.

| c) Assure alignment of the control rod shroud tubes in the
upper internals structure with the control rod ducts in
che core.

d) Provide means for ducting the core effluent to the upper '

regions of the cutlet plenum so as to effectively mitigate
stratification during the scram transient, and to promote
mixing during normal operational sequences,

e) Protect the control rod drivelines from potential flow induced
vibration excitation from cross flow in the outlet plenum.,

4

f) Provide for mounting of the control rod scram arrest dashpots,
and for reaction of the associated scram arrest loading.

g) Provide access to the core to allow the withdrawal of a core
support structure inlet module.

h) Provide upper internals structure jacking mechanism (UISJM)
mounted on the Intermediate Rotating Plug (IRP), which will
engage with the upper internals support columns and lift
the upper internals structure to permit rotation for refueling.

i) Provide shielding approximating tha.t of the uninterrupted
head for the penetrations of the upper internals structure

58 support colunns through the intermediate rotating plug.

C For the sake of continuity and completeness, the UIS jacking mechanism
is included herein with the UIS.g

O' Amend. 58'
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58| j) Provide the penetration of the IRP by the upper internals

structure columns with seals and above the head shielding,
so as to limit the irradiation dose to the head access area
to be compatible with a total head dose rate of 25 MREM /hr.

k) Provide a source of material for surveillance of the upper
internals structure.

1) Provide for the routing and support of the diagnostic instrumen-
tation required for initial confirmation of the satisfactory
performance of both the upper internals structure and the
outlet plenum flow control features.

m) Key the upper internals structure to the core barrel such that
the lateral movement is limited.

4.2.2.1.1.8 Core Restraint System

The core radial restraint system is comprised of formers mounted
on rings in the core barrel, and all the core assemblies supported within
those formers. Design of the system is based on the limited free bow
concept. Since it is not economically feasible to replace the core
restraint system formers during the life of the plant, these components
shall be designed for a 30 year life. Principal functional requirements
to the core restraint system are n follows:

a) Provide means for the control of core motion so that it is
both predictable and safe.

b) The reactivity feedback attributable to the core restraint
system shall be such that Criteria 9 and 10 are satisfied for
reactor power range operations.

c) Limit the potential magnitude of core compaction (and the
resulting reactivity insertion) due to postulated stickslip
motion to less than allowable values which assure that the
fuel and cladding will not be damaged. The allowable step
reactivity insertion magnitude is 604 at full power, and
854 at power levels of one megawatt or less.

d) Provision shall be made for release of core restraint inter-
assembly loads, such that refueling insertion and withdrawal
loads will not exceed 1000 lbs. , including the bouyant
weight of the assembly being handled.

e) With the core in the refueling contiguration, all core
i

components handling sockets must be positioned within plus or iminus 0.58 inches of true position.
|51
|
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) f) The core restraint system shall position the upper end of thea
control assembly ducts to within plus or minus 0.53 inches of

3 true position.

g) Positioning control of the fuel assembly duct nozzles shall
be such as to minimize lateral hydrodynamic forces imposed on
the upper internals structure instrumentation posts.

h) The core restraint system shall be designed to prevent a
general condition of duct-to-duct contact in the active core
region.

1) The design life for the core formers is 30 years for the 75%
plant capacity factor.

j) Design of the core restraint system shall be consistent with
annual refueling.

k) The dynamic radial deflection of the inner profile of the Upper
Core Former (UCF) shall be less than 10.100 inch, relative
to the UCF centerline during an SSE or OBE event.

1) The Lower Cora Former (LCF) radial deflection relative to
the LCF cente.line during an SSE or OBE shall be limited to
less than 1 0.100 inch.OV m) Provide vertical load reaction to the core barrel.

58 51
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58

4.2.2.1.1.9 Removable Radial Shielding (RRS)

The removable radial shield assemblies are core assemblies which
mechanically interface with the radial blanket assemblies, the core former
structure, the inlet and flow bypass modules, and the upper internals.
These assemblies have the following functional requirements:

a) Attenuate neutron fluence to levels consistent with 30 year
li fetime for peripheral components, based on residual total
elongation ductility limits.

O
S8

b) Maximize solid volume fraction within the limits required to
provide adequate cooling. To obtain adequate shielding with
316SS 80% minimum solid volume is required.

c) Maintain the RRS structural integrity by limiting RRS lifetime
to assure 1.0 percent minimum residual ductility based on total
elonga ti on. In addi 7 7n maximum operating steady state plus
transient strains must be less than 0.056 percent at a biaxial
stress ratio (longitudinal to circumferential) of 1:1 and less
than 0.33 percent at a 1:0 ratio. The allowable strain varies
approximately linearly with the biaxial stress ratio.

d) The removable radial shield assemblies are to be installed
and removed by normal fuel handling equipment.

e) Transmit lateral core restraint loads without contributing
significantly to the magnitude of these loads,

f) Provide circulation path for cooling to preserve structural
51 integrity.
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4.2.2.1.1.10 Core Former Structure (CFS)

The Core Former Structure provides the restraint to limit the,

bowing of the core assemblies for the Core Restraint System. The CFS
consists of the Upper Core Former, the Support Ring, the Lower Core Forner,
keyway inserts and azimuthal spacers. The CFS has the following functional
requirements: '

a) Provide peripheral constraint for the reactor core assemblies,

b) Provide lateral location and restraint for the lower end of the
Upper Internals Structure.

c) Transmit the applied loads from the reactor core assemblies and
the Upper Internals Structure to the Core Barrel including upward
vertical loads.

d) P. ovide a structural attachment for the Fixed Radial Shield.

e) Provide a temporary vertical support for the Upper Internals
58 Structure.

i

|
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58| 4.2.2.1.1.11 Maintainability
,

The structures must be designed to facilitate sodium drainage.

Any structure or assembly which may ultimately require removal
from the reactor vessel for maintenance or inspection must be removable
through the head openings and must be provided with lifting lugs or
fixtures for use during these operations.

581 4.2.2.1.1.12 Surveillance

Irradiation damage data for specific locations is required such
that changes in material properties can be monitored. Material surveillance
coupons will be located such that accelerated irradiation data is available
at the time of normal coupon inspection for a particular component / location
of interest. This will enable a potential deteriorating condition to be
detected before the next scheduled coupon inspection.

581 4.2.2.1.1.13 Margin Beyond The Design Base Considerations

In addition to the functional requirements discussed previously,
the core support structure and horizontal baffle shall be designed to
satisfy the margin beyond design basis considerations of CRBRP-3
(Reference 10 of Section 1.6). Structural Margin Beyond Design Base
(SMBDB) is not a design loading condition. However, it represents addi-O tional requirements to provide margin for highly improbable loading
condi tions. These loads are postulated to arise from a core related event
during normal full power operation, independent of any other event.

4.2.2.1.2 Bases for Functional Requirements;

:

Bases for the requirements of Section 4.2.2.1.1 are given below:

4.2.2.1.2.1 Core Support Structure
,

I

a) Requirement - Provide support for the weight of the core assembliesi

inlet modules, bypass flow modules, fuel transfer and storage
assembly, horizontal baffle, fixed radial shielding, removable'

radial shielding, spacers and core formers.

Bases - Self evident.
1 1

b) Requirement - Transmit reaction loads due to pressure differences,
weights and seismic disturbances to the interface with the;

> reactor vessel.

Bases - Self evident.SF

*
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O58| c) _Re_quirement - Withstand all specified loadino conditions without
exceeding the desico primary and secondary stress limits for
the appropriate loadinq categories as specified in Section III

58) of the 1974 edition of the ASME Boiler and Pressure VosselCode.

Bases - The various load combinations produce deflections of
the CSS core plate and core barrel. The resulting deflections
can be evaluated for their suitability so long as the structure
returns to its zero position when the loads are removea.
However, if yielding occurs the zero position and thus maximum
deflection positions would be indeterminate and thus the
predicted reactivity changes and relative clearances would be
indeterminate. Thus, the CSS must be designed such that the
primary stresses throughout the structure are below the
material yield.

d) Requ_irement - Provide the foundation for vertical and horizontal
58 | restraint of the core and removable radial shield assemblies.

B_ase_s_ - Internally or externally induced loads on the core (fuel,
coritrol and blanket assemblies) and removable shield assemblies
would result in motions of these components which could have
adverse reactivity effects unless the motion is limited by a
stable base in both the vertical and horizontal positions. The
CSS core plate and core barrel must be designed to limit these
motions such that the resulting clearances of the control rod
and control rod drive remain sufficient to provide reliable
scram capability.

e) ReEo'quirement - Control (limit) axial deflections of the core relativetliiFcTnTrol rods, which are supported by the reactor closure head.5B]

Bases - Vertical pressure and/or mechanical loading causes the~~~

CSS to deflect vertically relative to the reactor vessel head.
The fuel assemblies, which are supported by the CSS, move
vertically with the CSS. The control rods however are supported
from the reactor vessel head and thus do not nove with the CSS.
Deflections of the CSS produces differential axial motion of
the core relative to the control rods, thereby producing a
reactivity change in the core. The CSS must be designed to
limit axial motion such that the resulting reactivity change
does not result in exceeding the fuel damage limits for an
upset event.

O
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. f) Requirement - Provide a stable base for the core former rings.

_ Bases - The core former rings are positioned by the core barrel.
The location and rigidity is critical as it limits the radial
motion of the core. All transverse loads from the core are
transmitted through the core former rings to the core barrel.

g) Requirement - Provide together with features of the upper
58| internals structure and the core fonner structure, adequate alignment

between the upper and lower internals.

Bases - Operation of the control rod driveline system is dependent
on the alignment of the control rod guide tubes in the upper
internal structure and the control assemblies located in the
core support structure by the com plate and the core restraint
system.

Monitorin0 of the outlet flow temperature from core assemblies
is done by instrumentation located in the flow ducts of the
upper internals structure. Accuracy of measurement is
dependent on the alignment of these flow ducts with their
respective core assembly outlet nozzles.

h) Requirement - Provide features to preclude major flow blockage
at the module liner inlet.

Bases - Blockage of coolant to the inlet module can create a
hazardous condition by starving any one or more of the core
assemblies within the module. This could occur regardless of
the precautions taken during %Ssembly and construction. Thus
the CSS should have design features capable of capturing and
retaining loose debris, upstream of the module inlet.

58| i) Requirement - Distribute coolant to the lower inlet modules and
bypass flow modules which distribute the coolant to the reactor
assemblies.

Bases - Adequate coolant is required to all reactor assemblies
so that requirements on upper temperature limits on the various
materials are not exceeded.

A relatively uniform flow is required at the inlet to fuel and
blanket core zones.

j) Requirement - Distribute coolant to the fuel transfer and storage
assembly, and provide the coolant for the reactor vessel / liner

58 Sj annulus. .
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Bases - Remove decay heat generated by the storage of irradiated
reactor assemblies, and provide coolant for the annulus
between the reactor vessel and vessel thermal liner to limit
the maximum temperature of the reactor vessel wall tc an
acceptable value.

k) Requirement - Provide features to minimize gas entrapment during
sodium refill.

Bases _ - If allowed to accumulate in the inlet plenum, trapped
gas could be carried into the coolant stream and cause temporary
coolant starvation to reactor assemblies. This would possibly
overheat fuel cladding material beyond its upper temperature
limit.

1) _Re_quirement - Provide interface features with the horizontal
baffle for the degree of sealing required to limit the metal

93| temperature of the core barrel below the horizontal baffle.

Bases - It is required that the core barrel temperature be at,
or close to, the temperature of the adjacent core former rings
to maintain the lateral location of the reactor assemblies.
To meet this requirement, only inlet / bypass coolant can be
in direct contact with the outside profile of the core barrel.

58| m) Requirement - Limit the maximun deflection of the CSS to 0.150
inch upward under the maximum AP.

Bas _es_ - The maximum step reactivity insertioa due to a downward
deflection of 0.150 inches of the CCS plate is worth 17t. For
a 176 step reactivity insertion at full power, the hog channel
maximum cladding temperature increase is less than 20 F.

4.2.2.1.2.2 Lower Inlet Modules

a) Requirement - Support, vertically position and restrain downward,
and position and restrain horizontally the reactor assemblies
during assembly, operation, and refueling of the reactor using
hydraulic balance features where required.

Bases - The pressure difference between the inlet and outlet
plena is sufficient to raise some reactor assemblies from their
required location. The function of the hydraulic balance
system is to er 'ize (balance) the pressure forces on the
fuel and blank .semblies so that the there is 1ittle or
no lifting fort This design approach eliminates the need
of a mechanical restraint to assure positive downward load

51 and facilitates the removal and installation of reactor assemblies.
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In the LIM design the criterion to be used is that the minimum
net axial restraining force shall be downward and approximately
equal to the buoyant weight of the lightest reactor assembly,
which is the fuel assembly (387 lb. in Na.).

It is intended to use hydraulic balance when the combination of
dead weight buoyancy and hydraulic loads produce a force which
does not meet the above criterion. To facilitate design and
fabrication, hydraulic balance will not be utilized for
restraint of the radial blanket and removable radial shield
assemblies where the criterion is met.

Control of reactor criticality requires accurate vertical and
horizontal positioning of the reactor assemblies during assembly,
operating and refueling.

b) Requirement - Distribute and provide coolant to the various
reactor assemblies (fuel assemblies, blanket assemblies, control
rod assemblies and removable radial shielding).

Bases - The core location of each LIM dictates its coolant flowrequi remen ts. The modules provide flow control to radial blanket
and removable radial shield assemblies by orificing. Coolant flow
is delivered to the fuel, blanket, control and removable radial shield58
assemblies through various passages within the LIM.

c) Requirement - Provide a source of low pressure bypass coolant
to the bypass flow module removable radial shielding assemblies
and the core barrel / reactor vessel annulus.

Bases - Components encompassing the core must be cooled to
limit their temperatures to acceptable values. The coolant
passages from the inlet plenum to these components is via the
CSS and peripheral modules.

d) Requirement - Provide features to assure correct placement - ~ -

of the reactor assemblies in a safe location.
I

Bases - The various reactor assemblies are required to be in
discrete locations within the core to meet nuclear requirements
and assure adequate cooling. Thus the LIMs will incorporate
pin alignment devices to assure proper azimuthal orientation
of the modules. Various discriminators will be assembled into
each reactor assembly receptacle to ensure that only those
assemblies can be interchanged which will not result in an
undercooled assembly. The discriminators will have "no go"
devices such that they will limit axial travel and prevent

51 " seating" of an assembly when 'in an improper core location.
,

I

'v'
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e) Requirement - Maintain a pressure boundary between the high

pressure region and low pressure region within the reactor vessel
and limit the leakage flow across the boundary.

Bases - flow leakage must be limited to ensure adequate flow of
coolant to the fuel assemblies. The LIM is a 30 year component
designed to be removable and yet it must maintain a pressure
boundary between the high and low pressure regions. Therefore,

where differential movement is expected between mating parts
due to either thermal expansion or mechanical loads, dynamic
sealing devices must be incorporated. Thus, the module will

be designed to insure sealing utilizing piston rings anJ/or
other sealing devices within the state of the art that can be
used in the reactor environment.

j f) Requirement - Provide a low impedance flow path through the LIM
|

for the Secondary Control Rod System bypass flow.
|

| Bases - The secondary control rod system (SCRS) provides a
j back-up shutdown capability and utilizes a hydraulic assist for
i insertion of the control rod. Approximately 75 percent of the

coolant flow is redirected downward to the module providing a
large pressure drop across a piston attached to the control
assembly. This pressure drop across the piston provides the
insertion force required to assist insertion of the secondary
control rods during a SCRAM. Therefore, the LIMs containing

i SCRSs will incorporate flow conduits designed to minimize flow
losses through the module to the low pressure region in thei

| CSS.

g) Requireirent - Provide retention of loose debris greater than
| 0.25 in. in diameter, to preclude blockage of the reactor

i assembly rod bundles.

Bases - Blockage of coolant flow in fuel assemblies can create
a hazardous condition. Should loose debris be present during
reactor operation despite the precautions taken during reactor
construction and sodium fill, the LIM will trap loose debris
greater than 0.25 in, diameter and prevent a flow blockage
by means of strainer holes incorporated into the module stem.

h) Requirement - Provide for the retention of the modules during
normal reactor operation using hydraulic balance features where
required.

Bases - It is desirable that no mechanical devices be used for
51 retaining the LIM in the core support structure. Such devices

O
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are difficult to engage or disengage with remote handling
equipment and would impair the modula removal capability. The

.t

use of a hydraulic balance module retention feature satisfied
this requirement.>

1) Requirement - Assure that the LIM can be removed through the
Upper Internals Structure and the IVTM port.

Bases - The LIM configuration, dependent on core location, may
not be symmetrical about the longitudinal centerline. The
c.g. eccentricity from this centerline will cause tilting
of the module upon removal and installation. Handling tools
and module design will be such that the module will be
constrained within a dimensional envelope capable of passing
through the most restrictive passage and components such as
the IVTM port. This requirement is necessary in order to
insure that the module can be removed from the reactor
without the requirement for major disassembly of the reactor

58 internals.

j) Requirement - Maintain nominal primary coolant flow and preclude
5d any adverse change of flow paths.

Bases - The LIM receptacle flow slot geometry, which interfaces
p with reactor assembly inlet nozzle slots, is designed so that
U flow is provided to the reactor assemblies in the event of

inadvertent rise of the assemblies due to loss of hydraulic
balance. Also, the strainer hole pattern in the LIM stem is
designed to provide adequate flow through the LIM in the event
of inadvertent rise of the LIM due to loss of its hydraulic
balance.

58| k) Requirement - Provide a capability to use multiple coolant flow
sources in the core support structure module liner.

Bases - The LIM stem is provided with strainer hole pattern
to interface with both the primary and secondary flow parts
in the core support structure modul a liners.

4.2.2.1.2.3 Bypass Flow Module

a) Requiremen - Support and position a total of 44 removable radial
shield assemblies per module during reactor assembly, operation,
and refueling.

Bases - The shield assemblies as part of the core restraint
system require vertical and horizontal positioning within certain

51 tolerances to assure proper alignment of the core and const:-

g.
<
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quently control reactor criticality. In addition, the position
of the removable radial shield assemblies must be such as not to
iaterfere with insertion and removal of adjacent inner assablies
(radial blanket assemblies) during initial core loading and
subsequent refueling conditions.

b) Reju_irement - Distribute and provide coolant to each of the radial
shield assemblies supported.

Bases - Bypass flow provided by the lower inlet modules to each
of the bypass flow modules is distributed unifomly to the removable

S[ radial shield assemblies through the use of a low pressure plenum.

51

O

O
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58| c) Requirement - Provide features to insure placement of only
removable shield assemblies into any of the receptacles in the
bypass flow modules.

Bases - The fuel assemblies, radial blanket assemblies, and
ioiitiol assemblies must be prevented from being placed in a
shield assembly locacion to assure safe operation. Thus a
discrimination feature system will be provided within the
bypass flow module receptacles to preclude the placenent of any
of the above core assemblies into a shield assemM y location.

d) Requirement - Provide a redundant flow path for the coolant
which feeds the RRS assemblies.

Base - The RRS assemblies must have an adequate coolant flow
to prevent excessive temperatures which could contribute to
increased assembly bowing, ce ce ting problems with refueling.
In the unlikely event of flow blockage into one BPFM, the re-
dundant flow passages will allow sufficient coolant flow to

58| that BPFM to keep the RRS assemblies within acceptable tem-
perature ranges.

| I
e) uirement - Support and position the Fixed Radial Shield

Base - The FRS requires support and positioning in the ver-
tical and horizontal direction within certain tolerances atthe base of the FRS. The BPFM is that component which satis-
fies these regnirements.

f) Requirement - Provide a thirty year life (22.5 full years) with
no planned maintenance.

Base - The design of the FRS is such that it will not be re-
moved during the life of the reactor. Subsequently, the BPFM
has to be designed such that it requires no maintenance for the

38 life of the reactor.
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j 4.2.2.1.2.4 Fixed Radial Shielding

58| a) Requirement - Provide in conjunction with the removable
i?idi~aT sfiielding, radiation protection for
the core barrel and reactor vessel. This shielding will con-
tribute to the overall reactor shielding system. The minimum

5S| ductility assured by the combination of the fixed and removable
radial shielding is 10?. residual ductility for the core barrel
and reactor vessel. This value is based on total elongation at
?nd of design life and includes effects due to stretch
conditions. |

Bases - The combination of removable and fixed radial shielding
must assure that the core barrel and reactor vessel remain
within ductile limits stated above. Should the ductility of the
material drop below the 10% leve! the ability of the material

36| to yield locally would be reduced. The lack of residual
ductility would add uncertainty to the integrity of the structure.

{The ductility of the structural regions of the core barrel and
|reactor vessel must be maintained at a level which will insure t

that ductile failure mode analysis used in analyzing the t

design remains valid. I

|

9
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b) Requirement - Operate for a thirty year life at seventy-five

percent plant capacity factor which also includes effects due
to stretch conditions. The minimum ductility limit (based on
total elongation) for the fixed radial shielding is 10%.

58

Bases - The combination of removable and fixed radial shielding
must be designed such that the fixed radial shielding remains

58 | ductile within the limit stated above. The ability of the
material to yield locally would be reduced if the ductility of

58 | the material dropped below the stated limit. This situation
would produce uncertainties concerning the integrity of the
structure.

The ductility of the structural regions of the fixed radial3

i shielding must be maintained at a level which will insure that
the ductile failure mode analysis used in analyzing the design
remains valid.,

4.2.2.1.2.5 Fuel Transfer and Storage Assembly

a) Requirement - Provide features which allow cooling of the stored
fuel assemblies.

Bases - The removed fuel assembly cannot be allowed to increase
in temperature such that the gas pressure would build up and

s result in cladding failure. Additionally, a removed fuel
assembly inherently contains useful information which could be
compromised or destroyed if the fuel temperature subsequent to
removal is permitted to exceed significantly the peak operating
temperature. Thermal analysis has indicated that cooling of
the transfer and storage assembly is required to remove the
heat generated in a spent fuel assembly. Note that during nonnal
refueling operations, no core assembly may be stored in the
FT&SA while another assembly is being inserted or withdrawn from

58 an in-core location.

b) Requirement - Provide interface features that minimize leakage
with the horizontal baffle.

Bases - The outlet plenum is filled with the hot core effluent,
while the plenum underneath the horizontal baffle is filled with
the cooler core-inlet sodium. The upper portion of the fuel
transfer and storage assembly is a part of the horizontal baffle
and provides the guidance for insertion of the core component

51 pot and the stored fuel into the fuel transfer and storage
assembly. If significant leakage flow were permitted in between

d 4.2-138 Amend. 58,
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the fuel transfer and storage assembly and the horizontal baffle
it could lead to possible insufficient material fatigue strengths
to withstand the potential hot and cold flow oscillation sweeping
the interface surfaces between the horizontal baffle and the
fuel transfer and s torage assembly,

c) Requirement - Provide support for the weight of the core component
pot, stored core components and surveillance specimens and fixtures.

58
-Bases - Self evident

4.2.2.1.2.6 Horizontal Baffle

a) Requirement - Limit heat flow from the outlet plenum sodium to
the core barrel / reactor vessel annulus sodium to an acceptable
level.

Bases - Bypass flow in the core barrel / reactor vessel annulus
cools components within and on the periphery of the annulus as
well as the vessel and vessel liner. Therefore, heat flow
across the baffle must be within limits which will provide
acceptable bypass cooling flow temperature to components which
utilize bypass flow for cooling.

b) Requirement - Form an effective hydraulic barrier between the
58| c re barrel / reactor vessel annulus sodium and the outlet

plenum sodium.

Bases - Random mixing of hot sodium flowing through and exiting
through the fuel region and sodium rising in the annulus between
the core barrel and the reactor vessel creates unstable flow
conditions characterized by thermal plumes and/or widespread
turbulence. In addition, bypass flow must be directed to provide
coolant to the reactor vessel and liner above the baffle.

c) Requirement - Insure that temperature oscillations on metal
surfaces in or adjacent to the coolant flow paths are compatible
with the horizontal baffle service life requirements.

Bases - Thermal stratification exists in the flow exiting the
core. The flow through the radial blanket will be cooler than
that in the main core region. The radial blanket flow will
tend to be split off at elevation just above the core barrel
(base of the UIS). This cooler flow will mix with that circula-

51 ting in the outlet plenum, and thermal striping can result.

O
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d) Deleted

i

i

49

e) Requirement - Position and support the upper end of the fuel
transter and storage assembly.

Bases - The upper end of the FT&SA must be located accurately
both circumferentially and radially on a designated arc
concentric with the reactor core vertical centerline.

f) Requirement - Provide a guide for entry of the core component
pot and passage of sodium from the outlet plenum into the
fuel transfer and storage assembly.

,

Bases - Guidance for the entry of-the core component pot into
the fuel transfer and storage assembly must be provided to
permit in-core fuel transfer apparatus to correct for low,/ order misalignment during fuel transfer and storage operations.

ii
'

g) Requirement - Provide a thirty year service life (22.5 full
58| power years) with no scheduled maintenance.

.

Bases - The horizontal baffle must operate in the reactor-
environment for this period of time without failure as this
component cannot be replaced or fully inspected.

h) Requirement - Transmit the IVTM and EVTM transient mechanical
loads from the FT&SA to the core support structure and reactor

; vessel thermal liner.

Bases - The In-Vessel Transfer Machine (IVTM) will transport,

i ,

a reactor assembly to the fuel transfer and storage assembly
area, align the reactor assembly with a core component pot
(CCP) and insert the assembly into the CCP. The grapple

i

device holding the reactor assembly will contact the upper
surface of the FT&SA inlet port nozzle on the horizontal
baffle and overtravel vertically downward to actuate a release

>

'

mechanism in the IVTM grapple. The Ex-Vessel Transfer Machine
(EVTM) could misalign slightly and a core component pot hit

41 58| the FT&SA inlet port nozzle.
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j) Requirement - Provide access through the horizontal baffle base

plate for access to the core barrel / reactor vessel annulus.

Bases - Access to the core barrel / reactor vessel annulus is
required for in-service inspection.

4.2.2.1.2.7 Upper Internals Structure

a) Requirement - Provide secondary core holddown for the fuel, blanket,
and control assemblies.

Bases - It i3 possible to postulate mechanisms which would result
in the core moving upwards within the core barrel. Among the
mechanisms of concern is gradual undetected loss of hydraulic
holddown (although no cause for such an event has been identified).
Were this vertical motion to occur then it is possible to postu-
late sudden downward motion of the core in response to a
seismic event. The amount of downward motion acceptable is
governed by the resulting reactivity insertion and the associated
effect on fuel damage. The upper internals holddown is required
to limit the maximum possible upward motion of the core such that
the sudden downward motion of the same magnitude will not result
in the core damage limits being exceeded,

b) Requirement - Provide support for routing reactor system instru-
mentationlncluding that to selected fuel and blanket assemblies.

Bases - Above core thermocouples are required for monitoring
and verification of acceptable core performance. Practical
considerations of thermocouple replacement requires the use of
dry-well housing tubes. Provision is being made to position
a thermocouple over selected fuel and blanket assemblies to
provide both surveillance / diagnostic information and reactor
control.

c) Requirement - Assure alignment of the control rod guide tubes
in the upper internals structure with the control rod ducts
in the core.

Bases - The control rod driveline passes through the upper
internals structure and into the core. Lateral displacement of
the upper internals structure relative to the core could cause
structural loading between the driveline and the interfacing
components. The frictional component of these loads retards
rod insertion. Therefore, this effect must be controlled. In
part, this control is achieved by limiting the lateral displacement
of the upper internals structure relative to the core. The allowable ;

51 |
|
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1) Requirement - Provide shielding approximating that of the unin-
terrupted head for the penetrations of the upper internals structure

58 support columns through the intermediate rotating plug.

Bases - Radiological design requirements for the head access area
dictate that the dose rates in this area shall not exceed 25
MREM /Hr. In order to meet this dose rate limitation, it is
essential that there be no radiation streaming paths through the
head.

j) Requirement - Provide the penetration of the IRP by the
58 upper internals structure colunns with seals and above-head

shielding that limit the radiation dose to the head access area
41 dose rate of 25 MREM /Hr.

Bast ,- At the upper internals structure head penetrations, the
primary containment boundary is extended upwards in the form of
the UlS jacking mechanism housings. The potential exists for
radioactive cover gas to penetrate the area between the outside
of the upper internals structure support columns and the insida
cf the jacking housings. Penetration of radicactive cover gas '

.

to the area above the head must be minimized, since this is a
source of radiation to the head access area. The upper internals
structure column seals are provided to minimize coter gas leakage.

V k) Requirement - Provide a source of material for surveillance of
411 the upper internals structure.

Bases - The design of the upper internals structure is based on
the assumption of ductile behavior in both time-dependent and
time-independent failure modes. Ductility of the material can

47 } be reduced by the leaching of carbon and nitrogen by the dynamic
sodium environment. Materials evaluations based on relatively
short exposure time tests indicate that ductility loss will not
be a problem in the upper internals structure. The surveillance
specimens are required to confirm this behavior in the actual
reactor operating environment over the full service life.

1) Requirement - Provide for the routing and support of the diagnostic
instrumentation required for initial confirmation of the satis-
factory performance of both the upper internals structure and the
outlet plenum flow control features.

V
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3ases - The upper internals structure is designed to promote
mixing and contro' str,tification in the outlet plenum. Water
simulation tests, and a small scale sodium test will be used to
provide early confirmation of this aspect of the opper internals
design. It is impossible, however, to fully simulate all aspects
of the CRBR outlet plenum transient behavior in these tests.
Full simulation will be obtained for the first time during the
initial stages of CRBR operation. Thermocouoles strategically
located on the upper internal structure will monitor outlet
plenum temperatures during the early stages of operation, and
provide confirmation of the effective operation of the upper
internals flow control features.

The upper internals structure may be subject to vibration
excitation by impingement of the core outlet flow and cross flow
in the upper plenum region. The structure is designed to have
the sti ffness required to minimize dynamic response to this
excitation. During the design phase, water loop testing of
upper internals stre:tural models will be used to optimize the
design from a vibration viewpoint and confirm acceptable
vibration behavior of the final configuration. Accelerometers
positioned within the CRBR upper internals structure will
provide confirmation that the upper internals structure
behaves in a manner similar to that predicted from the model
tests.

Amend. 51
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q Nonstructural fixed radial shielding (with five percent ductilityQ at 800 F) has a fluence limit of 2.6 x 1022 (n/cm2).

The Core Barrel and Vessel (with ten percent ductility at 800 F)
,

have a fluence limit of 1.3 x 10 2 (n/cm2),
|

2

b) Requirement - Maximize solid volume fraction within the limits
required to provide adequate cooling. To obtain adequate
shielding with 316 SS eighty percent minimum solid volume is
requi red.

.

Rm - Based on 316 SS, the minimum solid volume fraction is
80TTo obtain the required residual ductility of the midpoint of

~

the core, with the fixed radial shielding and the core barrel at
five percent and ten percent ductility respectively.

c) Requirement - Maintain the RRS structural integrity by limiting
RRS lifetime to assure 1.0 percent minimum residaal ductility
based on total elongation. In addition maximum operation steady-
state plus transient strains must be less than 0.056 percent at
a biaxial stress ratio (longit dinal to circumferential) of 1:1
and less than 0.33 percent at a 1:0 ratio. The allowable strain
varies approximately linearly with the biaxial stress ratio.

Bases - The strain limits given above are considered conservative
since a safety factor of three was applied to rupture strain

O predicted from tensile testing to determine allowable strain.
This safety factor is consistent with safety factor levels
employed in ASME Code criteria. It has been observed from
stressed tube experiments that rupture strain varies with stress
state. For a 1:1 biaxial stress ratio the predicted rupture
strain is only one-sixth that of uniaxial tension tests. Thus
this factor has been included.

The minimum total fluence (E>0 MeV) associated with 1.0 percent
residual total elongation is 0.875 x 1023 (n/cm2) at 800 F and
1.2 x 1023 (n/cm2) at 900 F (Ref. 29). The use of energy
dependent damage functions will increase the fluence limits
beyond those given above.

The minimum RRS lifetimes based on the one percent ductility
limit are as follows:

f

Lifetime (Years) Depending
RRS Row Number on Pos_ition Within Row

1 4.9 to 8.8
2 8.8 to 16.9
3 15.8 to 31.6
4 30.0 to 61.1

bG
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Thus some of the assemblies in row 3 and all of the assemblies in
row 4 will not need to be replaced. A surveillance program is
expected to extend the lifetimes beyond the minimum predicted
lifetimes.

The above strain and ductility limits represent reasonable
criteria which reduce com;)lexity and expense of RRS assemblies
and increase reliability as compared to less stringent criteria.

d) Requirement - The removable radial chield assemblies are to be
iWstalled and removea by nomal fuel handling equipment.

-

Bases - This requirement affords efficient and economical means
oHdstalling and removing the removable radial shielding by
using the existing fuel handling equipment.

e) Requirement - Transmit lateral core restraint loads without
sTgsTficint contribution to the magnitude of these loads.

~

Bases - It is desired to minimize load buildup at "on power"
conditions to provide a margin of safety against duct crushing.
Also, it is desired to attain lower withdrawal forces at reactor
refueling conditions.

Of) Requirement - Provide coolant paths for circulation cooling to
preserve the structural integrity of the assemblies.

Bases - Sufficient coolant must be provided for the following two
The maximum material tempergture must be kept withinreasons.

reasonable limits (approximately 1100 F) and the maximum
dllowable temperature gradients from internal nuclear heating

51 must be determined by examining the allowable thermal stresses.

4.2.2.1.2.10 Core Fomer Structure (CFS)

a) Requirement - Provide peripheral constraint for the reactor
assemblies.

Bases - Positioning of the core fermer structure relative to the
core maintains, as part of the core restraint system, proper
core geometry during all modes of operation.

b) Requirement - Provide lateral location and constraint for the
lower end of the Upper Internals Structure.

Bases - Maintain alignment of the Upper Internals Structure for
proper operation of the reactor control system. Interface constraints

58 are imposed by the In-Vessel Transfer Machine, the reactor vessel,
and the rotating plugs.
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c) Requirement - Transmit the applied loads from the reactor core

assemblies and the Upper Internals Structure to the Core Barrel
including upward vertical loads.

Bases - Transfer loads to the Core Support Structure, the
primary structural support and positional reference for the Core
Former Structure,

d) Requirement - Provide a structural attachment for the Fixed
.

Radial Shield,

o

Bases - Maintain lateral restraint at the upper end of the Fixed
'RadTal Shield.

e) Requirement - Provide a temporary vertical support for the Upper
Internals Structure.

Bases - React the dead weight of the Upper Internals Structure
58 during installation of reactor components.

;

4.2.2.1.3 Design Loading

O may be subjected are categorized into Nonnal, Upset, Emergency, Faulted,
The loading conditions to which the reactor internal structures

and Design Conditions as defined in Section III NG &NB-3000 of the ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.

,

Design loading conditions are given for the two principal groups
of reactor internals components, the upper internal structure and the lower,

; internals structure.

The only structural component of the lower internals structures
is the core support structure. Thus the temperature, pressure and static
loads for the lower internals which follow are stated for the core

51 support structure.

.

i.
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r4.2.2.1.3.1 Core Support Structure

1. Temperature and Pressure

The CSS shall be designed to meet temperature and pressure conditions
as follows:

Design Condition Parameters

Core Plate............................................ 775 F

Module Liner......................... ................ 775 F

Core Barrel........................................... 775 F - 1015 F
US u ppo rt Co n e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 7 5 F

Design AP............................................. 170 psi

Stretch Condition Parameters
;

'

C o re P l a t e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 71 5 F

Mo d u l e L i n e r. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 715 F '

Core Ba rre l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 715 F - 1015 F

S u p po r t Cone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 715 F
!

Re fuel i ng Tempe ra tu re. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 375 F

Pressure Difference at Stretch

Conditions............................................ 139 psi

Maximum Sodium Vel oci ty. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 Ft/Sec.

Sys tem Des i gn Li fe. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 Cal enda r Yea rs

2. Mechanical Loads

The CSS shall be designed to support all of the reactor components
during initial reactor assembly as follows:

CSS Static Loads Dry Weight (1bs.)>

.

: CSS...................................................198,800

) Inlet Modules (Based on Average Weijhts).............. 72,l00
%

s ,/i
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O
CSS Static Loads Dry Weight (lbs. )

Fuel Assemblies....................................... 69,000

5g Blanket Assemblies.............................. ...... 114,700

P ri ma ry Con t rol As s embl i es . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,250

Secondary Control Assemb1ias........................... 1,200

Removable Radial Shield... ............................ 125,460

By pa s s F l ow Mod ul e s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38,100

58| Co re Fo rme r S t ruc t u re. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41,750...

Hori zon ta l Ba f fle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................... 17,200

Fuel Storage and Transfer Assembly................. 4,800...

Fixed Radial Shield.......... ...................... 74,000

Upper Internals Structure.......................... ...100,000

Transient mechanical loads imposed on the core support structure
are due to fuel transfer operations and actuation of the control rod systems
(PCRS&SCRS). The transient fuel transfer conditions are as follows: The
first condition is that due to the invessel transfer machine (IVTM) in
transferring fuel to or from the core. An axial load of 5,000 pounds -

maximum is anticipated for this operation. The second condition is that
due to the IVTM in transferring fuel to or from the fuel transfer and
storage assembly. The anticipated axial load for this operation is also
5,000 pounds maximum. These loads are the maximum down thrust of the
IVTM including the weight of an assembly. The third loading condition
is that irrposed by the ex-vessel transfer machine (EVTM) in transferring
fuel to or from the fuel storage assembly. A maximum axial load of
2,200 pounds is expected for such an operation.

A transient condition imposing mechanical loads on the LIS is
the actuation of the SCRS. Scram actuation of each of the six SCRS
imposes a 5,000 maximum pound axial load on the core support structure
for a total axial load of 30,000 pounds. The fifth condition is the i

scram arrest load from each PCRS control rod. This load is conservatively l
calculated to be 5,000 pounds for each of 9 rods or 45,000 pounds |

51 maximum. This is a dynamic load applied for a very brief period. |

O
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Normal

<

Mechanical loads applied to the CSS during operation are
reduced relative to the dead weight loads during assembly by the buoyancy
of the core and core support structure in the sodium.

44| Upg47
_

The CSS shall be designed for five (5) OBE events with ten (10)
maximum peak response cycles each. Of the five (5) OBE events, four (4)
of these OBE's shall be assumed to occur during the most adverse Normal
Operating Conditions determined on the CSS design limit basis. The

. Other one (1) OBE shall be assumed to occur during the most adverse Upset
event, determined on the CSS design limit basis, and at the most adverse

a time in the upset event. The most adverse events to be combined with
the OBE's shall be established during the structural evaluation and in-

47 cluded in the formal stress report.
!

For structural systems which are attached directly to either the
top of the core barrel or to the CSS plate, the horizontal and verticala

OBE response spectra will be used. These spectra represent smoothed
curves of acceleration response versus natural frequency of simple single

| degree of the freedom systems subjected to time-dependent excitation at
the point in the overall reactor system where the spectra are being
developed.

Emergency

There are no mechanical loads caused by the emergency conditions
specified.

Faulted
!

The CSS shall be designed for one (1) SSE event with ten (10)
maximum peak response cycles. This SSE event shall be assumed to occur
during the most adverse Normal Operating Conditions determined on the
CSS design limit basis. Furthennore, this same SSE event shall also be

| assumed to occur simultaneously with the saturated steam line rupture'

event and to start at the same time as this event. The most adverse
event / events to be combined with the SSE shall be established during the

47| structural evaluation and included in the formal stress report.

To meet the requirement of safe shutdown during and after an
SSE, the nuclear core must be maintained in approximately the same axial
and lateral position relative to the control rod as existed prior to the
event. To meet this requirement, the CSS shall not exceed the limits of
Section III, subsection NG of the Code for Faulted Conditions during and
after an SSE. The maximum lateral displacement between the CSS and the
vertical centerline of the stationary outer ring of the reactor vessel
support during and af ter an SSE shall be minimized.

Od knend. 51
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4.2.2.1.3.2 Upper Internals Structure 1UIS)

Outlet Temperature and Flow profiles

The outlet temperature and flow profiles will be used to
obtainsteady-statethermalinputforthedesignoftheupperinternagsstructure. Core temperature and flow patterns are symmetrical for 60g
sectors of the core, and each 60 sector also has an axis of symmetry
and may therefore be represented by a 30 sector.g

Reactor vessel outlet temperature, mixed mean 995 F

Operating dead band
120 F

Temperatures in the sodium exiting from the core vary widely as reportedin Section 4.4.3.3.
yields a mixed-mean temperature at the vessel outlet of 995Mixingofthecoreeffluentwiththebpassflowf

1 20 F.The structure wgli also be designed to operate with a maximum thermal
misma6ch of 390 F between individual core and control assemblies. At
the hot / cold interface between the radial blanket and the core, the
sodgum flow from adjacent assemblies may differ in temperature by up to273 F. Mixing of these sodium streams on the surface of UIS structural

51 members innediately above the core gives rise to thermal striping stresses.

O
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O history of the support point may be used in lieu of the floor
response spectra. The structure when subjected to the OBE
seismic loads shall satisfy the ASME Code criteria for upset
conditions. Specific objects of this analysis are as follows: ;

'

The seismic response of the UIS must be evaluated both with
engaged and disengaged radial keys.

j

in the engaged condition, freedom for lateral movement at
the keys will be less than 0.060.

L

for OBE seismic loads the UIS must be designed to limit
deflection during refueling to preclude impact between the
U15 and the vessel thermal liner.

Emergency Mechanical Loads

The upper internals structure provides backup holddown capability
in case of a seismic disturbance or loss of hydraulic holddown.

4

The SSE seismic disturbances will be conservatively defined as
an ' emergency' event instead of the allowable ' faulted' definition.

T'

The upper internals structure shall be designed for seismic loads
1

which have been detennined from a seismic analysis of the entire
reactor system using the SSE floor response spectra given above

! . as input to the reactor vessel support (99' elevation). Acceleration'

histories at the support point may be used in lieu of the floor
respense spectra. The structure, when subjected to the faulted
conditions SSE seismic loads, shall satisfy the ASME Code criteria
for emergency conditions in the operating position.

Sccping analysis has shown that the vertical exci'ation is
insufficient to cause core movement leading to loading of the
upper internals strut ture. The maximum emergency condition
vertical loading occurs in the event of a loss of hydraulic hold-
down. The UIS is designed to carry the impact loading caused by
arresting the upward velocity of core and blanket assemblies
caused by loss of hydraulic holddown.

Faulted Mechanical Loads

The SSE earthquake has been transferred to the ' Emergency Loads' for
definition, even though this is in fact a ' faulted' condition.

Amend. 514.2-160 Sept. 1979
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4.2.2.2 Design Description

4.2.2.2.1 Reactor Internals Structures

The structural components of the reactor internals are
grouped into two major assemblies: the upper internals structure
and the lower internals structure, Figure 4.2-36.

The upper internals structure maintains alignment between
the fuel / control assemblies and the control rods with their associated
drive nechanism. Additionally, the upper internals structure collects
the core coolant and channels it through the coolant tubes. Channeling
the coolant flow parallel to the control rod driveline insures that
cross flow induced vibration of the driveline is prevented. The channeled
coolant also promotes mixing of the outlet plenum which nitigates the impact

53 of thermal transients on the outlet plenum structures and nozzles.

The lower internals structure supports the reactor assemblies.
Additionally, the lower internals structure limits fuel assembly
radial motion, and distributes flow through the various core regions
by means of modules sealed in the core support plate. The core
support plate also has an integral core barrel which provides support
for the core formers which limit core motion, the permanent shielding
which shields the core bar rel and vessel, and the in-vessel transfer
and storage wells which provide a transfer station for the reactor
assemblies.

38

The reactor internals structures utilize a variety of
structural materials which include:

Material

1. Type 304 SS
2. Type 316 SS
3. Type 304 SS w/ Chrome Plate
4. Alloy 718
5. Alloy 600 (Locking Pin)
6. Type 316 SS with Haynes 273 weld deposit
'. Type 316 SS with Chrome Carbide hard surface/

51 8. Alloy 718 with aluminized surfaces

9. Weld-deposited 308SS
54 10. Weld-deposited 3165S or 16-8-2

58 11. Type 316 SS with aluminized surfaces

O
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The core support structure is welded Type 304 stainless
steel structure which includes the core support plate and the core
barrel. The core support plate contains module liners which serve
as receptacles for the lower inlet modules. The core support structure
carries the weight of the other portions of the lower internals
structure, the reactor removable assemblies (fuel, blanket, control
and radial shield assemblies) and the core former structure. The
core support structure provides the upper boundary of the vessel inlet

53j plenum and distributes the coolant to the lower inlet and bypass flow modules.
The core support structure transmits the dead weight hydrostatic pressure
and seismic loads to the reactor vessel.

The core support structure concept is based upon the FFTF core
support structure, however, the FFTF manufacturing experience has been
utilized to reduce the complexity of the core basket. The FFTF core
basket was a core diameter size structure containing receptacles so that
each reactor assembly could be " plugged" into the core basket. This'

single large core basket has been simplified by designing mini baskets
(lower inlet modules). Each inlet module receives .seven reactor assemblies.

>

Each module in turn plugs into liners which are integral to the core
support plate. The concept of these liners is shown in Figures 4.2-38(

and 4.2-39. Each liner is a Type 304 stainless steel tube inserted into
the support plate seated to the bottom of the plate by a flange andO clamped to the support plate by a cap at the top of the liner. The;

cap complies with the ASME Code requirements for the use of the non-
51 integral joints. The liner is sealed near the lower surface of

;

,

!

,
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O
the plate to pennit hydraulic balance of the lower inlet nodules. The
liner has an alignment feature nating with the support plate and an
alignment feature for the lower inlet modules. These two alignment features

58 assure that the lower inlet modules are positioned correctly. The reactor
assembly ,tiscrimination feature precludes placing an assembly in an
improper location. Auxiliary flow ports and debris barriers, as
shown in Figures 4.2-38 and 4.2-39 have been provided in each module
liner to preclude the po.,sibility of large debris of any type from
blocking all flow to one or more of the inlet modules. The auxiliary
flow ports are located immediately below the CSS plate in a secondary
inlet plenum fonned by the hexagonal debris barriers, which separate
the auxiliary flow ports frorr. the primary flow ports and the radial
ribs on the peripheral liners. The primary flow ports are designed
to prevent large debris from entering the module liner stem and
blocking the auxiliary ports from the inside and the peripheral ribs
prevents debris from working its way in from the side of the array.
In the event that one or more of the primary flow ports become
blocked, the affected liner would then draw cooling sodium via the
auxiliary flow ports from the secondary plenum. Sodium feed to this
secondary plenum is by (1) the auxiliary flow perts in the unblocked
liners and (2) the array of 2 inch diameter holes in the hexagonal
debris barrier array.

Lower inlet modules support and position the reactor assemblies
on the core support plate. These modules, as shown in Figure 4.2-40,
distribute the coolant to the various reactor components: fuel
assemblies, blanket assemblies, removable shield assemblies and
control rod assemblies. Each module fits into a liner integral to
the support plate and receives seven reactor assemblies and provides
orificing that is unique to specific reactor assembly locaticas as
shown in Figure 4.2-41.

Mechanical discriminating features are designed into each
module to assure placement of the reactor assemblies into the proper
region (i.e. , fuel, blanket, and control) so that assemblies cannot
be undercooled. Furthennore, mechanical discrimination assures the

SF| proper core lattice positions for fuel assemblies. Angular alignment to
the module for the correct lattice position is assured by an alignment
pin between the liner and the core support plate. The modules are
shielded by the lower shield within the reactor assemblies so that the
loss of ductility limit is not exceeded during the plant life. Thei

modules are a welded 304 stainless steel structure and all 61 modules
58| have the same envelope dimensions. However, there are several discinct

configurations due to the differing flow requirements of the reacto:-
51 assemblies.

O
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assemblies, core barrel, pressure vessel thermal liner, fuel transfer

|and storage assembly and horizontal baffle. Each module fits into
a liner integral with the core support plate and supports and
positions seven reactor assemblies while providing orificing that
is unique to specific reactor assembly locations. Figure 4.2-41
shows 1/6 of the core and indicates the relative positior, of fuel i

1

and radial blanket assemblies and orifice Zones.

The module stem acts as a strainer which collects and
prevents loose debris from directly blocking the various reactor
assemblies.

Mechanical discrimination features are designed into each
module to assure placement of the reactor assemblies into core
lattice positions that will not result in assembly undercooling.
Angular alignment of each module for its lattice position is assured
by an alignment pin between the module liner and the module. The modules
are welded 304 stainless steel structures. There are several internal
configurations, excluding discrimination differences, due to the differing
flow requirements of the reactor assemblies.

4.2.2.2.1.3 Bypass Flow Module

The bypass flow modules shown in Figure 4.2-41 A, are
functionally similar to the lower inlet modules in that they provide

- support and position removable radial shield assemblies and direct low
pressure flow to cool these assemblies. There are a total of 6 modules

58 designed to rest on the core support plate and conform to the periphery
; formed by the 61 lower inlet modules. A '!cw pipe attached to the

bottom of a bypass flow module mates with a hole in the core support,

I plate. This provides a flow path for the coolant between the lower
inlet module and bypass flow module.

58| The bypass flow modules distribute reactor flow to 264 removable
radial shield assemblies, 44 of which are in each module. Flow enters
each of the six bypass flow modules through a bottom entry port. Each
bypass flow module is hydraulically interconnected to the adjacent two
bypass fiow modules giving multiple flow sources for all the RRS assemblies
served by tLe bypass flow modules. The removable radial shield assemblies
fit into receptacles integral with the bypass flow modules. These
receptacles are designed with a mechanical discrimination feature to
assure placement of only the removable radial shield assemblies into the
bypass flow module.

i

1 The low pressure existing within the region-of the outer
removable radial shielding results in negligible hydraulic forces
and conrequently a hydraulic balance system is not required. The
assemblies are simply slip fitted into the receptacle permitting4

51 easy. insertion and removal.
' O

Amend. 584.2-166 Nov. 1980
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4.2.2.2.1.4 Fixed Radial Shield

The fixed radial shield is a segmented annular ring of type 316
stainless steel locateri between the remvable radial shielding and the core
barrel as shown in Figure 4.2-42. The segments rest on the bypass flow mod-
ules and extend upward to the lower core former structure. The segments
are laterally positioned by captured pins at the lower end to the bypass
flon modules and at the upper end to toe forn er structure. The pinningy"
arrannonent accommoda tos difforon tia l ther al exransion and resialts in the

e

l

O
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fixed radial shield being a simple unrestrained structure. The fixed
radial shield weight is carried by the bypass flow modules and the
seismic loads are transmitted through the core former structure,

and bypass flow modules to the core support structure. The fixed
radial shield in conjunction with the removable shielding protects
the core barrel and vessel from radiation damage to assure the.

retention of ductility for a design lifetime of thirty years.

58 | 4.2.2.2.1.5 Fuel Transfer and Storage Assembly
Reactor refueling requires bringing new fuel into the

reactor vessel and removing the spent fuel. The fuel is brought
in and out through the vessel head by an ex-vessel transfer machine
and is handled inside the vessel by an in-vessel transfer machine.
A fuel transfer position is required to set down an assembly so that:

one machine can decouple and move out of the way so the other machine ,

can grapple the assembly to continue the fuel handling operation.
'

; The component surveillance program necessitates placement
; of specimens outside the core barrel. The fuel transfer, fuel

storage, and surveillance specimen positions are provided by the'

j five wells in the reactor vessel / core barrel annulus.
!

The wells are fabricated of Type 304 stainless steel and
are attached to the core barrel and the horizontal baffle. Thus all
dead weight and earthquake loads are transmitted to the core support,

; structure.

4.2.2.2.1.6 Horizontal Baffle

The horizontal baffle shown in Figure 4.2-44 forms the
upper boundary of the core barrel / reactor vessel annulus and
physically separates hot sodium in the outlet plenum from the cooler
bypass flow sodium in the core barrel / reactor vessel annulus. The
baffle maintains the temperature of the sodium in the core barrel /
reactor vessel annulus close to reactor inlet temperature to reduce
temperature differences across components below the baffle and to
provide for decay heat removal from the irradiated reactor assemblies,
stored in the fuel transfer and storage assembly. In addition, the
boundary formed by the baffle forms a part of the flow path which
diverts bypass flow between the reactor vessel and reactor vessel
thermal liner, through uniformly spaced holes in the thermal liner
below the baffle, to provide cooling for the reactor vessel and
reactor vessel thermal liner. A small pressure differential must
be maintained across the horizontal baffle to provide the head for
this flow. The pressure differential, approximately 0.5 psi, causes
leakage through the seals at the edges of the horizontal baffle base
plate and at the FT&SA inlet port nozzles. However, the leakage is
limited to 12.5% of bypass flow to insure that sufficient cooling flow

51 is provided to the vessel and vessel thermal liner.

O
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OThe horizontal baffle design incorporates a single 1.5 inch
thick simply supported base plate restrained on the outer diameter by
a segmented ring outer edge attachment. Each outer ring segment includes
a top ring segment,1 spacer block and a bottom ring secment, all of
which are bolted to the vessel liner flange with a single bolt that
extends through the ring segments and spacer block and into the vessel
liner flange. At the inner diameter the base plate is supported on a
ledge on the core barrel wall. It is held vertically by continuous ring that

| 57 fits into a groove near the upper end of the core barrel. Ci rcumfer-
ential motion of tne base plate relative to the core barrel is restrained
through a key. Radial movement of the base plate at its outer periphery is not
restricted and wear resistant surfaces of Haynes 273 are provided on botn sides of
the plate at the inner and outer diameters and on the continuous rinq and rinq

l segments to accommodate relative radial and angular rotation displacements due to
!

thermal and seismic effects at the outside diameter and angular rotation diplace
gj ments due to thermal effects at the inside diameter.

The base plate normally operates with a 150-200 F temperature
di f ference through the thickness. Since the upper surface is hotter,
the plate will tend to develop an upwardly convex spherical curvature.
The plate edges, however, are restrained vertically to the relative
vertical thermal displacement between the vessel thermal liner flange
and the core barrel ledge. As a result of the vertical restraint, a
thermally induced vertical downward force will act on the vessel liner
flange and an equal upward force will act en the core barrel .

These vertical reaction forces provide a positive seal at the
base plate outer and inner diameters. During down transients, the
direction of the holddown forces can reverse due to the reversal of
the through-the-thickness temperature gradient. The core barrel ledge
will be in compression (down load) and the upward load at the vessel
liner flange is carried through the top ring segments.

The portion of fuel transfer and storage assembly associated
with the baffle consists of five penetrations through the base plate at
a radius of 85.62 inches with an inlet port nozzle at each penetration.
The penetrations allow access to the portion of the FT&SA located in the
core barrel / reactor vessel annulus. The nozzles are fabricated from

sp] Alloy 718 because of the therm.il striping (alternate washing of a
metal surface with hot and cold fluid) anticipated in the FT&SA inlet

41 ports.

Six 3" diameter access ports are provided in the Horizontal Baffle,
equally spaced around a circle. These ports are provided with removable plugs
that are locked in place during reactor operation. The plugs can be removed
during installation of the Horizontal Caffle to provide access to the core

M1 barrel / reactor vessel annulus.
49

531 The horizontal baffle, except for the Alloy 718 FT&SA inlet
41 port nozzles, is fabricated from Type 316 stainless steel.

Amend. 53
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Flow patterns in the region immediately above the core have been
investigated in water table tests. These tests have shown that a torroidal flow
pattern exists in the mixing chamber located directly above the core. A large
portion of the stream to stream temperature differences are reduced in this
chamber before the flow exits. Temperatures in these flow streams differ sub-
stantially, hence the mixing adjacent to the inner surface of the mixing chamber

57 41 results in thermal striping. The material selected for the exposed surfaces in
the mixing chamber must therefore have an endurance stress limit in excess of the
maximum anticipated stress amplitude produced by fleid mixing. This requirement

rj led to the selection of Alloy 718 for the exposed surfaces of mixing '
chamber components.

4.2.2.2.1.8 Core Restraint System

Design of the CRBRP core restraint system is based upon the limited
free bow concept. Essential features of this concept are illustrated in Fig-"

ure 4.2-47. Fixed peripheral formers provide lateral support to the core
assemblies at two locations above the active core. A third support at the core
support plate elevation completes the lateral support configuration.

Relief of restraint loads for refueling in the limited free bow core
restraint concept is achieved by allowing the core assemblies limited freedom
for unrestrained bowing during the core startup and shutdown transients.

The amount of free bow permitted is controlled by sizing the gaps
; between core assenbly load pads, and between the peripheral load pads and the

adjacent core fonners. The upper bound of the allowable core and former gaps
is defined by a conservative analysis of the effect on critical core components
of a step compaction of the core through the range of free motion permitted by
the gap configuration. The resulting core step reactivity insertion is not
allowed to produce transient heating rates in the fuel which would result in
the fuel pin upset condition damage limits being exceeded.

It is evident that the core restraint system in its entirety includes
all the reactor assemblies plus elements of the core support structure and
the upper internals structure. Only the core formers, their associated
retention and positioning hardward and the removable radial shield assemblies
are categorized as core restraint hardware.

41

,

O 49v
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O
4.2.2.2.1.9 Removable Radial Shield

The radial shield assemblies are made up of stainless steel
rods held within thin walled hexagonal ducts. These assemblies are
designed to be as flexible as possible in order not to contribute
to the of f-power res traint loads. A close-fitting support block is
inserted inside the duct at the An P to provide axial restraint for

the shield rods and to absorb seismic loads that are transmitted
through the ACLP to the core former.

4.P.2.2.1.10 Co re I o mer _S t r_u c_t ure

The core former structure is composed of three substructures,
the upper core former ring, a spacing cylinder, and the lower core fonner
ring. The core former rings are comprised of profile nilled segmeats
assembled into continuous rings, as illustrated in Figure 4.2-46. The
above core load plane former ring, called the lower core fonner ring, is
mounted on a ledge machined in the inner diameter of the core barrel .
The spacing cylinder, called the support ring, provides holddown for the
lower core former ring and support for the top load plane fomer ring
called the upper core fonner ring. The upper core former ring has six
lugs that fit slots in the top of the core barrel to transmit seismic ant'
other loads to the core barrel. A series of L-shaped keys are circumfer n-
tially slipped into the groove on the inside of the core barrel, between
each of the six lugs, and trapped by means of a radially oriented dowell
pin on either side of each slot. These L-shaped keys prevent vertical
displacement of the core fonner rings. The upper core former ring is
centered in the core barrel cavity by means of the six radial lugs. The
lower core former ring is centered in the core barrel cavity by means of
radial shims.

4.?.2.2.1.11 P_a i n ta i njibi _1 i ty.

All the reactor internals except for the reactor assembli fs,

are designed for a 30 year life with no scheduled maintenance. However,

provision has been made to permit removal of the lower inlet modules to
assure full plant life and malfunction recovery capability. Contributing
factors which may require malfunction recovery capability include:

1. Potential damage to the reactor assembly receptacles, as a result of
insertion and removal of reactor assemblies.

? Potential wear or partial plugging of strainers and orifices, as a
result of coolant induced changes.

M 4.2.2.2.1.12 Su rveil la_nce

Material surveillance coupons are contained within special
assemblies located in removable radial shield positions and a fuel

c^i transfer and storage assenbly. In addition to these special assemblies,

Amend. 58
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O
irradiated removable shield assemblies will be available for material
surveillance.

4.2.2.3 D_esign Criteria

The design criteria presented in this section are those
that were in effect at the time analyses were performed. These
analyses reflect the requirements of the ASME Code, which provides the

58 51 basic design criteria for these components.
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TABLE 4.2-64

58| DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR SELF-WELDI:r3 a.'.D SEIZING OF ROTATIt.3 CR M0'.'IT.G f ARTS

LOCATION PPOBLE! DESIG'i CC""ENT

Core Support Seizing Stainless base retal with ';o seizing excected because operatingStructure chrome clate on vertical contact te~ erature is less than 800"F.Module Liner surfaces.
Holes

Lower Inlet Seizing Module - CSS: No seizing excected because operatingModules Chrome plated Inconel piston temperature is less than 800 .rings, hardface land 0.035"
dianetral gap (nin.)
Module - Core Assy: No seizing expected because operatingAlloy 718 base metal on temperature is less than 800 F.
vertical contact surfaces.

58 Fuel Transfer Seizing Stainless base retal.g and Storage No seizing expected. Tolerance large
Assembly enough to cernit easy removal of CCP.u'

UIS

Jacking Mechanism Seals

Seizing Elastomers: No seizing expected because of low
Standard vertical low pressure temperature operation (150 F). AI
gland provided (both surfaces), tests indicate negligible wear and,

g 3" EPR +ype material with compati- seizing.
5@ ble lubricant (light film).a.
y, Seizing Diston Rings:

No seizing expected because of low*

Precipitation Hardened Stainless temperature operation (400 F).
Steel Movement seizing not expected with58

this design concept which employs 25
a scraper ring.

e O O
-
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TABLE 4.2-64 inued)

LOCATION PROELEM DESIGN COPENT

IVTM Port Plug

A. Plug Seizing /
Sel f-Welding

IVTM Port Plug - UIS: No self-welding or seizing expected
Stainless base metal. because of hardcoated surfaces.
Haynes 273 hardcoat.

B. Seals Seizing E'astomers: No seizing expected because of low
S':andard vertical low pressure temoerature operation (150 F).
giand provided (both surfaces).
ER type material with compatible
luoricant (light film).

*
.

.J

$
m

UIS Shroud Tubes
Alloy 718 Upper Shroud Tube d, o seizinq or self-welding is

.

A. Slip Fit Seizing / Telescoces over Alloy 718 Lower expected due to material combi- >

Connec- Sel f-Welding Snroud Tube. na ti on. Relative motion occurs
0tion during reactor refueling at 400 F,

B. Shroud / Seizing / All parts in sodium are Allov 718. Material combinations selected
Drive- SelfWelding Hardcoat surfaces. to prevent seizing and self-welding.
line
Assy.

!k UIS KeyVCFS Seizing / Stainless base metal with daynes Material combination selected to
*i Keyway Sel f 4elding 273 hard surface key in Alloy 718 prevent seizing and self-welding.
G- keyway.
88 Thermocouple Seizing Stainless base metal. Low temperature tests indicate no

Installation in seizing.
Drywell s

Backup Holdown Seizing Alloy 718 Instrument Posts react Contact only if hydraulic balance
58 for core Assemblies core assemblies. is lost. Contact fnrces low. 25

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ .
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|

TAELE 4.2-E4 (Contir.ued)

LOCATION FP''oLEM D E S : r,'t C C'a'E *.T-

Core Restraint Seizing / Discriminator ? cst: : self-v.elding or seizing egected
System and Sel f-Welc ing Stainless base etal. risten because of lo.s temperature (800 F) and0

Removable rings v itn nardf ace l ana,1 91 N re"'ov u l s p e e d i s l o.v.
Radial Shielding radial gao.

|Core Assemblies
Seizing / Lead pacs: ';o self-weldine or seizing expected due

Sel f-Hel dino Stainless base eta'. Cnro e to raterial cei,binatione
Carbide Hardcoat.

Horizontal Seizing / Contact surfaces between the plug No seif-welding or seizing extected '

Baf fle Access Welding and its support are Haynes 273. because of low contact loads. Renoval." 58 Port Plugs of plug occurs only at refueling
'? temperature (4000F). 25u
.h
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TESTING EXAMPLES

e BUNDLE DUCT
CLEARANCE

. SOLIO AND VOLA-
TILE FISSION PRO- 8/,, DUCT MIGRATION-*

CESIUM /UO2m
d, BLANKET EFFECTS
E

FALLBACK EXAMPLES

e BUNDLE-DUCT INTERACTION - CHANGE THE INITIAL POROSITY BY SMALL CHANGES IN WIRE
WRAP DIAMETER AND/0R SELECTIVE ASSEMBLY

e CESIUM /UO2 BKT. EFFECTS - FOR THE FIRST SEVERAL AXlAL BLANKET PELLETS AT EACH
END, INCREASE THE DIAMETRAL GAP.

LEGEND:

PRELIMINARY DESIGN REVIEW PSAR SUBMITTAL
P13.P14 EXAMINATION COMPLETE

V2 FINAL DESIGN REVIEW VALIDATE DESIGN FIX FOR7gy
3@ START FSAR BUNDLE VIBRA iuN AND WEAR

o-
RELEASE TD FABRICATION ESTABLISH EFFECT WITH LOW

= 0/M FUEL
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; O
! Linear regression analyses were performed on the fuel assembly

component pressure drop data. The coefficients of the regression func-,

tions were calculated for the fuel assembly components and are presented
in Table 4.4-5 along with the relevant statistical parameters. Rigor-
ous statistical analyses will be perfonned for the blanket assemblies,
when more complete data is available.1

; The data in Table 4.4-5 may be used to calculate the confidence
band on the form loss coefficient K at any values of the independent !!

variables from the equation (Ref.10)
Y *

y(1+1/N+b(Y)-X;)2/ Nog )l/2 ( 4. 4. 2. 7- 1 )255| IN = to
i=1

55| where t2Y is the one-sided confidence band;

t is Student's T statistic;

a is the " standard error of estimate" from Table 4.4-5;-y
N is -the number of data points;

j li is the number of independent variables;
ij is the experimental mean of the ith independent variable

from Table 4.4-5;

O X is the value of ith independent variable at which o is
V j

calculated; and,

oi is the standard deviation about X from Table 4.4-5
x j,

Note that t is evaluated at some desired confidence level and
55) hence, the resulting value of tY has associated the same confidence

limit.

Since only full turbulent flow is of interest in these studies,
the uncertainties on the pressure drop correlation at 100% flow is lower
than over the entire flow range, as indicated in Table 4.4-5. In fact,

i the data scatter in three separate flow tests (Refs. 4 through 6) was
greater in the transition region than at higher Reynolds numbers.

The recommended hydraulic correlations for fuel assembly com-
| ponents are presented in Table 4.4-6. All fuel assemblies are hydraul-
; ically identical except for the orifice stack which is unique to each
; flow orificing zone. Selection of the proper orifice design from the

five orifice correlations requires selection of both the number of plates<

and the hole diameter-to achieve the zone flow rate. Selection should
be done to minimize the number of orifice plates while still having>

adequate margin to cavitation / erosion. While final selection must-

await the results of final cavitation tests, in the present analyses

4
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a design criterion (*) of 40 f t/sec maximum coolant velocity in the |
orifice holes was selected as a first approximation and the maximum |

achievable pressure drop for each orifice configuration was determined
and is presented in Figure 4.4-25 as a function of assembly flow rate.
Given an assembly flow rate, the pressure drop resulting from all com-
ponents except the inlet nozzle / orifice / shield can be determined from

the correlations in Table 4.4-6. This result subtracted from the total
dssembly pressure drop is the required inlet nozzle / orifice / shield pressure
drop. The number of orifice plates for this pressure drop and flow rate
can be determined from Figure 4.4-25 and the corresponding Reynolds number-
dependent hydraulic correlation determined by solving for the orifice hole
diameter.

The correlation presented for the rod bundle outlet results
from a calculation of expansion for:11 losses (Ref. 11), since no relevant
data are available. Because the associated pressure drop is of the order
of 1 psi or less, the inherently large uncertainty of such a calculation
is acceptable for preliminary calculations. Data from the CRBR fuel
assembly flow and vibration test will be used when available.

Similarly, the correlation presented for the rod bundle inlet

results from a calculation of expansion and contraction form losses
(Ref. 11), since experimental data obtained for this component's pressure
drop (Ref. 6), were ambiguous, as discussed in Section 6 of Reference 3.

The recommended hydraulic correlations for the blanket assemblies
components are presented in Table 4.4-7. The inner blanket assemblies
utilize a fuel assembly type inlet nozzle, radial blanke t type shield,

,

| rod bundle and outlct nozzle, and a unique orifice stack within the
assembly. The inlet nozzle geometry and hydraulic correlation are iden-
tical to the fuel assembly. The inlet nozzle / orifice / shield has not been
tested, so the weak Reynolds number dependence shown on Table 4.4-7 is

.
recommended, based on the Reynolds number dependence of the four and five

| plate fuel assembly orifices (Ref. 7) and the dependence of sample cases
of the radial blanket inlet module orificing (Ref. 8). The parameter C
represents the geometry of the orifices satisfying the desired pressure
drop / flow relationship and is uniquely defined once the orifice stack
characteristics are selected. The stield, rod bundle inlet and rod

bundle outlet form losses were estimated based on Reference 11. The rod

f*Tigure 4.4-24 shows typic 5T results being obtained in the cavitation
tests of CRBRP fuel assembly orifice stacks. Following completion of the cavi-

I ation tests, an experimentally verified maximum allowable cavitation numbert

limit will replace the 40 ft/sec maximum velocity limit as the design
criterion in sizing the orifices. It should be noted, how-

53
ever, that the amount of pressure drop allocated in the orificine is
independent of the particular design criterion
selected, which will only determine the geometry necessary to satisfy
such a limit. Therefore, all the data reported in Section
4.4.2.7.4 for the various component pressure drops will vary only mar-

51 ginally following redefinition of the no-cavitation criterion.
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These discrepancies are attributable to the fact that compari-
son / calibration / verification of the COTEC code is an ongoing
task as more data become available. For example, since issuance
of Reference 19, data have been obtained from the ARD full scale
61-rod blanket heat transfer test in sodium for flow and
skewed power conditions prototypic of the radial blanket assem-
blies. Comparison of experimental data with COTEC predictions
indicated that COTEC consistently predicts higher temperatures
both at the hot rod maximum cladding temperature axial position
and in the unheated plenum region, than obtained in the tests.
Preliminary evaluation of this data justify reducing the mal-
distribution calculation uncertainty factor for the radial
blankets from 1.2 to 1.1, at this time. A similarly conserva-
tive approach was taken for the inner blanket; since experi-
mental data for flatter power distributions typical of inner
blanket assemblies were not yet available, the higher uncertainty
factors were retained in this study, even though every indica-
tion exists that they can be significantly reduced.

Neither in Reference 19 nor here have results been incorporated
from the recently obtained fuel bundle test data from the MIT
61-rod salt-injection in water (Ref. 45), the KFK 61-rod heating

58| in sodium (Ref. 46) and the JOYO 91-rod heating in sodium (Ref. 47). Addi-
tionally, the 5:1 air flow tests on a blanket assembly conducted
at the Westinghouse Research Laboratory have just been completed,

O the ARD 61-rod bundle blanket heat transfer test is in progress and
the ORNI. 61-rod fuel assembly bundle sodium heat transfer test is
planned in CY 1979 (see Section 4.4.4.2). As these additional test
data are factored into the code calibration, the basis for the
statistical component of the flow distribution calculational un-
certainty will be improved and, the direct component (simulation
bias) will be reduced or eliminated altogether, since the forth-
coming data are from larger bundle, more prototypic heated rod
experiments in sodium.

I.i conclusion, as previously mentioned, the overall effect of
using the hot channel factors in Tables 4.4-18 through 4.4-23 rather
than those recommended in Reference 19 is a more conservative evaluation
of the core steady state thermal performance reported in Section 4.4.3.3.

Finally, gap and fuel uncertainty factors for fuel temperature
calculations are not reported in Reference 19 since steady state fuel tem-
peratures in fuel / blanket rods are no longer calculated through the NICER
code (see Section 4.4.2.2) where individual uncertainties on the tempera-
ture drop through the gap and fuel are required. They are, however, retained

. here in Tables 4.4-18. A and 4.4-21. A 'since they are used as input to safety
2 and transient analyses. U/. certainties on the fuel / gap behavior adopted

in power-to-melt analyses, which are consistent with the values recommended
51 in Reference 19, are briefly sunnarized in Section J.4.3.2.2; for a quanti-

r
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tative and more detailed discussion see Reference 19 and Section 5 of
Reference 3.

A discussion of uncertainties considered in fission gas plenum
pressure calculations and how they are conservatively accounted for is
reported in Section 4.4.3.2.4.

4.4.3.2.2 Power-to-Melt Uncertainties

The LIFE-III code is used to assure that the no-melting criter-

ion at 115% rated power conditions and 3a level of confidence is actual-
ly satisfied. This essentially translates in verifying that the limit-
ing power-to-melt calculated by LIFE-III (which has been calibrated
against experimental data such as P-19 (Ref. 37) and P-20 (Ref. 38)) is
equal to or greater than the maximum fuel (or blanket) pin linear power
rating at 3a , 115Y power conditions. Of course, uncertainties must

be properly considered in such analysis. The first group are uncer-

tainties in LIFE-III predictions of the power-to-melt arising from
data scatter and the overall accuracy of measurements in the EBR-II reac-
tor. They are:

o Uncertainty on overall power level due to variations in EBR-II
instrumentation and the uncertainty in the neutronics calcula-
tion for a given core loading. This uncertainty causes random
fluctuations in quoted power level that vary with time.

* Uncertainty due to a difference between actual and. quoted over-
all EBR-II power that doesn't change with time. It is known
that a systematic shif t in EBR-II power level exists and a cor-
rection is made by experimenters. An estimate is thus required
of the uncertainty on this correction. This uncertainty does
not show up as scatter in the data, but it is rather a systera-
atic uncertainty which would show up in the scatter of data
comparing different reactors (i.e., EBR-II versus CRBRP).

e Uncertainties in the spatial dependence of neutronics calcula-
tions and local inhomogeneities in the EBR-II core.

* Uncertainty due to variation in fuel pin fabrication parameters
from their nominal values.

e Uncertainty in post-irradiation examination measurements.

A second group of uncertainties covers the extrapolation from
the EBR-II data used for LIFE-III calibration to CRBRP conditions. They
are;

* Extrapolation from P-19/P-20 to CRBRP conditions.

* Use of fuel in CRBRP with different Pu enrichment (335) from
the 25% enrichment in the experiments used for LIFE-III cali-
bration, specifically change in melting point with Pu content.

51 O
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L for the blanket assemblies, inner blanket assembly 99 was inves-
tigated as the blanket assembly having the highest power in the first
five years of CRBRP operation. Assembly 99 reaches its maximum power
in the second core, at end-of-cycle 4 (see Figure 4.4-33). Inner
blanket assemblies envelope with respect to power-to-melt conditions
the longer residence time radial blanket assemblies.

Both the hot and the peak rods were investigated, since the peak
pin has the highest linear power, while the hot pin has the highest clad-
ding temperature. The cladding temperature has, in fact, a very signi-
ficant effect on cladding swelling, hence on fuel / cladding gap size,
hence gap conductance, fuel temperature and finally on power-to-melt.
Thus, both the hot pin and the peak pin need to be investigated. Analy-
sis of the hot pin was obviously not necessary for the fuel assemblies,
since their critical time in life is at beginning-of-life, rather than
end-of-life as for the blanket assemblies. Finally because the maximum
power in blanket assemblies occurs at end-of-life, the programmed start-
up cannot affect the power-to-melt in the blanket.

'

The axial positions where the cladding temperature and the lin-
ear power rating are maximum were investigated in addition to intermed-
fate positions between the two above. Also considered were: a) when
the blanket pins go through a full overpower factor of 1.15 at E0L; and

( b) when the reactor power is increased to 115% of rated power from the tc?
of the allowed variation, i.e. , with an overpower factor of 1.15/1.03.4

It was found that the no-melting criterion is fully satisfied
in the worst case. The peak pin has 0.4% less margin than the hot pin.
When the overpower excursion is a full 15% the margin is 0.4% less than
for the case when the reactor power is ramped from 1.03% of the rated
power. Substantial conservatism was implicit in the analyses (e.g.,
in cladding swelling evaluation, adopting a direct combination of nuclear
uncertainties), thus, removal of the implicit conservatism and factor-
ing of experimental data when available, would substantially improve
the power-to-melt margin.

4.4.3.3.7 Control A_ssemblies Thermal-Hydraulic Performance

The CRBRP has two control systems: primary and secondary con-
trol rod system (PCRS and SCRS) with nine (9) and six (6) control assem-

55| blies respectively. Detailed design features of the systems
are provided in Section 4.2.3 (Reactivity Control Systems).

The bases and methodology of the thermal-hydraulic analysis of
the primary control assemblies followed that used in the homogeneous

; core design, reported in Reference 13. A summary of the principal hy-'

draulic analysis results for the primary and secondary control assem-
51 blies are presented in Table 4.4-32, while results of the peak perfor-
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O
mance analysis are presented in Table 4.4-33.

Key hydraulic perform ice assessments relate to the assembly
flow margin to control rod flotation and control rod scran dynamics.
The PCA E-Spec. requires that the control assembly design shall assure
that the control rod cannot be lif ted (or floated) from the fully in-
serted position, under maximum assembly pressure drop conditions, more
than the distance causing a reduction in shutdown reactivity margin equal
to the stuck rod margin. This requirement shall apply to all 9 rods,
either with the driveline connected to the control rod or to refueling

conditions for which the driveline is disconnected and withdrawn to its
refueling position. Table 4.4-32 reports a PCA flow margin to control
rod flotation of 1.14 assessed under the maximum pressure drop condi-
tion when assembly flow rate is at 51,493 lb/hr. The secondary control

rod system uses the concept of hydraulic scram-assist design with a net
hydraulic force of about 230 lbs. on the control rod when fully withdrawn
from the core. The same magnitude of downward hydraulic force (in ad-
dition to the weight of the assembly) is also available under the above-
mentioned design conditions. Thus, it is concluded that the secondary

control rods do not float at 100% flow (even when disconnected).

Predicted control rod scram performance of the primary control
rod system is reported in Section 4.2.3 (Reactivity Control Systems).

Figures 4.4-54 and 4.4-55 show the maximum PCA absorber region
temperature distributions under the minimum withdrawal and full with-
drawal control rod conditions, respectively. On a conservative thermal
basis, the minimum control rod withdrawal condition is enveloped at the
80C3 R7C with control rod parked at 10.5 inches (*), where the maximum
cladding temperature is 1146"F (see Figure 4.4-54). For the fully with-
drawn control rod conditions, the maximum temperature occurs at the E0C4
R4C with the control rod parked at 36 inches, where the maximum cladding
temperature is 834'F (see Figure 4.4-55).

| 4.4.3.3.8 RRS Thermal-Hydraulic Analyses

The steady state auct temperatures at PE0V conditions were
calculated for a 30 sector of the RRS.

The region analyzed is partially shown in Figure 4.4-56. The
model consists of all 29 RRSA's in a 30osector plus a corresponding
section of fixed radial shielding (FRS), core barrel (CB) and core

PTThe actual minimum withdrawal is 13.4 inches (less 1.5 inches of
51 out-of-bank tolerance) as calculated from values in Table 4.3-32.
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barrel / reactor vessel annulus (CB/RVA). Radial blanket boundary temper-
atures were obtained from TRITDN analyses summarized in Section 4.4.3.3.5.
Assembly interstitial flow was conservatively not modeled.

There are two orificing zones in the RRS, with the zone arrange-'

ment and nominal flow rates shown in Figure 4.4-56. This zoning utilizes*

i 1.3% of reactor flow for the RRS.

58;

The analyses showed that the highest RRS duct temperatures and
cross duct temperature gradients occur when the outer row radial blanket4

boundary is at end-of-life conditions with plus 2a uncertainties on radial
blanket temperatures.,

Uncertainties in RRS temperatures are given in Table 4.4-34.
Results of the analysis at core midplane, ACLP and TLP at EOC5 with
+2a uncertainties applied to RRS input data are shown in Figures 4.4-57

48| through 4.4-59. The maximum RRS duct midwall temperature is 1052 F
and occurs at the TLP at a RRSA duct wall adjacent to a radial blanket''

! assembly.-

Results of the analysis at E0C5 with -20 uncertainties applied
to RRS input data are shown in Figures 4.4-60 through 4.4-62. The max-

| imum RRS cross-duct tit is 207 F and occurs at the TLP for a first row RRSA.
58

4.4.3.4 Analytical Techniques ,

- The reactor design presented in this PSAR represents the latest
in a series of design iterations performed to optimize the CRBR design.
Computerized technique; have been developed to expeditiously supply
the information needs of design and analysic groups. The step-by-step
flow of core thermal-hydraulic information and the computer codes used
for the routine analyses in each step are outlined in Figures 4.4-63
and 4.4-64.

A brief description of the main features of the computer codes
used in thermal-hydraulic analyses is presented in Appendix A. A com-
prehensive discussion of the analytical techniques used in evaluating
the core thermal-hydraulics follows.

1

: 4.4.3.4.1 Fuel and Blanket Assemblies

The fuel and blanket assemblies thermal-hydraulic performance
.

2
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predictions begin with the detennination of the optimum orificing scheme
using the OCT0 PUS code, as discussed in Section 4.4.2.5.

The OCTOPUS code detennines the optimum flow distribution among
orificing zones in the core of a reactor. The optimization is based on
establisning the minimum possible flow rate in each orificing zone that
does not cause the maximum cladding temperature in that zone to exceed
d specified temperature limit (i.e., the most restrictive of the tempera-
ture constraints: SELT, DELT, TELT, see Section 4.4.2.5.1) while simul-
taneously minimizing the gradient between the outlet mixed mean coolant
temperature of each flow zone. The first part of the solution is achieved
through characterizing each core assembly, for which input is supplied by
a subchannel analysis code (e.g., CpTEC). By this means, the code can
handle the proper axial power distributions in the assemblies and also
indirectly account for the effects of interchannel heat and mass transfer
on the coolant and cladding temperatures. Minimization of the outlet
temperature gradients is obtained through tne use of a least-squares
optin.ization method on the exit coolant temperature utilizing previously,

calculated results. Grouping of the assemblies in a given number of
orificing zones is done by choosing among all the various possible
combinations the one yielding the mimimum value of total core flow,
thereby assuring optimum utilization of the allocated flow.

Using the required flow ratios among orificing zones deter-
mined through OCTOPUS as input condition to be satisfied, the CATFISH
code determines the individual assemblies flow by considering all the
parallel flow paths in the reactor and the pump head as boundary con-
dition. The effect of the LIM, which causes assemblies belonging to
the same orificing zone, but to different LIMs to have slightly differ-
ent flow rates, as discussed in Section 4.4.2.7.1, is properly accounted
for, CATFISH thus calculates the orificing resistance required to yield
the design flow rates in each orificir.g zone. Additionally, CATFISH

55| calculates the pressure drop in each component and in each flow path of the
reactor. Individual flows and pressure drops are calculated under
nominal conditions or accounting for uncertainties (root-mean square,
at various levels of confidence; systematic superimposition of uncer-
tainties in selected flow paths, etc.).

Predictions of assembly flow rates and subchannel flow and
temperature distributions at flow rates less than full flow, including
natural circulation are performed with the CORINTH code and through sequential
use of the COBRA-WC/ FORE-2M codes as discussed in Section 4.4.2.6. CORINTH

5B includes the capability to model the branched network of the lower inlet modules,
the different transient power decay rates of fuel, blanket and structure and
detailed assembly component hydraulic characteristics. As a transient code, the

51
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particular transient event of interest may be analyzed, thus avoiding the
/~D 58| ambiguities inherent in quasi-steady state analyses as conducted in past studies.V

The total assembly flow rates calculated by CATFISH and hard-
ware and physics design information are input to the subchannel analysis
codes. The subchannel analysis codes are used to predict the coolant flow
and temperature distributions in the core assemblies. Of particular
interest are the peripheral subchannel temperatures and flow rates which
are used for duct temperature predictions and the peak subchannel cool-
ant temperature which is used for hot channel / spot temperature predic-
tions of the hot rod. The subchannel analysis codes all calculate solu-
tions to the mass, momentum and energy transport equations describing
heat and mass transfer in turbulent fluid flow. Since the governing
systems of equations are very complicated, each code makes simplifying
assumptions to expedite solutions.

The COTEC and COBRA subchannel analysis codes were used for
fuel and blanket assemblies thermal-hydraulic performance predictions.
The COTEC code was routinely adopted for design since it features phen-
omenological models for sweeping (fluid following the wire under the pro-
jection of the wire wrap) and pumping (fluid forced from channel to
channel by subchannel area changes due to wire wrap rotation), thus
greatly simplifying the energy and momentum equations with very
substantial savings in required computation time. The axial
coolant flow distribution is calculated from either the equal
velocity or from the subchannel hydraulic diameter flow split op-
tion as specified by the user; turbulent mixing and thermal conduction
are included in the energy transport model. COTEC assumes an adiabatic
duct and does not include a density body force term in the momentum equa-
tion. Comparison and calibration of COTEC with experimental data was
discussed in Section 4.4.3.2.1. The COBRA computer program computes
the flow and enthalpy in rod bundle subchannels during both steady
state and transient conditions. It uses a mathematical model that con-
siders both turbulent and diversion cross flow mixing between adjacent
subchannels. The equations of the mathenatical model are solved using
a semi-explicit finite difference scheme which gives a boundary-value
flow solution for both steady state and transients where the boundary
conditions are the inlet enthalpy, inlet mass velocity and exit pressure.
An extended version of the COBRA code is COBRA-WC (COBRA-Whole Core) which
predicts the detailed dynamic core-wide perfonnance including inter- and

58 intra-assembly flow and heat redistribution effects.

For detailed rod temperature distribution, the FATHWi-360 code
is employed. A two-dimensional (radial and circumferential) analysis of
the heat transfer between the rod and surrounding coolant and within
the rod itself is performed, accounting for the proper boundary condi-
tions around the entire rod circumference (as provided by the subchannel
an'alysis codes). Performing these calculations at different axial levels
(subchannel analysis codes calculate rod bundle lumped subchannel coolant
temperatures ever the whole length) provides the designer with the desired
detailed three-dimensional mapping of rod temperatures throughout the core.

51 The code has the capability of analyzing wire wrapped as well as bare rods. |
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Starting from the bulk velocity and temperature provided by the sub-
channel analysis codes as boundary conditions, FATHpi-360 solves the
momentum and energy equations to calculate in detail the coolant velo-
city and temperature distribution, radially and circumferential1y, around
the rod. The fundamental equations are solved via the finite difference
technique through adoption of the Buleev (Ref. 48) formulation of the
momentum eddy diffusivity and of a fixed ratio between the eddy dif-
fusivities of heat and momentum, which is a function of channel geometry,
Prandtl and Reynolds numbers (Ref. 49). While FATH7i-360 performs the
above calculations for an inboard rod, the companion code FATHT1-360S
analyzes side rods. FATHTi-360 S adds to the features of FATHf;M-360
the capability of accounting for heat transfer across the duct wall into
or from the side channel, with boundary conditions provided by the TRIT 9'l
code.

Following calculation of the detailed coolant temperature profile,
the rod temperature profile is calculated (with particular emphasis in
detailing the cladding temperature distribution) by solving the energy
conservation equations in the cladding, wire wrap, pellet / cladding gap
and pellet (Ref. 50). Comparison (Ref. 51) between FATHOM and bare
rod analyses performed by Nijsing and Eifler (Ref. 52) and by Dwyer and

53| Berry (Ref. 53) showed excellent agreement. A comparison (Ref. 71) between pre-
dictions by FATHdM-360/360S and wire wrapped rods velocity distribution
obtained in the inboard (Ref. 54)/ side (Ref. 55) channels of a large
scale model of CRBRP fuel assembly showed good agreement, both qualita-
tively and quantitatively. A similar comparison against experimental
data recently obtained for the large scale model of CRBRP blanket assembly

I (Ref. 72) will be performed. FATHOM-360 and -360S predictions have also been
I

58 |
favorably compared with experimental data obtained in the CRBRP prototypic
blanket heat transfer tests conducted at ARD.

Duct temperature calculations are performed using the TRIT 0N
code which solves the thermal-hydraulics of a cluster of seven adjacent
assemblies. TRITi$N uses as a basic block the subchannel analysis code
COTEC and simultaneously solves for the thermal-hydraulic field in the
seven individual assemblies and for the inter-assembly heat transfer
e f fec t. Therefore, use of TRITdN allows proper consideration of the
two most important physical phenomera affecting the duct temperatures,
i.e. , wire wrapped assemblies hydraulics, especially at the periphery
where swirl flow occurs, and interassecbly heat transfer. All types
of core assemblies, fuel, blanket, control and radial shield, are en-
alyzed in TRIT 6N. Effects of interstitial flow and gamma-heating
in the ducts can be included. Even though emphasis is on calculation
of duct temperatures, TRITON can provide assembly mixed mean tempera-
ture and individual subchannel/ rod temperatures as modified from adiabatic
conditions by the effect of inter-assembly heat transfer. TRITg1 has the
capability to calculate temperatures under nominal conditions and to
account for uncertainties.

51
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It should be noted that effect of uncertainties is not superimposed on
calculations; thus, TRITfN accounts simultaneously for uncertainties
and interassembly heat transfer effects, providing the most realistic
calculation of assembly temperatures to be adopted in design. TRITON
predictions have shown good agreement with the first set of data obtained
in the ARD blanket heat transfer test in sodium (auxiliary ducts were
1 cated in the test on two sides of the blanket assembly to simulate

53 inter-assembly heat transfer).
I

The fuel and blanket rod temperatures and fission gas plenum
pressures are calculated in the NICER code. Uncertainties can be in-
cluded to calculate component temperature distributions at different
levels of confidence. NICER accepts input from DCTOPUS, CATFISH, C7TEC,
FATHdM-360 and FATH@l-360S and reproduces the results from these codes
to present a comprehensive picture of the axial and radial temperature
distributions in the fuel / blanket rod. The NICER calculations begin
with the axial coolant temperature distribution predicted for any rod
by the subchannel analysis codes. The code uses the assembly hardware
geometry to calculate the subchannel hydraulic parameters and the
resultant subchannel average flow rates and velocities by splitting
the total assembly flow rate calculated in dCT6 PUS and CATFISH. The
circumferential average coolant to cladding film coefficient is calcu-

lated from the Nusselt number correlation (discussed in Section 4.4.2.8.2)
using the subchannel geometric and hydraulic parameters calculated above.
Direct and statistical hot channel factors are input for off-normal
calculations. Local coolant and cladding temperatures under the wire

O wrap are calculated on the basis of results obtained from FATHOM-360
and FATit0M-3605. A discussion of the analytical approach to rod temper-
ature calculations is reported in Section 4.4.2.2.

Fission gas plenum pressure calculations reported in Section
4.3.3.3.4 are performed by NICER on the basis of the correlations dis-
cussed in Section 4.4.2.8.16 and accounting for uncertainties as out-
lined in Section 4.4.3.2.4.

Rod bundle coolant pressure drops are estimated by NICER, at user's
option, on the basis of the Novendstern correlation (Ref. 56), which provides
a quick realistic estimate valuable in scoping analyses, or on the basis of

58 the red friction correlations reported in Tables 4.4-6 and 4.4-7. More detailed
calculations of the pressure drops in the rod bundle and in every assembly com-
ponent are performed by the CATFISH code, using the correlations reported int

Section 4.4.2. 7.2.

Transient core thennal-hydraulic performance predictions are
carried out by the FGRE-2M computer code. FGRE-2M calculates detailed,
transient, peak coolant, cladding .and fuel temperatures using the same
hot spot and uncertainty factors used in NICER. In fact, one of the ver-
ifications of FGRE-2M predictions is comparison of initial conditions
with peak operating conditions predicted by NICER. FORE-2M uses addi-
tional transient input and uncertainties specified by Plant Performance
Analysis. Time varying coolant flow rates and reactor inlet tempera-

51p tures are specified from the DEM0 code for the transient being analyzed.
G
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The basic heat transfer model considers one-dimensional radial heat
conduction, convection and radiation through the fuel and cladding to
the coolant. Axial heat convection in the coolant is accounted for.
The nuclear feedback model is of the point-kinetics type. A single

i fuel pin is divided into a maximum of seven axial nodes. Each axial
node is divided into radial rings consisting of coolant, cladding, gap|

! and fuel, with a maximum of ten fuel rings.
}
| Finite difference techniques are used in FfRE-2M to calculate

the temperature profile in the cladding and fuel for both steady st'te
'

dnd transient predictions. A heat balance is set up for each nade and
the new temocrature at the end of a time step is solved for in terns of
the old temperature plus the energy change due to heat transfer rad power
generation. All of the temperature -dependent property values 2 nd tem-
perature differences which establish the heat transfer rate are based
on the known temperature profiles at the beginning of the time step.
Node by node the new temperatures for the first step are calculated by
using the property values and temperature differences that existed in
steady state until a completely new temperature distribution is deter-
mined. This process is repeated for each time step using the property
values and temperature difference from the previous step.

Uncertainty limits on FORE-2i1 are based upon comparison with
NICER steady state predictions and conservative evaluations.

4.4.3.4.2. Primar1 ontrol AssembliesC

The steady state and transia.t T&H analyses for the Primary
Control Assemblies parallel that for the fuel and blanket assemblies,
particularly as regards the methods for assembly subchannel and uncer-
tainty analyses. The uniqueness of the control assemblies as compared
to the other core assemblies lies with their special design functions
(reactor reactivity control by neutron absorber) and their operational
capability (rate of inserting negative reactivity). These unique
characteristics call for special computer programs to account for such
design features as the presence of the bypass channels, withdrawn posi-
tion of the control rod bundle as well as the control rod scram dynamics
analy;is. discussions provided herein are for each of the nine PCA's
which as a group, is called the Primary Control Rod System. The six
control assemblies of the Secondary Control Rod System follow a similar
analytical procedure.

Figure 4.4-64 illustrates the flow diagram for the steady state
T&H analysis of the PCA. Compared to the flow diagram for the fuel and
blanket assemblies, the functions of dCTDPUS and NICER are replaced by
the CRSSA code, and the usual subchannel analysis codes are replaced by

51 a version of COBRA and THI-3D with bypass channels. THI-3D accounts
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for the conservation of mass, energy and momentum subject to pressure
j drop boundary conditions and leads to a non-linear multi-point boundary
- value problem. The turbulent interchange, radial thermal conduction

and forced flow due to the spacer system between the channels are ex-
plicitly taken into account. The computer program CRAB is used to pre-
dict the scram dynamics of a control rod from any parked position. The
CATFISH code is still used to provide the control assembly flow rate and
orificing pressure drop compatible with the reactor pump head and flow
rates in other reactor components. This information when used with the58 CRAB code calculations will provide the margin to floatation.

The T&H conditions for each location of the primary control,

j system are different due to combinations of conditions such as 8 C
4j enrichment, time in core life, control rod parked position, heat trans-

! fer rate from the surrounding core assemblies, etc. Figure 4.4-64 il-
i lustrates how a limiting analysis to determine the design' assembly flow

rate is an iterative process as described in the following steps:,

i

| 1. Based on initial assembly flow rate, the CRSSA code calcu-
| lates the important nominal T&H conditions for the subse-

:; quent steps of the analytical process, e.g., bypass /
|1 pin bundle flow split, pin bundle pressure drop, average
iassembly coolant tenperatures, etc.
i

2. Scram iynamics of the control rod as well as margin to
flotation of a control rod with disconnected driveline

; is performed by the CRAB code. The subchannel flow and
,

'

temperature distribution is performed by COBRA or THI-3D.
I

3. Nominal bypass channel conditions are fed to TRIT 0N to cal-
{

,

'

culate the assembly outer duct temperatures considering ,

heat transfer with the adjacent fuel assemblies. COBRA (i

i or THI-3D subchannel T&H data are used in FATHOM-360 and iFATHW1-360S for the determination of hot spot factcrs for !'

! calculating absorber pin peak cladding temperatures due
ito wire wrap.

! 4. The absorber pin temperatures and plenum pressures with and
without uncertainties are calculated by CRSSA.

5. The beginning of core cycle absorber pin cladding midwall tem-
j perature (from step #4 based on 2a hot channel / spot fac-
i tors) are now compared to the maximum allowable to remain
i within structural limitations. If the limiting temperature'

exceeds the maximum allowable temperature, the assembly
flow rate must be increased in order to lower this limiting

| T&H hot channel / spot temperature, and thus, resulting in
i repeating steps 1 through 5 over again until acceptable flows

51 and emperatures are obtained.
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As discussed in Appendix A, the thermal section of the CRSSA
code is an adaption of the NICER thermal model, and hence, the discus -
sions on calculations and uncertainties in NICER apply to CRSSA. Compar-
ison between CRAB predictions and experimental data for the FFTF control
assembly mockup showed very satisfactory agreement (References 57, 58).
Transier . TMI predictions for the PCA are performed with Fr/RE-2f1 and DEMg
as discussed for fuel and blanket assemblies.

4.4.3.5 Hydraulic Instability Analysis

To have a situation where hydraulic instability could occur
generally requires the phenomenon of two-ohase flow. Since two-phase
flow is not permitted in CRBRP (sodium boiling is precludeds see Section
4.4.1) during normal operation or anticipated coerating transients, hy-
draulic instability cannot be caused by this phenomenon. Therefo re ,
no further evaluation of two-phase hydraulic instability will be included.
No instability was observed to exist through the laminar to turbulent

58 transition range in water tests on FFTF and CRBR fuel assemblies and in
water and sodium tests on the CRBRP blanket assembly (Ref. 9).

I
4.4.3.6 Temp _erature Transient Effects Analysis

The quantitative limit for evaluation of cladding integrity due
to the effect of normal operation and reactor transients is given in
Section 15.1.2. A discussion of the basis of these limits is also given
in Section 15.1.2.1. In determining the allowable transients, the vari-
ation in the cladding effective thickness with lifetime, the loading
mechanism acting on the cladding and the stress / strain properties are all
important parameters. With respect to the variation of the cladding
effective thickness, such effects as cladding defects, sodium corrosion
and depletion effects, fission product chemical attack, fretting wear
and manufacturing tolerances are all considered as discussed in Section
4.2.1.1. With respect to the various transient loading mechanisms and
irradiated material properties, experimental programs are being heavily
relied upon for information.

One of the principal loading compone.its on the cladding is due
to the internal gas pressure that develops in the rods due to gaseous
fission products being released with irradiation exposure. This is dis-
cussed in Section 4.2.1.3.

The integrity limits specified in Table 15.1.2-2 represent the
best current estimate by which the cladding performance potential can
be evaluated and are largely based on data and/or extrapolations of data |

51 that are currently available.
|
.
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The above discussion refers to demonstrating the ability of the

rods to meet their design requirements when subjacted to the various
categories of design transients. Such topics as transient effects due to
rod failures and continued operations with failed rods are presented
in Section 15.4.

4.4.3.7 Potentially Damaging Temperature Effects During Transients

In general, a single anticipated event is not damaging to the
reactor structures; it is the total som of all the occurrences (in this
event classification) over the particular lifetime that may cause the
structure to approach its design limit. As mentioned in Section 4.4.2.9,

the current cladding requirement for fuel pins is that considering all
normal and anticipated et ,its, the cumulative cladding damage must not
preclude the capability to survive at least one of the worst unlikely
events without loss of cladoing integrity.

Maximum 3a fuel and blanket hot rod temperatures durin] various
limiting core design events of the plant duty cycle which are described
in Appendix B have been analyzed. Detailed temperatures for various
axial and radial positions along the rods have been evaluated in deter-
mining the core design adequacy as described in Section 4.2.1. Con-
servative assumptions used in calculating these temperatures are described

q in Section 15.1.4. These assumptions include: full power operation, hot
Q rod analyzed in highest power and temperature fuel assembly of all core

conditions, worst case Doppler coefficient with uncertainties included, a;

200 millisecond delay between trip signal and the start of control rod
insertion, 30 hot channel factors, the single most reactive control rod
assumed to be stuck in the withdran position for both sets of control
rods, highest core pressure drop, and the most rapid flow coastdown of,

the primary pumps following pump trip. In addition, Section 15.1.4 shows
that of the safety related events, both of the overpower and undercooling

58| type, the Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) event (60c step reactivity insertion
occurring under SSE conditions) results in the highest core temperatures.
The conclusion of the Chapter 15.0 safety evaluations and the Section 4.2.1
design evaluations is that the design changes incurred in going from the homo-
geneous to the heterogeneous scheme are not expected to significantly change
the design or safety capability of the core.

4.4.3.8 Thermal Description of the Direct Heat Removal Service _(DHRS)

The thermal description of the Direct Heat Removal Service will
be found in-Section 5.6.2.

t

55| 4.4.4 Testing and Verification
_

At the present state-of-the -art in reactor design, scale model
51 tests of _ reactor flow systems provide the most useful tool for studying

reactor hydraulics. Pressure drop through complicated flow paths, thermal
O'

V'
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striping, gas entrainment and flow induced vibration of reactor compo-
nents are not amenable to analytical solution, and must be studied ex-
perimentally using scale models. Analytical methods are being developed
to study mixing and transport time in plena; these methods require ex-
perimental verification.

In general, there are usually three types of model flow studies.
The simplest tests are two-dimensional water table model tests. These
types of tests are generally qualitative screening studies that look for
potential problems and possible solutions, and are useful for the plan-
ning of three-dimensional tests. The second type of test deals with
specific regions of the reactor, and are called feature model tests.
These tests are three-dimensional, and provide qualitative design data.
The third type of model is more comprehensive, and includes a hydraulic
simulation of the entire reactor. This type of model is more complex,
and provides more quantitative information useful in the reactor des;gn.
This type of model also provides information on the interaction of dif-
ferent regions of the reactor.

In each of the model studies, careful attention must be given
to sa tisfying similitude requirements. A comprehensive study of the
effect of geometric scale, fluid parameters, etc., was conducted in
the TF TF program, and is directly applicable to CRBRP. The results
of this study are presented in Reference 59.

4.4.4.1 Feature Model Tests

The following provides a listing of the major tests planned or
completed in the CRBRP reactor development program, and the purpose of
each test.

Inlet Plenum Feature Model Test (1/4 Scale)

This test determined the hydraulic characteristics of a water
flow model, which simulates the inlet plenum. The major areas that were
investigated using the model included: 1) mixing; 2) core flow distri-
bution; 3) pressure drop; 4) inlet plenum transport time; 5) inlet plenum
flow patterns; 6) particle mobility in the plenum; and 7) inlet plenum
gas dispersion. Geometric parameters varied were: 1) plenum height;
2) inlet nozzle angle; and 3) location of the elevation of the nozzles
relative to the core support structure.

Inlet Plenum Model Flow Tesc (1/21 Scale)

A 1/21-scale Inlet Plenum Model (IPM) flow test simulating
various plenum geometry and inlet nozzle concepts has been completed.

51
The purpose of the IPM test was to visually observe and obtain qual-
itative infonnation of the flow patterns and mixing of fluid in the

O
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;

i

i

!O !

V |
inlet plenum as a function of the plenum beight, inlet nozzle discharge j;

angle, and the elevation of the nozzles relative to the Core Support i

Structure. The test served a scoping purpose for use in designing )the 1/4-scale IPFM test previously described, i

.

'

; The gross flow patterns were predictable and produced no un-
i usual or unexpected results.

1
.

Integral _ Reactor Flow flodel, Phase I Testing - Ou tlet Plenum Feature |
4

| Flow and Vilration Test i

_

!
'

!
j This test: 1) measured the velocity pattern in the outlet plen- I

! um and in the vicinity of the major outlet plenum structures; 2) deter- |

| mined the pressure drop characteristics of the outlet plenum and major |
outlet plenum structures; 3) determined the mixing characteristics and |transport times in the outlet plenum and at locations of probable hot / |

cold interfaces; 4) evaluated flow induced vibration characteristics,

j of selected outlet plenum structures; and 5) evaluated the gas entrain-
j ment characteristics of the suppressor plate.

Integral Reactor Flow Model, Phase II Testing
! l

! 58 | The purpose of this test which is in progress, is to verify '

I the final design for hydraulic and vibration performance using the integral

O~ reactor flow model. Those components used in the Phase I testing, whose
design has changed to the extent that hydraulic and vibration performance
is influenced, will be modified in a subsequent Phase II.

Outlet Plenum Flow Stratification Test
i
1

| The Outlet Plenum Flow Stratification Test was performed ing
j a model of 0.55 scale simulating a 120 sector of the CRBRP reactor
; vessel outlet plenum, containing a portion of the UIS, and an outlet
i main coolant pipe.
;

j Some important conclusions and observations derived front the
j evaluation of the test data (Ref. 60) are:

I

I1) The transient temperature resoonse at the outlet nozzle is ;

less severe than that predicted by the plant simulation
! model in the DEIM code, thus demonstrating that this UlS
| design goal is satisfied.
i

| 2) The standard height UIS chimneys resulted in less severe
! transient temperature ramp rates at the outlet nozzle than

shorter chimneys.

51 3) The riominal prototypic gap beneath the UIS skirt of 1.0 inch

O
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resulted in less severe outiet nozzle transient temperatures

than either larger or smaller gaps.

4) Stratification definitely occurs in the outlet plenum fol-
lowing a reactor trip but does not cause significant design
problems.

5) Large amplitude, low frequency oscillations were observed
during the reactnr trip transients at the hot / cold fluid
interface, which is established above the UIS. These oscil-
lations de not cause a fat.gue problem due to the low range
of temperature change and moderate number of total cycles.

Afil 1/10 Scale Outlet, Plenum Tests

These tests have investigated conditions in the outlet plenum
during steady state and transient operation. The steady state tests
(Refs. 61 and 62) measured the mixed mean temperatures and temperature
fluctuations throughout the olenum. The transient tests (Refs. 63 and
64) measurements include the temperature response in the plenum to re-
actor transients and the temperature fluctuations as the hot / cold inter-
face advanced following flow stratification.

ANL 1/15 Scale Outlet Plenum Tests

These tests (Ref. 65) investigated the transient behavior in
the outlet plenum and compared results obtained using both water and
sodium. Using both FFTF and CRBRP geometries, it was shown that water
and sodium transients were in fairly good agreement; thus, water can be
used to adequately simulate sodium.

Orifice Feature Tests

58 | The purpose of this test, which is in progress, is to calibrate
all types of orifices to be used in the CRBRP reactor. These may include
orificing required for the module, fuel assembly, control assembly, radial
shield assembly and blanket assembly.

4.4.4.2 Reactor Assemalies T & H Testing

Several experiments have been conducted to characterize the
thermal-hydraulic bahavior of wire wrapped assemblies; the results of
these tests have been used in calibrating the subchannnel analysis codes.
For example, tests performed at ORNL (19-pin bundle), ANL (91-pin bundle),
HEDL (217-pin bundle) and WRL (11:1 scaled sector of a 217-pin bundle)
were reviewed and the CPTEC code was calibrated accordingly. A similar
analysis and calibration was performed by Pt._ and ANL for the COBRA and .

THI-3D codes, respectively. Tests on a 5:1 scaled sector of a 61-pin |51
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58 | blanket assembly have been very recently concluded at WRL and are being |c

factored into subchannel analysis codes calibration. -

Further information on temperature distribution in wire wrapped
assemblies are being obtained from in-sodium tests on the fuel failure
mockup at ORNL, which are also intended to gather data for selected
transient conditions, including initiation of boiling. Calibration of COTEC

58 against 61-rod bundle steady state heat transfer data has been initiated.

Low flow heat transfer tests in sodibm have been completed at
HEDL in a full 217-pin fuel assembly (Ref.66). The results from these
tests have been used to calibrate analytical codes and to verify perfor-
mance predictions in the natural circulation range of flow rates.

Blanket heat transfer tests using sodium on a full scale 61-rod
assembly are being conducted at ARD to investigate the thermal-hydraulic
behavior of blanket assemblies, with particular emphasis on conditions
unique to blanket assemblies, such as low flow, high power skew, reduced
pitch / diameter, large rod diameter, etc. Over one-half of the scheduled
tests have been completed, covering uniform to 3:1 power skew across the
assembly and flow ranges between 3 and 40% of prototypic radial blanket values
(Refs. 73 to 75). Test results have been employed in prelininary calibration
of the COTEC, TRITON, FATH0f t-360 and FATH0f t-3605 codes.

58

Extensive prototypic testing of components pressure drops in
p fuel, blanket and control assemblies have been concluded, are currently
V underway or are planned for the near future. Available results from these

tests have been factored into a re-evaluation of assembly components pras-
sure drops as discussed in Section 4.4.2.7.2.

The fuel pellet power-to-melt and thermal parameters (restructuring)
characteristics, gap conductance and corresponding uncertainties) were
determined at BOL conditions on the Lasis of the P-19 (Ref. 37) and
P-20 (Ref. 38) irradiation tests in EBR-II.

55l The analytical correlation between fission gas release ar.d fuel
pin operating parameters (burnup, power rating, temperature) utilized
in the NICER code for calculating the fission gas pressure has been com-
pared with favorable results against a large amount of experimental data
from mixed oxide irradiation tests in EBR-II (Refs. 39,40,41).

Steady state hydraulic and scram dynamics behavior of control
assemblies are predicted using the CRAB code. CRAB predictions were
found in excellent agreement, both with HEDL steady state tests (Ref. 57)
and ARD scram dynamics tests (Ref. 58) performed for the FFTF control
assembly. Tests are underway to characterize the CRBRP primary control
rod scram performance. Hydraulic tests of the CRBRP primary control
assembly have recently been completed. These tests includeo orificing

51 characterization, flow split determination, detailed connonent pressure drop
and inception of flotation measurenents. Connarison of these data anains CRAR

58 predictions has been initiated.
.
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A Natural Circulation Verification Program is underway to de-
velop and validate computer codes capable of core-wide T&H transient
analysis through the descent and during natural circulation operation.
Validation will be accomplished by comparison to low flow steady state
and transient test data, including the EBR-II natural circulation and
FFTF Acceptance Test Phase startup testing.

A test of th. performance of the fuel transfer and storage
assembly is underway to verify the performance of that component.

As more data from the experimental efforts become available, the
analytical techniques and computer codes (see Section 4.4.3.4) will be
calibrated accordingly and the uncertainty analyses (see Section 4.4.3.2)
revised to reflect such additional information.

4.4.5 Core Instrumentation

g The core instrumentation for the CRBR is core exit thermocouples.
The bases for this selection are provided in Reference 67.

4.4.5.1 Design Bases

The functions identified for the core exit thennoccuples located
above the selected core assemblies are:

o reactor control;

surveillance (primarily for assessment of cladding cumulative damageo
furc cion);

o design verification (verification of design margins, power distri-
bution, synnetry, operational slow transients, assessment of uncer-
tainty factors).

Core instrumentation (i.e. , core exit thermocouples) is not
required to perform any PPS function.

4.4.5.2 Design Description

To provide these functions a single thermocouple is provided
above each of the selected core assemblies as follows:

o Fuel Assemblies: 148 positions out of a total of 156 are instru-
mented;

o Inner Blanket Assemblies: 72 positions out of a total of 76 are
instrumented;

o Alternating Fuel / Inner Blanket Assemblies: all 6 positions are
54 instrumented;
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Heated Model of an LMFBR Assembly, to be published in a special issue
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TABLE 4.4-18.8

CRBR FtIEL A550tSLIES ROD TEMPERATURE NUCLEAR U'iCERTAINTY FACTOR $,

'WITH A*tD W THOUT C6NTROL ASSEMBLY INFLUENCE,

.

r00 TANT HEAT FLtit
DIRECTIO)'

III (*)l'.02 (i.10)(3)Physics Modeling 1.02
Control Rod Banking 1.02 (2) 1.02 (2)
2PPR-7 Flux Tilt 1.0 I4) 1.0 (4)
STATISTICAL (33)IDI

Huclear Data 1.07 1.07i
Criticality 1.01 1.01
Fissile fuel Italdistribution 1.03 1.03

'

If assembly is influenced by adjacent control rod, replace with:
,

p COOLANT HEAT FLUX
.

o " PEAK POWER P051 TION" " TOP OF CORE" im
BOL EOL BOL [0L BOL EOL,

Adjacent 1.04 1.02 1.03 1.02 1.15 1.15 '

1) Physics Hodeling4

Far 5tde 1.01 1.02 .95 1.0? 1.30 1.15 ,

Adjacent 1.04 1.02 1.04 1.02 1.01 1.022) Control Rod Banking
far Side 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.01 1.02!

'

Adjacent 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.0 1.0 !3) Criticality
*

,58 rar 5tde 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.0) 1.s
'

i EN
4) 2PPR-7 Flun Tilt - Assy's. 9, 10 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 23, 25, 37,'38, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 51, 53 (0.97 9 !

< ro

i 98(0.990UOL,1.00EOL}I9,36,39,47,65,68,101,104(0.990BOL,1.00EOL).Assys.62,
*

act. 0 0 EOLj. Assy's. 8,11 '

g-
.

;

(*)Non-parenthesized value applies at the peak power posittor. (i.e., ccre midplane).
c.a m
O CD

Parenthesized value |
51 applies at the c re tuar/ upper antal blantet interface except as superseded by note (1).

.

',

I*IEngineering Uncertainty Factors are given on Table 4,4-18. A. I

s
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TABLE 4.4-19. A

CRBR FUEL ASSEMBLIES MIXED MEAft EXIT TEMPERATURE

EtlGIllEERIf1G UllCERTAlflTY FACTORS

ASSEMBLY EXIT

DIRECT (0)

Power Level Measurement and Control
System Dead Band 1.03(1.0)

*- Inlet flow Maldistribution 1.05.

?

' STATISTICAL (3a)I )

Reactor AT Variation 1.0(1,144)
Coolant Properties 1.01

I )fluclear Uncertainty Factors are given on Table 4.4-19.B.

fl0TE : Same values of subfactors apply to both plant T&ll and expected operating
.gk conditions except when two values are given; in this case, the parenthesized
m

FR 51 values apply to plant expected operating conditions while the non-parenthesized
values apply to T&lt operating conditions,-

-
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TABLE 4.4-22.A

CRBR INNER / RADIAL BLANKET ASSEMBLIES H!XED MEAN EXIT TEMPERATURE

ENGINEERING UNCERTAINTY FACTORS

31 RECT (o)
ASSEMBLY EXIT

Power Level ficasurement and Control
System Dead Band 1.03(1.0)

Inlet flow Haldistribution 1.07

SJAJISTICAL (30)(0)

Reactor AT Variation 1.0(1.144)
Coolant Properties 1.01

(INuclear Uncertainty Factors are given on Table 4.4-22.B.

NOTE: Same values of subfactors apply to both plant T&H ard expected operating
conditions except when two values are given; in this case, the paren-

51 thesized values apply to plant expected operating conditions while the
non-parenthesized values apply to T&H operating conditions.

4.4-112 Amend. 51
Sept.1979
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TABLE 4.4-33

CONTROL ASSEMBLY PEAK THERMAL PERFORMANCE
,

I

; (Note: Temperatures for the PCA are based on 47,000 lb/hr ficw rate
at THD'.' conditions with 2a hot channel / spot factors)'

i -

1

Rod Withdrawal Absorber (36") Maximua Cladding .

Typical C/A Position (in) Power (kw) Midwall Temcerature ( F)
'*
t.
L4

h Row 4 Corner (primary)I*) 36 74 834

Row 7 Corner (primary)(**) 10.5 506 1146;

Row 7 Flat (secondary) 36 950--

i

|

|
: !

1

1

! * At E0C4

N **At BOC3
P s.

'

m

I

ie

.; i

I

l
)

.i
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TABLE 4.4-34

RRSA POWER AtlD FLOW UNCERTAlf4TY FACTORS

liEAT GENERATI0ti(c)

DIRECT

Bias (a)(b) 0.8731
Non-Statistical 1.08
SOC-to-EOC and Assembly-to- Assembly

1.02
IO)Cycle-to-Cycle Bias 0.88 (Cycle 1)

1.05 (Cycle 5)

Power Level Measurement and Control
System Dead Band 1.03(d)(g)

ST ATISTICAL (30)

Statistical 1.12

Fl.0W(c )

DIRECT,

Inlet flow M 1Qistribution 1.029
BPFM Leakage (e1 1.069

STATISTICAL (30)

Inlet flow Maldistribution 1.122
Loop Temperature Imbalance 1.030 (for AT = 250 F)
Coolant Properties
Reactor AT and Inlet Temperature

1.156(f)(9) (for AT = 250cp)Variation

(a) Biases are always in direction indicated. Remaining factors are +.
(b) Bias on stainless steel heating is weighted for combined stainless steel

and sodium heating, and applied to unbiased heating rates.
(c) A factor greater than unity increases temperatures; i.e., heat generation

rate is multiplied bv the factor and flow rate is divided by the factor.
(d) TlD! conditions.
(e) For RRSAs in BPFM.
(f) PE0V conditior:.

Sg (q) Affects all RRaA and core assemblies in same direction.

Amend. 58
Nov. 1980 |
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,

! 4.4-181 i
Amend. 51 j
Sept. 1979
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CON 0lil0NS: PL ANT EXPECTED OPERATING CONDITIONS
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CON 0lil0NS: PL ANT EXPECTED DPERATING CONDITIONS
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CHAPTER 5.0 - HEAT TPANSPORT AND CONNECTED SYSTEMS

b
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5.0 HEAT TRANw0RT AND CONNECTED SYSTEMS

O The Heat Transport and Connected Systems include those systems andV boundaries which provide the necessary functions to safely remove and trans-
port reactor heat to the steam generators under all plant operating con-
ditions. At rated power, the overall cooling requirement of the Heat Trans-
port System is 975 MWt equally divided among three, parallel, essentially
identical cooling circuits. The general configuration of the Heat Trans-
port and Steam Generation Systems is illustrated in Figure 5.1-1. The
major Heat Transport and Steam Generator System components have been sized
on the basis of the Heat Transport System Thermal Hydraulic Design Condi-
tions given in Table 5.1-1. '

The Therm 01 Hydraulic Design Conditions neglect the effects of heat
gained by the syste;a due to pump work and heat loss by the system through
insulation losses, sodium purification systems and the heat loss from the
Protected Air Cooled Condenser (PACC). When these effects are accounted
for, it is shown that the heat transport requirement of each primary loop
is slightly less than the 325 MW design basis. The same is true for each
loop of the Intermediate Heat Transport System. The preliminary heat
balance of the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) shown in Figure 5.1-1A
illustrates this effect. This balance indicates that when 975 MWt is trans-
ferred from the NSSS *' the balance of plant (80P), the requircd net reactor
thermal power (total flowrate times the difference in enthalpies corres-
ponding to the temperatures of the reactor outlet and inlet flows) would
be approximately 967.4 MWt. The thermai power transferred from the primary
sodium to the intermediate sodium in the IHX would be approximately 970.6
MWt.O The difference between the design value of 975 MWt for the reactor
and the 967.358 MW reactor power shown in Figure 5.1-1 A represents a small,

; (0.79%) margin in the rating of the reactor. If the NSSS were operated as
'

shown in the figure, the PHTS hot-to-cold leg temperature difference would
be 2.1 F less than the thermal Hydraulic Design value of 265 F. Final
values for insulation losses and pump efficiencies (which will affect pump
work) are expected to modify these values slightly but the present design

17| basis for the reactor, IHX and steam generators will not be affected. 1

This chapter presents summary descriptions of these systems and
boundaries in Sections 5.1.1 through 5.1.6; Section 5.1.7 outlines the
features incorporated for system safety. The detailed descriptions of the
systems and boundaries are given in Sections 5.2 through 5.6. Also in-
cluded in this chapter is an overall heat transport system evaluation
(Section 5.7).

The systems listed below interconnect with the Heat Transport and
Steam Generation Systems and are discussed in the PSAR section noted.
Failures in those systems which affect the Heat Transport and Steam Genera-
tion Systems are discussed in Sections 15.3 and 15.7.

Cover gas systems (Section 9.5)
Auxiliary Liquid Metal Systems (Section 9.3)
Electrical systems (Section 8.3)

/~N
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Instrumentation and Control Systems (Chapter 7.0)
Steam, feedwater and Power Conversion Systems (Chapter 10.0)
Piping and Equipment Electrical Heating and Control

System (Section 9.4).

5.1 SUMMARY DESCRIPTIONS

5.1.1 Reactor Vessel, Closure Head and Guard Vessel (See Section 5.2)

The reactor vessel and closure head form the major portion of the
primary containment system for the reactor core. As such, they see duty
both as part of the Primary Heat Transport System and as the first line of
defense for providing the degree of safety required to protect the general

53| public. Thus, these two structures were designed, and are being fabricated, tested,
dnd installed to the most stringent codes and standards in order to obtain
a very low probability of malfunction during service life. The guard
vessel which surrounds part of the vessel and the inlet and outlet piping
up to the second elbows assures even greater safety by providing for the
retention of the sodium coolant dur .ng ponymotor flow and natural circula-
tion in the event of a leak in this portion of the primary coolant boundary.

The reactor vessel is a top ring-supported cylindrical structure
I4l with a torispherical bottom head. It is 59 feet inna with a dia-

meter of 20 feet. The sodium-containing portion is all stainless
58 steel designed for up to 1100 F in the et tiet plenum region and 775 F in the

inlet plenum region. The top flange of the vessel and the vessel support
ring are fabricated of SA 508 Class 2 low-alloy forgings. There is an
Inconel 600 transition section between the low-alloy forgings at the top

17 and the stainless steel in the remainder of the vessel.
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The closure head consists of three massive eccentric rotating |plugs contained within the top flange of the reactor vessel. These 1

1 plugs will be fabricated frem a low alloy steel, SA 508 Class 2, and !'

4i| are 22.0 inches thick. They are inter-connected by r:eans of a series
of plug risers with sealing accomplished by sodium dip seals and double
infla table seals. The nominal temperature of the closure head is 4000F.
Over 4 teet of thermal and radiological shielding extends beneath each
rotating plug. Argon serves as a cover gas for the system.

,

The guard vessel is a bottom-supported cylindrical vessel'
,

fabricated from 304 stainless steel. It cor. forms to the contours.

17 of inlet and outlet piping and the reactor vessel to such height as to,

assure outlet nozzle submergence in sodium in the event of a leak.
The space between guard vessel and reactor vessel is adequate for
in-service inspection. Exterior thermal insulation is protided to

17 limit the heat load into the reactor cavity cell. A heating system for
the reactor vessel is mounted on the quard vessel.

.

5.1. 2 Primary Heat Transport System (See Section 5.3)

The Primary Heat Transport System (PHTS) consists of three parallel inde-'

| a pendent loops of piping and components required to transport heat from the
reactor to the Intermediate l' eat Exchangers (IHX)*. The PHTS coolant boundary is;

40 classi fied as Safety Class 1 commensurate with its irrportance to safety. This
classification requires the additional code classification of ASME :

'

Section III Class 1. The guard vessels are classified as Safety Class 2
40 and ASME Section III Class 2, but have been optionally upgraded designed and

58 constructed to Class 1 requirements. The guard vessels are not code stamped.
The PHTS loops transport the radioactive sodium coolant from the reactor vessel
to the intermediate heat exchangers which thermally link the primary and inter-,

mediate loops. The three primary loops have common flow paths through the
reactor vessel, but are otherwise independent in operation.

As shown in Figure 5.1-1, heated sodium flows from the reactor
vessel outlet nozzle located above the reactor core to the suction of a
free surface centrifugal pump. Sodium from the pump discharge is
circulated through the shell side of the intermediate heat exchanger where
heat is transferred to the intemediate sodium. From the intemediate heat

'

exchanger, the primary sodium flows through the cold leg piping through a
, check valve to the reactor vessel inlet nozzle located near the lower end'

of the reactor vessel. The three loops are essentially identical and
have been arranged to provide equal sodium transport times. Figure 5.1-1B
shows the arranaement of the PHTS pipina and its relationship to the reactor

i vessel, the IHX's and the PHTS pumps and other loop equipment. The system
53| Piping and Instrumentation Diagrams (P&ID) are shown in Figures 5.1-2a and 2b. 1

*The PHTS-is part, but not all of the Reactor Coolant Boundary as defined
in Section 3.1. 0+her systems, part or all of which are included in theO Reactor Coolant Boundary, are the Auxiliary Liquid Metal System (see
Sections 5.6.2 and 9.3) and the cover gas system (see Section 9.0), The

58| IHX is a component of the PHTS.
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Transfer of partial power by the heat transport system is achieved byC varying system flow essentially in proportion to the power produced in the
( reactor.

The sodium flow rate is controlled by changing pump speed and is
measured by a magnetic flowneter located in the cold leg piping downstream of
the IHX, between the check valve and the reactor vessel.

The principal thermal-hydraulic design parameters are given in
Table 5.1-1; the piping and instrumentation diagrams are shown in Figures 5.1-2a

53 and 2b. These figures show the system interfaces, instruments, controls, and
pipinq sizes.

As shown on the HTS Hydraulic Profile (Figure 5.1-3), the centerline
of the high point primary piping is at -10''4" (elevation 796'-8") for the cold

40 leg and -18'-4" (elevation 797'-8") for the hot leg. The reactor vessel sodium
rdlevel is -21'3" feet (elevation 794 feet-9 inches). The high point piping is'

located above the reactor vessel nonnal sodium level to permit sodium drainage
of a primary loop without lowering the reactor vessel sodium level.

The primary system hot leg piping from the reactor vessel outlet to
the primary pump is 36 inches outside diameter x 0.500 inches wall thickness.
The remaining hot leg piping from pump discharge to the IHX is 24 inches
outside diameter x 0.500 inch wall thickness and the cold leg piping from
the IHX to the reactor vessel inlet nozzle is 24 inches outside diameter
x 0.500 inch wall thickness. Sizing of the primary system piping includes the
following considerations:

D
b The sodium velocity in the primary loop piping at maximum flow ise

less than 30 f t/sec.

An allocated pressure drop for the primary loop piping consistente

with pressure drop allocations for the ustem components and the
58| reactor and the maximum total developed head limitation of 458 feet

for the single stage primary pump.

The primary system hot leg piping is type 316 stainless steel. The
40 e ld leg piping is type 304 stainless steel. Welded pipe connections are used

throughout the system.

Curved pipe and elbows having a minimum bend radius of 1-1/2 pipe
diameters are used for changes in direction of the piping system. The spacing
of parallel runs of pipe and the spacing between pipe runs and walls, ceiling
and components, provide adequate room for installation, inspection and main-
tenance, insulation, heaters and thermal expansion. Thermal expansion of
the system is accommodated by loops and bends. Pipe support is provided by i

constant load hangers sized to support the insulated piping system when filled

m
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with sodium. Mechanical snubbers are provided to limit pine deflections during
58 seismic loading. Piping penetrations through equipment cell wealls are orovided

with flexible seals. Piping penetrations through the reactor containment walls
are provided With rigid seals.

Table 5.1-2 lists the pHTS volumes and volume changes. The volume
changes result ing from system temperature changes are accommodated by the
Aux iliary Liquid Metal Systen overflow and makeup circuit.

Pricary loop cover nas nornal operatinq pressure is maintained at
47|6 + 2 inches W.G. by the makeup and vent of argon cover gas (see Sec-

tion 9.5). The design o. the pump is based on the concept for sodium level
control using the "stai.9pe-bubbler" system in which a continuous flow of
inert qas is supplied to the pump cover gas space. Durinq Dumo shutdown or low

isodium flow conditions, the gas supply pressure will be sufficient to depress
the linuid sodium level to the standnine nozzle elevation and the nas will hubble
up the standpipe to the reactor cover gas system. During higher sodium flow
rates where the normal draw-down almost uncovers the standpipe nozzle, the gas
will flow through the nearly empty standpipe to the cover gas system. A fixed
reference sodium level is maintained within the reactor vessel approximately

r,d 161/4 feet above the centerline of the outlet nozzles by means of sodium makeup
and overflow. 33

To preclude potential cover gas accumulation in the IHX, there is con-
tinuous venting of sodium from the top of the IHX to the primary pump tank via
the IHX vent return line. This sodium flow (1200 gpm at 100Z primary sodium
flow) will carry any gas evolved in the IHX to the pump tank where the gas
will migrate to the cover gas space. The sodium flow is monitored by a

63 permanent magnet flowmeter. A trap in the line is provided to prevent cover gas
f rom being transferred to the IHX and breakinq siphon should a primary boundar.y

50 led coasa the pump tank level to fall below lhe vent line nozzle. The D:X vent
return line is a 2 inch schedule 40 pipe of Type 316 stainless steel.

The primary heat transport system (PHTS) piping and components are
located within the 5eismic Category 1, tornado and missile hardened reactor
containment building. The components and piping for each loop are located
within three vaults (cells) in the reactor containment building: (1) an HTS
cell which centains all of the major loop components, (2) an HTS pipeway,
and (3) the reactor cavity which houses the reactor vessel and the associated
primary loop piping. The cells are separated froni each other by concrete
shielding walls and are inerted with nitrogen which is circulated for cooling.
Those parts of the PHTS equipment which come in contact with sodium are
located in a nitrogen atmosphere below the level of the containment building
operating floor. Each HTS cell has a separate atmosphere and the reactor
cavity and the HTS pipeways have a co.ron atmosphere. The pump drive systems
(motors, speed controllers, and heating and seal assemblies) are located in
an air environment above the operating floor. Separation of the equipment
cells provides the capability of deinerting individual vaults for independent
access for maintenance tr inspections.

The intermediate heat exchangers and primary sodium pumps are rigidly
supported to maintain fixed centerline locations and are enclosed by free
standing, structurally independent guard vessels. Differential thermal expan-

sions are accommodated by the inherent flexibility in the piping arrangement

Amend. 58
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The piping and instrumentation diagram for the IHTS is shown on
53 ; Figure 5.1-2a. This diagram shows the system interfaces, instruments,

controls, piping sizes and materials. Instre'nentation for the IHTS
system includes that normally required for plant control as well as
diagnostic instrumentation for evaluating equipment and system performance.

Temperatures are monitored at selected points throughout the
sodium systems. Sodium pressure differentials are neasured across the
intermediate purrp, the IHX (primary to intermediate), and in one loop
only, across each steam generator module. Argon pressure is measured
at the inlet to the expansion tank / pump cover gas. Level instrumentation
is provided in the intermediate pump casing and in toe expansion tanks.
Intermediate sodium equipment areas are monitored for sodium oxide smoke
by an electronic system or by a continuous chemical check on the atmosphere.
Localized sodium leak detectors are installed under the components and
piping of the system.

The IHIS is isolated from the PHTS in a passive manner in that
the intermediate sodium is confined to the tube side of the IHX. The
IHTS is isolated from water and steam in the steam generators in a passive
manner in that the intermediate sodium is confined to the shell side of
the steam generator modules. fianually operated isolation valves are
provided to isolate the IHTS from the oxygen / hydrogen detectors and the
sodium dump tank. The IHTS piping is equipped with double rupture disks

O in series to provide passive isolation from the steam generator protectionsystem.

The relative elevations of the IHX and the steam generator modules
are arranged to provide the required natural circulation of sodium in theIHTS for decay heat removal. The hydraulic profile showing these elevationsis shown on Figure 5.l-3.

5.1.4 Steam Generation System (See Section 5.5)_

The Steam Generation System accepts hot sodium from the Inter-
mediate Heat Transport Loops, extracts heat and returns cooler sodium back
to the Intermediate Loops. The Steam Generation System transfers a
nominal 975 MW from the Intermediate Heat Transport System sodium and
deli ve rs superheated steam at 900*F and 1450 psig to the turbine generator.
Required full-load operating parameters are given in Table 5.l-4

The piping and instrumentation diagram for the Steam Generator
System is shown on Figure 5.l-4 The Steam Generation System provides
independent steam generation capability for each of the three reactor heattransport loops. Each independent Steam Generation System loop is
comprised of the following:

Steam Generator Evaporator /Superheater Modules
Steam / Water Subsys tem

5.1 - 7 Amend. 53
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Sodium-Water Reaction Pressure Relief Subsystem

Water Dump Subsysten

Sodium Dump Subsystem

Leak Detection Subsystem

in addition to providing for the removal of heat from the Internediate
System sodium by the superheater/ evaporator components, the system provides
the steam supply to the turbines, provides pressure relief protection for a
sodium water reaction, water f rom the Steam / Water Subsystem, and provides for
detection of water-to-sodiun leakage in the steam generator nodules.

5.l.5 Residual Heat Removal Systems |See Section 5.6)

The Residual Heat Removal Systems provide decay and sensible heat
removal capability f or all shutdown conditions. These systems consist of the I

;; 5 team Generator Auxiliary Heat Removal System and the Direct Heat Removal
Service which are discussed below.

5.1.5.1 5 team Generator Auxiliary Heat Removal System (See Section 5.6.1)

The Steam Generator Auxiliary Heat Removal System (SGAHRS) is a safety
related system whose main function is to provide redundant shutdown decay heat
removal paths when the noin NSSS heat sink or main feedwater supply is
unavailable. It also functions to remove shutdown heat loads for refueling
and other long term outages, it is part of the Residual Heat R roval Systems
di scussed in Sec tion 5.6.

Fiqure 5.1-5 shows a piping and instrumentation diagram for the
SGAHRS. The system performs its functions using two subsystems - short and
long term heat removal subsystems. The short term subsystem removes heat

| received f rom the Heat Transport System by venting of steam from the steam
| y;| drum to the atmosphere through vent control valves. The expended water

volume is replaced by the Auxiliary Feedwater Subsystem. This subsystem dr.ws
water f rom a protected water storage tank (PWST) and pumps it to the steam
drum. Three pumps are provided to supply the total auxiliary feedwater flow
rate required for all three loops. Two of these pumps are driven by electrical
motors powered by nornul or emergency plant A-C power; each of these pumps has
the capacity of delivering 501 of the total auxil .ry feedwater flow rate.
The third pump is driven by a steam turbine which uses steam bled from the
steam drum (s); this pump has the capacity to deliver 100': of the total
auxiliary feedwater flow rate.

The long tenn heat removal subsystem, which also functions to assist
the short term subsystem, is a protected air cooled condenser (PACC) located
at a higher elevation than the steam drum. This PACC rejects heat to the
atmosphere. Saturated steam is supplied to the condenser from the steam

O
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drum, and saturated wate* is returned by gravity flow (see Figure 5.1-6
for the nydraulic profile). The PACC utilizes a fan to force air across,

'

the condenser tubes for peak performance.

32] 5.1.5.2 Dire _ct Heat _ Removal Service (See Section 5.6.2)
,

41 I The Rt. iability Program, discussed in Appendix C, will provide
verification that SGAHRS removes residual heat with a high level of relia-bili ty. Hence, it is judged that the steam and feed trains backed by
SGAHRS for off-normal events will satisfy the requirement to safely remove
residual heat. However, because of the developmental nature of certain
equipment in the heat transport system, it is considered prudent to provide
a supplementary means of removing long-term decay heat. The DHRS improves
overall shutdown heat removal relisbility by providing a fourth redundant

41 heat removal path and heat sink.

The DHRS safety function will be to transfer fission product
decay heat and other residual heat from the reactor core at a rate such
that fuel element and reactor coolant boundaries are maintained. The OHRS
will function to remove decay heat following a reactor shutdown in which all
IHTS/SGS heat sinks are lost.
initiated within the first half - hour after shutdown.For this event DHRS will be remote manuallyAll three PHTS ponymotors will provide core flow. For initiation af ter 24 hours, DHRS will have'

sufficient capacity to limit the maximum overflow sodium temperature below900 F. DHRS will be called into service only after two main heat transport
loops have been removed from decay heat service for any reason and will carry
the total heat load only if three main loops have been removed from decayheat service for any reason.

.

"6 | As matic diagram for the DHRS is shown on Figure 5.1-7.''

provided by the Auxiliary Liquid f'etal System overflow and makeup circuitDdRS is

acting in conjunction with the spent fuel cooling and cleaning system.
primary sodium overflows from the reactor vessel to the overflow vessel, Hot

lhe primary sodium makeup pumps pump the hot sodium through the overflow heatexchanger and back to the reactor vessel.46
motors provides sodium flow through the core. Operation of the primary pump pony

EVST fiaK removes the primarysodium heat in the overflow heat exchanger.
the EVST flak air blast heat exchangers where heat is transferred to theThe heated EVST NaK is pumpedesphere (See Section 9.3).

5.1.6 Auxiliary Liqu_id Metal System (See Section 9.3)

The Auxiliary Liquid Metal System is comprised of the piping and
components which perform the following services for the Reactor Heat TransportSystem:

1. Maintain sodium purity levels in the sodium loops
2. Provide make-up capability to maintain reactor coolant

level

O
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i

!
! 3. Provide overflow capability to ensu . vio eecessive
| sodiu.o level rise in the reactor vessel
!

4. provide sodium storage capacity for the operational or
j shutdown conditions of the Peactor Heat Transport System

i 40| S. provide sodium draining capability for the reactor vessel and
; individt al primary and intermediate heat transport loops

! 6. Provide valving and niping arram -t of the drain and
{ make-up lines to preclude acci ystem draining of

prima ry sodium1

d,|7. Provide decay heat removal thr frect Heatq

Removal Service (see Section 5 vej.

The Auxiliary Liquid Metal System is . _ribed in detail in
Section 9.3.

| 5.1./ Fea tures for. Hea t Transp. ort _ System Sa fe,ty

The following is a list of safety considerations incorporated in
the design and asiangement to assure continued detcy rieat removal under "off ,

'

normal" condit en , ut other relat.cd safety f u t u s"-

.

!
I The center line of the high point primary piping is ata. '

elevation 796 feet 8 inches for the cold lea and 797
40 41 feet 3 inches for the hot leg relative to a reactor !

vessel sodium level of 794 feet 9 inches. The high
r nt piping is located above the reactor vessela

sodium level to permit sodium drainage of a primary
loop while maintaining the reactor vessel sodium
level at an elevation which assures heat removal
capability.

b. Guard Vessels are provided around the reactor vessel
IHX primary pumps and all piping which is below the
elevation of the tops of the guard vessels. The
inventory of sodium in the reactor above the minimum
safe level, the guard vessel elevations and net
volume, and the maximum shut-of f head of the pumps
at pony motor speed are such that decay heat removal
is assured following a major pipe leak. A trap ir. the
IHX vent return line prevents pump tank cover .3 from
being transferred to the IHX should a primatj boundary

I leak cause the pump tank sodium level to fall below the
vent return line nozzla. This trap prevents a gas bubble

r,3 from faming at the top of the IHX that could block primary
'

loop flow with the pump operating r.< pony motor speed. Details
of these features are discussed in Section 5.3.2.1.1.

c. The relative elevation of the reactor core, IHX tube
bundle and steam generator modules are arranged to
assure natural circulation of sodiun in the primary
and intermediate loops in the event of loss of
pumping power. Details are discussed in Section Amend. 585.3.3.2. Nov. 1980
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Floods

At El. 733' the Auxiliary feedwater (AFW) pumps and the AFW supply line valve
stations are elevated above the uaximum expected water level to preclude sub-
mergence duiing flooding. The sources for flooding at this level are: 1) the
PW5T and inlet lines to the AFW supply lines, 2) the alternate water supply,
3) the AFW supply lines, and 4) the drive turbine steam supply lines.

Flooding is confined to the cell containing the source of water.

The Protected Air Cooled Condenser (PACC) cells at El 862' have floor drains
for expected small leakages and any precipitation entering the cells.

Missiles

The SGAHRS piping, valves, and components are arranged and protected to
prevent damage due to missiles. Missiles can be generated by failures in
rotating components, loss of valve integrity, or by pipe ruptures and resulting '

pipe whip.

The primary barrier for missile protection consists of the Steam Generator
iBuilding reinforced concrete walls. The AFW supply lines, turbine-drive

steam supply lines, and the PACC loops are routed through separate cells
as much as possible to protect the SGAHRS redundancy. Protective missile
sleeves will protect critical piping from damage by missiles. This includes
piping cormion to more than one loop and piping from one loop passing through
a cell containing an adjacent loop.

The turbine-driven AFW pump is located in a separate cell from the motor
driven AFW pumps and the motor driven pumps are separated by reinforced con-
crete walls. The AFW sepply line valve stations are separated from each other
and from the AFW pumps by missile barriers to prevent damage by missiles gen-
erated in an adjoining loop.

There is no high energy piping in the pWST cell so the generation of missiles
in this cell is not postulated.

Separation of the PACC cells as a natural consequence of PACC design protects
the PACC loop redundancy from missile damage.

Jet Impingement

det impingement results from the rupture of either a steam line or a high
pressure, high temperature water line. Protection requirements against jet
impingement for critical components will be evaluated to determine if addi-
tional measures are required beyond those provide for the SGAHRS system.

'
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fire

The types of fire in the auxiliary bay cells are electrical and oil. The con-
struction of the cell walls with non-combustible material and the confinement
of the fire to the affected cell protects the redundancy of the multiple SGAHRS
loops,

i

! SP,| The PACC cell separation is employed to minimize fire danage and allow continued 1

PACC operation, possibly at reduced loads. !

| The type of potential tire in the PWST cell is oil, the source of which is the l9
{ hydraulic fluid contained in the actuators for the AFW pump inlet valves. The

separation of the valves and the limited quantity of corbustibles involved is
53 such that the PWST availability is not jeopardized.

|

|
|

O

l
|

1

O-

,
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Implementation

Control of hydrostatic test fluid for the reactor vessel isa.
limited by the specification to water of a certain purity. Requirements4

j for drying the reactor vessel after hydrostatic test are given in the
i specification. Subsequent cleanliness requirements are also imposed

by the reactor vessel specification to assure the component is delivered'

in a cleanliness condition suitable for liquid metal service. The
closure head and guard vessel are not hydrostatically tested, hence not

: subject to this position.

41 b. Implementation of this Code L. se should comply with Regulatory
vou tion C. l .d. of this guide.

1 Implementation
i

The CRBRP application of this Code Case in the testing of elevated'

temperature components requires the same consistency as is discussed in

| 41 C.I.d implementation above.,

I Regulatory Position C.6, Code Case 1596:
;

41 , a. The Overpree,sure Protedtion Report should indicate those components ;

considered to be "non-critical" pursuant to 7110(a) (4) and 7110(b).;

The evaluation techniques and acceptance criteria used to justify
designation as a "non-critical" component should also be included.

1. I b. Implementation of this Code Case should comply with Regulatory
Position C.l.d. of this guide.

i
i 41 | c. The potential overpressure due to failure of a system component
i in 7121(d) should include consideration of pressure from an adjacent
; system by leaks or chemical reaction or both.

41 \ d. For those reactors using liquid sodium as the coolant, a
description of the methods used to determine overpressure resulting from
possible shock loads mentioned in 7122 should appear in the Overpressure:

Protection Report. This should include a definition of what constitutes '

rapid valve closure relative to pressure wave velocity and valve
closing time. A description of how the pressure shock and momentum
change effects have been accounted for with respect to pressure relief,
piping design, and support systems should also be included.

i'
; Implementation

j The CRBRP application of this Code Case, in a manner consistent
i 41 -with these regulatory positions, is planned in the design of the over-
! pressure protection system for the primary and intermediate heat transport

system. An overpressure protection report will be written as required by
the ASME Code giving a detail description of the overpressure protection 25-system.

'

O
5.2-Id '

t

Amend. 41
-

i Oct. 1977 '

;
;
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OThe reactor vessel, closure head, and guard vessel are designed
37 | and manufactured in accordance with the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel

Code. Section III, Division 1, Nuclear Power Plant Comocrents, with

aidenda current at the time of contract placement. Applicable ASME
Code Cases for elevated temperature components and certain RDT Standards

27 | 37 58'and their effective dates were also imposed.
' See Table 5.2-1. Access for
surveillance materials and in-service inspection is provided.

17 Thermal and stress analyses of the reactor vessel, closure head,
and guard vessel account for all normal, . upset, emergency, and faulted
conditions imposed on the plant. The analyses cover steady-state and
transient conditions for loads due to dead weights, temperature effects
seismic events, internal pressure, vibration, and fluid flow forces.

The reactor vessel and closure head have incorporated in their
design the ability to withstand hypothesized margin lotJing forces which
may result from core disruptive type accidents (see Section 4.2 cf Reference

17| 10a in Section 1.6).

17

53
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The reactor vessel, guard vessel, and closure head together with
their internal structures and supports are designed to withstand the OBE
(0perating Basis Earthquake) and the SSE (Safe Shutdown Earthquake) as defined
in Section 3.7.4

5.2.1.2 Reactor Vessel and Support (See Figure 5.2-1)

! The reactor . vessel is a single-walled structure and constitutes the
primary structural boundary which envelopes the nuclear reactor core, the,

i core coolant, the core coolant cover gas, and the core ancillary components
and structure. The vessel also provided positioning and support for related
vessels internals and the core support structure. As the central component in
the primary heat removal system, the reactor vessel distributes coolant flow

I to remove heat generated in the core, reflector, blanket, shield, and otheri

41 vessel internals including structural elements. It permits core replacement
without structural modifications. 1

The vessel walls and outlet, makeup and overflow nozzle
17

penetrations are cooled by primary sodium coolant bypass flow to keep
58| the steady-state metal temperatures below or equal to 900 during

normal two-loop and three-loop operation and to reduce the rate of>

. vessel wall temperature change during operating transients. The maximum'

velocity of the coolant in the reactor vessel and adjacent piping,
exclusive of the core and flow restricting passages, does not exceed

17
; 30 ft. per second.

! Sodium is maintained at a minimum safe level (approximately 20 inches)
41 above the primary outlet nozzles (plant elevation approximately 782 ft.) to

) ensure continuity of the primary heat transport system (PHTS) loop syphon in -

undamaged loops for heat removal even in the event of a pipe leak. The excess
coolart also ameliorates differences in channel discharge temperatures and
mitigates the severity of coolant temperature transients. The sodium pool
also serves to attenuate radiation from the core.

'

The primary inlet piping and the primary outlet pipi% are discussed
in Section 5.3.

The reactor vessel design includes provision to accommodate
l. in-service inspection. Capability to visually inspect the exterior'

surface of all critical pressure boundary welds is provided. Accessibilityi

j to critical areas between the guard vessel and reactor vessel is provided
'

for in-service visual inspection throughout the life of the vessel.
I7 The reactor vessel is supported from its upper end. The vessel sup-

; po_rt system accomodates dead weight, seismic loads, and forces hypothesized
under margin loading conditions from the assembled reactor vessel and closure

58| head to the reactor cavity wall through the support ledge.
'F

Amend. 58
5.2-2 Nov. 1980
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O
5.2.2.1 Reactor Vessel and Support

The reactor vessel and support will be constructed mainly of
austenitic stainless and low alloy steels, and consists of six basic
sections: the support ring, the vessel flange, the barrel, the core
support forgir.g and cone, the inlet plenum, and the vessel thermal liner.

17 flange. A box ring type of reactor vessel support interf aces with the
vessel support ring and the reactor cavity support ledge. Holddown bolts
pass through holes in the vessel support ring, the reactor vessel support
and the support ledne clamoinq the three together. The vesseT st. .gortis a ring structure'with a' box type cross section. The vertical sides
of the box are Incorel 600 to limit the heat flow from the reactor
vessel. The top ano bottom plates of the box cross-section are

68 SA 543 Class 2. The bol ts are SA 193 Type 87 with 3.50-BUN threads. The
ring supports the reactor vessel and interna ls and closure head. The vessel
flange is a second SA 508 Class 2 steel ring forging welded to an inconel
600 transition section. The latter is, in turn, welded to the barrel.

Radiation shielding in the form of a boron carbide collar surrounding the
vessel near the flange is provided in the annulus between tne reactor
vessel and the vessel support ledge. The barrel comprises the upper
cylindrical portion of the vessel and has an inside diameter of 243 in.

{with a minimum wall thickness of 2.38 in. The lower end of the barrel17 is joined to the core support forging and cone, which provide support

c) for the core support structure. The overall height of the reactor vessel
| and support is nominally 704 in. (58 f t. 8 in.). The inlet plenum is

designed for 200 psig at 7750F and -15 psig at 6000F, the stainless steel 11
portion of the outlet plenum is designed for 15 psig plus head of sodium

17 at 9000F and -15 psig at 6000F.

Coolant enters the reactor vessel through three 24-inch nozzles
located 120* apart in the inlet plenum below the core support structure.
Core effluent and oypass flow are mixed in the outlet plenum region
above the coce, and the

|
,

'

O '

5.2-4c Amend. 58
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coolant is discharged from the vessel through three 36-inch nozzles. The
6 inlet and utlet nozzles are designed for a total sodium flow rate of,

17 41.46 x 10 lbs/ hour (42.3 x 106 lbs/ hour stretched condition).
,

The vessel thermal liner protects the barrel from the high-
tenperature sodium in the outlet plenum and from excessive thermal

47| transients. The annulus between the vessel and liner is 2.5 inches. By-
17|passcoolantfromtheinletplenumisdivertedtothisannulustomaintainthe vessel wall temperature at 9000F or below during normal operation. Two'

47 holes with special pressure reducers are provided in the core support cone
to vent gas from underneath the cone to the outlet plenum.

The bypass flow which cools the vessel wall behind the thermal
liner enters the cutlet plenum through bypass flow holes in the therma!

'

liner located a few inches beneath the sodium pool free surface level.
2

Sufficient mixing occurs away from metal surfaces so that excessive fatigue
damage to the Type 316 stainless steel will not occur.,

47
|25Four auxiliary nozzles are provided in the upper part of the

17 | barrel . Two of the nozzles are for the auxiliary sodium syste-, one4

inlet nozzle for sodium makeup and one outlet nozzle for sodium overflow.
The other two nozzles are for the cover gas system: one gas inlet
nozzle and one gas outlet nozzle. The sodium makeup nozzle is 4 in.

!
17 | diameter while the overflow is 8 in in diameter. The nozzles provide

a loop whereby the sodium level can be controlled, impurities can be re-
moved from the sodium and samples of the coolant taken. Both cover gas
nozzles are 3 in. in diameter. They provide for circulation of the
cover gas to and from the Radioactive Argon processing System and for-

'

controlling the pressure of the primary coolant system.

|

.

:
,

.

Amend. 47

O Nov. 1978
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O
The reactor vessel support box ring, the seismic keys, and the

anchor bolts fann the reactor vessel support system. In addition, a design
17 requirement of the vessel support system is to extend plant capability by

providing Structural Margin Beyond the Design Base (see Section 4.2 of
58 Ref erence 10a of Section 1.6).

41

,

,

17

42|

O
41| 25

41 | 17

|
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36 5.2.2.2 Closure Head

} The closure head consists of three rotating plugs which are
.

] constructed of SA 508 Class 2 steel. Each plug contains a major penetration
: eccent:ic to its outside diameter. These rotating plugs are interconnected

17 | by means of a series of plug risers. Sealing between the plugs is accomplished!

; by ' sodium dip seals and double inflatable seals 'of elastomer material. At ,

I

36 its top, the large rotating plug has an outer diameter of 257 in., and an
| inner diameter of 176 in. The large rotating plug provides access to the

,

! vessel interior for the ex-vessel transfer machine and the core coolanti liquid level monitors. The intermeciate rotating plug (175 in. 0.D. and
| 68 in. I.D.) provides access to the vessel interior for the control rod

41| drivelines, upper intervals support columns, and the liquid level monitors.i
f The small rotating plug (67 in. 0.D.) provides access to the vessel interior .

'

i -for the In-Vessel Transfer f4achine. The thickness of each rotating plug is
i 41 | 22 in. Rotation of the plugs will be accomplished by a gearing and bearing

system attached to the plug risers. The nozzles for each penetration,

41 | are constructed of an austenitic stainless steel..

! 58 Each rotating plug is provided with a mechanical lock
~ and electrical interlocks which prevent plug rotation during reactor operation4

and refueling when plug rotation is not desired.

The mechanical locks include the following: !

Each plug includes a separate positive lock to assurea.
that the plug cannot be moved, and will not drift from
its normal operating position during reactor operation.

j This lock will be installed to prevent relative rotation ,

58 | between each bull gear and the bearing outer riser whenever the '

control rod drivelines are connected. The locks shall'

be manually installed at the end of'each refueling ' cycle,
and will be removed only during the refueling period when
plug rotation is necessary.

b. The plug drives are designed to be self locking to react to
-

; any seismic torque occurring during refuelino, which could
rotate the plugs and thus damage a fuel. or blanket assembly4

i during removal from the core.

The electrical interlocks include the following:
*
.

!

During reactor operation, the plug drive .and control ;a.
} . system keyswitch is in the OFF position, the control >j
i system is deenergized, and there is no power to the

{l plug drive motors.g

Amend. 58
'

5.2-6 fl v. 1980
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b. Electrical interlocks are provided to prevent the plugs from
being inadvertently rotated by their drive system unless the
upper internals are raised and locked, and the IVTM and EVTM
are in a safe condition.

c. An electrical interlock is also provided to prevent vertical operation
56 24 af the IVTM or operation of the EVTM over the HAA during operation

of the plug drive system.
Each rotating plug has attendant thermal and radiological shielding

extended to a depth of 74.65 in, beneath the top of each plu9 forging. The
shielding is composed of a series of plates fabricated from carbon steel,

171and stainless steel. The cover gas between each set of plates attenuates
thermal conduction and thereby acts to decrease the heat flux imparted to
the rotating plug. A heating and cooling system is provided to maintain
the closure head at 400 F (noninal) as well as providing heating and cool-

17 ing for other small head mounted subassemblies.

A gas entrainment suppressor plate assembly is positiened beneath
45|17|the head thermal and radiological shielding at a depth of 122.65 in, beneath

the top of each rotating plug. It protects the head shielding from being
contacted by the core coolant and minimizes the amount of cover gas entrain-
ed in the core coolant. The assembly is designed to accommodate all normal,

17| upset, emergency, and faulted conditions.

O

56 25

42| levation with horizontal gaps between themIn plan view, the subassembly consists of 33 plates at the same
e (Fig. 5.2-3) These plates.

have penetrations in line with the head penetrations to allow the passage
of the head mounted components into the outlet plenum. Each plate is
supported by means of a central support column affixed to the lower shield
plate. These central columns, when possible, consist of tubes which surround
closure head penetrations. Suppor+ columns which do not surround penetrating
equipment will be capped to minimize the amount of cover gas entrained. The
support columns will be inserted through oversized penetrations in the lower
shield plate, accurately positioned and then attached to the top surface cf
the lower plate by means of bolting. The support columns will be attached to
the suppressor plate by means of welding. This attachment weld is located
above the region of the suppressor plate where high thermal gradients occur
by using a plate with an extruded weld neck. The top end of the support
column, which protrudes through the lower shield plate is composed of 2h
Cr-1Mo. material to minimize the differential ex9ansion with the carbon
steel shield plate. The lower, in sodium, portion is austenitic stainless

57 42 steel. The use of a single support provides adequate support while lessening
2the thermal stresses by permitting the plates to flex freely under the

expected thernal gradient,

Amend. 57
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reactor vessel nozzles, piping, or piping connections. To fulfill this
O- requirement the guard vessel extends to approximately 6 ft. above the minimum

safe sodium level providing for sodium shrinkage and purnping head differential.
Also, the guard vessel permits inservice inspection of the reactor vessel by

' providing a nominal clearance of 8 in. between the two. The guard vessel is
insulated on the auter surface to limit the heat load into the reactor
cavity cell and to reduce heat loads to the Reactor Cavity Heating and Venti-

58117 la ting .Sys tem. A trace heating system is mounted on the outside surface of the vess
for pre-heating and heating during prolonged plant shutdown.

Flux monitors for low, intermediate and full power operation are pro-
vided in the annulus between the guard vessel and rea cor cavity cell walls.
This annulus will be filled with nitrogen gas (<2% oxygen by volume). A
discussion of the reactor cavity cell is found Tn Section 3.8 and 3. A.l.

Continuity detectors and aerosol sampling lines are mounted inside
the guard vessel to detect potential leaks in che reactor vessel or inlet
or outlet piping. See Section 7.5.5.1.

5.2.3 Special Processes for Fabrication and Inspection

5.2.3.1 Hondestructive Examination

Hondestructive examination of materials and welds will be performed
in accordance with the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and RDT Standards.
The techniques employed, as appropriate for the respective product forms,o materials, and weld configurations comprising the reactor vessel, closureQ head, and guard vessel, are liquid penetrant, magnetic particle, ultrasonics,
and radiography. Surface finish and cleanliness will also meet all require-
ments of the ASME Code and the other contract documents. Periodic swab tests
of stainless steel surfaces during fabrication in the shop will be performed
to assure that potentially harmful substances such as chlorides do not con-
tact the components in concentrations greater than specified in applicable
codes and standards.

5.2.3.2 Controlled Welding to Maintain Alignments

Specified alignments must be maintained between the core support
structure and the upper end of the reactor vessel. Where welds such as
girth seams in the vessel and the weld attaching the core support structure
to the vessel influence these alignments, special welding procedures and
processes utilizing proven technology will be used to control the relative
alignments of the parts being joined by welding.

Prior to any welding, the core support structure will be aligned
by equalizing the gap betgeen the core barrel and thenaal liner support ringat four points located 90 apart. Also, the weld preps on the core support
structure and core support cone will be aligned vertically and radially
using the respective weld lands as the reference surface. Four wedges, which
have been contour machined to match half the weld gemoetry, are plac>d in the
top of the joint. Their purpose is to prevent movement during initialwelding.

O
V Welding will be accomplished by using four welders positioned 90 o

apart. Movement of the core support structure during welding will be moni-
tored by measuring the distances between the core barrel and the thermal

41
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liner support ring at four equally spaced locations. If 1/16 inch or more
distortion occurs, welding will stop on one side and continue on the
opposite side until re-alignment occurs. Continuous monitoring will be
performed until 1/2 inch of weld has been deposited. At that point, the
wedges will be removed and periodic monitoring will be performed durir.g
the remainder of the welding.

Af ter welding is complete, the weld prep for the top purtion of
the vessel at the top of the thermal liner support ring will be machined
concentric to the centerline of the core support structure. The top
portion of the vessel is fabricated so that the bottom weld prep is
concentric to the vessel flange. The top portion of the vessel is then
assembled to the lower assembly using a ship-lap joint (sometimes known
as a spigot fit). With this joint, no special welding techniques are
required to maintain alignment, it is purely manual metal-arc welding. By

having precise alignment within the two sub-ascemblies, that is, centerline
to weld prep and by using a precision fit-up of these sub-assemblies, the
core support structure is located to vessel flange within the required

41 to l e ra nce .

The weld circumference was divided into four quadrants, each of which l

was divided further into 12-inch increments. The first weld pass i

was made using four welders working simultaneously, one welder per
quadrant. The position of the core support structure then was measured.
If a significant movement was found to occur, it was corrected by
welding 12-inch increments which were selected by the wclding engineer.
The subsequent passes were welded and corrections made as necessary.
This was repeated until movement of the core support structure ceased.

The selective placement of weld passes to contml distortion
during welding does not result in localization of overlaps or start-stops.
The weld overlaps or start stops are n, different from those encountered
in nomal arc welding. Sensitization is controlled, as it is in other
shop fabrication and field welds, by limiting the interpass temperature
to 350*F maximum per RDT Standard E15-2-NB, which is imposed by appropriate
equipment specifications. 17,

5.2.3.3 Dimensional Checks

All dimensions of the reactor vessel, closure head, and guard vessel
will be measured and checked against the dimensions and tolerances specified
on the manufacturinq drawings. Any deviations will be documented by Supplier

O
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Figure 5.2-8 gives enlarged views of the elastomer seal areas
to show the sealing arrangement. The upper view shows typical seals for

, the top end of the riser. The inflatable dynamics seals are mounted
/ into a removable seal retainer ring, which is sealed to the riser top

by elastomer o-ring seals. The space eaclosed by the two inflatable 20
seals is a static buffer.,

The CRBRP inflatable seals are the same in cross-section and
made of the same material (nylon-reinforced nitrile rubber) as the FFTF-
IVHM inflatable seals. Extensive testing was conducted to cualify the
IVHM inflatable seal at an operating temperature of 150 F (Reference 6)0

41| Additional performance testing has been conducted (Reference 7)
58 on an FFTF-IVTM type inflatable seal to assure these seals will

function reliably under the CRBRP speed and pressure operating conditions.

Specific objectives of the CRBRP program included buffer
cavity leakage and seal drag measurements under combinations of seal and
buffer cavity pressure, measurement of gas diffusion through the seal,
breakaway seal drag as a function of dwell times, effect of lubrication and
long duration (life) cycling on the wear characteristics of the seal, and
the effect of horizontal ar.d vertical runout of the seal runner on sealperformance.

The verification of elastomer life at 1250F is documented in58 Reference 8. The life of the elastomers for upward of 5 years in this
temperature and environment has been demonstrated Dy tests.

}25

The seal retainer ring is sealed to the inner riser by two solidelastomer o-ring seals. These have an inerted, static buffer space between

('dm)
them which acts similar to the one described above. The seal follower is
sealed to the outer riser in the same way , but with the space between seals
purged with a small argon flow instead of static buffering. 2049'

The primary source of experimental data for CRB'RP elastomer seal design is
the Cover Gas Seal Development Program performed by Atomics International (AI).
Testing of elastomer seals and materials included static, rotary, and reciprocating98

seal leakage tests, compression set tests, gas permeability measurements,
and seal lubricant evaluations including elastomer compatibility, thermal
stability and friction testing. Elastomers tested include silicone,
ethylene-propylene, urethane, nitrile (Buna N) and butyl rubber supplied
by three dif ferent seal' vendors. Test temperatures ranged from 100 ta
3000F depending upon the elastomer being tested. In addition to the

.

4ll 58| have been issued (References 8 and 9). numerous quarterly reports which have been published, two sunmary reports4 The information contained'

in these reports amply demonstrate the ability of several elastometers to
meet CRBRP design requirements at 1250F. These tests demonstrate that
elastomer life of upward of 5 years in this temperature and environment 25
is achievable.

A test program on the performance of sodium dip seals was carried
out by Atomics International. The results of these tests were reported in
Reference 10. The testing verified the acceptability of leak rates,
dynamic stability, annulus frosting, effect of solids buildup in the dip

58 seal, wetting and cleaning.
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The closure head nas several penetrations that permit access to,

the reactor interior. Penetrations will be sealed in one of two ways.
One is to provide two seals with a pressurized buffer space between them.
In the event of a failure of the inner seal, that between the reactor
interior and the buffer space, buffer gas will leak into the vessel. In
the event of a failure in the outer seal, buffer gas will leak into the
head access area.

In each case, the leak will be detected and repaired before a
leak can occur between the reactor interior and the head access area.
The other method is to use a hermetic seal .

Figure 5.2-8 shows the method of sealing the riser bases to
the vessel head. Sof t coated metallic o-rings wi th an inerted, purged,

space between them are used in the same way as the elastomers at the 20
riser top. A continuous metal "C" ring or canopy seal is welded at both49
ends completely around the periphery to provide a hemetic seal at the base

36 of the large outer riser. The base of the small and intermediate outer
risers are welded directly to the closure head and therefore have no leak

57 path at the juncture.

OiGeneral approach to seal selection is:
s

1. For openinor which are at high temperature and/or require
long life, metallic seals, hermetic or double buffered,
are used.

2. Seals which operate at low temperature and can be replaced
relatively frequently are elastomer sealed.

1

i

i

O
i
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A margin seal is provided to meet the leakage requirements asso- |
,

ciated with Structural Margin Beyond the Design Base (SMBDB) (see Section 4.2
of Reference 10a of Section 1.6). The riser drawing, Figure 5.2-7, shows the
margin seals at the upper end of the riser assembly. The seals are in contact.
with the bearing and risers thus sealing the upper end of the annulus against
radioactivity that is not accompanied by significant oressure increase. SMBDB
sodium slug forces and residual pressure are expected to cause the inner riser
to rise relative to the seal until the margin shear ring in the head stopsthe upward motion. Sufficient seal surface overlap will be provided to
dCComodate this motion. The pressure increases will seat the seal even
more tightly, thus providing increased sealing capability. The marginSS
seal is expected to meet the gas and sodium leakage requirements.

41

32

The internal riser space between the margin seals and the inflatable
seals is purged with a small flow of clean argon gas. The purging of this
seal space, along with the buffer space between the two elastomer o-rings
in the bottom of the seal follower and between the two metallic o-rings
in the bottom of the inner riser, is provided by a seal service system
which also provides continuous pressure for the inflatable seals and
argon gas for the static buffer space between the pairs of inflatable
seals and between the pairs of elastomer o-ring seals in the bottom of
the seal retainer rings.

1| 5.2.4.5 Surveillance and In-Service Inspection

53| 5.2.4.5.1 Surveillance

Representative surveillance materials will be obtained from the
various product forms, including weldments, from which the reactor vessel

17| and guard vessel are fabricated. The requirements of Appendix H to
10CFR50 will not necessarily be followed since they were generated for
ferritic material and the CRBRP reactor vessel will be austenitic. Appro-
priate surveillance samples will be placed inside the reactor vessel and/or
guard vessel, thus providing means for monitoring and evaluating potentialmaterial degradations. In-service inspection and monitoring shall include ther,s objectives listed in Table 5.2-2.

53 17
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The philosophy of the CRBRP Materials Surveillance Program is to I

demonstrate continuing safe operation of permanent (30 year) reactor compo-
nents by monitoring radiation induced property char.ges in the component |

ma te rials. Monitoring of change is accomplished by testing materials I

specimens irradiated in the reactor, at intervals during the life of the '

plant and by comparison of the test data with data from unirradiated
,

ma te ri al s . 19 |

|
|

|
|
|
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The method of obtaining data representative of irradiated permanent
component materials consist of 1) selection of coupons of component mat-
erials used at locations where it is predicted that detectable change
will occur, 2) fabrication of test specimens from the coupons, 3) irradia-
tion of the specimens in the reactor in environments which will provide
advanced data and 4) withdrawal of the specimens at planned intervals
during the plant life and testing of the specimens at component anticipated
service temperature. Details of the coupon /speciment selection, irradiation
and testing requirements are as follows: 19

Coupen Selection Requironents .

1. The materials of the permanent Reactor System components, which
are designed for the full life of the plant, shall be considered

p for representation by surveillance coupons.

2. Materials surveillance coupons, to monitor radiation effects
in the materials of pemanent reactor system components, sha
be required if the predicted fluence is greater than 1 x 10 jl2

n/cm2, E > 0.0, in the component material .

3. Subject to requirements 1 and 2, base metal and weld metal
coupons shall be required.

4. For each location defined by the application of requirements 1
through 3, sufficient material shall be obtained, during fabri-
cation, to produce coupons from which 15 test specimens shall be
fab rica ted.

5. The test specimens shall be sub-size tension specimens as
indicated in ASTM E-8, having a gage diameter of 1/4 inch and
a gage length of 1 inch and an overall length of 2 5/8 inch.

Test Specimen Irradiation Requirements

1. Surveillance test specinens shall be irradiated in the Removable
. Radial Shields and/or the Fuel Transfer and Storage Assembly as
requitud to obtain environmental conditions as noted below.

2. Three test specimens of each component material, defined by the
h coupon selection requirements, shall be placed in a capsule set.
V (A capsule set shall be one or more individual capsules as required'

to obtain environmental conditions as noted below). Four capsule
sets shall be assembled.

5. 2-10 b Amend. 58
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3. The four capsule sets shall be in place in the reactor at startup.
One set shall be withdrawn at each of 1/4,1/2 and 3/4 of plant
li fe (to the nearest nomal refueling interval). The fourth set
shall remain in the reactor as a contingency set.

4. Positioning of the capsule sets and the distribution of test
specimns within the capsules shall be such that the minimum
anticipated fluence on the test specimens shall be as follows:

'

Test Specimen to be withdrawn at 1/4 of plant life shall havee

anticipa ted total fluence at least equal to the anticipated
total fluence on the component material at 1/2 plant life.

e Test Specimens to be withdrawn at 1/2 of plant life shall have
anticipated total fluence at least equal to the anticipated
total fluence on the component material at 3/4 plant life.

e Test Specimens to be withdrawn at 3/4 of plant life shall have
anticipated total fluence at least equal to the anticipated
total fluence on the component material at full plant life.

Irradiation of the contingency test specimens shall essentiallye

duplicate irradiation of the test specimens scheduled for
withdrawal at 3/4 of plant life.

5. The test specimens shall be positioned so the anticipated total
flux shall not exceed three times the anticipated total flux on
the component material .

6. The test specimens shall be positioned to best simulate other
component material service conditions af ter fluence criteria are
met.

Test Specimen Testing Requirements

1. Three test specinens of each component material, defined by the
coupon selection requirements, shall be tested in the unirradiated
condition to provide reference data.

2. Irradiated specimens shall be tested after removal from the reactor
accurding to the schedule defined by the irradiation requirements.

3. Specimens shall be tested at a strain rate of 3 x 10-5 in/in/ sec
and at the anticipated service temperature of the component material.

4. Testing procedures shall include the use of extensometers and other
devices to produce a record of load and elongation data.

g
5.2.4.5.2 In-Service Inspection

In-service inspection (ISI) equipment is provided to perfom a visual
58 examination of the outer surface of the welds on the reactor vessel and nozzles,
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and the inner surface of the welds of the reactor guard vessel. These
; examinations are to be perfonned during those periods when reactor coolant

Utemperature is approximately 400 F. The ISI equipment for the reactor
vessel / guard vessel annulus consists of a TV camera, transporter, and
cabling to provide for cooling and appropriate electrical interfaces.

The overall sensitivity of the TV camera will be such that
accumulations of liquids, liquid streams, liquid drops and smoke are
discernible. The TV examination will also be capable of determining the

| presence of loose parts and debris.

The reactor vessel, guard vessel, guard vessel extension, and
.

upper reactor vessel thermal shield form an assembly designed to provide'

transporter access to all reactor vessel welds, excepting portions of three
reactor vessel longitudinal welds masked by the reactor cavity radiological
shield and the reactor guard vessel longitudinal welds covered by the leak
detector tubes mounted to the guard vessel. The transporter will be similar

58 to the transporter design employed on FFTF.

| 5.2.5 Quality Assurance Surveillance
!

Quality assurance surveillance for the reactor vessel is being
performed by quality assurance personnel who will be present at the fabricator's

G58
facility during all important phases. Quality assurance personnel are
monitoring all important phases of fabrication for the closure head and guard 19

1
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i

i
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Inspection of materials for the primary pressure boundary (Reactor
Vessel and Closure) will be in accordance with the RDT material standards for
the particular materials. Inspection during fabrication will be in accor-

41f27| dance with Section III of the ASME Code and RDT E15-2 NB-T, Class I Nuclear
Components. Inspection of materials and inspection during fabrication of ,

the Guard Vessel will be in accordance with ASME Code, Class I and RDT E15-
41|27| 2NB-T. The overall inspection and test plans for the three structures will

be prepared by the #abricator and approved by the purchaser prior to fabri-17 ca ti on.

5.2.7 Packing, Packaging & Storage

Applicable requirements to assure adequate quality during shipping
58|43 and storage are in the respective equipment specifications rather than

in RDT Standards.
4

58 | The specifications require that packaging and packing be adequate
to protect items while the suppliers' facilities, during transportation to
the delivery point and during storage at tne site.

31

58g The specifications do, where appropriate, provide requirements for
sealing the openings in the components, purging the components and/or their

31 containers, selecting and using desiccants, selecting and using materials
p contacting the components which are suitably free of chlorides, flourides,
Q lead, copper, zinc, cadmium, sulfur, mercury, etc.

57 During storage, the equipment is being maintained in a dry gas
environment, where appropriate, to protect it from contamination. The purge31 gas, container integrity, etc., is being monitored to assure compliance

58 with previously prepared procedures.

57 | Protective measures to be taken during construction will be
provided by the construction contractor.

25

4
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| APPENDIX-5.2A

Modifications to the High Temperature Design Rules for
| Austenitic Stainless Steel.

Creeo-Fatigue Evaluation

Creep-fatigue evaluations'will be performed in accordance with the applicable
criteria except as modifled herein.

,

The creep-fatigue damage rules of Paragraph T-1400 of Code Case 1592 consider;

; creep damage accumulations resulting from stresses which are clearly
compressive to be equally as damaging as creep damage accumulations f rom
tensile stresses. The damaging effects of compressive stresses in a high
temperature environment are known to vary considerably from one material to
another. Strain controlled f atigue test data of austenitic stainless steels
(304 and 316 SS) consistently point to compressive residual stresses having
little or no deleterious effect. -There is also test evidence that suggests
that when subjected to alternate hold periods in both tension and compression
that hold in compression has a healing effect on the damage produced by the
tensile hold. Based upon these data, the creep-fatigue damage rules are
modified as described in subsequent paragraphs.

The effects of the presence of stress concentrations on stress rupture

O properties are known to vary considerably with the material, geometry of the
stress concentration, magnitude of the stress level, the environment, and iIfe.i

. In.the case of austenitic stainless steels, test data consistently points to
] stress concentrations having a less severe of fect on stress rupture strength
i than predicted using the analytical approaches of 1592 and F9-4 criteria, and

in the case of 316 SST, there _Is a consistent trend to significant notch
i' strengthening for some types of geometries, particularly with a service
| environment and iIfe at the upper Iimit of those in the UlS. The rules of RDT

F9-4T and Code Case 1592 require comparing the peak stress to the Code strength
j which is based upon smooth specimen data. They do not recognize that peak
i stresses may have no adverse effect on stress rupture strength nor do they

recognize that non-uniform stress states may alter the strength of the
; material. Based upon-test data, the creep damage rules are modified as -

i described in subsequent paragraphs to allow the use of a peak stress to rupture
I design curve.

Modifications to Creen-Fatigue Damage Rules
4

in cases where, in the service Ilfe of the component, all three principal
stresses are clearly compressive during a hold period, the creep-fatigue
evaluation shall be modifled as described herein, if prerequisites for the use
of the modified rule are'not met for a portion of a component's life, the
creep-fatigue rules of T-1400 of Code Case 1592 shall be used without

4 modification for that portion of the component's Ilfe. The modified rule is
describ_ed in items (1) to (7), where (1) to (5) are prerequisite con'ditions,
and item'(7) is a final applicability criteria to be satisfied.p 58

Y |
*

|

4
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(1) None of the three principal stresses is tensile durinq hold period.

(2) The material is austenitic stainless steel type 304 or 316.

(3) Metal temperature does not exceed 12000F.

(4) The structure does not require a Code Stamp under e,! sting Code rules.

(5) Simplified or rigorous inelastic analysis is used.

(6) Subject to the above Iimitations, creep-fatigue damage may be calculated in
accordance with T-1400 of Code Case 1592 as modified by the following
steps.

Step 1 - Calculate the fatigue damage in accordance with T-1411, -1412,
-1413, and -1414

Step 2 - Calculate the creep damage in accordance with T-1411 and T-1420.

Step 3 - Multiply the cumulative creep damage by 1/f, taking f = 5, for
those hold periods where the stress is compressive, i.e.

91 ( 1

f {k=1(f| k, where qt are the compressive holds.
dj

Step 4 - Calculate the total damage including creep damage from conditions
where the principal stresses are not clearly compressive, i.e.,

b*
e

j=1 k=1 k=q2

Step 5 - The acceptability of the damage (D ) is determined in accordanceo
with T-1411. The creep-fatigue da sge envelope is shown in Figure
T-1420-2 of Code Case 1592). If the total damage (D ) falls
within the envelope, the damage level is acceptable.e

The allowable damage (D) is the sum of i allowable creep and
fatigue damage components at the intersection of the damage

58 envelope and a line extended f rom the orig *n through D .e

Amend. 58
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To meet criterion: De $_ D

(7) A cycle Ilmiting criterion is required to verify the applicability of the,

i modified rule. The ef fective num',or of allow -ble design cycles is:
/D i

n | T l, e=n
i Ae)
! Where n is the total number of significant strain cycles between hold

periods. Low amplitude high cycle strain fluctuations (such as normal,

power fluctuations) need not be considered in n if they are elastic
excursions that result in negligible fatigue damage. '

For the modified rule to be applicable, ne shall not exceed 3000 for type1 316 stainless steel nor 6000 for type 304 stainless steel.
i
'

Modifir.ation of Creen Damage Rules

in cases where a local stress concentration exists, the creep-fatigue damage
' A evaluation may be modifled as described herein.

D'

(1) The material is austenitic stainless steel Type 304 or 316 solution-

treated..

I

(2) The structure does not require a Code Stamp under existing Code rules.

(3) Simpilfied or rigorous inelastic analysis is used.

(4) Stress rupture test data of the same type of stress concentration with
similar geometric proportions tested at prototypic temperatures are used as

!

a basis for modification of the Code Strength. The test temperature may be
higher than the service temperature in order to more closely simulate the
actual component iIfetime and the stress level.

,

(5) The notched stress rupture data shalI be' fron specimens which are
comparably or more severely loaded than the component, i.e., membrane

i loading of a notched specimen should be more severs than a gradient
loading.

(6) The stress rupture test data include data up to 1/60 of the compcnent,

IIfetime at prototypic temperatures or the equivalent when a short-time,

high temperature combination is used to simulate the desired long-time;
'

58 service env...nment.

>
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(7) Subject to the above limitations, the creep damage may be calculated in
accordance with F9-4T and Code Case 1592 as modified. The modification is
to use a peak stress to rupture design curva basad upon the stress to
rupture design curve in Code Case 1592 adjusted for the 'nfluence of a non-
1inear stress state caused by the presence of a geometric stress
concentra*lon as with the following:

Step 1 - Determine the smooth specimen stress rupture strength curve by
tests of the same material at the temperature of Interest.

Step 2 - Determine the stress rupture strength curve with the presence of
the geometric stress concentrations under the same conditions in
(1) with specimens of the scme heat of material with the same
histories. Analytically determine the peak stress relative to the
not stress thus defining the stress rupture strength in terms of
" peak stress" vs. time to rupture.

Step 3 - Ratio Code Case 1592 stress to rupture design curve by the ratio
of Step 1 divided by Step 2. This cc t be done for at least 3
points in time with a separatir. In time of at least two orders of
magnitude. In cases where the strength ratio varies with
|lfetime, the lesser of the value extrapolated to the component
lifetime or the experimental value for the longest duration tests
shali be used.

(8) The total creep-fatigue damage is determined by adding to the creep damage
and f atigue damage t alculated in accordance with T-1411, -1412, -1413, and
-1414 of Code Case '.592.

(9) The allowable creep-fatigue damage (D) is determined from the lesser of
the values f rom Figure T-1420-2 of Code Case 1592 (see Figure 4.2-47A) and
an average of test values from creep-fatigue interaction tests of notched
specimens.

(10) The greater of the damage using the modified rule and the damage using the
stress unaltered by the stress concentrations and the Code Case 1592

58 stress to rupture design curve shall be used.

O
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O High Cycle Strain Controlled Fatigue Limits

For those 304 and 316 Stainless Steel components which are outside AS!E Code|

jurisdiction, the f atigue damage for strain controlled cyclic deformations in
6excess of 1x10 cycles may be evaluated using allowable strain ranges obtained

from Figure 5.2A-1, provided metal temperatures do not exceed 11000F. Fatigue
life reduction factors must be applied Independently for slow strain rates end
hold times, in accordance with ASME Code requirements.

Equivaient strain range shall be used to evaluate whether or not the allowable
strain range limits have been met. The equivalent strain range value for
entering the curve shall be calculated in accordance with the procedures
spectfled In ASME Code Case 1592 except that one of the folIowing formulattons
shali be used:

Formul a 1. When the elastic and plastic components of the . total strain range
are not known, the equivalent strain range shall be calculated as:

~

g
2(1 + v) ,^('l '2)2 + ^('2 - '3)2 + ^ '3 - 01)2'll/2

a
equiv.

g

where = Poisson's ratio for elastic strains.
Formu l a 2. When the elastic and plastic components of the total strain range
are known, the equivale.nt strain range shall be calculated as the sum of

O equivalent elastic strain r:nge
d

^('l - E2)2
-

+ ,

ac e = 2(1 + v)
equiv. ^('2 - '3)2 + ^('3 Cl)2

1/2-

g

and equivalent plastic strain range
E ~

dac =

^(Cl - '2)2 + ^('2 - '3)2 + ^('3 - Cl)2 1/2equiv. 3
,. -

where v = Polsson's ratio for elastic strains.
Formu l a 3. The following formula is included as an alternative to formula 2 as
it represents the method of calculating total equivalent strain range employed
in some computer routines, e.g. ANSYS. The total equivalent strain range iscalculated as:

Ac equiv. = 2 @ ^(El - '2) + ^('2 - '3) + ^('3 - 'l}
where v is a generalized Poisson's ratio found as:g

v = 0.5 -(0.5-v) (Es/E)g

where v = Poisson's ratio for elastic strains
O E = The material secant modulus prior to the last plastic strains

increase
58 E = The material elastic modulus

5.2A-5 Amend. 58
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|

| The IHTS piping will be supported from the building structure with
constant load support hangers and will be restrained with seismic snubbers.
Attachments to the piping for' supports will be of the clamp type on the

| outside of load bearing insulation. If any attachment requires direct
support to the pipe full penetration welds will be used.'

Piping penetrations through the Reactor Containment will be a flued
,

! head, rigid type seal'. Piping penetrations through the Steam Generator
Building will not provide leak tight seals.

|

| The piping within the~ IHTS consists of large sodit.m containing
| piping which must be installed per detailed drawings and rigid quality
! assurance requirements. There is no piping which can be field run.

5.4.2.3.4 Intermediate _H3at Exchanger

The CRBRP Intermediate Heat Exchanger (IHX) serves to transfer
reactor thermal energy from the radioactive primary sodium to the non-
radioactive intermediate sodium. The IHX is a counterflow shell and tube
type unit with a vertical orientation in the plant. The design arrangement
provides for downflow of the cooled (primary) fluid and upflow of the heated
(intermediate) fluid to enhance natural circulation for reactor decay heat
removal . A detailed description of the IHX design is given in
Section 5.3.2.3.2.

5.4.2.4 Overpressurization Protection

The IHTS has no isolation valves within the normal circulation path
so that isolation of individual system pipe sections or components is not
possible. If for some reason the system becomes blocked, the intermediate
pump will not overpressurize the system as the IHTS structural design is
sufficient to withstand the pump shutoff head. In the event of an argon
supply valve failure, the system would not be overpressurized as the
combination of argon supply pressure of 115 psi and pump shutoff head would
not exceed the IHTS design pressure. This is true even if the pump shutoff
head associated with the PHTS pump were reached instead of the IHTS pump
shutoff head.

The system may be subjected.to overpressure in the event of a water
or steam leak in the Steam Generation System. For large or intermediate sndium-

40 water reactions, the resulting pressure increase due to the formation of reaction
products in the faulted evaporator or superheater module is r'elieved through
rupture disks. (See .Section 5.5.2.4).

5.4.2.5 Leak Detectien System

5.4.2.5.1 Leak Detection Methods

The methods used to detect Liquid Metal to . gas leaks from pipes and
components.of the IHTS are aerosol detectors, cable ' detectors, contact

| detectors and. visual inspection with back up from smoke detectors. See
Section 7.5.5.1.

28
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A sodium level monitoring system is provided to monitor any leakage
56 between reactor and intermediate coolant occurring in the IHX. The method

is described in Section 7.5.5.2 in detail.

5.4.2.5.2 Indication in Control Room

Audible alarms will be sounded in the control room as described in
Sections 7.5.5.1 and 7.5.5.2.

5.4.2.5.3 IHTS Coolant Volume Monitoring

The IHTS coolant volume is monitored by the level indicators in the
IHTS pump tank and in the expansion tank. Details are discussed in
Section 7.5.5.2. These monitors coupled with the sodium temperature measure-

56 ments allow monitoring of the total sodium in the IHTS loops. Small leakages of
sodium from the IHTS can be replaced by use of the sodium fill system.

5.4.2.5.4 Critical Leaks

Critical leaks are discussed in Section 5.3.2.5.4. Detection
29 capability is discussed in Secticn 7.5.5.

5.4.2.5.5 Sensitivity and Operability Tests

66| Periodic maintenance will provide for checking the operational
'

readiness of leak dr. ectors. During installation and checkout, the correct
electrical functionir g of each leak detector and level detector will be
tested.

5.4.2.5.6 Confinemer t of Leaked Coolant

If there is any leakat e from the IHTS in the RCB it will be confined
as described in 5.3.2.5.6. Any leakage from the IHTS in the SGB will be

|29 contained in the catch pans and will be detected by the leak detection system. 28Fires as a result of sodium spills are evaluated in Section 15.6. Leaks
in the IHX are still contained in the passive coolant boundary, and no leakage

56| into the RCB will rasult.-

5.4.2.5.7 Intermediate / Primary Coolant Leakage

Primary to Intermediate coolant leakage is very unlikely due to the
higher operating pressure of the intermediate system. The IHTS pressure
shall be maintained at a minimum of 10 psi higher than the PHTS pressure at

41 all points ir the IHX during all normal modes of operation. Intermediate to
primary coolant leakage detection is described in Section 7.5.5.2.

.

5.4.2.6 Coolant Purification (IHTS)

The IHTS coolant purification is accomplished by six cold traps, two in
each of the three loops. All six traps are nonnally in operation, however, operation

58 | of a single trap per loop will still maintain required Na purity. These cold

O
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5.6 RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEMS
OV The residual heat removal systems include the Steam Generator Auxiliary

1 Heat Removal System (SGAHRS) and the Direct. Heat Removal Service (DHRS).26
These systems are described in Sections 5.6.1 and 5.6.2, respectively.

Sensible and decay heat removal from the CRBRP reactor following
rated or two thirds * rated power operation for all normal shutdown conditio1s
and all operational occurrences and postulated accidents is through the primary
and intermediate heat transport loops. With pony motor flow each loop by
itself is adequate to remove all short term and long term decay heat from the
reactor and transport it to the Steam Generator System (SGS). Each Steam
Generator loop, regardless of recirculation pum) operation, is capable of
removing all short term and long term decay heat from the IHTS provided
either the Main Condenser /Feedwater train or the SGAHRS is available to thatloop.

The Main Condenser /Feedwater train is the normal uath for heat
removal from the SGS. However, it is comprised of non-safety class equip-
ment and its operation is not required for safe shutdown of the plant.

The SGAHRS is a safety related system designed to provide the ultimate
heat sink for all postulated loss of feedwater or loss of normal heat sink
incidents. The SGAHRS consists of twc subsystems; the Auxiliary Feedwater
System (AFWS) and the Protected Air Caoled Condensers (PACC's) which provide
short and long term heat sinks, resrectively. The AFWS is capable of pro-
viding sufficicnt water to each ;nd every available loop in the SGS to

f,) remove all short term decy heat loads via steam venting. The PACC in each
SGS loop begins operating at full capability as the AFWS is initiated, andv

accepts an increasing percentage of the decay heat load as the total load
decreases, until the PACC .in any loop operating with forced air flow is
capable of removing all of the decay heat. The steam venting and hence
feedwater flow is reduced automatically as the PACC operation begins tc
bring the Steam Drum pressure kelow the vent valve set point. The AFWS cor-
tinuas to provide makeup for losses due to valve leakage, etc.

The three redundant heat removal paths operating as discussed above
dVe sufficient redundant capability, properly qualified equipment and Class

12 power supplies to provide adequate short and long term dece. heat removal
for all design basis events.

The PHTS, IHTS, SGS and SGAHRS are designed to provide decay and sen-
sible heat removal from the reactor via natural circulation in combination
with steam venting utilizing a steam turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump.

*
The two 1%p operation power level has not yet been specified. The term
"two thitas" is used as a nominal value until a specific value is established.

hV 20 {
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Specifically, the PHTS and IHTS will provide sufficient heat removal I I
to prevent loss of coolable geometry following a normal pump coastdown from
full power operation with three loops at natural circulation flow. The SGAHRS
turbine driven feedwater pump is sized to provide adequate short term heat
removal after full power operation via one loop without recirculation pump or
motor driven feedwater pump operation. The SGAHRS Protected Water Storage
Tank capacity and PACC heat removal capability are such that the entire long
term decay heat load can be carried by a combination of extended steam
venting from one SGS loop and operation of one PACC with water side natural
circulation and air side forced circulation. These components have been
sized to assure a 30 day supply of protected water under the most severe
accident conditions.

!27 The DHRS is designed to increase the overall post shutdown heat re-
moval reliability by providing long term decay heat removal capability in
additior to that provided in the three redundant HTS loops and SGAHRS.

The DHRS consists of one heat removal path capable of removing approxi-
46| 27 mately 11 Myt from the primary coolant. That capability is adequate to pre-

vent loss of coolable geometry assuming the SGS heat sink is lost immediately
27 | hhl f hour after shutdown.upon shutdown from rated power and active operation of [NiRS is initiated one

i 20

0

;

I
i
|
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5.6.1 Steam Generator Auxiliary Heat Removal System (SGAllRS)
'

In the short term; decay heat is to be removed by the main condenser
whenever it is available. The plant operator may initiate heat removal via
the Protected Air Cooled Condensers (PACC) for long term heat removal at any
time; however, due to the limited heat removal capability of the PACC's (45 MWt
total for all three units) either the main turbine generator condenser or the
short term steam venting and auxiliary feedwater subevstem must function until
the steam generator heat load drops below the captbility of the PACCs (s 41/2%
of rated). Both the PACCs and the steam venting and auxiliary feedwater are
subsystems of SGAHRS. Under normal three loop shutdown conditions, without
using the main condenser, steam venting is expected to cease within one hour
after the plant trip.

Whenever the normal heat removal path i.s not available in the
short term, activation of SGAHRS will occur automatically with both the
auxiliary feedwater and PACC subsystems brought into service. The two
subsystems will continue to function concurrently until the heat load is

Q reduced to a level such that venting will cease and the PACC will remove
,V the entire heat load. Operator action is only requireo to shut of f the

auxiliary fet water pumps once the venting and feedwater supply require-
ments are ended. Failure to do so is not critical, but will result in
the gradual heating of the remaining FUST water as this water is recir-
culated.

Normal decay heat removal, in the short term, will be accomplished
using the main condenser via the turbine bypass system. The bypass system
setpoint of 1450 psig will be maintained during this time interval while
the sodiun and water system temperatures are reduced to the s600 F level
associated with the saturation conditions. During this time interval,
the SGAHRS will be involved since a plant trip activates the PACC

58 subsystem. At such a time as the PACCs are functioning
*

and the heat load is equal or less than the PACC capability, the Steam
Generator lystem (SGS) pressure will fall below the bypass system setpoint,

.and continued decay heat removal will be accomplished in a closed loop
nunner via the PACC. These conditions would be naintained until a reduc-
tion to refueling temperatures is desired at which time the PACC setpoints
would be modified and PACC operation would bring the sodium and water
system temperatures down to the 400 F level.

17
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O
In the event that the normal heat sink or feedwater supply is

unavailable, the SGAHRS short and long term subsystems will be activated
by los steam urum level, or high steam-to-feedwater flow ratio trip signals,
in the short term, the heat removal is accomplished primarily by venting

| at 1475 psig fror +he superheater exit via SGAHpS vent pressure control
valves. This 1:, x,.plemented by steam condensation in the PALC until
the PACC can carry the entire heat load. Auxiliary feedeater makeup as
required by steam venting will be supplied by SGAHRS auxiliary feedwater
puaips autonatically. When the stean venting ceases, the PACC control
logic will reduce the steam drum pressure to approximately l<100 psig
corresponding to cpproximately 588UF sodium and wa ter system tempera-
tu res .

Cooldown to refueling temperatures would follow the procedures
used when the main condenser was available.

17

5.6.1.1 Des ign Ga_s_es_

5.6.1.1.1 Performance Objectives

System Objectives

SGAHR$ shall remove sensible heat and reactor decay heat froma.
the reactor and main heat transport loops follo ;ing those reactor
shutdowns in which a heat removal path to the main condenser is
not available. SGAHRS will have sufficient capability to remove
heat delivered by the HTS te prevent exceeding temperature limi-
tations for the core and the sodium coolant boundary,

b. SGAHRS shall be cocable of performing its safety function follow-
ing a normal reactor shutdcwn or following any anticipated,
unlikely, or extrenely unlikely events.

EomponentObjectives

Auxili_ary_Feedyater Pumps (AFp'

The objective ci the pump (s)~ is to supply auxiliary feedwater from a
protected source or froa an alternate source to the steam drum (s) in the event
of the loss of the main heat sink and/or the normal feedwater. The pump
operation is the same 'or all anticipated, unlikely, or extremely unlikely
plant condi tions whict, require activation of the SGAHRS.

There are three pumps. Two of these pumps are driven by electrical
notors, powered by normal or emergency plant AC power The tnird pump is

17 criven by a turbine, which in turn is driven by steam from the steam drums.
Tne turbine-driven pump is full ( ize, it can supply the required flow rate

| to all three loops. Each motor-driven pump is half size, such that the
26 co.cbination can supply the required flow to all three loops.

5.6-Ic Amend. 43
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ProtectedWaterStorageTank_(PWSy

The PWST will provide sufficient water so that the l'at removal func-[~) tion can be accomnlished by venting of steam until such time as the heat load
is reduced to a level which permits using the Protected Air Cooled Condensersv

(PACC's) as the heat sink.

Suffic4.t water is provided to accomplish the venting, plus an
additional amou 'o assure that valve leakage and losses dt.e to postulated
pipe failures do not result in premature depletion of the protected water
supply. Postulated pipe failures, includintj full ruptures, can be accommodated
with operator initiated isolation of the break. Valve leakage makeup for
30 days can be accommodated in addition to recirculation pump seal leakage
for a 24-hour period.

17

Protected Air-Cooled Condenser (PACC)

PACC will provide the long term heat removal capability to remove
reactor decay heat when the SGAHRS is activated following a reactor shutdown.
The capacity of the PACC on a single loop will be sufficient to assume the
total decay heat load prior to the time that the PWST water is depleted

I7 below the level required to provide the 30-day emergency makeup water supply
with heat removal being accomplished via the PACC.

The PACC shall provide capability for removing reactor decay heat
during a long term planned outage.

Design Parameters
,

,j The design pressure, temperature and other significant parameters
'

for each of the SGAHRS components are listed in Table 5,6-1. The SGAHRS will
be routinely tested during plant life and prior to installation as required
to meet the intent of Section XI of the ASME Code. The SGAHRS is Seismic
Category I and will be operative following any anticipated, unlikely, or
extremely unlikely plant condition. Seismic loading conditions are speci-

17 fied in Section 3.7

5.6.1.1.2 Applicable Code Criteria and Cases

The SGAHRS pressure vessels and appurtenances, piping, pumps,
valves and other components shall be constructed in accordance with Section
III f the ASME Code as indicated in Tabie 5.6-2. Code Cases 1606 and 160743 |
will be applied to Class 2 and 3 piping and vessels subjected to the

i

SGAHRS operating conc ions, Code Cases 1729 and 1739 will be appliedto AFU pemps. Code Case 1797 will be applied to the finned tubing in the
PACC.

17 5343

5.6.1.1.3 Surveillance Requirement;

The only toughness degradation phenomenon which is a considerationis strain aging. Since the degradation is anticipated to be small in mag-
nitude and localized in nature, and since post fabrication stress relief

44 1 will be employed if necessary (see Section
surveillance specimens are not considered to be require 5.6.1.3.10.2} fracturetougS .hness

for the SGAH

Amend. 58
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OS.6.1.1.4 Materipl Considerations

The following infornution pertains to materials which will be used
in the SGAltRS.

High Temperature DesirJri_Cri ter;ia

Code Case 1481 will be applied to the superheater vent valves and
the superheater vent valve piping since they have a design temperature above8000F.

The remainder of the SGAHRS components and piping have a design temp-26
erature below 8000F so no high temperature design criteria are necessary.

.

O
|
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Material Specifications

A list of material specifications for the SGAHRS vessels, piping,
J pumps, and valves is given in Table 5.6-3. Corresponding weld materials

specifications are listed in Table 5.6-4.

j 5.6.1.1.5 Leak Detection Requirements

Leak detection requirements for the SGAHRS are as follows:
.

a. Excessive leakage of high pressure and temperature water from
the steam generator system into the SGAHRS will be detectable

b. Excessive leakage of low pressure water will be detectable

| The methods used for leak detection are described in Section 5.6.1.2.5.

5.6.1.1.6 Instrumentation Requi_rements
_

Functional requirements of the SGAHRS instrumentation are to monitor,

the following parameters and tr earn the plant operator of any abnormal or
dangerous conditions in the following parameters:

1. Protected water storage tank level, pressure, and temperature

p 2. Auxiliary feedwater pump inlet pressure and temperature
V

3. Auxiliary feedwater pump discharge temperature and pressure
I 4. Auxiliary feedwater t low and temperature
,

,
5. Position of all isolation and control valves

58 | 6. Drive turbire steam supply and discharge pressures
*

7. Operatino natus of protected air cooled condenser '

8. Operating status o r all motors,

| 9. Startup of air-cooled condenser

10. Startup of auxiin.ry feedwater pumps.
I

17 The plant protection system instrumentation and control equipment
associated with the active components which must operate to insure that SGAHRS

4 performs its safety function are ilescribed in Section 7.4

1

A
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O
5.6.1.2 Design Description

5.6.1.2.1 Design Methods and Procedures

5.6.1.2.1.1 Identification of Active and Passive Components which Inhibit
Leaks

58 The equipment of the SGAHRS is shown schematically in Figure
5.1-5. Valves and pumps within the SGAHRS are classified as active or inac-

- 6tive, and their operating mode is given in Tables 5.6-5 and 6.

M the event of a pipe break in the auxiliary feedwater portion of
SGAHRS, cor tinued heat renoval capability will be assured by the multiple
loop featiire of the SGAHRS and heat transport system.

If a pipe break occurs in the auxiliary feedwater piping between
the steam drum and the isolation valves immediately downstream of the control
valves or in any portion of a steam generator loop, the flow in the defective
loc will increase until limited by the control valve (at approxi.ately 110%
of rated flow). An alarm in the control room will alert the operator to the
fact that corrective action is necessary. Operator action will result in
isolation of the defective loop (10 minute operation action time is assumed
for PWST sizing). Automatic isolation of the affected loop will also occur

43 {I when the steam drum pressure falls below 200 psig, or when the AFW flow
remains above 150% for 5 sec. (indicating a flow limiter failure), providingsecond means of isolating the break. Due to the flow limiting capability
a

of the control valves, the leake p flow will be mii, ized and proper flow to'

the two remaining steam drums will continue even though one loop has sJfereda pipe break.

The piping runs from the AFWP to the AFW isolation valves and from
the turbine drive steam supply isolation volve to the turbine drive are low-
pressure and low-temperature lines during normal plant operation. Both lines
are subjected to high-pressure during AFW operating periods and the turbine
supply line is also subjected to nigh-temperature conditions during the time
the turbine is operating. However, the SGAHRS operating time is anticipated
to be less than 21 of the plant operating time since the auxiliary feedwater
portion of SGAHRS will not be utilized unless either the normal heat rejec-
tion system (main condenser) or feedwater supply system has been lost.17 There-fore, no piping breaks will be postulated for these piping runs.

A pipe break between the pump suction isolation valve and the pro-
tected water gtorage tank is not considered credible because of the low tem-
perature (200 F) and the low pressure (15 psia) operating conditions. If

Amend. 58
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5.6.1.2.1.3 Surveillance and In-service Inspection

l The SGAHRS system will be inspected in accordance with the intent of
58 Section XI Division 1 of the ASME Code.

17

5.6.1.2.1.4 Protection Against Accelerated Corrosion and Material Degradauon

In water and/or team, carbon steels are susceptible to pitting in
the presence of chloride and oxygen. Furthermore, below 550 F, these materials
are susceptible to caustic gouging and, perhaps, caustic stress corrosion
cracking. Maintaining the water purity consistent with the requirements for
chlorides, caustics and oxygen for short term operation will prevent these
forms of- localized attack.

Carbon steel is also susceptible to hydrogen embrittlement under
SGAMRS operating conditions. However, maintaining the specified water purity
will prevent this occurrence. Administrative procedures will be established
to assure that water purity will be maintained.

! 5.6.1.2.1.5 Material Inspection Program

The SGAHRS material inspection program will be based on the require-i

58 . ments of the ASME Code . Section III, for carbon steel and 2k Cr 1mo. steel..

5.6.1.2.2 Material Properties

1The materials used in the SGAHRS are described and discussed in
58| Section 5.6.1.1.4.

5.6.1.2.3 Component Descriptions

| The major SGAHRS components have been designed with sufficient margin
| to assure that they will provide adequate cooling after a-plant shutdown from

power operation.up to 115% of rated power. The decay heat levels shown in Figure |

| 5.6-6 were used for component sizing and system response calculations for SGAHRS. ,M

i

| 5.6-5 Amend. 58
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5.6.1.2.3.1 Protected Air Cooled Cordrnsers (PACC)

Comp ont Description

The condenser is a tube configuration muifold of
once-through steam flow. A unit consists of tua half-size carbon steel
tube bundles, each having its own, separately cor, trolled air supply.
Steam / water flow is accomplished by natural circulation. Air flow is provided
by fans (one per bundle) with variable positien louvers for flow
control. The air flow control range is from 10% to 100% of rated capacity, with
control accomplished Sy sensing and maintaining steam pressure at the desired set
point. The inlet louvers are designed to fail as is and tne outlet louvers are

53 designed to fail open. Capacity is provided for manual remote and local override.

Desig,n_ Data

Design Conditions:

Pressure 2230 psig
l emperature 6 5h'' F

Ti.ermal Uydraulic Performance.

Heat Removal 15 MWt (7.5 MWt per tube bundle)
Steam Pressure 140gpsig
Steam lemperature 588 F
Moisture 0%

058 Condensate Temperature 588 F
Air Temperaturc 100 F
A;r Pressure 14.3 psia

Dm ian Criteria

The power supplies tn the PACC fans, instrumentation and controls
are Class IE. lhe 1'stru m tation and Control System is a safety related
system and as such will meet the requirements of the regulatory guide.
and standards as lirted in Tables 7.1-2 cnd 7.1-3 of the PSAR. The
means of compliance cre described in Section 7.1.2.

Three PACC units are provided, one for each heat transport loop. The

58 combination is capable of removing the total decay heat approximately I hour afte"
shutdown. Each unit is single active f.ailure proof in that no single active
failure will result in the loss of nore than 50% of heat renoval capability. This
is provided by utilizing two tube bundles, tuo fans, etc., such that at least half

.

capacity is retained following the failure. The P!LCC unit is a Seismic Category i
I design, hardened against tornado missiles and designed to withstand the pressure
loads from tornados. The,PACC tube bundle design is based upon standard
techniques for steam-to-air heat exchangers.

225.6.1.2.3.2 Auxiliary Fetdwater Pump _sJg).

The AFP will be a multi-stage, centrifugal pump selected from a
commercial vendor's equipment line. No special requirements should be neces-
sary since these pumps have been proven to be reliable in connercial oppli-
cations. lhe turbine driven pump will be sized to de' ~ er a 1432 GPM flow

58 ra te' c t 3927 feet developed head, cod the two iaotar driven pumps will be
sized to deliver one-hal f of this flow cate each at the same head. Amend. 58

Nov. 19805.6-6
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V AFP Motor Drives

58; tion motors of 1050 horsepower.These motor drives will be constant speed, squirrel cage induc-
.

These motors will be selected from a17
vendor's standard line and no special requirements are anticipated.
AFP Turbine Drive

58| be sized to produce 2000 horsepowec.lhis component will be obtained from an experienced vendor and will
The turbine will be constructed with17

sufficient quality assurance coverage to assure its reliability during ser-vice.

The auxiliary feedpump turbine is not kept hot fnr quick startThe drive turbine concept selected for th* Auxiliary Feed i> umpopera tion.

is based on the capability of this turbine to withstan.:ditions. severe servic'e con-
forging with buckets milled into the forging.This is accomplished by constructing the turbine wheel from a singleThe start-up procedure is
similar to that for the RCIC turbine in a BWR in that it will occur withoutpre-warming.

25
Pump Integrity

ASME BSPV Code, Section III, Class 3.The auxiliary feed pumps will be designed to the requirements ofI In addition, the pumps and theirk' supports will be designed to Seismic Category I requirements. Allowable
stress limits are specified in Table 3.9-3 and pressure limits are speci-fied in Table 3.9-4.)7

5.6.1.2.3.3 Protected Water Storage Tank (PWST)

in the event of loss of normal feedwater or normal heat sink.The PWST holds the protected water to,be supplied to the steam drums
determined by detailed analysis of the heat removal conditions during thefirst several hours after shutdown and by anticipated component leakage rates

The size is'

The tank will be constructed to the requirements for an ASME Sectioa III .

vessel and it will operate at low temperau. e (< 200*F) and low pressure / Class 2I7, psig). (<l5,

J

Amend. 58 |5.6-6 a Nov. 1980 '



5.6.1.2.3.1 SGAHRS Piping and Support

The SGAHRS piping is described below and is shown in Figure5.1-5. The SGAHRS piping will be designed in accordance with the ASME
Code Section 111 as specified in Section 5.6.1.1.2. The material49, specifications are discussed in Section 5.6.1.1.4.

The SGAHRS piping runs can be categorized as follows:

a. PWST Fill Line

This 3 inch low pressure, low temperature, Class 3 carbon
steel line runs from the 10 incn alternate water supply
line through the motor-driven, normally closed PWST fill
valve to the PWST inlet.

b. Protected Water Storage Tank (PWST) to Auxiliary Feedwater
Pump (AFP) Inlet

There are three low pressure, low temperature, uninsulated
carbon steel lines from the PWST to the three auxiliaryfeedwater pump inlets. Two of the lines, each of which
leads to a nalf size, motor-driven pump are 6 inches in
diameter and the third line to the full size turbine-
driven pump is 8 inches. All three lines contain a manually

58 | operated, locked open valve and an electrically operated,normally open isolation valve. These lines are Class 2
49 | from the PWST to the electrically-operated isolation valve

and then Class 3 to the pump inlet.

c. Alternate Supply Line to AFWP Inlet
'

The alternate supply line provides the capability for the
AFW pumps to take suction from the condensate storage tank.
A 10 inch carbon steel line runs from the feedwater and cor.densate58 system junction to the first branch line. An 8 inch branch line

49| passes through an electrically-operated, normally closed
isolation valve and tees into the 8 inch turbine pump inletpiping.

49, Two 6-inch branch lines each pass through electrically-
operated, normally closed isolation valves and then tee into
the 6 inch motor-driven pump inlet piping. The total run ofpiping is Class 3.

Auxiliarv Feedwater Pump Discharge to Discharge Header (Inclusive)d.

The 6 inch carbon steel turbine pump discharge line leads to
a 6 inch discharge header. This header in turn has three dis-
charge points, one to each steam drum feedwater supply loop,
a 6 inch carbon steel line from each motor driven pump feeds

43 17 into a 6 inch hec,Jer which also has three discharge points, one
to each drum.

Amend. 58
5.6-7 0
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43|
The pump discharge lines contain check valves to prevent
back flow through inoperable pumps. The motor driven pump
discharge lines also contain a manually operated, locked
open isolation valve downstream of the check valve. All
three Class 3 discharge lines also have a 2 inch pump

49 | recirculation line containing an electrically-operated,

58 |
n rmally open isolation valve, branching off and running
back to the PWST.26

e. Auxiliary Feedwater Supply Lines

The six auxiliary feedwater supply lines from bots. the
turbine and motor driven pump discharge headers are 4 inch
diameter and contain (in order and in direction of flow) ai

43l manually operated, locked open isolation valve; a normally
open electro-hydraulic control valve; a normally closed,

49 | 581 electric operated isolation valve; and a
manually operated, locked open isolation valve. After the
final isolation valve, the turbine and motor driven pump

supply lines are joined. The resulting 4 inch carbon
steel line, which contains two check valves and a manual

53I
|2063

,

isolation valve, is then routed to the steam drum.

Routing of the auxiliary feedwater supply lines is such that
high pressure l Ses (high pressuring during normal plant

d operation) are not located in cells containing the PWST,
auxiliary feedwater pumps or other SGAHRS equipment whose
failure could cause a loss of SGAHRS safety function.

f. Steam Supply Line From Steam Drum to AFP Drive Turbine

26| There are three 4 inch steam supply lines, one from each
steam drum. Each of these lines contains a locked open,

49| manual isolation valve, an electrically operated, normally
closed isolation valve, a check valve, and another locked

26| open, manual isolation valve. Downstream of the final
isolation valves, the three lines are headered together.
The resulting 4 inch line then passes through a normally

43| closed, electro-hydraulic operated pressure control valve
before entering the drive turbine.

,

,

Routing of the turbine steam supply lines is such that they
do not pass through the PWST cell. When the turbine lines
pass through-adjacent cells, protection is provided from

53 missiles and jet impingement.
17

Amend. 58
"
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9 Steam Drum to Protected Air Cooled Condenser (PACC)

This is a high temperature, high pressure insulated 8
inch diameter carbon steel line. There are three
parallel lines, one to each of the PACCs, which are
separated by the Steam Generator Building Centainment
walls. Each line, which supplies steam from the steam
drum to the PACC, has two locked open, manually operated

26 17 isolation valves. Before entering the PACC, each 8 inch
line tees into the 6 inch lines, each of which leads

to one of the PACC's two half si ze tube bundles. During
nonnal plant operation, these lines remain hot due to
the PACC heat losses and natural circulation flow.

h. Protected Air Cooled Condenser to Steam Drum Recirculation
Lines

Two 4 inch lines, one from each of the two half size PACC
tube bundles, tee into a 6 inch condensate return line.

58 ( This 6 inch insulated line returns saturated water to
- the steam drum recirculation line. There are three

'

parallel lines, one from each PACC separated by the Steam
Generator Building walls. Each line from the PACC down
to the steam drum recirculation line contains two locked ,

open manual isolation valves.
,

i. Steam Drum and Superheater Steam Vent Lines

These two lines, one branching from the steam drum to super-
heater piping and the other branching from the superheater

53 | to main turbine line, contain a locked open, manual isolation
valve and a normally closed electro-hydraulic operated

43 pressure control valve. Both lines are used to vent steam
from the system to release heat from the plant and maintain
the steam drum at a pr essure below the design head of the
auxiliary feedwater pumps. The superheater vent valve and

26 vent line are made of ik CR - 5 Mo steel; the steam drum
vent valve and vent line are carbon steel. Following the
plant trip and the initial pressure reducing transient,
these valves will normally be used as the only means for
venting steam during SGAHRS operation. Power relief valves
located at the superheater outlet will serve as a backup
should both the SGAHRS superheater and steam drum vent
valves be unavailable. These steam generator system valves
will be set to open at a higher pressure. The advantage of
separate SGAHRS vent valves is a controlled steam drum
pressure by venting through valves designed for low erosion

j7 rather than the on/off operation of the safety valves.

Amend. 58
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The design of the piping must be such that a pipe failure does
not result in failure of parallel and redundant systems. This requires
use of pipe restraints to limit pipe whip, shields to protect critical
piping from missile damage, and design of the system so that in the event
of a pipe break, the redundant systems are not damaged.

Major SGAHRS components such as the pumps and p.sp drives will
be anchored and the piping designed to provide the required flexibility.
The piping stress analysis will include stresses from thermal expansion,
seismic loads, dead weight loads and thermal transients.

The SGAHRS piping will be supported from the building structure t-
with support hangers and restrained with seismic snubbers.

All piping within the Steam Generator Auxiliary Heat Removal
17 System smaller than 1 inch will be field run.

5.6.1.2.3.5 Valves

Special or unusual requirements will . 7t be necessary for any
of the SGAHRS valves. Valves that can meet and exceed all design
specifications for the SGAHRS are commercially available. Therefore, it

~~x is not anticipated that any special data on valve performance will be
) 58 | required. All check valves are testable with external position indicators.( ,

!

|

|
|

|
,

[ ~~;
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5.6.1.2.4 Overpressurization Protection

The high pressure portions of the SGAHRS such as the PACC, and the
piping and equipment downstream of the auxiliary feedwater pumps have design
pressures exceeding the steam generator safety relief valve set point and the

17 shut-off head of the auxiliary feed pumps,respectively. The auxiliary feed
pump drive turbine is designed to operate with a throttle pressure of 1000
psig and the pressure on its cas hg down stream of the admission valves must
not exceed its structural design pressure of 1250 psig. To prevent overpres-
sures during startup, shutdown, and standby periods, the drive turbine inlet
including the admission valves are designed to withstand the highest possible

17 steam drum pressure consit*ent with the ; tem drum safety valve set points.

5.6.1.2.5 SGAHRS Leakage Detection Methods

Leakage of steam generator water into the low pressure portion of the
SGAHRS will be unlikely due to the fact that leakage will have to backflow
through two check valves, a closed isolation valve, and a third check valve.
However, if this does occur, the leakage will be detected by temperature sensors
located in the auxiliary feedwater supply lines to the steam drums and a high tem-

O; 58 perature alarm will be initiated. Leak detection from the low pressure portion of the
V SGAHRS is accomplished by monitoring the water level in the PWST. A low water

17 level alarm is sounded when the level reaches a minimum acceptable level
corresponding to the maximum water volume required for shutdown heat removal.

5.6.1.3 Design Evaluation

5.6.1.3.1 Analytical Methods and Data

The thermal and hydraulic characteristics of the SGAHRS will be
17 | analyzed using standard engineering data and references. Since the SGAHRS

fluid is water, this presents no uncommon analysis problems. However, the
performance analysis of the protected air cooled condenser, and the auxiliary
teedwater pump turbine drive will require data input from the vendors.

This data will then be used in the system analysis after suitable
review and verification.

5.6.1.3.1.1 Compliance with Code Requirements

The classification for the various SGAHRS components that are to be
constructed in accordance with Section III of the ASME Code are listed in
Table 5.6-2. The design of these components, as descrihed in Section 3.9,
will be in conformance with the intent of Regulatory Guide 1.48.

O
5.6-9 Amend. 58
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5.6.1.3.1.2 Category I Seismic Design

The entire SGAHRS will be designed to Seismic Category I ree; ire-
ments since it is required for plant heat remuval following seismic events.
Figure 5.1-5 shows the limits of Category I design. The steam generator
building provides the interface between Category I and non Category I piping
for the line from the condensate storage tank to the Protected Water Storage
Tank. All components of SGAHRS shown on Figure. 5.1-5 a, e Category I.

14
17

5.6.1.3.1.3 Analytical Methods for Pumps _, Turbine, and Heat Exchangers

Time independent, elastic analysis will be used, where required, on
the SGAHRS pumps, turbine and heat exchangers (PACCs).

58
5. 6.1. 3.1. 4 Operat_ ion of_ Active, yalves Under Transient Loadings

_

The qualification test program used to verify that active valves
within the SGAHRS will operate under the transient loadings everienced during
service life is discussed in Reference 12, PSAR Section 1.6.

}

17

O
#
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58 | 5.6.1.3.1.5 Analytical Method for Component Supports (Vessels, Piping, Pumps,
and Valves)

Ov In accordance with the ASME Code, component supports will have the
same code classification as the components they support. Design of each
component support will comply with the ASME Section III design rules correspond-
ing to the component support classification. In order to provide assuranc?
that the component support stresses comply with limits specified in Section
5.6.1.1, analysis of each component support will be performed. The applicable
analytical techniques and applicable computer codes discussed in Section
5.3.3.1.5 will also apply to detailed analysis of support components. The
classification of components within the SGAHRS is included in Section 5.6.1.1.1.4.
Allowable stress limits and pressure limits are specified in Tables 3.9-3 and

17 3.9-4.

5.1.3.2 Natural Circulation

The SGAHRS auxiliary feedwater supply subsystem draws its driving
force from the Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps. The Protected Air Cooled Condensers
(PACC) operate on natural circulation on the steam and water side. The rela-
tive elevations are shown in Figure 5.1-6.

Since the relative densities of water and steam are 10:1, there will
17 be no difficulty in ensuring steam supply to the PACC. The condenser design.

will permit adequate circulation within the condenser tubing. The PACC
design will be verified by analyses and by proof testing after installation.

The PACC closed loop schematic is shown on Figure 5.6-7. The
Q steam / water side natural circulation is comprised of two parts as

follows:

58 | (1) Steam flow from the steam drum superheater supply piping,
through the steam inlet piping, into the tube bundle.

(2) Condensate flow from the tube bundle through the
condensate return piping, to the recirculation
pump header located below the steam drum.

The tube bundles durir.g normal plant operation are filled with
saturated steam at steam drum conditions and kept on hot standby (i.e. ,
isolation from ambient by air side isolation louver $. Assuming 3% heat less
through the insulated isolation louvers (design goal) during standby, condensate
is formed at the rate of 2974 lbm/hr. The condensate outflow from the tube58 bundle during its period is due to gravity.

53| Upon SGAHRS initiation signal, the isolation louvers are opened,' the
fan is turned on, and steam condensation increases. Condensation
causes a volume collapse inside the finned tube bundle. This volume
collapse causes the bundle pressure to drop below the steam drum pressure ;

i

as makeup flow from the drum is established. The return piping
connected to the recirculation pump header is supplied with water from
the steam drum. Bqcause this line contains relatively high density,m

( ) 53l water (43.2 lbm/ft3 for water as compared to 3.36 lbm/ft3 for steam)
the low pressure in the bundle causes the liquid level in the return

''

piping to rise above the steam drum liquid level while steam flows
into the tube bundle through the supply line. The units are designed 25

5.6-11 Amend. 58
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to condensate 89,500 lbm/hr of saturated steam from the steam drum. The combined
pressure drops associated with flow of steam through the inlet piping,
steam / water mixture through the tube bundle, and water through the return
piping is calculated to be 9.7 psi. This causes the liquid level in the
condensate return pipe to rise 32 ft. above the steam drum liquid level.
This height is 5.5 ft. below the low point of the tube bundle (i.e. , the
tube bundle exit header nozzle). This 5.5 ft. margin is enough that the
tube bundle pressure drop could be as high as 7.9 psi without drawing water
into the tube bundle. The tube bundle pressure drop is not expected to
be more than the 6.4 psi allowed by the PACC Equipment Specification.
This requirement for the tube bundle is reasonable as an unoptimized four

53 pass tube bundle was calculated to have a steam side pressure drop of 2 psi.

The condensate outflow from the tube bundle is caused by two factors
as follows:

53|(1) Shear forces resulting from flow of steam over the
condensate formed in the tubes. These forces are
directly proportional to the velocity differential
between the steam and the condensate as predicted
by the relation:

)y=6' ""

where:

= The shearing stress at steam / condensate interfaceT

u = Steam viscosity
u = Steam velocity
6 = Location of the steam / condensate interface

581 (2) Gravitational forces causing the condensate to flow to the low point
of the tube bundle.

58 | The tube bundle length may be divid:d into three parts. The condensateflow through the first region is primarily due to shear forces as
described above. In the second region the steam velocity is greatly
reduced and both gravitational and shear forces cause condensate to
flow towards the tube buridle exit header. The governing forces in
the third region are gravitational, shear, and pressure gradient induced.
These forces cause the condensate to flow into the tube bundle exit
header where it is returned to the recirculation header. The steam
inlet nozzle location (high point of the tube bundle) witn respect to
the condensate return nozzle (low point of the tube bundle) also serves

|to ;nsure flow of all condensate steam towards the condensate return
Ipipe.

|25 )

O'
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Auxiliary Feedwater Supply Isolation Valve

49 | The electrically-operated valve in cach of the six stea.a drum
auxiliary feedwater supply lines is the only valve in the main flow
paths of the SGAHRS that is normally closed during plant operation.

49 Inadvertant opening of this valve will not affect the operability of the
SGAHRS or of the plant because redundant check valves will prevent reverse

17 flow,

Control Valve

The electro-hydraulic operated control valve in each of the six
steam drum auxiliary feedwater supply lines will fail "as is" upon loss
of electrical power to the valve, thereby allowing feedwater supply to
continue. If a failure occurs in the control signal to the valve, and
the valve opens to greater flow than required, the steam drum level in

17 tha affected loop could possibly rise to the trip level. Closure of the
motor driven and turbine driven auxiliary feedwater supply system
isolation valves 4r the affected loop will be initiated by . independent

43 , logic trains when the steam drum level rises to 8 and 12 inches above
normal, respectively. Auxiliary feedwater supply to that steam drum
would be terminated until the level fell below the drum level setpoint.
The isolation valve would then open and flow would be supplied until
reaching the' trip point. The sequence would then be repeated. HeatO 58 1 removal capabilities would be available through all loops.

58

Drive Turbine Steam Supply Isolation Valve

49| The electrically operated valve in each of the three steam lines
to the feedwater pump drive turbine is in series with the normally
closed pressure reducing valve. Inadvertent opening of this valve will
not have an adverse affect on the SGAHRS system or the rest of the plant.
Inadvertent closure during SGAHRS operation will have no effect due to

17 the redundant steam supplies from each drum.

d

O'1
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Steam Pressure Control Valve

58 | This electrically operated, normally closed valve is located between
the steam line manifold and the drive turbine inlet. Inadvertent openina of
the valve will act affect the SGAllRS long term operation or normal plant
operation since the isolation valves upstream are normally closed.
Inadvertent opening during SGAllRS short term operation will require the
turbine throttling valve to operate over a wider range with a resultant
loss in speed setting accuracy. AFW flow will not be affected. If,

during SGAllRS operation, the control valve closes, the drive turbine,
and therefore, part of the system redundancy will be lost, but plant heat
removal can continue with the motor driven auxiliary feedwater pumps

17 supplying makeup feedwater.

O

1
|

|
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P_ressure Controlled Bypass Valves

The bypass valve on each auxiliary feedwater pump discharge is
normally open. If one of these valves inadvertently remained opr.ed during
SGAHRS operation, the flow capability of the pump would be degraded by

58
| approximately 251. However, the SGAHRS would still be able to function

43 due to the pumping redundancy provided and the fact that full feedwater
flow is not needed except for the first few minutes af ter a trip from

i stretched conditions (115% rated power) and the fact that the auxiliary
feedwater supply system is designed to provide sufficient flow with margin

581 even af ter a pipe break. A failure to remain open when needed could "esult
in overheating the pump. Pump redundancy protects the decay heat r- ival

17 function.

Alternate Water Supply Valves

These valves are normally closed. Inadvertent opening will not
affect SGAHRS unless the alternate water (unprotected) supply line has been

17| broken below the PWST level so that reverse flow can occur in this line. In-
advertent opening while SGAHRS is not operating will result in water from tl 7
feedwater and condensate systems flowing out the PWST overflow. The system

50 operation will not be impacted. In the event that this valve is inadvertently
opened when the alternate water supply is not available, the feedpump should not
be affected unless the nonnal inlet valve from the PWST is closed in which case
the pump would lose suction. Protected water cannot normally be lest by this
path since the alternate supply lines rise well above the protect':d storage

-sl 7 tank level before leaving the steam generator building.
Pump Suction Isolation Valve

The isolation valves in the pump suction lines are normally open.
Inadvertent closing of one of these valves would isolate the affected feed
pump from the protected water supply causing the pump to lose suction.g Redundant pumps prevent loss of the heat removal function.

5.6.l.3.8 Performance of Pressure Relief Devices

No pressure relief devices are utilized pn SGAHRS as discussed in
17 Section 5.6.1.2.4

5.6.1.3.9 Operational Characteristics

The SGAHRS is required primarily for safety and is designed to remove

43
'17 plant stored heat and reactor decay heat for off-normal plant conditions by

(1) supply of auxiliary feedwater (AFW) for steam venting through vent control

SE (alves, and (2) closed-loop heat removal by the Protected Air Cooled Condenser
v

PACC). In addition, the PACC will also be used for decay heat removal during
long-term outages following normal or off-r armal plant shutdowns. For testing
as well as normal and off-normal plant shutdowns, the SGAHRS will be activated
a substantial number of times during the plant lifetime.

58!
The SGAHRS will respond essentially in the same manner for all ;

fm off-normal events requiring SGAHRS. That is, whether SGAHRS is activated

Q because of feedwater loss or condenser loss, AFW will be supplied to the,

drums and heat will be removed by venting steam and through operation of
581 the PACCs. The PACCs are, however, activated following all plant trips.

Amend. 58
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O Analysis _ Methods

In order to size critical components of SGAHRS, such as AFW pumps,
PACC's and the protected water storage tank (PWST), the transient heat
load on SGAHRS must be known. Plant stored heat and reactor decay heat

! must be removed through SGAHRS initially over a period of several hours,
'

and then decay heat must be removed tarough PACC's for an tridefinite
period. The DAHRS (Demo Auxiliary Heat Removal Simulation) computer code
(Appendix A) is used to compute the heat load on SGAHRS af ter shutdown,
while accounting for both sources of heat.

To provide an example of normal SGAHRS response to abnormal plant
operation, DAHRS was used to evaluate the heat load following a loss of
off-site power. Reactor decay heating and flows (sodium, main feedwater,
and recirculation water) are inputs; system temperatures and AFW ficw are
computed values.

Analysis Input Assumptions

Initial conditions are assumed to be at 15% above rated power
(the " stretch" condition), with system temperatures adjusted to the maxi-
mum possiDie within estimated instrument error. The higher initial temp-
eratures are conservative for heat loading on SGAHRS. Sodium flows are
assumed to be ai their maximum reasonable values above rated, in order to

C assure conservatne heat loads in SGAHRS sizing calculations. Specific
17 values are as follows: 8

Power: 1121 Mwt

flows: Primary--4030 lb/sec/ loop
Intermediate--3910 lb/sec/ loop
Recirc H20--617 lb/sec/ loop
Main FW--355 lb/sec/ loop 8

i

Temperature: Pri Hot Leg--1015 F
Pri Cold Leg--725 F
Int. Hot Leg--960 F
Int Cold Leg--662 F
Main FW--465 F 8

\. Amend. 58 '
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Response to the initiating events was con'puted with the following
assumptions:

All three heat transport loops behave identically (i.e., no*

additional failures).

* Sodium flows coastdown to pony motor values (384 lb/sec/ loop
and 426 lb/sec/ loop for primary and intermediate, respectively).

* Main FW goes to zero; recirculating water flow coasts down to
20% of initial .

* Venting at 1450 psia occurs at the superheater steam outlet

* AFW at 125"F is supplied to match vented steam mass.

* PACC heat removal begins 4 minutes after shutdown and is 15 MWt/
loop after 1 additional minute.g

8

Upon plant shutdown, steam is vented until the heat load on
SGAHRS can be removed by the PACC alone. Thereaf ter, pressure is assumed
to remain constant and PACC heat removal is assumed to be equal to the de-
creasing heat load to the steam generator. As the transient proceeds, the
plant cool down will be controlled by adjusting the PACC airflow which will
control the heat removal rate.

Reactor decay heat is taken as 125% of nominal . Stored heat in
the metal throughout the plant includes an appropriate margin:

* 110% of nominal for piping and components,

* 1257. of nominal for reactor vessel region.

Analysis Results_

Results of DAHRS analysis of a loss-of-offsite-power event are
presented in Figures 5.6-1, 5.6-2 and 5.6-3. These results will serve to
explain SGAHRS operation in response to the event. Transient heat load
on SGAHRS is plotted in Figure 5.6-1. Several features of this figure
are noteworthy:

Heat load on SGAHRS peaks at about 0.07 hours af ter shutdown,
when the PACC's are started. The peak at 0.15 hours is due to
the positive temperature transient in the IHTS hot leg reaching
the steam generators (see Figure 5.6-3).

Heat removed by the superheater is seen to be the difference
between the two curves, peaking at the same time as heat load
on the evaporators and then falling to zero as steam venting

)7 subsides.

Amend. 17
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Startup of the PACC 5 minutes after shutdown produces a drama-

!,

( |

tic reduction in heat load. This effect is due to reduced waterneeds 'for venting.
(see Figure 5.6-2) allows the drum water temperature to riseThe reduced water flow (at 125*F) to the drum
toward saturation,resulting in rising temperatures at the water
inlet and sodium outlet of the evaporators (see Figure 5.6-3).

Venting continues until heat load decreases to the level at which
the PACC's can reject all incoming heat, at about I hour af ter;7

shutdown.,

During the venting period, the great majority of heat removed is
plant stored heat (decay heat at 0.1 hour is about 3%, decreasingto below 2% at 1 hour).

Note that AFW usage occurs early in the transient and total water ventedFigure 5.6-2 displays cumulative heat removed and AFW performnce.
amounts to about 3130 f t3

17

Figure 5.6-3 shows sample sodium temperature responses at soveralplant locations. The key feature to note is the substantial decrease in
the cold leg temperature due to the addition of the 125 F AFW. "his temper-
ature decrease accentuates the heat load on SGAHRS during the venting pro-Cess.

The temperatures presented in Figure 5.6-3 result from the conser-
vative evaluation of feedwater requirements during SGAHRS coeration.

p 3

V The
analyses include piping and component stored heat to maximize the SGAHRS
heat load. These temperature plots are not used for evaluation of tharmal
stresses on the systems and components. Thermal transient analyses are
generally perfnrmed without inclusion of piping stored heat to provide
conserva tism.

8Component Sizing Analyses

15% above the rated operating condition.The sizing of the SGAHRS components was performed for a heat rating
This increased heat rating results

in a more conservative design for rated operation and does not reduce the
safety of the system in any way.

The various i:omponents in the SGAHRS were sized using the resultsof the DAHRS code as input data. Each component is discussed separately inthe following sections.

Protected Waterltorage Tank (PW5T)
j

In evaluating the required capability of tne PWST, the water makeup l

requirements under the most severe '

" Safety Design Basis" events must be con-
sidered. The worst initiating events, with respect to t e PWST 13 1
Shutdown Earthquake or the Design Basis Tornado since tSey can, destroy theare the Safe

!

normal heat sink, the alternate water supply ( condensate storage tank) andthe off-site power cources. In addition, active failures such as the partial 31

loss of a PACC will further increase the water venting reoufrement. As an
added conservatism, the event selected includes a pipe rupture (on ene loop)
in the normally pressurized region of Auxiliary Feedwater Subsystem.

Inorder|
58 1 17
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to show sutticient conservatism to accommodate an extended period without AC
power, a two hour loss of off-site and on-site AC power is assumed as a PWST

58 size evaluation event.
31

The DAHRS model (See Appendix A) was used to determine the steam
venting requirements, in reducing the residual heat loads to a level within
the capability of the PACC units, for the various events. The inputs to 31
the DAHRS model included those discussed above, except PACC startup was

26 arbitrarily delayed for twenty minutes.

Note that the calculations performed by DAHRS will be conservi tive
due to the uncertainty margins applied to plant sensible and decay hea;
loads as well as the conservatively high initial sodium and PWST temperatures.

17 Table 5.6-7 shows the results of the DAHR$ computations. As can
be seen from this table, the worst event, with respect to venting required, is
the No hour loss of AC power sources. The loss of AC power event is based
upon natural circulation in two heat transport loops, pony motor flows in the
battery rowered loop and zero heat removal from the PACCs during the two hour
period. Following this interval, power is assumed to be restored and cooling
can be resumed via forced circulation in the HTS loops and on the air side of
the PACCs. As can be seen in Table 5.6-9, the total water requirements are
slightly more for this event than for the three loop operation pipe break
event. Under these conditions, 5400 f t.3 of water is vented before power is
restored and the PACCs accept the total steam generator heat load.

O
58 31

In addition to the venting volume calculated by DAHRS, it is nec-
cessary to consider the sensible heat released as the Auxiliary Liquid
Metal System cools down. For the primary and intermediate heat transport
service systems combined, the sensible heat release will reouire an aadi-
tional 250 ft3 of make up water if the complete sodium volume is circulated
during the venting period. Since it is the most conservative approach, the'

5a full 250 ft.3 of additional vent flow is assumed to be needed for Auxiliary
Liquid Metal System cool down.

Allowance must also be made for leakage from the various valves
and pumps. As Tables 5.6-7 and 8 show, the PWST is sized to assure adequate

|feedwater makeup for a 30 day period. If the normal heat sink cannot be I

restarted during this period, the operator must draw water from the condensate
storage tank or have water brought in from an off-site source. In computing
the 30 day leakage, it has been assumed that the operator will stop the leak-
age from the recirculating pump seals, by shutting off the seal cooling

)7< water, within 24 hours after the initiating evenc. These leakage values
and their 30 day sum are shown on Table 5.6-8.

O
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( ) Table 5.6-9 summarizes the total PWST volume requirement by'' summing the venting, leakage, and the heel requirements. As shown by
Table 5.6-9, the resulting design basis PWST tank volume is 9591 ft3

53 | This includes a 14% margin on the volwne requirement. Margin for the
venting volume is built into the DAHRS model in the form of increasing

17 the heat from 10 to 25%.

Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps (AFP)

These pumps are sized to deliver enough flow to the steam drums
to prevent drum drycut under the conditions of a pipe break on a loop,
venting from the superheater on a second loop, and venting from the steam
drum on the third. Preliminary calculations indicate that the turbine
driven AFP should be sized to deliver 1432 gpm. The two motor-driven
AFP's are each sized to deliver one-half this flow rate.

17
Following a plant trap with SGAHRS initiation, the steai. drum

pressure is controlled to 1475 psig by the superheater vent contro valve.
If this normal means of venting is not available, the steam drum pressure
is controlled to 1550 psig by the steam drum vent control valve. The AFP
sizing is such that it can provide adequate auxiliary feedwater during
venting from the steam drum vent control valve (1550 psig). This require-
ment has resulted in pumps capable of supplying 1432 GPM (199 lbm/sec) at
1700 psi discharge pressure (1700 psi is necessary to overcome friction
and elevation losses while supplying auxiliary feedwater to the steam
drum at 1550 psig).,

,
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l

/uxiliary Feedwater Pump Drives

The drives for the AFP's are sized for the AFP requirements. Forthe 1432 qpm capacity of the turbine driven AFP, a 2000 hp drive turbine is
j7 58 required. The half size motor drives at e rated at 1050 hp.

ProtectedAirCooledCandensers_(PACC)

These components are sized to be capable of rejecting the shut-
down heat load within one hour and to be consistent with the size of thePWST.

At these times, the total heat load to SGAHR$ is less than the 15 MWt/ loopcapacity of the PACCs. The PArCs are designed for forced circulation on the
air. side when rejecting 15 MWt.

HTS Transients

The SGAHR5 is designed to handle the maximum shutdown heat
removal duties expected to occur following a trip from 115% of rated power.
Conservative sodium temperatures and flows in addition to a conservative
decay power are included 1r these sizing calculations to assure adequate
heat renoval capability from a 1155 power plant trip. This conservctism
is applied to sizing of the auxiliary feedwater punps and piping.(o The) PACC heat rerioval capability of 15 MWt is not influenced by these conserva-"

tive factors but is a fixed value. While the auxiliary feedwater system
contains marcin in its flow capability it will not lead to overcooling of
the Hea t Transport Systerr (HTS).

Some transient events which require SGAHRS to initiate the in-
jection of the relotively cold auxiliar < feedwater into the Steam Generator
System ( %S) o li result in a down-side transient on the Heat Transport
System (HTS) Excess flow will not occur since FW addition is limitedby the FW flow control system. However, the cold water addition will
cause a slight down-side transient. This transient has been accounted
for in the evaluation of the plant duty cycle events since those
thermal transient events are included in the design duty cycle events
for the HTS components. Therefore the SGAHRS startup down transients
do not constitute overcooling.

In the time period following the initial thermal transients
the SGAHRS centrol system will maintain system temperature within their
acceptable ranges such that no excessive cooling will result.

If the main condenser and norraal feedwater are available, short
term heat removal will be accomplished via the turbine bypass system.

'SGAHRS will be involved since a plant trip activates the Protected
58 Air Cooled Condensers (PACC). The PACC is designed to adjust air flow

and thus its heat removal rate in a manner which will hold the entire planto
(j at the <t600 F temperature levei until the setpoint is adjusted by the operator.

17
j
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If the main condenser or normal feedwater systems are not avail-
able, the SGS pressure after the initial pressure increr;e transient will

43 | be controlled to 1475 psig by the superheater outlet SGhHRS vent valve.
Steam venting througt the vent valve will be initiated and makeup feed-
water will be supplied by SGAHRS. The flow from 3GAHRS will be controlledby the steam drum levels. The plant will be cocied down to the saturation43 | temperature at the vent pressure (1475 psig) of 15950F. After the SG heat
load drops below the capability of the PACC's, venting will cease as the

43 i steam drum pressure begins to drop below the 1475 psig set point. Heat
removal will continue as described for the normal shutdown.

The HTS has been designed ta provide natural circulation flow
capability during SGAHRS operation. The potential for natural circulation
in the sodium systems will be increased as a result of a reduction in the
evaporator sodium outlet temperature during the thermal transients discussed
above. The potential excess flow capability within SGAHRS will tend to
enhance natural circulation during this initial period. The potential
excess cooling and its effects will be included in the natural circulation
evalua tion. The natural circulation contribution is included in the17 analysis of the thernal transient.

5.6.1.3.10 Material Considerations

5.6.1.3.10.1 Structural Materials for Elevated Temperature Service

The design tempe: ature for the majority of SGAHRS componer.<- and
piping is less than 8000F, for which elevated temperature material require-ments will not be r? quired. Code Case 1481 will be applied to the super-
heater vent control valve and inlet line since they have a design temperature43 of 9350F,i

O
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5.6.1.3.10.2 Fracture Toughness

To demonstrate adeqt te margins of safety against fracture for
the components of the SGAHRS, the ollowing information is provided.

Fracture Control Procedurc

Pertinent design procedures and operating requirements (relating
to fracture prevention) such as permissible rates of temperature change
are covered in ASME Section III, Appendix G. The basis of the fracture
control procedure will be fracture mechanics methodology, wherein design
stresses and flaw sizes are related to material toughness requirements.

Fracture Analysis

The planned fracture analysis includes the following items:

The SGAHRS will be designed in accordance with the currenta.
ASME Section III rules which account for expected normal,
upset, emergency, and faulted conditions. The general
criteria for establishing that components will be subjected
to a fracture control system are the following: a) inte-
grity of the component is critical to system performance or

i safety, b) the component is subjected to forces that
58 I could produce fractutu during tests or operational service,

and c) the possibility exists that cracks or other flaws may( be present in the component of a size and character which
could result in 'ailure or unsatisioutory performance.

b. The stress and strain analysis to be used in d.esign will be
in accordance with ASME Section III and applicable code case
requirements,

The minimum size of flaws to be assumed to be present initi-c.
ally will correspond to the most severe flaws which might
escape detection during inspection. The quality control
procedures in the ASME Code will serve as a guideline.

d. The fatigue analysis to be used will incorporate the combined
effects of fatigue and corrosion. If component criticality
Wdridnts, fracture mechanics crack growth data will also be
generated in order to have test data which is generally appli-
cable to all component geometries, stress states, and flow
types. The analysis and test data application would be simi-

58| lar to that discussed in Section 5.5.3.11.2.

Current fracturo mechanics methodology will be employed toe-

ensure an adequate margin of safety agc. inst fracture possibil-ities. Required toughness values will reflect any degradation

%.
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resulting from exposure to pertinent plant operating and
envirenmental conditions. This work will provide further
guidelines for any surveillance requirements.

Time-Dependent Operational 1 imitations

Time-dependent phenonena to consider for carbon steel are methana-
|26 tion, corrosion, ana strain aging. As cited in 5.6.1.3.10.4, maintaining

specified water purity will prevent prob! cms from methanation and corrosion
)7 in the SGAHRS. Strain aging, resu;!inc from elevated temperature service

will be considered in design. Post tahrication heat treatment (stress relief)would alleviate any potential for strain aging as a result of fabrication.
Strain aging at the plastic zones formed at any flaw tips during hydrostatic
testing (according to ASME Section III) will remain a consideration. Ade-
quate design allowances will be made, although such regions of potential
embrittlement would be quite small and localized.

Various embrittling phenomena may occur in 1 1/4 Cr - 1/2 Mo s teel
as it ages at certain temperatures. The most notable are temoer embrittlementand creep embrittlement. Embrittlement of 1 1/4 Cr - 1/2 Mo steel can be mini-
mized by heat tregtment. Specifically, heating the steel to a temperature
greater than 1300 F and holding for at least one hour followed by atmosphericcooling.26

5.6.1.3.10.3 Austenitic Stainless Steel

As set forth in Section 5.F.1.1.4, the materials oresently expected
to be used in the SGAHRS are carbon steel and 1 1/4 Cr - 1/2 Mo steel. There
are currently no austenitic staisess steels specified for this system.
5.6.1.3.13.4 Compatibility with Coolant

All components of the SGAHRS, as currently specified, will be of
26 carbon steel and 1 1/4 Cr - 1/2 Mo steel (Sec. 5.6.1.1.4). These comoonentswill be exposed to water and/or steam.

In water and/or steam, carbon s . eels and 1 1/4 Cr - 1/2 Mo steel are
susceptibfe to pitting in the presence of chloride and oxygen. Furthermore,
below 550 F, these materials are susceptible to caustic gouginq and oerhaps
caustic stress corrosion cracking. Maintaining the water consistent with
requirements for chlorides, caustics and oxygen concentration will orevent
these forms of localized attack.

:

Carbon steel may also be susceptible to methanation (hydrogen embrittle-
men t) . !

However, maintaining the specified water purity will also orevent this
Administrative procedures will be established to assure that proper !

occurrence.
water chemistry and purity levels are maintained.

5.6.1.3.10.5 Compatibility with External Insulation and Environment Atnosphere

Carbon steels and 1 1/4 Cr - 1/2 Mo steel are compatible with external
insulation during normal operation in the absence of excessive moisture or26
chloride. Excessive moisture is prevented by quality controlled installation andoperating crocedures.

5.6-19b Amend. 26
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'bV 5.6.1.3.11 Protection Against Environmental Factors

Protection against floods, fires, missiles, earthquakes and accidents
is provided in the Steam Generator Building as discussed in Sections 3.4,9.13,

34 3.5, 3.7 and 3.8, 3.6 and 15.6, respectively.

5.6.1.3.12 Compliance with BTP APCSB 10-1

BTP APCSB No.10-1 requires that the following items be incorporated
into the auxiliary feedwater system. A conenent explaining how each require-
ment is met follows each item.

1. "The auxiliary fecdwater system should consist of at least two full
capacity independent systems including diverse power sources".

The Steam Generator Auxiliary lfcat Removal Syrtem (SGARHS) meets this
requirement by employing two 50% capacity motor-driven pumps, each
connected to a separate diesel generator, and one 100% steam turbine-
driven pump. Thus, there is 200% total capacity with half uf it
electrically powered and half steam powered. There are also two
parallel auxiliary feedwater paths to each drum, one from the turbine-
driven pump through a control valve and one from the headered motor-
driven pumps through another control valve. The drum level setpoints
are set such that normally flow is supplied from the motor-driven pumpsp

Q< only with the turbine pump recirculating. If the drum level falls
below the turbine pump setpoint, the control valve downstream of that
pump opens and begins supplying flow.

2. "Other powered components of the auxiliary feedwater system should
likewise hare the concept of separate and multiple source of motive
energy".

Power can be supplied through transforners and rectifiers from either
the off-site suoply or the emergency diesels. An additional source of
p wer is a 125 V DC or 250 V DC battery for each instrumentation and

26 control division. The levels of redundancy are as follows: off-site
oower, diesel-generator power, battery oower. The batteries in' con-
junction with the steam-driven auxiliary feedwater pump will oermit
auxiliary feedwater sub-system ooeration even with the loss of both
off= sin and e~crgency diesel supplied AC power.

3. "The piping arrangement, both intake and discharge, for each system
should be designed to pennit the pumps to supply feedwater to any
combination of steam generators. This should take into account pipe
failure, active component failure, power supply failure, and control
system failure that would defeat the diversity requirement. One method'

that would be acceptable is crossover piping containing valves that can
be operated remote manually from the control room using the power diversity

O principle for the valve operators and actuation systems".

17 Amend. 34
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This is one basis of the SGAHRS design. First, each pump can
draw water ~ .n either the protected water storage .ank or the condensate
storage tank. The appropriate valving is included in the system to make
this switch from the control room. Second, two complete auxiliary feed-
water supply subsystems are used for each drum exclusive of the final
piping into the drum. The discharge of the turbine-driven pump supplies
water to each drum through a separate control valve and isolation valve.
The two motor-driven pumps are headered together and also supply flow
through a separate control valve and isolation valve. The isolation
valves can be manually operated from the control room to stop flow from
breaks. The design allows flow to any combination of steam drums and
minimizes the effect of pipe failure, active component failure, power
supply failure, and control system failure.

4. "The auxiliary feedwater system should be designed with suitable redun-
dancy to of f-set the consequences of any single active component failure;
however, eac'1 subsystem need not contain redundant active components".

The required redundancy has been provided by SGAHRS. Water can be drawn
from either the protected water storage tank or the condensate storage
tank. Redunda7t pumps are provided. Redundant control valves are provided
for each loop. Three loops, any one of which can remove the maximum
decay heat load, can be utilized in any required combination.

5. "When considering a high energy line break, the system should be so
581 arranged as to permit the capability of supplying necessary emergency feed-

water to the steam generators, despite the postulated rupture of any high
energy section of the system, assuming a concurrent single active failure".

The only part of the Auxiliary Feedwater Subsystem which is pressurized
during plant operation, startup, hot standby, or shutdown is the section
of line between the normally closed SGAHRS isolation valve and the main
feewater system. Should a rupture occur in that area, the two auxiliary
feedwater isolation valves to that loop can be remote manually closed by
the operator from the control room. If one valve fails to close, the
control valve on the supply line which failed tc isolate can be shut
providing the isolation required. Water supply to tLe other drums would
be uninterrupted. Prior to the time the break is isolated, the flow
limiting capability of the control valves will limit break flow to
approximately 110% of rated to insure a flow srpply to the other operating
loops. Should the flow limiting function fail, the AFU isolation valve

43 is automatically closed. Lines are properly '.eparated and protected such that
that the effects of a rupture in one loop cannot effect operation of

17 another loop.
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5.6.2.3.2 Natural Circulation-

I

The DIRS will not be designed to provide heat removal by natural
circulation. Electrical power must be available to supply the primary
sodium makeup and EVST NaK pumps in addition to at least one PHTS pony
motor when the DHRS is removing decay heat. WRS has no natural circu-
lation heat removal capability since the overflow concept requires pumping 1

76 and is not designed to operate when the PHTS loops are naturally circulating.

5.6.2.3.3 Pump Characteristics

[
Pump characteristics will be determined as the designs of tM

126 overflow and makeup circuit, EVST cooling chain, and DHRS progress.

5.6.2.3.4 Valve Characteristics

Valve characteristics will be deterroined as the designs of the
overflow and makeup circuit, EVST cooling chain and DHRS progress.

5.6.2.3.5 Overflow Heat Exchanger Characteristics

The Overflow Heat Exchanger characteristics will be determined
as design of the Auxiliary Liquid Metal Systen progresses.

5.6.2. 3.6 Coniant Boundary Integrity
w
) Pipe leaks could reduce the DHRS capability and could cause

26 an operational and radiation hazard. As a result, pipe loadings resulting
from off-normal events will be predicted and the regions of highest
stress will be identified. Pipe leak investigations will be made for
the DHRS pipe runs to determine the possible damage the postulated leaks

26 will have on the DHRS components and their surroundings. These investiga-
tions will be similar to those discussed for the PHTS in Section 5.3.3.6.

5.6.2.3.7 Inadvertent Operation of Valves

Initiation of the DHRS is a remote-manual operation accomplished
froin the Control Room, consisting of opening or closing the active valves

,

listed in Table 5.6-10 and remote manual oneration of the makeup pump,
EVST NaK pump, and EVST airblast exchanger (refer to Section 5.6.2.2.1.1,
" Active and Passive Components"). The switchover to DHRS is done in

26 accordance aith the clearly defined procedures implemented over a period
'

of less than one-half hour. During that time, board-mounted temperature
indications provide verification of proper operation of the system. A
sequencer is provided to automatically 90sition valves and control the
pumps and ABHXs to minimize req 0 ired operator actions during DHRS startup.

581 Once the system is put into operation, no further valve positioning changes
are made. Consecuently, inadvertent operation of valves is extremely remote.

O
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In the extremely unlikely event, however, that a valve is

46| mispositioned, some or all of the DHRS heat removal capability aay be
lost. For instance, closure of a valve on the makeup pump suction will

46| reduce the heat removal capability by about 50%, and closure ot t.1e
DHRS HX isolation valve will result in complete loss of cooling
capability. In either event, sufficient time exists to correct the
situation and restore complete cooling capability with ao deleterious
effects. Total loss of cooling will result in about a 500F/Hr rise in

j | the temperature of the primary system (maximum decay heat at time of
4b 45 DHRS initiation - 24 hrs.). It is estimated that restoration of

service can be accomplished in less than 15 min, with the resultant
temperature rise ef only about 120F,

Other misoperations, such as inad/ertent shutdown of a makeup
l l pump or an airblast heat exchanger, will reduce DHRS capability by46 45 1/2. Restart can also be accomplished in less than 15 minutes with no

serious impact on the system. In this case, the maximum temperature
rise is estimated at less than 60F. 3

O
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TABLE 5.6-1

SGAHRS MAJOR COMPONENTS DESIGN SUMMARY

Protected Air Cooled Condenser (PACC)
,

Number: 1PerLoop,3PerPgtDesign Pressure = 2200 psig
Operating Pressure = 1400 psig
Design Temperature = 650 F

17, Operating Temperature = 588 F
26 Heat Rejection Fans Operating = 15 MWt(2)

Cooling Air Temperature = 100 F

Turbine Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump (AFP)

Number: 1 Per Plant
Design Flow Rate = 1432 gpm

17 Design Developed Head = 3927 f t
Design Ten.perature = 200 F (water); 120 F (ambient)

,

4.' 58| Minimum NPSH 25 ft
17 Design Pressure = 2200 psig (I)26

Motor Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps (AFP)

Q(% Number: 2 Per Plant
Design Flow Rate = 716 gpm

43| 17 Design Head = 3927 f t
Design Temperature = 200 F (water); 120 F (ambient)
Design Pressure = 2200 psig (1)

58| Minimum NPSH = 25 ft43 17

AFP Motor Drives

Number: 2 Per Plant
I26 Maximum' Horsepower = 1050

17 Design Voltage = 4160 AC
RPM = 3600

9,

(1) Maximum test pressure will be determined as design progresses.

(2) Each PACC consists of two one half size tube bundles, fans and louvers
so that no single active failure can reduce the heat rejection capacity
of a given PACC below 50% of rated (7.5 MWt).

(3) Admission valves are designed to 2200 psig and 6500F. Remaining turbine
'26 parts are designed as indicated.

(O
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TABLE 5.6-1 (Cont'd)

AFP Turbine Drive

Number: 1 Per Plant
, ()) (3)

Design Pressure = 1250 pg1T3)Design Temperature = 600 F
Design Steam Inlet Quality = 96.0%

58|451
Design Steam Flow Rate = 100,000 lb/hr

43 Maximum Horsepower = 2000
26 RPM = 4000

Protected Water Storage Tank (PWST)

Numoer: 1 Per Plant
3Tank Volume = 9591 ft

3

UsableWaterVolume=91}F
l ft

Design Temperature = 200
Design Pressure = 15 psig

9

(1) Maximum test pressure will be determined as design progresses.

(2) Each PACC consists of two one half size tube bundles, fans and louvers
so that no single active failure can reduce the heat rejection capacity
of a given PACC below 50% of rated (7.5 MWt).

(3) Admission valves are designed to 2200 psig and 650 F. Remaining turbir.e j

1

parts are designed as indicated.
j
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TABLE 5.6-5

SGAHRS VALVE CLASSIFICATION

NORMAL OPERATING
VALVE ACTIVE / INACTIVE POSITION MODE

54| Alternate AFk! Supply Inactive Open Isolation
44l PWST Fill Inactive Closed Isolation

PWST Drain Inactive Closed Isolation
PWST Level Indicator Inactive Open Isolation
AFW Pump Inlet (Manual) Inactive Open Isolation

50 AFW Pump Inlet (Electrical) Inactive Open Isolation
54 Alternate AFW Pump Inlet Inactive Closed Isolation

58| Pump Recirculation Active Open Isolation
Pump Discharge C/V Active Check

Pump Discharge Isolation (Manual) Inactive Open Isolation
AFW Supply Isolatior | Manual) Inactive Open Isolation
AFW Supply Control Active Open Flow Control
AFW Supply Isolation (Electrical) Active Closed Isolation

,

AFW Supply Isolation (Manual) Inactive Open Isolation
AFW Supply C/V Active Check

50 AFW Supply C/V Active Check

Steam Drum Vent Control Active Closed Vent, Pressure
Control

26 Superheater Vent Control Active Closed Vent, Pressure

Control
PACC Steam Supply Inactive Open Isolation
PACC Steam Supply Bypass Inactive Open Isolation
PACC Condensate Return Inactive Open Isola' M

PACC Noncondensible Vent Active Closed Vent

PACC Noncondensible Vent Isolation Inactive Open Isolation
Drive Turbine Steam Supply Isolation

50 (Electrical) Active Closed Isolation1

26 Drive Turbine Steam Supply C/V Active Check

Drive Turbine Steam Supply Isolation Inactive Open Isolation
(Manual)

I
%/
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TABLE 5.6-5 (Cont'd)

fl0RMAL OPERATIflG
VALVE ACTIVE /If4 ACTIVE POSIlI0f4 MODE

Drive Turbine Steam Supply PressurePressure Control Active Closed Control

Pressure Instrument (Pump Inlet) Inactive Open Isolation

Pressure Instrument (Pump Discharge) Inactive Open Isolat'or

Pressure Instrument (Turbine Inlet) Inactive Open Isolation
5d26

54| Pressure Instrument (Turbine Exhaust) Inactive Open Isolation

O

O
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TABLE 5.6-7

s

DAHRS Results Stean Venting

i
Vent Total S.G. Total PACC Total Heat H2O

*

Time Hea3 Load Heat Load
(10g'ented VentedIncident, Plant Response Failure Discussion (br) (100 Btu) (106 Btu) 3Btu) _(ft )I A.I3) 3-Loop Operation at

" stretch" (1121 Mwt)
1. Loss of offsite U-18 event, SGAHRS 1.0 401 140 261 3130power, diesel start works properly
2. Water-side pipe Design basis: All loops on L1:0

) break, half PACC pony motors with one steam-
fails side loop dried out; L2:6.0 384 145 373 4650

'

one PACG 015 tht, one @ L3:1.7 204 70
7.5 Mwtt2)

3. Loss of all bulk One loop on battery and pony L1:1.25 178 47 5 439 5400AC power motors; two loops A 0 natural L2,1:2.( 308 0
-

circulation (4)' * 31,

I 4. Sodiunt fire, Design basis: One loop lost L1,2:0? delayed PACC start- due to sodium spill; second
M up 'oop lost due to cvaporator L3:7.64 706 320 386 4820m safety relief valve fa'ilure;

PACC 015 Mwt after 5000
58 second startup delay in third

loop.

NOTES:

(1) Assumes off-site power and balance of plant equipment (i.e., condensate storage tank and main FW pumps)
are not available. 31

(2) Each PACC unit contains two half size fans and two sets of inlet and outlet louvers. Thus,
single active failures (fan or control louver) cannot reduce the capacity of a given PACC to less than
one-half its rated capacity. For two loop operation, each fan is connected to a separate power source.

(3) Cases A.1 and 8.1 assume 15 FNt PACC start within 5 min; Cases A.2 and B.2 arbitrarily assume 20 min.
.

'

17 startup delay. Auxiliary feedwater is at 1250F (all cases).
3158 (4) Assumes power restored after two hours at which time the PACCs assume complete shutdown heat removal_.

and venting ceases.

- . "
O '



TABLE 5.6-7

}DAHRS Results Steam Venting

Vent Total S.G. Total PACC Total Heat H2O
Time HeagLoad (10{ented

Heat Load VentedIncident, Plant Response Failure Discussion (hr) (10 Btu) (106 Btu) Btu) (ft )3

B. 2-Loop Operation at
" stretch" (747 ftwt)
1. Loss of offsite U-18 event, SGAHP.5 works 1.1 303 106 197 2360p]wer, diesels start properly

2. Water-site pipe Design basis: 1 loop on pony 11 667 273 394 4900break, diesel or motors, one 0 na t. circ. .&
PACC failure dried out; remaining PACC

@ 1/2 capacity (7.5 Mwt)

Y
T
M
%
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TABLE 5.6-8 - SUMMARY OF SYSTEM WATER / STEAM LEAKAGE

APPLICABLE LEAKAGE / COMP 0NENT LEAKAGE / PLANT
COMPONENT QTY / PLANT (LB/HR) (GPH)

Isolation valve stems 18 Negligible

|28 >Isolation valve seats 9 4.68 5

Dump valve seats 6 (pair) Negligible

Check valve seals 9 Negligible

Recirculating pump
seal vent 3 734 270

Relief valve seat 5 10 6

Aux FW pumps 3 11.8 4.37

Total Leakage /Hr 285.37 Gal

Calculated leakage / day (three loops)(l) 193.5 ft3
Leakage / day (with recirc pump

3seals isolated) 49.5 ft

Twenty-nine day leakage (with
3recirc pump seals isolated) 1435 ft

3Thirty day sum (three loops) 1628.5 ft
1

(I) Assumes operator isolates r 'irculation pump seals within 4 hours.

17

C(~%

5.6-35b Amend. 28
Oct. 1976
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TABLE 5.6-9

TOUL PWST VOLUME REQUIREMENTS

CASE (3)

PIPE BREAK PIPE BREAK S0DIUM FIRE LOSS OF
(THREE LOOP (TWO LU0P DELAYED PACC BULK AC
OPERATION) OPERATION) START UP POWER

3Water Vented (per DAHRS) 4650 ft 4900 4820 5400

Pipe Break Loss (I) 1481 1481 1481(4)
'

---

Leakage (2) 1564 782 782 2346

Auxiliary Liquid Metal System 250 250 250 250

Required Usable Volume 7945 (3) 7413 7333 7996

.

3117

U Margin (14%) 1115

Usable Volume 9111

Heel (5%) 480

3Total Tank Volume 9591 ft58

(1) Assumes operator isolates break within 10 minutes. Break flow sum
based on 110% flow (77 lb/sec) from each of two auxiliary feedwater:

supply lines for a period of 600 seconds.

(2) Leakage is a function of the number of loops remaining following the
initiating event.

17 (3) Cases correspond to those of Table 5.6-7.
31

(4) In the sodium fire event, this quantity of water is lost due to the
assumed failure of the safety relief valve, in the open position, at
the superheater exit. A ten minute operator action time is assumed

58 to isolate the loop.

O
Amend. 58

5.6-35c Nov. 1980
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TABLE 5.6- 10

26 | OllRS VALVE CLASSIFICATION
.

NOR".*LLY OprRA1ING..
L OCAi10N VALVE NO.__ A_CTIV_Ef IhACTIVE OPEN/ CLOSED MODE

fiakeup Pump 1 Inactive Open Isola tion.

'26|
Suction 2 Inactive Goon Isolation

11.12 Inactive Closed Isolation

46|26 1 Overflow VSL 15 Inactive (1) Open Isolation
Drain / Sample
Return

Makeup Pun'p 4 Inactive Open Isolation.

'261 Dicha rges 3 Inactive Open Isolation
5 Active Open, Isola tion
6 #ctive Open* Flaw Control
7 Active . Closed, Isolation

Overflow lit.
26 Exch.

Sodium Out. 8 Inactive Open Isolation
9 Inactive Open Check

46| 10 Inactive (1) Open Isolation

Overflow lit.
Exch. 31 Inactive Open Isolation
to Airblast 24, 25 Active Closed, Isolation
(hot leg) 22, 23 Active Open+ Isolation

Airblast to 30 Inactive Open Isolation
Overflow lit. 70, 21 Active Closed, Isolation
E>ch. (cold

26 leg)

The position indictated is the valve position during nor:nal plant*

opera tion. Valves with & are those which are manually opened, or
| closed, prior to initiation of DiRS operating mode. All active

26 valves are remote -manual ppcratic fron; si.e coritrol room.
** Valve numbers are those shown on Figure 5.1-7.

(1) Considered " Inactive" for DHRS purposes but " Active" for leak
46 mitigation.

Amend. 46
Aug. 1978

5.6-35d
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hTable 5.6-13

DHRS EQUIPMENT LIST AND MATERIAL SPECIFICAT'ONS

ASME Design DesignSection III Temperature PressureComponent ' lass Material (oF) (psig)_
Overflow Vessel 1 SS 900 15

Makeup Pump 1 SS 900 100

48 | Overflow Heat Exchanger 1 SS 650 100
46 EVST Airblast Heat

Exchanger 2 SS 650 100

EVST Nak Exp Tanks 2 SS 650 100

OHRS Nak Exp. Tank 2 SS 650 100

EVST Nak Pumps 2 SS 650 100

EVST Nak Diff. Cold
Traps 2 SS 650 100

Sodium Piping:

Overflow Line 1 SS 900 15

Makeup Pump Suction 1 SS 900 15

Makeup Pump Discharge
to Reactor 1 SS 900 100

Nak Piping 2 SS 650 10026

Amend. 48
5.6-35 h Feb. 1979
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Table 6.2-5 Lines Penetrating Containmer.t 5_

U %8 ,NS3 4 I 8E3 'ha
'

a o
e B 3 3e% 4 *JS MS 8 Se Es5%

e we 5e e ei E 2 3 88 843 22 e*& >. 3 h3 at 83
.

e
3 bh *h * %s 'D B -8.2 %h a8a k% 2% h* v "-50 i! E Ra 8 35<N8; ;EE ES a 2%8'33 83 88 28___ Penetration ES SE ME 3 O F .3 3 0 SMO USS ,SME EE SM GE s$

,

Decontaminatfor
Waste Water Auto- Au to- Remote
Return 9.2 2 Gate * 3" CIS Closed Closed matic Open matic Manual <4 8

IHTS Piping
Loop No. 2 |
Inlet 5.4 0 N/A 24" N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

IHTS Piping
Loop No. 2m

y Outlet 5.4 0 N/A 24" N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
ro
"

IHTS Piping
Loop No. 3
Inlet ~ 5.4 0 N/A 24" N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

IHTS Piping L
{Loop No. 3

Outlet 5.4 0 N/A 24" N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
,

IHTS Piping
Loop No. 1
Inlet 5.4 0 N/A 24" N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A tt/A N/A fl/A N//

{[ IHTS Piping
'

Loop No. 1=>

[ Outlet 5.4 0 N/A 24" N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
30 47

.



Table 6.2-5 Lines Penetrating Cc itainment (continued) C
.g ,

8 %8 %S'

e 'a 823' hea
s 3 3 : Be% -8 35s ab 8 se '; ~ b%

pc 8a e ci %E .? 2 %88 8 t.2 % .2 2 e*e >, .E m2 at 35
o c .

c
.? b.h .h * %D 'B 382 % .h a8u %% 2% b^ ?Et 12 s as 8 38, 08 '; ';'c i E3 a 2%8 .E 3 83 88 28Penetra tion 23 R& DE '.3 NG SQE E8 NME 2"E EN SN GC 22

58,

Sodium Transfer
Line (In-Cont.
to Ex-Cont.

*
. Stor. Tank) 9.3 1 Globe 4" N/A N/A Closed Manual Closed Manual N/A <30 C7
O Sodium Trans-
*

er Line (EVS
Fill & Drain) 9.3 1 Globe 3" N/A N/A Closed Manual Cl osed Manual N/A <30 C

NaK DHRS From Fail in Remote Remote48 | Containment 9.3 1 Globe 6" N/A Place Closed Manual Closed Manual Manual <30 H

'

HaK DHRS To Fail in Remote Remote
48 | Containment 9.3 1 Globe 6" N/A Place Closed Manual Closed Manual Manual <30 H

RAPS to Cold Remote Auto- Rec.oteBox 9.5 2 Globe 1" CIS Closed Closed Manual 0.oen matic Manual <10 E

*N8m CAPS Inlet Remote Auto- Remote*R Header 9.5 2 Globe 3" CIS Closed Closed Manual Open matic Manual <10 EG'
8@G RAPS to Recycle Remote Auto- RemoteArgon Vessel 9.5 2 Globe lh" CIS Closed Closed Manual Open matic Manual <10 E

47
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Figure 6.2-10 Containment Isolation Valve Configurations (See Table 6.2-5)
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7.4 INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS REQUIRED FOR SAFE SHUTDOWN

The Instrumentation and Control Systems necessary for safe shutdown
are those associated with monitoring of core criticality, decay heat removal
(SGAHRS portion), outlet steam isolation, and control room habitability.

Monitoring of core criticality is effected by the F1r Monitoring
System (Section 7.5.1). The control room habitability is cov. red in Chap-
ter 6. Thus, this section treats the control and instrumentation needs for
decay heat removal by the Steam Generator Auxiliary Heat Removal System

26l (SGAHRS) and outlet steam isolation by the Outlet Steam Isolation System
(OSIS); control and instrumentation for Direct Heat Renoval Service (DHRS)
is discussed in Section 7.6.

7.4.1 Steam Generator Auxiliary Heat Removal Instrumentation and Control
System

7.4.1.1 Design Description

7.4.1.1.1 Function

The SGAHRS (fluid system and mechanical components as described in
Section 5.6.1, and electrical components as described below) provides the

54| heat removal path and heat sink for the nuclear steam supply system
following upset, emergency, or faulted events which render the nonnal

) heat sink unavailable.

The SGAHRS Instrumentation and Control System in conjunction
54 with the PPS detects the need for, initiates, and controls the alternate

heat removal path when the normal heat sink is unavailable.
54|

7.4.1.1.2 Equipment Design

i The mechanical systa For which the SGAHRS I&C 1s provided is
briefly described below.

When actuated, the SGAHRS draws water from a Protected Water
Storage Tank and pumps it to each steam drum. Two supply lines are
provided for each steam drum. One line is supplied by two half-sized,
motor-driven feedwater pumps while the other is supplied by a full-sized,
turbine-driven p ap. Each supply line provides a flow control valve and
an isolation valve at the inlet to each steam drum. The isolation valves
are provided to isolate the auxiliary feedwater system from the steam
generator system during power operation and to provide leak isolation
during SGAHRS operation.

{ In addition, a Protected Air Cooled Condenser (PACC) supplied
with each steam drum is placed into operation. This system rejects heat,

'
54 to the atmosphere via convection. Saturated steam is supplied to the

|\-

Amend. 54 1

7.4-1 ftay 1980 |
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O
condenser from the steam drum and saturated water is returned. This steamand water loop is driven by natural circulation. Each PACC unit consists
of two tube bundles, two sets of louvers and two fans. The fans are used
to force air across the condenser tubes. Control of the air flow is
accomplished by a combination of fan blade pitch position control and
air inlet louver position control.

The arrangement of SGAHRS equipment is shawn in Figure 5.1-5
54 (escribed below: Instrumentation and controls are provided for the componentsSGAHRS P&ID).

d

Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Control - Upon receipt of the SGAHRSo

initiation signal, (see Section 7.4.1.1.3), the two motor driven
pumps are started, resulting in both pumps coming on line and
operating at constant speed. In addition, the isolation valves
in the steam supply lines from the steam drums to the turbine
driven pump are opened. At the turbine inlet a pressure regulating
valve reduces the steam supply pressure to the 1000 psig required
by the turbine drive. The turbine drive mechanism is equipped
with a governor to provide speed regulation. Each auxiliary
feedwater pump can also be actuated manually at the operator's58 discretion.

Auxiliary Feedwater Flow Control - The Auxiliary Feedwatero

Isolation Vaives are opened upon receipt of the SGAHRS
initiation signal. During SGAHRS operation, these valves
close automatically upon indication of a sodium / water reaction,
a high steam drum < vel, a steam drum pressure less than 200
psig, or AFW flow 9. eater than 150% of full flow for 5 sec.
This automatic closure occurs only in the affected loop. If

the valves are closed by a high drum level signal thcy will
reopen automatically when the drum level falls to tPe low drum
level trip point. The flow to the steam crum is controlled
with a control valve that is positioned by a single controller.
Manual control of the Auxiliary Feedwater Flow Control valves
is provided at the main control panel and at the local SGAHRS
panel.

o Protected Air Cooled Condenser Control - The Protected Air
Cooled Condcqser louvers are opened and the fans started upon
receipt of either a SCRAM or the SGAHRS initiation signal.
Air flow through the condenser is controlled by a combination
of fan blade pitch and inlet louver position. The fan blades
and inlet louvers are positioned by control'ers. Manual
control of the inlet louver position and fan blade pitch is
provided. Manual controls are also provided for the outlet

54 louvers and blower motors.

O;
Amend. 58 '

7.4-2 Nov. 1980
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Pressure Controlled Bypass Valve - To prevent overheating ofo

the Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps at reduced flow, each pump is
provided with a bypass line from the discharge back to the
Protected Water Storage Tank. The valve in the bypass line
is normally open upon initiation during pump startup. After
startup, the valve closes and then opens when pump discharge
pressure rises to 1970 psig and closes when the pressure drops
below 1820 psig,

Auxiliary Feedwater Isolation Valves and Pump Inlet Isolationo

Valves - The isolation valves in each of the supply lines to
the steam drums (AFW Isolation valves) are provided to insure
an uninterrupted supply of auxiliary feedwater to unaffected
loops following failures in a loop which would otherwise limit
the effectiveness of the auxiliary feedwater system. The
isolation valves at the pump inlets are provided to prevent
loss of water from the Protected Water Storage Tank (PWST)
in the event of a failure between these valves and the AFW
isolation valves and to allow switching suction from the PWST
to the condensate storage tank.

o Superheater and Steam Drum Vent Control Valves - These valves
are opened upon SGAHRS initiation and depressurize the steam

p drums to the valves respective setpoint levels. The superheater
( vent control valve setpoint is 1475 psig and the steem drum

vent control valve setpoint is 1550 psig. The valves function
to provide steam release during the venting period until the

54 PACC units can remove the heat load in a closed loop manner.

Amend. 58
7.4-2a Nov. 1980
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7.4.1.1.3 Initiating Circuits

The Reactor Shutdown System (see Section 7.2) provides redundant
54 48 primary and secondary initiation signals to SGAHRS to sequentially start

the three Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps and the three Protected Air Cooled
Condensers when either a low steam drum level ar high steam-to-feedwater

7- ~ 47 flow ratio occurs in any one of the three Steam Generator System (SGS)
x ) loop subsystems. In each subsystem, the three trip signals for low
'~

steam drum level and the three trip signals for high steam-to-feedwater
flow ratio are each isolated and input to redundant two out of three
logic networks. The outputs from the redundant logic networks are each
isolated within the SGAHRS divisional control system and combined in a

48 one-af-four logic to initiate SGAHRS. If two of three trip signals
occur in any subsystem, the SGAHRS is initiated. The sequence of decay
heat removal events is shown in Table 7.4-1. The scheme used for initiating
the SGAHRS is shown in Figure 7.4-1.

Since the automatic activation and control of auxiliary
feedwater flow is necessary to assure decay heat removal, provisions
are included in the design to assure that the automatic initiation
takes precedence. A s?.artup signal to the feedwater pumps overrides
a manual Control signal. Similarly, a signal to open the isolation
valves overrides a manual closure signal.

7.4.1.1.4 Bypasses and Interlocks

Bypasses are required on the steam to feedwater flow mis-
match and steam drum level subsystems to allow system reset and
reactor startup without initiating SGAHRS. These bypasses will be

48 implemented as described in the Reactor Shutdown System (Section 7.2).
Control interlocks associated with the operation of active components
have not been completely defined.

,,

( <

Amend. 58
Nov. 1980
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7.4.1.1.5 Redundancy / Diversity

The SGAHRS (fluid system and mechanical components) is de-
signed with suitable redundancy and diversity so that it can perform
its salety functions following a single failure of an active component
for anticipated, unlikely and extremely unlikely plant conditions.
The design of SGAHRS relating to these objectives is discussed in
Section 5.6.1.

Redundancy and diversity are also provided within the
initiating circuitry of the SGAHRS control system. As shown in

541 Figure 7.4-1, the system is actuated on two-out-of-three trip signals
from either low steam drum level, or high steam-to-feedwater flow ratio.

7.4.1.1.6 Actuated Devices

All automatic valves and motors in the SGAHRS are provided
with remote manual control capability, so that the entire system can
be operated from the control room or the remote shutdown panels.

54

All isolation valves within the SGAHRS utilize an electro-
hydraulic actuator. All isolation valves are designed to fail

54 to the position of greater safety upon loss of electrical power.

All required components of the SGAHRS instrumentation and
control system operate on a vital electrical bus.

7.4.1.1.7 Testabili ty

Instrumentation and controls for the SGAHRS are designed and
arranged to allow for complete testability during reactor power operation.
Bypassing of the actuated components (i.e., isolation valves and motors)
is not required during testing as operation of these components during
power operation poses no penalty on plant operation.

7.4.1.1.8 Separation

The SGAHRS instrumentation and control system, as part of
54| the Decay Heat Removal System, is designed to maintain required iso-

lation and separation between redundant channels (see Section 7.1.2.2).

1

7.4-4 Amend. 54
May 198D
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7.4.1.1.9 Operator Information

Indicators and alarms are provided to keep the plant operator
informed of the status of the SGAHRS. The following items are located

581 on _ the fiain Control Panel for operator information.

Analog Indication

o Protected Water Storage Tank Level
Protected Wa er Storage Tank Temperatureo

Auxiliary Feedwater Flow (each loop)o

Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Discharge Pressureo
o Drive Turbine Steam Inlet Pressure54 o Drive Turbine Speed

58] o PACC Outlet Air Temperature
PACC Outlet Water Flow and Temperatureo

PACC Inlet Louver Position
PACC Fan B1ade Pitch Position54 o

Indicating Lights

54| o PACC Outlet Louver Position
Position of all Isolation and Control Valveso

o Operating Status of all Motors
N. 48| c SGAHRS Initiation Logic Reset

Annunciators

Low Protected Water Storage Tank Levelo

low Low Protected Water Storage Tank Levelo
o High PWST Temperature

Simultaneous Opening or Closure of the AFW Pump Inlet Valve ando

the AFW Pump Alternate Inlet Valve
o Flow Limiting of AFW
o High AFW Supply Temperature

High/ Low Drive Turbine Speedo

High Drive Turbine Steam Inlet Pressureo

Drive Turbine Group Alarm (Bearing and Lube Oi, System)o

58| o AFW Pump Group Alarm (Bearing Temperature)
o High Motor Bearing Temperatures

54 o Transfer Switches on Local
48| o SGAHRS Initiation Logic Trip

Additional indicators and alarms are provided at the local instrumentation
and control panels. Most information is also available to the operator via
the Plant Data Handling and Display System (PDH&DS).

Amend. 587.4-5 Nov. 1980
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7.4.1.2 Design Analysis

To provide a high degree of assurance that the SGAHRS will
operate when necessary, and in time to provide adequate decay heat
removal, the power for the system is taken from energy sources of highreliability which aie readi?y available. As a safety related system,
the instrumentation and controls critical to SGAHRS operation are
subject to the safety criteria identified in Section 7.1.2.

Redundant monitoring and control equipment will be providedto ensure i t : single failure ,;ill not impair the capability of the
SGAHRS Insti,mestation and Control System to perform its intended safetyfunction. Ths system will be designed for fail safe operation and
control equipment where practical and will, in the esant of a failure,
assume a failed position consistent with its intended safety function.

Because there are three redundant decay heat removal loops,
the instrumentation and controls associated with each individualloop (e.
systems)g., auxiliary feedwater flow and air cooled condenser controldo not independently meet single failure criteria. However,
when taken collectively as a system, they provide the single failurecapability required.

7.4.2 Outlet Steam Isolation Instrumentation and Control System

7.4.2.1 Design Description

7.4.2.1.1 Function

The Outlet Steam Isolation Subsystem (OSIS) provides iso-
lation of steam system pipe breaks. Steam system isolation is a
necessary function for safe shutdown in those pipe break conditions

7.4-6 Amend. 54
May 1980
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SEQUENCE OF DECAY HEAT REMOVAL EVENTS FOR POSTULATED LOSS OF FEEDWATER

Time From

Previctis )
Controlled Controlling

Eventi1 Auto / Manual Pa rameter
__

SionalEvent

Scram Reactor & Trip Turbine. O Sec. A Initiate SGAHRS & Plant Shut Down System
Initiate Opening of AFW Isolation OSIS High Steam to Feed

5 81 Valves, SGAHRS Vent Control Flow Ratio or Low Drum Level
Valves, AFW Turbine Drive Steam
Supply Tso;ation Valves, and
Drive Turvine Pressure Contro!
Valve. Start AFW Pump Motors.
Initiate Start of Air Cooled
Condensers.

.

Steam Generato- Relief 1 Sec. A SG System Pressure High Steam SystemValves Open.(2) System
Pressure

AFW Drive Turbine Steam 2 Sec. A -------------------
N Supply Isolation Valve Full Open ---------- -------------

?
"'

Electric Motor Driven AFW 7 Sec. A ------------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Pumps Attain Rated Head

AFW Control Valves Regulate ---- A AFW Flow Steam Drum Level
FW Flow

Vent Control Valves Rbgulate ---- A Steam Venting Steam Drum PressureSteam Drum Pressure

Turbine-Driven AFW Pump Attains 17 Sec. A Pump Speed Pump SpeedRated Head=
E

1 Stop 2 of 3 AFW Pumps. (3) Optional M - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - -

G'
$$ Vent Control Valves Close ml Hr. A Steam Venting SG System Pressureand PACCs assume complete

54 heat load

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ - -
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TABLE 7.4-1 (Contirued)

Tine From
Previous Controlled ControllingEvent
E v e n t_( l.L _ A u t_o/Ma_n u a l. . _ . . _ _ _Pa ra re_t e r..__ _ _._._5jsnal

PACC Fans and Louvers Stabilize A Air Cooled Condenser Steam Drum Pressure
---------

PACC heat rejection rate Heat Dejection
Stop AFW Pump Optional M ------------------- -------------------

Decrease Steam Drum Pressure Optional M -------------------Setpoint for PACC -------------------

Plant Reaches Isothermal Con- A--------
-------------------

ditions Corresponding to PACC -------------------
,

'

Setpoint

.g.'
'

<

.

5

(1) For loss of off-site power event startup of AFW pumps initiated 20 sec. af ter loss of power.

(2) The SG System Relief Valves are open only a short time (<15 sec. ) du+ to their high setpoint. As the
system pressure falls, these valves will close first and the syster pressure will be controlled by
the SGAHRS Vent Control Valves only.

'

S4
(3) Redundant pumps stopped when one motor-driven pump can assune the entire AFW flow requireinent.

,
'

UTwm
*

8'
om

b

O O O
.
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(v)
( 2) Overflow vessel sodium level

* ( 3) Reactor overflow sodium inlet temperature

( 4) EVST sodiun pump control signal (each pump)

(5) EVST .4aK pump control signal (each pump)

46 (6) Primary makeup pump control signal (each pump)
50

The following EVST cooling and DHRS process variables are moni-
tored using a single sensor and redundant cabling and panels.

(1) EVST sodium flowrate (each loop)

(2) EVST NaK flowrate (each loop)

(3) Primary overflow makup sodium flowrate (each pump outlet)

46| (4) EVST airblast heat exchanger fan speed setting (each loop)

(5) EVST NaK expansion tank level (each loop)

(6) EVST sodium inlet temperature (each loop)
'

(7) EVST sodium and NaK remotely operated valve position"'

indicators (each loop)

(8) EVST airblast heat exchanger damper position indicator
(eachloop)

(9) DHRS heat exchanger bypass valve position indicator

46| (10) DHRS NaK expansion tank level

C. Annunciation and Data Handling

The following EVST cooling and DHRS process variables are con-
nected to the plant annunciator system to alert the plant operator of
off-normal conditions:

(1) Low sodium and NaK pump gas cooling flow rate (each pump)

46 (2) High EVST sodium, EVST NaK and primary makeup pump stator
temperatures (each loop)

26
|
!

O
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(3) Low EVST sedium, ENST NaK and primary makeup flowrate (each
pump loop)

(4) High and low EVST sodium inlet temperature (each loop)

(5) High and low EVST NaK expansion tank level (each loop)

(6) Hgih and low EVST sodium level

(7) High and low EVST sodium temperature

(8) Low sodium valve temperatures

(9) High and low DHRS expansion tank level

46 Key process variables that are connected to annunicators are also
connected to the plant data handling and display system.

D. Other Features

Remotely operated valves in EVST cooling and DHRS circuits in-

46| c rp rate either " fail safe" or " fail in place" features and are provided
with direct manual (reach rods on sodium valves' override capab11t+v
in event of I&C or gas supply failures. DHRS valves are provided witr. accu-
mulators to provide 1/2 hour startup capability for a period of 10 hours after

58 'e gas supply is lost.

Type IE power is supplied to the equipment and instrumentation
required to provide the safety related functions of EVST cooling and
DHRS as shown in Figure 7.6-13. This assures independence of off-site
power.

_

.

Functional testing of all portion of DHRS that are not used
during the course of normal operations will be tested on an annual basis
during reactor refueling.

Equipment required to provide power to EVST and DHRS pumps,
airblast heat exchangers and the monitoring instrumentation in the control
panels shall be designed and tested to Seismic Category I requirements.

7.6.3.1.4 Initiating Circuits

Reactor decay heat removal through DHRS is initiated from the
Control Room panel as described in Sections 9.1.3 and 9.3.2.

7.6.3.1.5 Bypass and Interlocks

When the DHRS is activated, automatic control of-the EVST air-
blast heat exchangers is bypassed so that control of the complete system
is manual. All valves in this circuit are also operated on a direct or

26 remote manual basis. The flow in the primary sodium overflow makeup

9Amend. 58 1
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7.7 7.7 INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS NOT REQUIRED FOR SAFETY

The Plant Control System and other auxiliary instrumentation and
control systems are not safety related since these systems are not required
to terminate or mitigate the consequences of postulated events to prevent;

' unacceptable consequences nor will failure of ',hese systems affect the
operation or ability of the Plant Prote %,5 System to terminate the . )results of the PPS design basis events. The Plant Control System, which
provides overall control and coordination of the Reactor, Heat Transport,
Nuclear Island Auxiliary and Balance of Plant Systems for all normal plant
operating modes is described in Section 7.7 as are other auxiliary instru-
mentation and control systems. The Instrumentation and Control Systems
not required for safety include:

e Supervisory Control System

o Reactor Control System

Primary & Secondary CRDM (Control Rod Drive Mechanism) Con-o
troller Systems,

e Rod Position Indication System

o Sodium Flow Control System

o Steam Generator Feedwater Flow Control System

o Feedwater Pump Speed Control System

o Recirculation FSw Control System

e Sodium Dump Tank Pressure Control System

o Fuel Handling and Storage Control System

o Nuclear Island Auxiliary Instrumentation and Control Systems

e B0P Instrumentation and Control Systems

7.7.1 Plant Control System Descrip# ionn

The Plant Control System integrates the manual and automatic controls
provided to maintain the plant at the desired power, temperature, pressure, and
flow conditions for startup, load changing, rated power, standby, and shutdown
conditions. The Plant Control System equipment includes: the control hard-
ware for the Supervisory, Reactor, Sodium Flow, and Feedwater Control Loops;
the Control Rod Drive Mechanism electrical and electronic processors; the Rod
Position Indication and Display; and the inter-system interlocks and pennis-
sives. Automatic control of the power, sodium and steam temperatures,
steam pressure, sodium flows, steam and water flows is provided for, load
changing and power operation above 40% thermal power. Below 40% thermal
power the plant is controlled either manually or by flux control by the

s operator. Flux control refers to controller adjustment of control rod bank
r.osition activated by operator setting of the flux / power level. The

42 automatic control includes-

Amend. 42

7,7_1 Nov. 1977
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two modes: reactor follow mode in which the plant is operated based on a reac-
tor power level established by the plant operators; and load follow mode in
which the plant responds to the load demand from the operator or the utility
Automatic Load Dispatch System. The automatic control system maintains the
temperatures, flows, and pressures according to a specified plant load profile
shown in Figures 5.7-1 and 5.7-2.

The Plant Control System accomplishes the functions described above
using a two level feedback control system. The Supervisory Control (top level)
uses the load demand signal or the plant operator determined reactor power signal as
input . From this input, the core exit and steam temperature, power, flow, and steam

58 pressure setpoints are established electronically according to the part load prcfile.
These setpoints are the inputs for the Reactor and Sodium Flow Controllers
(second level) which maneuver the control rods or sodium pump drives to
attain the desired plant conditions. The Steam Generator Control Systern which
includes the feedwater flow ar.d feedwater pump controls is also a second level
controller but does not require an input from the Supervisory Control System.
Figure 7.7-1 is a functional block diagram of this two level control system.
Included on the diagram are the Supervisory, Reactor, Primary and Interme-
diate Flow, and Steam Generator Controls which are described in detail below.

7.7.1.1 Supervisory Control System

A block diagram of the Supervisory Control System is show in Figure
7.7-2. The Supervisory Controller uses steam temperature, steam pi,;sure,
steam flow, and load demand as input variabies. The load programmer generates
feed forward demand signals for the Reactor, Primary Flow and Intermediate
Flow Controllers based on superheater exit steam flow. In addition, the Super-

g visory Control System contains trim controllers on steam temperature and steam
pressure.

A feed forward Reactor Temperature Demand signal is produced by a
temperature demand program function of plant load. This programmed temperature
demand is then added to the controller output temperature trim demand at the
input summer to the Reactor Temperature Controller.

A feed forward Intermediate Flow Demand signal is produced by a flow
demand program function of plant load. This program flow demand is then added
to the controller output flow trim demand to obtain the net intermediate flow
demand for use by all three Intermediate Flow Controllers.

A primary flow demand signal is generated by a program function
44 of plant load and supplied to each Primary Flow Controller.

The Flow Trim Controller provides the operator the capability
from the main control- panel of adjusting the HTS sodium flows. This con-
troller adds any operator trim signals to the feedforward demands to obtain
net demand signals for the primary and intermediate flow controllers.

47

The Steam Temperature Controller operates on the steam temperature error
signal and provides a dynamic compensated temperature trim demand to the Reactor
Temperature Controller. The error signal is obtained by the algebraic sum of
the steam temperature setpoint and the feedback measured steam temperature signal
from the inlet to the Turbine Control Valve. The steam temperature setpoint at

58 part load is the steam temperature profile shown in Figure 5.7-1.

Amend. 58
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The Steam Pressure Controller operates on the steam pressure error
signal and provides a dynamic compensated flow trim demand to the Intennediatepd Loop Flow Controllers. The error signal is obtained by the algebraic sum of4

the steam pressure setpoint and the feedback measured steam pressure signal
58 from the inlet to the Turbine Control Valve.

In addition, the supervisory control provides demand signals to the
Turbine Control System.

7.7.1.2 Reactor Control System

A block diagram of the Reactor Control System is shown in Fig-
ure 7.7-3. The Reactor Controller uses a weighted core outlet temperature.
outer loop and an inner loop based on neutron flux to control the reactor
outlet temperature by maneuvering the control rods. Multiple sensor inputs
are used to assure control reliability. Rod Withdrawal Blocks based on high
flux to flow ratio and high flux are provided. The temperature setpoint is
generated either manually or by the Supervisory Controller.

The Reactor Control System positions the control rods to reach the
desired reactor thermal power and outlet temperature. The Inner Loop Flux Con-

58| trol, as part of the Reactor Control System, uses the Median Select
Circuitry output as the feedback signal. The inputs to this circuit are three
filtered and buffered power range flux signals. The feedback signal is then
sent to a difference amplifier which, along with the power demand, generates
the error signal for the Flux Control Compensation Network. The output of the
compensation network is then sent to the Power Dead Zone and Saturation Circuit.

h This circuit sets up the region of "no centrol" and also the upper and lower
d limits of the control vi rates. Finally, the signal is divided into an

anclog magnitude signo 2nd a digital direction signal for use as demands to
the Control Rod Drive Mechanism Controller.

In the Outer Loop Temperature Control, thirt|
couples are used to generate the feedback signal (see'y core exit thermo-581 42| Section 7.5.3). The
thermocouple outputs are first individually filtered and then processed through

47| an averaging and reject circuit. The feedback is compared with the temperature

42| demand through a difference amplifier to generate the error signal.
It is

then sent to the Temperature Dead Zone Circuit followed by the Temperature
Control Compensation Network. If the TEMP / FLUX Mode Switch is in the Tempera-
ture Mode, the signal beccmes the power demand after going through the High
Flux Limit Circuit. If the Mode Switch is in the Flux Mode, then the power

demand is set by a manually adjusted potentiometer on the control panel.
The High Flux Limit will keep the power demand below some preset limit. The
AUT0/ MAN hude Switch is used to select the temperature demand from either
the Supervisory Controller or a manually adjusted potentiometer on the control
panel.

Amend. 58
A)( Nov. 1980
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During plant startup, af ter criticality and hot standby conditions are
reached, the operator may bring the reactor to 40% power by using either the Flux
Control System or the Manual Rod Bank Control. Both Systems provide the capability
to start the reactor up even in the presence of a limited positive bowing coeffi-
cient.

The Flux Control System is described above and shown in Figure 7.7-3;
here, the operator can change power by adjusting the controller set-point. The
Manual Rod Bank Control System interfaces with the Flux Control at the input to
the magnitude and direction circuits shown in Figure 7.7-3. In this mode the
operator will move the rods up or down in a bank just as the Flux Control Systen.
does but at a much smaller rate. The operator will use panel meter displays or

42 the data handling system as feedback.

O
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initiates a transient requiring Protection System action and could con-n
)( currently degrade the performance of one shutdown system. The consequences

of this potential failure will be mitigated by diverse instrumentation in the
second Reactor Shutdown System which, being independent, is unaffected by thesensor failures.

Postulated failures for the Plant Control System, their actua3rs, and
sensors and the features included to mitigate results of these failures
are described below.

7.7.2.1 Supervisory Control System

The function of the Supervisory Control System shown in Figure 7.7.2,
is to relate the plant load demand to the second level (subloop) control
system demands and to provide trim of the subloop controls to achieve the
desired temperature or pressure operating conditions. Failures of this control
system could result in either a combination of misdirected subloop control
system demands, or a consistent, but erroneous, set of subloop control systemdemands.

The first case may be
(e.g., one or more programmers, caused by a failure of at least one sectionone or more sensors, etc.) of the supervi-
sory control. This will result in some of the subloop controllers beinn
directed away from their desired profiles, while others would be controlling
normally. An obvious result of this failure mode is a mismatch of some key
plant variables. For instance, if the intermediate flow of a single HTS
loop is at its desired flow and the primary flow is directed otherwise, the
intermediate flow to primary flow ratio would be incorrect. The Dlant Pro-v

tection System would then trip the plant based on this erroneous ratio. In
general, failures of this type, would result in activation of those Plant Pro-
tection subsystems which are based upon a ratio or mismatch of plant variables.

In the second type of failure mode, it is assumed that all plant
variables are maneuvered in such a way that no mismatch occurs but that the
general direction or rate of the control demands are wrong. This would result
from a misinterpretation of the plant load demand or a gross failure of the
entire Supervisory Control System. In general, those Plant Protection sub-
systems based on single variables (i.e. , high flux, flux-delayed flux) would
be activated under these conditions.

The Supervisory Control design uses multiple sensors and average /
reject, auctioneer, or medial select circuitry to minimize the possibility
that single sensor failure will result in inappropriate control system action.
Failures in the electronic controllers can only affect the plant at the rate
of change of the actuators (pump drives, control rod drive mechanisms, etc.).
As shown in Chapter 15, the Plant Protection System acceptably terminates
the results of all incidents involving incorrect actuator response. There-
fore, the Supervisory Control System is inherently incapable of initiating a
transient which is more severe than the PPS design basis.

O
7.7-17
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7.7.2.2. Reactor Coatrol System

The Reactor Control System shown in Figure 7.7-3 contains an Outer
Core Exit Temperature Controller with an inner loop based on flux feedback.
Failure in this system could result in erroneous movement of the control rods.
This could result from failure in the sensors or feedback signal conditioning
(i.e. , flux or temperature), failures in the controller electronics, or a
failure in the CRDM controller. The Reactor Control System has redundant
sensors and average / reject or nedian select circuitry to prevent single
sensor failures from initiating reactivity transients. Even though it is hinhly in-

581 probable, simultaneous multiple failures in PPS compensated ionization chamber in-
strumentation could cause the loss of flux instrumentation channels in both the Plant
Protection and Control Systems, the consequences of this potential failure will
be mitigated by diverse fission chamber instrumentation in the secondary reac-
tor shutdown system. Rod Withdrawal Block Cire.itry is provided which is
independent of the normal control to prevent control electronic failures from
causing reactor trip. Withdrawal blocks are initiated for both high power and
power-to-flow ra tio. These withdrawal blocks operate directly on the Control
Rod Drive Mechanism Controllers to stop outward rod motion of all primary rods.
The Control Rod Drive Mechanism Controller and Rod Sequencer include over-
speed detector and block circuitry to provide assured limitation of rod with-
drawal speed even if reactor control failures and failures of the rod block
or overspeed circuitry are postulated. The PPS acceptably terminates the
results as shown in Chapter 15.

It is also considered that a failure of the Reactor Control System
could result in improper banking of the control rods which is not severe
enough to require a plant power reduction. Under these conditions the reactor
operator would have to readjust the out of bank rods manually. To aid the
operation, the main control board is equipped with rod position indications
for each rod and also an alarm if the rods deviate from the proper bankingrequirements.

7.7.2.3 Sodium Flow Control System _

A block diagram of the Sodium Flow Control System is given in
Figure 7.7-7 which is typical of the six HTS flow loops. The controller con-
tains an outer flow loop with an inner loop based on pump speed. A failure
of any of the six flow controllers would result in improper pump speed and,
consequently, undesired sodium flow. Power to flow or primary to inter-
mediate flow mismatch would occur resulting in a plant trip. Even though it is
highly improbable, multiple failures in PPS flow instrumentation could cause the
loss of flow instrumentation channels such that the secondary RRS fails to trip;
the consequences of this potential failure to initiate' control systein action which

58 requires Protection System action will be mitigated by the primary reactor shutdown
system. Pump speed instrumentation; this is independent of the flow instrumentation
and is, therefore, not affected by these failures.

O
|

|
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TABLE 8.3-1A

iESEL GENERATOR LOAD LIST (CONTINUED)

5100f tKl DUltAll0N APPtICADif CutlDj il0NS Of 6PfHATION
hAME PtAlf )W 0F 0F ~l19 St.Alfid'- f4 hts ~ ~1HsfC10AD D[$CRIPiloft IIP (Ill) OPlHAlluti OPERATION (k9) -(W)- UWI "(rWT

SWGR A/C UNIT "A" (SUPPLY FAN) 25 16.7 1 min Continuous 16.7 16.7 16.7 16.7
SWGR RETURN FAN "A" 7.5 4.6 1 min Continuous 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6
SG LOOP #1 SUPPLY FAN 200 111.9 1 min Continuous 111.9 111.9 111.9 -

SG LOOP #1 SUPPLY FAN 200 111 9 1 min Back up to - - - -

25AGA241A

SG LOOP #3 SUPPLY FAN 200 124.3 1 min Continuous 124.3 124.3 124.3 -

w SG LOOP #3 SUPPLY FAN 200 124.3 I min Back up to -E
cn 25AGA243A

- - -

SGB-18 SUPPLY FAN 40 29.7 1 min Continuous 29.7 29.7 29.7 29.7
SGB-!B SUPPLY FAN 40 29.7 1 min Back up to - - - -

25AGA249A

SG LOOP #1 EXH. FAN 40 30.5 1 min Continuous 30.5 30.5 30.5 -

SG LOOP 41 EXH. FAN 40 30.5 1 min Back up to - - - -

25AGA261A

SG Lit)P #3 EXH. FAN 60 42.4 1 min Continuous 42.4 42.4 42.4 -53
SG LOOP #3 EXH. FAN 60 42.4 1 min Back up to - - -

25AGA263A

S$
?8
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TABLE 8.3-1A

DIEi ' GENERATOR LOAD LIST (CONTINUED)

5f0UENLt DuttAll0N APPilCAUlf CONDillONS Of OPfRAll0N
NAME PtAll eW Of Of -~~l1T~~SCAlls5 DilR$'~lHis

10All DESCRIPIl0N llP (IN) OP[RAll0N OPERATION (kW) "W IkN) "O W)

SGB-IB EXH. FAN 20 11.9 1 min Continuous 11.9 11.9 11.9 11.9

SGB-1B EXH. FAN 20 11.9 1 min Back up to - - - -

25AGA267A

ABHX CELL UNIT COOLER 7.5 4.4 1 min Continuous 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.4
g

PRIMARY SODIUM MAKEUP PUMP A 70 63 1 min Continuous - IB 63 -

58 [Vhi NaK PUMP A 130 117 1 min Continuous - 77 117 -*

EVST NoK PUMP A BLOWER 15 12.5 1 min Continuous - 12.5 12.5 -

EVST AIR BLAST HEAT EXCHANGER A 125 112.5 I min Continuous - 63 112.5 -

53 TOTAL LOAD FOR 10 SEC THRU 1 HIN BLOCKS 2371 2545 1711 544

5N
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TABLE 8.3-1A

DIESEL GENERATOR LOAD LIST (C0flTINUED)

- - _ . _ _ __ _ . , _ . . _ . . . . . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . . . _ _ . . _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _

siljuttiLE I)uRA110N AI Pi lCAltl E CONulil0NS OF Ol'fRAll0N
NAMI PIAll ru Of 0F ~ ~~ljF SC3J015 Dlifts 1Hsidi~

10AD DESCRIPil0N llP (IN) OPER All0N OPERATION (iQ) ~ {W}~ '(W) 'Ilifil

EMERGENCY CHILLED WATER PtNP 100 78 3 min Continuous 78 78 78 78

_ _ .._ _ ____. _ . _ . . . _ . . . - - - - . . - - - . - - - - -

TOTAL LOAD FOR 10 SEC THRU 3 MIN BLOCKS Continuous 2449 2623 1789 622

co
*

1

8|

EMERGENCY CHILLER 850 601 4 min Continuous 601 601 601 601

53 TOTAL LOAD FOR 10 SEC THRU 4 MJN BLOLKS Continuous 3050 3224 2390 1223

S$'
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TABLE 8.3-1A

DIESEL GENERATOR LOAli OST (CONTINUED)

5Equ!NCE DilRAT10N APPI IC Ali! E CONDITlONS Of OPERAll0N
NAML PtATE FW Of Of '- IlT--~$P.AllR$ ~~ ~ Nih5 - ~ ^ T His

LOAD DESCRIPTION llP (IN) OPERAll0N DPERATION (kW) -{MT)- lill{ ~'(6 9)

EMERG. CHILLER ROOM UNIT COOLER 0.75 .5 5 min Continuous .5 .5 .5 .5

FAN MOIOR 100 55 5 min Continuous 55 55 55 55

FAN MOTOR 60 35 5 min Continuous 35 35 35 35

03

h SE| EV5T SODIUM PUMP A 70 63 5 min Continuous - 63 63 -

$
TOTAL LOAD FOR 10 SEC THRU S MIN BLOCKS Continuous 3140 3377 2544 1313

STARTING AIR COMPRESSOR 10 8.7 30 min Inter. 8.7 8.7 8.7 -

(u.anual )
STARTING AIR COMPRESSOR 10 8.3 30 min Back up to - - - -

("""ua l ) 12NIA001A
53
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<g.
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TABLE 8.3-1B

DIESEL GENERATOR LOAD LIST (CONTINUED)

| Sil)tillKI InlitAll0N Alt! IC Alli t. CONiall!ONS OF OPillAll0N
NAHL PlAII FW Of 0F ~~lf SfdllR$' Idllt$ 7 )46 W

10All DESCRIPIl0N I!P (IN) OPillAIION OPil4All0N (EU) IlWF liVI ~fiWT

SWGR A/C UNIT "B" (SUPPLI FAN) 25 15.7 1 min Continuous 16.7 16.7 16./ 16.7

SWGR RETURN FAN "B" 7.5 4.9 1 min Continuous 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9

SG LOOP #2 SUPPt.Y FAN 200 87.9 I min Continuous 87.9 87.9 87.9 -

SG LPDP #2 SUPPLY FAN 200 87.9 1 min Back up to - - - -

HAGA242A

P SGB-!B SUPPLY FAN 15 46.4 1 min Continuous 46.4 46.4 46.4 46.4
w
/n SGB-1B SUPPLY FAN 75 46.4 1 min Back up to - - - -

" o 25AGA244A

SG LOOP #2 EXH. FAN 40 28.1 1 min Continuous 28.1 28.1 28.1 -

SG LOOP #2 EXH. FAN 40 28.1 1 min Back up to - - - -

25AGA262A

SGB-IB EXH. FAN 30 18.7 1 min Continuous 18.7 18.7 18.7 18.7

SGB-1B EXH. FAN 30 18.7 1 min Back up to - - - -

53 25AGA264A

8E
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TABLE 8.3-1B

DIESEL GENERATOR LOAD LIST (C0iCINUED)

- . . . . - . - _ . - - . . - -
- - . . -- - . - - - - - - - - - - - -

-- - -

Sl ytI[litt (MiltAllON Al'111C Aut f tuttill f lONS Of HPf RAll(W8
NAMI 11 AIL tu Gi Uf ~llf'ifElR$ IOLS' ~ ~ll6fd'

10AD l>LSCRIPIl0N lie (IN) Ol'[ R Allidt 0111 TAT 10N (I'9) ~(IM)- liWI (I'W3

ABHX CELL UNIT COOLER 1.5 4.4 1 min Continuous 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.4

PRIMARY SODIUM MAKEUP PUMP B 70 63 1 min Continuous - 18 63 -

EVST NaK PUMP B 130 117 1 min Continuous - 77 117 -

EVST NaK PUMP B BLOWER 15 12.5 1 min Continuous - 12.5 7'4 -

EVST AIR BLAST HEAT EXCHANGER 8 125 112.5 1 min Continuous - 63 112.5 -

P
- - - - . -. - . . _ . _ . . _ _ . -c,.a

53 Cor.tinuous 2198 2371 1537 567
g TOTAL LOAD TOR 10 SEC THRU 1 MIN BLOCKS

hN
5a
2

$$

0 0 0
- -- - - - -
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TABLE 8.3-1B

DIESEL GENERATOR LOAD LIST (CONTINUED)

Si sjtlille l I;tutAIInti Alti lf Atill U m illaris (4 IWikAllent
it/JU l . J.e s DH ni 111~ '''! C ~SMllit F - '14Ht5 ~ ' Mu'idt '

iOAls lit sLRirlitW1 Ill* (th) til't it Al loil (d'i RAl l0N (LW) ~ ( MJ) - (t'W) ~ '(l W ]
~

EMERGENCY CHILLED WATER PlNP 100 Ju 3 min Continuous 78 78 78~

ACS ISOLATION VALVES (3 Valves Each 1/2 hp) 1.5 1.2 3 min Int ermi t t.ent 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2

ACS ISOLATION VALVES (3 Valves Each 1/2 hp) 1.5 1.2 3 min Backup to - - - -

41CSM061A

* TOTAL LOAD FOR 10 SEC THRU 3 MIN BLOCKS Continuous 2277 2450 1616 646
.

Y
cn
TV

ACS CONTROL POWER .3 4 min Intermittent .3 .3 .3 .3

ACS CONTROL POWER .3 4 min Backup to - - - -

411CB013GA

FHC SECONDARY COOLANT PtNP A 15 10 4 min Continuous 10 10 10 10

THC SECONDARY COOLANT PlNP b 15 13 4 min Continuous 10 10 10 10

EMERGENCY CHILLER 850 601 4 min Continuous 601 601 601 601

53 TOTAL LOAD FOR 10 SEC THRU 4 HIN BLOCKS Continuous 2893 3071 2237 1267

S$
?e
2

! $10

;



TABLE 8.3-1B

DIESEL GENERATOR LOAD LIST (CONTINUED)

. .. . _. ... - .-----. . . . .
- - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- ---

S':|t418 I inlit Ai 1014 tri'l |I Ahl I (Utdt!IltW45 Di id'l 4( A I iWI

flAlli l'8 All 6H 03 Ill ~ IIV ' ~ ' 'UaAlIl!I ' ^^ IEIII5 ^ IIItid'
~

10AD lil5(Itll'IllW4 1 84* (Ill) On litAllidi (H litAll0N (iW) '(611)' (IN) 'IfW)
., ._ . . . . _ . . _ _ _ . . . . _ _ - - . . . . -

EMERG. CHILLER ROOM UNIT COOLER 0.<5 0.b 5 min (cntinuous 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

FAN MOTOR 60 36 5 min Continuous 36 36 36 36

F'44 MOTOR 60 38 5 min Continuous 38 38 38 33

00
FHC ARGON COOLING BLOWER 50 41 5 min 41 41 41 41*

w

FHC ARGON COOLING BLOWER 50 41 5 min Backup to - - - .

415CM058A

58| EYST SODIUM PUMP S 70 63 5 min continuous - 63 63 -

TOTAL LOAD FOR 10 SEC THRU $ MIN BLOCKS Continuous 3014 3250 2416 1383

STARTING AIR COMPRESSOR 10 h./ 30 min Inter. 8.7 8.7 8.7 -

(sunua l)

STARilNG AIR COMPRESSOR 10 8.7 30 min Back up to - - - -

(nunua l) 12NIA0018

REFUEL C M CENH R A/C UNIT 3 2.1 30 min Continuous 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1
53=N (manual)o

$$
- ."
@

O

O O O
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9.3 AUXILIARY LIQUID METAL SYSTEM

The Auxiliary Liquid Metal System is made up of five subsystems.
The events considered as design basis accidents are described in Chapter
15 and other concents on safety of individual subsystems are contained
in the discussion of those subsystems.

The subsystems comprising the Auxiliary Liquid Metal System are:

Figure No.

Sodium and NaK Receiving 9.3-1
Primary Sodium Storage and Processing 9.3-2
EVS Processing 9.3-3
Primary Cold Trap NaK Cooling 9.3-4
Intermediate Sodium Processing 9.3-5
All components of the Auxiliary Liquid Metal System are design-

ed for sodium service. Except as noted, the pressure boundary material
for all components is Type 304 austenitic stainless steel, conforming to
ASME Code requirements, and with the supplemental requirements of RDT E
15-2T imposed for components which are either designea as ASME Section
III, Class 1 components or are designed for high temperature (8000F)
service. The only exceptions to the use of 304 stainless are (a) the

p sodium overflow line, between the reactor and overflow vessel, which !s
Q type 316 stainless, and (b) the primary sodium stnrage vessels, the

EVS NaK storage vessel and the crystallizers of the EVS and IHTS sodium
58 cold traps, which are carbon steel. These items are in the Primary Sodiun.15

gStorage and Processing Subsystem and the EVS Processina Subs.ystem.

41| The active pumps and valves are listed in Table 9.3-6. The
pumps and valves must be operable during and after design basis events,
such as a Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE).

40

After completion of fabrication of each of the carbon steel
vessels, the interior is abrasively cleaned. This is followed by brushing
or grinding to remove any imbedded material. Additionally, all surfaces
are cleaned with a suitable solvent to remove any remaining particulate
ma terial . The tank is then inspected for cleanliness. Finally, the
interior of the tank is purged with dry inert gas (argon or nitrogen).
The vessel is maintained under inert gas at a positive pressure during
the period prior to installation.

Austenitic stainless ste61 has been selected as the principal
material of construction for sodium components because of its

| extensive past use, and successful experience, in liquid metal service.
Carbon steel is selected for the primary storage vessels and the EVST

46 Nak for economic reasons and is a suitable material due to the low
temperature operating conditions and the fact that the vessels serve

,

a standby purpose only and are not part of the active, flowing, sodium 15 |or Nak systems during normal plant operations.

9.3-1 Amend. 58
Nov. 1980
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9.3.1 Sodium and HaK Receiving System

9.3.1.1 Design Basis

This system provides the capability to receive and melt fresh,
solidified sodium, delivered to the site in tank cars or drums, and
transfer the sodium to primary and intermediate storage vessels. System
capacity is based on meltout and drain of an 80,000-lb capacity tank
car in 16 hours.

The system receives and transfers to storage all NaK used in the

All fresh sodium and NaK will be filtered prior to storage. Compo-
nents used for sodium transfer will not be used for NaK transfer. The system
also provides the capability to remove sodium and NaK from plant systems tir
off-site disposal.

9.3.1.2 Design _ Description

This system t Asists of a tank car oil heating station for meltout of
sodium tank cars, a clmn shell heater for melting drums of sodium, transfer
piping and valves, and filters for cleanup of fresh sodium or NaK. The piping
and filters for the NaK are on a portable rig, and independent of the sodium
system. Both systems are shown on Figure 9.3-1. Trensfer of sodium and NaK
to system storage vessels is by gravity flow.

9.3.1.3 Design Evaluation

The Sodium and NaK Receiving System components are designed to
accepted industrial and nuclear standards to insure structural integrity andoperational reliability. The components, applicable design code and class,
plus their seismic category are listed in Table 9.3-1.

O
9.3-la Amend. 40

July 1977
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The system is monitored for external leaks of liquid metal by
leak detection devices.

This system for handling the incoming fresh sodium and NaK does
not present any radiological hazards, nor is it involved in any way with
reactor safety. Portable sodium carbonate fire extinguishers and person-
nel protective equipment is provided by the Sodium Fire Protection System
for protection against potential sodium or NaK fires that can occur during,

loading and unloading operations. The cells containing system storage
vessels are equipped with permanently installed fire protection equipment

2as described in Section 9.13.2.

9.3.1.4 Tests a d Ir.5pection,

Prior to use, leak checks will be made and instrumentation and
p eheat capability will be checked according to specific procedures. The
s estem filters will be tested to assure that no blockage exists.

9.3.1.5 Instrumentation Requirements

Instrumentation and controls (I&C) are provided for operation,
performance evaluation and diagnosis of the Sodium and NaK Receiving
System. These functions are required for off-normal, as well as for the
full range of normal operation. Details of the I&C for the Na and NaK
receiving rystem are shown in Figure 9.3-1.

58|46| Temperatures and the tank car sodium level are measured to monitor system
status during operation. Leak detection sensors are strategically located to
alert the operator of a break in the system in order that correction action '

may be taken. Table 9.3-4 indicates planned location of leak detection sensors.

No automatic control instrumentation is required for this sub-
system as all operations are manual. This subsystem is non-nuclear and
operated at peak temperatures of S400 F. Therefore, commercial grade in-
strumentation is adequate to monitor subsystem performance. After initial
transfer of sodium and NaK into the plant, the system will be inactive at#

ambient temperature except during actual transfer operations. I

9.3.2 Primary Na Storage and Processing

9.3.2.1 Design Basis

This system provides primary sodium purification (cold trapping),
provides storage for the sodium used in the reactor vessel, the PHTS loops,
and the EVST, mitigates the change in reactor vessel sodium level and accom-
modates thermal expansion and contraction of primary sodium. This system,
working in conjunction with the EVS Sodium Processing System, also provides
a means of removing reactor decay heat in the event of loss of all the steam
generators.

-

Amend. 58
'

9.3-2 N v. 1980
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b. Primary sodium storage - provide on-site storage capacity suffi-
cient to permit anticipated maintenance on plant systems. Total
storage capacity is provided to permit complete drainage of the
reactor vessel and loop piping to the first h.gh point. This
capacity will accommodate the above, the 3 PHTS Loops or the
EVST, but not simultaneously.

Reactor level control - provide the capability during all plantc.
operating conditions to maintain the reactor vessel sodium level

47 below the reactor head reflector plate.

d. ' Primary sodium expansion - accommodate thermal expansion of pri-
mary sodium from 400 F to PHTS structural design temperatures of
1015 F hot leg and 765 F cold leg.

Reactor decay heat removal - system sizing is based one.
limiting the average bulk primary sodium temperature to
approximately 1140 F when the DHRS is initiated one-half
hour af ter reactor shutdown, with all primary pump pony
motors operational. With UHRS initiated twenty-four
hours after reactor shutd 'in, system size will maintain the
average bulk primary sodium temperature below 9000F, with

26 one primary pump pony motor operating.

9.3.2.2 Design Descr_iption

The Primary Sodium Storage and Processing System consists of the
following components:

Primary Sodium Overflow Vessela.

b. Primary Sodium Makeup Pumps (2)

c. In-Containment Primary Sodium Storage vessel

46| d. Ex-Containment Primary Sodium Storage Vessels (2)

e. Primary Sodium Cold Traps (2)

| f. Makeup Pump Drain Vessel
42

9 Interconnecting Piping and Valves

h. Primary Sodium Overflow Heat Excharger

Refer to Figure 9.3-2 for the P&ID; system arrangement is shown on
| Figures 1.2-7 through 1.2-14,1.2-18 and 1.2-19.

9.3.2.2.1 Overflow and Makeup Circuit

Circuit Operation During Normal Plant Operation - The overflowa.
vessel, makeup pumps, cold traps, overflow heat exchanger, and

Amend. 47
8

9,3-3

.
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O- The equipment is mounted in cells that have an inert atmosphere,
but are accessible af ter system or component shutdown for inspection af ter
de-inerting. The equipment is mounted or supported so that inspection of

! vessels, pumps and piping for possible deterioration of NaK containment
| integrity can be accomplished.

| 9.3.4.5 Instrumentation Requirements
!

! Instrumentation and controls (I&C) are provided for operation,
performance evaluation and diagnosis of the NaK cold Trap Cooling System.

| These functions are required for off-normal as well as for the full range
of normal operation. Details of the I&C for the subsystems are shown in

| the piping and instrumentation diagram, Figure 9.3-4 The following I&C
| is required to ensure safe operation of, and to prevent extensive damage
| to the NaK Cold Trap Cooling System.
,

! Temperatures at the inlet and outlet of all heat source and sink
components, in conjunction with loop flow measurements are provided for'

all systems to monitor their status. Critical temperatures and flows are
alarmed to alert the operator to off-normal operations. The EM pump is

46| provided with winding temperature measurements and winding coolant low
flow indication. These measurements are alarmed for off-normal conditions,
and interlocked to automatically shutdown the pump to prevent damaging it.

46| The storage tank is provided with a level measurement which is
alarmed for abnormal low and/or high level. This information, in con-O junction with leak detection data, is required to diagnose external liquid

f 15! metal leaks. The operator is alerted to NaK to sodium or Dowtherm J
! 461 to Nak leakage by NaK storage tank high-low pressure alarms, in conjunction

with the level measurement mentioned previously (see also Section 9.1.3).
All the bellows seals valves are provided with leak detectors. All valves
are provided with position indicators. Accessories (solenoids, pressure
gauges, I/P converters, etc.) for remotely operated valves installed in

| Inerted cells are installed off of the valves in adjacent accessible air,

54 cells. To provide for continued operation and prevent possible system
damage resulting from control system failures, hand controllers are,

provided for all controllers. The hand controller allows the operator
to manually operate the system while the defect is repaired.

1

9.3.5 Intermediate Na Processing System

9.3.5.1 Design Basis
|

The system provides the capability to limit the oxygen and hydro-
gen concentration of IHTS sodium to 2.0 ppm and 0. 2 ppm, respectively.

50| The system, working in conjunction with the primary cold traps, limits
the tritium content of IHTS sodium.

58

Amend. 58
Nov. 1980

9.3-12
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The system also provides the capability to (1) fill the IHTS loops
from the sodium dump tanks (these tanks are part of the Steam Generator Sys-
tem), (2) purify sodium in the dump tanks, independently of the IHTS loops,
and (3) permit transfer of sodium from one dump tank to another.

9.3.5.2 Design Description

The Intermediate Sodium Processing System provides purification of
the sodium in each of the three IHTS loops. The System does not provide for
storage of the IHTS sodium. This capability is provided by the sodium dump
tanks, which are part of the Steam Generator System. The Intermediate Sodium
Processing System does provide the capability of transferring sodium into the
loops from the dump tanks. The same piping network allows the filling of each
dump tank with fresh sodium from tank cars or drums at the sodium receiving
station. Sodium removal from the tanks into tank cars can be accomplished
through the same fill lines.

The system includes the following components:

a. Intermediate Sodium Cold Trap Pumps

b. Intermediate Sodium Cold Traps

c. Interconnecting Piring and Valves

Refer to Figure 9.3-5 for the Pl D and Figures 1.2-8 and 1.2-22 for layout
and arrangement.

Each of the three IHTS loops is provided with a separate purification
system, consisting of a pump, two cold traps, and the necessary valves and
piping. Both traps a ?o normally in operation, however, a single trap per
IHTS loops is sufficient to remove anticipated oxygen and hydrogen inleakage,

58 and to limit these impurities to a maximum of 2 and 0.2 ppm, respectively.

The intermediate sodium cold trap pumps are used to pump the
sodium from the dump tanks into the loops with a small, s22 psig, cover

46 ' gas pressure being maintained on the dump tanks. Sodium can also be
transferred from one dump tank to another by gas pressure.

Amend. 58
Nov. 1980

9.3-13
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O 31 9.11 Communications System
.

The Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant is provided with the
following communication systems providing effective and diversified means of

'

communication between plant personnel in all vital areas during the
fall spectrum of accident or incident conditions under maximum potential58 noise levels:

,

a. Public Address Intra-Plant Communications (PA-IC)

b. Private Automatic Exchange (PAX)

c. Microwave Communications

d. Powerline Carrier Communications (PLC)

e. Maintenance Communications Jacking (MCJ)

f. VHF Radio Station

g. Portable Radio

h. Manual Telephone Switchboard

i. Offsite Law Enforcement Radio
*

j. Security Intercom '

47 k. Security Portable Radio System

9.11.1 Design Bases

The Public Address Intra-Plant Communications System (PA-IC)a.
s hall :

1. Provide primary communications throughout the plant.

2. Insure availability by being powered f.'om the instrument AC
bus which is capable of receiving power from offsite and
normal AC power supply o "e Non-Class IE station batteries.
The PA-IC_ system equipment will be mounted on seismically
qualified supports when located in Seismic Category I structures.
The power and sound circuits are arranged so that any disrup-
tion of the system in the non-Seismic Category I areas does
not affect the operation of the system in the Seismic
Category I areas.

;

>58 | 3. Provide fire, high radiation, and evacuation alarms throughout'

the plant to the plant personnel by means of manually actuated
multitone generator signals broadcast through the page channel. 29

9.11-1 Amend. 58
Nov. 1980
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9b. The Private Automatic Exchange (PAX) shall provide intra plant
communications in all plant areas and inter plant communications
between the plant and key locations within the TVA system. Office
areas shall be supplemented with a key-telephone system.

ihe Iiicrowave Communications System shall be the primary inter-c.
plant communications system between CRBRP and other TVA facilities,
through the existing TVA microwave communications network.

d. The Powerline Carrier Communications System shall be an alternate
inter plant communications system to the Microwave Communications
System. 29

The Maintenance Communications Jacking System (MCJ) shall:e.

1. Provide sound powered communications between the Control Room,
local instrument panels in all plant areas for supporting
maintenance and instrument calibration activities, and pre-
selected stations for fixed emergency communications.

48
2. Provide sound powered communications between the Plant Control

47 System Steam Generator Building remote shutdown panel and all
local panels required for the support of remote plant shutdown.

f. The VHF Radie Station shall provide direct communication with the
TVA Emergency Staf f Operations Of fice in Chattanooga, Tenn.

g. The Portable Radio Communications System shall provide a " Total
Area Coverage (TAC)" portable two-way lio communication system in
all areas of the plant, both inside anu outside the buildings for
traffic control, maintenance operations, fire control and general
communications. ; 48

I

h. The Manual Telephone Switchboard shall provide an inter plant
communication teroinal in the Control Room. Call director type
telephones shall be provided for the shif t engineer and unit operator
as an extension of the switchboard. 29

i. The Offsite Law Enforcement Radio System shall provide an independent
voice channel to the local offsite lau enforcement agency.

j. The Security Intercom System shall provide communications between
remote security stations and shall provide tone paging as required

47 for use by plant security personnel.

9.11-2 Amend. 48
Feb. 1979
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3

,
' k. The Security Portable Radio System shall provide a " Total Area

Coverage (TAC)" portable two-way radio communication system for use47 by plant security personnel.

9.11.2 Description
,

9.11.2.1 Public Address Intra-Plant Communication Systm (PA-IC)

This system is powered from the 120 volt single phase instrument
'

AC bus, backed up by a DC battery / inverter system. The instrument AC
power supply is capable of supplying power to the PA-IC System for a
period of two (2) hours, when all plant and offsite AC power sources arelost.

The system consists of handsets, amplifiers, loudspeakers,
multitone generators, and provides one pagi7g channel and four party
line channels. The system has a future capability of being expanded to

58 six (6) party lines.

The equipment is. designed t, operate in all plant environments
which are warm or cold, humid, dirty, and where constant vibration may
be encountered. The handsets, amplifiers and louaspeakers are arranged

; and located to cover all accessible plant areas.

The pageline of the PAIC system is used to broadcast alarm
O The multitone generator produces the following distinct alarm signals.

synals generated by a multitone generator, over the entire plant area.
:

'

1

; a. Building Evacuation .

b. Radiation Emergency

c. Fire Alarm

Initiation of the alarm signals is performed manually at theControl Room Operator's Desk. In tha event of changing alarm conditions,
the higher priority alarm signal will override the lower priority signal.

9.11.2.2 Private Automatic Exchange (PAX]

The PAX Syst9m is a network of dial-type telephone handsets
located throughout the plant administrative areas and in the plant ;

operating areas which are also serviced by the PA-IC System. The
system includes an automatic switching machine capable of handling 200
telephone lines and telephone handsets.

'29

9.11-3 Amend. 58 i

O Nov. 1980 i

i
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O
The PAX sys' . is connected to the following plant communi-

cations systems throusi tie lines and interfacing circuits:

1) Microwave Communications System

2) The page channel of the PA-IC System

3) The Powerline Carrier Communications System
|
1

The PAX system incorporates a dial-in execut Ive right-of-way |feature for the plant unit operator, the Shift Engineer, the Plant
47 Manager and for security. This system includes a ke3 telephone system

for administntive inter-nffice telephone traf fic.

The local commercial telephone service is available to the
Plant Manager, Shift Engineer and other key locations in the plant. The
commercial telephone system is not connected to any of the communications
systems within the plant and is not a part of the Communications System.

9.11.2.3 Microwave Communications

The Microwave Communications System is the primary TVA operated,
inter plant communications link between CRBRP and other TVA generation
and transmission facilities. The CRBRP microwave radio station operates
on the 7125-8400 MHZ Government band frequency range for receiving andtransmitting signals.

TN Microwave Communications System provides independent
communication channeh for the following:

1) The generated power and other related information for unit control.

2) Voice communication between CRBRP and other TVA facilities.

3) Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) for Power Transmission
Terminal.

9.11.2.4 Powerline Carrier Communications

The Powerline Carrier Communications system is an inter plant
communications system linking the CRBRP with other TVA facilities via
the 161 KV transmicsion lines. The system uses low voltage, high frequency
signals superimpo u : on the 161 KV transmission lines, to transmit voice
and plant operatian data.

29

9.11-4

Amend. 58
Nov. 1980
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O
This system is an alternate means of data and voice communi-

cations between CRBRP and other TVA generation and transmission faci-
lities and TVA Control Centers.

9.11.2.5 Maintenance Communications Jacking System (MCJ)

The system consists of sound powered headset / microphones and
jack stations. Each headset / microphone contains a transmitter / receiver
and need be only plugged into a jack station for operation.

The purpose of this system is to facilitate the testing and
calibration of equipment instrumentation and to provide for a fixed

4847 communications system for effective response to an emergency. The MCJ
system may also be used for the support of remote plant shutdown. Jack
stations are arranged and located where required throughout the plant.
All Jack station loops are connected to the Control Room. All Nuclear
Island jack station loops are also connected to a patch panel located on58 the remote plant shutdown panel. The user wears a headset / microphone
assembly, plugs the cable into either a jack station or a panel rack
mounted jack and thereby has hands-free communications *

48

9.11.2.6 VHF Radio Station
'

The VHF Radio Station is provided to transmit emergency voices

communications between the CRBRP Control Room and the TVA Power Production
Emergency Staff Operations Office. The CRBRP VHF Radio station transmits

"

at if 3.175 megahertz and receives at 170.075 megahertz. The radio will
be frequency checked in accordance with FCC regulaticr,s and be given
frequent operating checks.

I 9.11.2.7 Portable Radio Syst1m

This system consists of a number of selective call portable
radios iwalkie-talkies) with pager and voice actuated microphone that
transmit a low power signal. The system maintains satellite receivers
that relay the signal to the base station and its comparator. The
comparator selects the strongest signal received from a satellite rece' /er
(voting system) and then wire transmits the amplified signal to the suse

i station which in turn retransmits the amplified signal.
,

The portable units have the capability to communicate among
themselves on an alternate frequency.*

Fixed repeaters which permit use of portable radio communi- ;

cation units are protected from exposure to fire damage by fire rated |

cabinets. 29 , 48

O
Amend. 58

9.11-5 Nov. 1980
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9.I1.2.8 Manual Telephone Switchboard

This system consists of a dispatch switchboard to handle the
communications requirements of the Control Room. The switchboard is
connected to the following plant communications systems through tie
lines and interfacing circuits:

1) Microwave Communications System

2) Powerline Carrier Communications System

3) Tiie PAX switching equipment

Call director type telephones (answer only) connected to the
switchboard are located at the shift engineer and the unit operator
positions.

29

9.11.2.9 Offsite Law Enforcement Radio

lhe system provides a dedicated voice channel witn tone remote
control console for communication between plant security personnel and
the nffsite law enforcement agency. The radio will be frequency checked
in accordance with FCC regulations and be given frequent operatir.gchecks.

9.11.2.10 Security Intercom

The Security Intercom System shall provide communications
between CRT terminals and security personnel at all remote multiplexingpanels and card readers. The system shall allow hands free operation
and shale provide for tone paging as required on one or more selectedspeakers.

9.11.2.11 Security Portable Radio System

The Security Portable Radio System provides a " Total Area
Coverage (TAC)" portable two-way radio communications capability for use
by plant security personnel only. The system operates at frequencies
separate from the Plant Portable Rcdio System.

47 9.11.2.12 Evaluation of Communication Systems

Separate and diverse means are provided to permit communica-
tion with and between plant personnel throughout the CRBRP. Undernormal operating conditions, all systems are available. In addition, 29

9.11-6
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i

the PAX, PA-IC, VHF Radio and Portable Radio Systems are designed to
58 | function for two hours on back-up DC battery power supplied in the event

of loss of all offsite and onsite AC power sources. As part of the PA-
IC system, two redundant signal generators are located at separate
locations in the Control Building to provide standby capacity.

The Microwave Communications System provides voice and data
channels between CRBRP and TVA Power System Control Center, the Volun-
teer Area Dispatch and Control Center and the Chat tanooga Power Building.

The Powerline Carrier Communication System provides voice and,

data communication channels between CRBRP and the TVA Power System
. Control Center, and between CRBRP and the TVA Volunteer ADCC.

29

Both the Microwave Communications and Powerline Carrier Communi-
cation Systems are powered from the normal plant 120 VAC supply. Each
system is backed up by its own battery - battery charger supply and is
capable of operating at least 8 hours without chargers.

A fixed, two way VHF radio communications system is provided4

for a direct voice link between the plant and TVA's Emergency Staff
Operations Office in Chattanooga, Tennessee through existing TVA owned,
VHF radio communication facilities.

O The Maintenance Communications Jacking System is a sound
powered system and does not depend on a power source for operation.

29

i

,
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9.12 LIGHTING SYSTEMS

The Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant is provided with normal
standby and emergency lighting systems using fluorescent, high intensity

53 discharge (HID), and incandescent luminaires. These systems provide
illumination during the normal and emergency operation of the plant.

9.12.1 Normal Lighting System

This system provides plant lighting under all normal plant
operating conditions with power available from the Plant, Preferred, or,

Reserve Power Supply Systems by connection to the non-Class lE AC Power
Distribution System. There is no connection to the Standby Onsite Power
System. The Normal Lighting System is AC powered at 120/208VAC or
277/480VAC, 3-phase, 4-wi re.

<

58 | In general, the HID luminaries are used in high ceiling areas
and the fluorescent luminaries in all other areas.

The normal lighting system will be designed for a high degree of
availability. A given area or cell of the plant will be illuminated by
luminaries connected to at least two different power circuits, where
practical, thus preventing darkness due to the outage of one power circuit.

O In inaccessible cells, where remote viewing devices are used, spare
luminaries, normally off, will be provided to allow for lamp blowouts,

throughout the design life of the plant. Accessible luminaries will be
i

located to facilitate ease of maintenance and relamping operations where
practical.

In general, all wiring of all plant lighting systems will be
designed and installed in accordance with the applicable sections of the
National Electrical Code.

9.12.1.1 Design Bases

The plant lighting systems shall be designed to provide illumina-
tion of plant facilities to meet the following design objectives:

a. Provide illumination of plant components, facilities, and control
locations of a quantity and quality .idequate to permit satisfactory
performance of the required visual tisks.

b. Provide illumination of access ways and means of egress for the
safety of plant personnel in accordance with " Life Safety Code",

581 NFPA 101, Sections 5-8 thru 5-10, and the Standard Building Code,
53 Sections 1123 and 1124.

O Amend. 58
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Oc. Provide a lighting system which is efficient, reliable, and maintainable,
within practical 1imits.

Luminaires for a particular area of the plant shall be selected
based on the following criteria:

In large, high ceiling areas (i.e. mountinq height greater than 10 feet)a.
where there are no mercury restrictions, high intensity discharge
(HID) luminaires will be used. In areas with mercury restrictions,
HID luminaires may be used with the following provisions:

1) HID luminaires shall be enclosed and gasketed.

2) HID luminaires shall be capable of being conveniently relamped
in a remote location, which is not mercury restricted.

53

b. Outdoor facilities and general site areas shall be illuminated with
HID luminaires where practical.

c. In areas where HID luminaires cannot be used, fluorescent or incan-
descent luminaires will be used, however, the use of fluorescent
luminaires will conform to the scme provisions above as HID lumi-
naires when used in mercury restricted areas. Choice of incandescent
or fluorescent will be based on economic evaluation of capital cost,
maintenance cost, reliability, and efficiency.

d. Luminaires used in the emergency lighting systems will be incandescent.

Luminaires located in the Nuclear Island portion of the plant wille.
have a color rendering index of at least 50 (refer to IES Lighting
Handbook, Chapter 5) to ensure positive identification of color
coded protective systems.

9.12.2 Standby Lighting System

This system provides standby lighting under all normal plant
operating conditions with power available from the Plant, Preferred,
Reserve, or Standby Onsite AC Power System by connection to the Class lE
AC Power Distribution System via Class lE to non-Class lE isolation unit
substations. The Standby Lighting System is AC powered at 120/208VAC or
277/480VAC, 3-phase, 4-wire. The Standby Lighting System contributes to
the general illumination of the plant and is designed as non-Class lE

53 system.

O
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9.12.2.1 Design Bases

The standby lighting system will illuminate those areas of the planta.
where visual tasks must be performed to affect an emergency plant
shutdown (control room and remote hot shutdown locations), provide
emergency medical and decontamination services, provide aircraft
warning lights, and maintain industrial security surveillance.

b. The standby lighting system will be a non-Class 1E system supplied by
the Class 1E Standby Onsite AC power supplies via Class IE to non-

58 Class 1E isolation unit substations.

: c. Luminaires will in general, be interchangeable wf th luminaires
"

utilized for the normal plant lighting system.

d. The Class lE diesel generators will be the AC power source for the,

standby lighting system. There will be no DC power supply connection
to the standby lighting system except for outdoor site security
lighting requirement.

e. The standby lighting system will illuminate the areas or cells to
. the minimal level necessary to support the required functions. The'

level of illumination will be considered to be the illumination at
| the point of the visual task.
,

f. The standby lighting system will be designed to be available upon,

the complete loss of Plant, Preferred and Reserve Power by connection
to the Class lE diesel generator during the first load block. Outdoor
site security lighting, which is part of the standby lighting system
will be powered from an uninterruptible power system for one hour
without connectiun to the Class lE Standby Onsite AC power supply.

9 The standby lighting system will be separated into two redundant
lighting divisions where practical, each division supplied by one
of the Class lE AC power supplies. Each division will provide illumina-
tion to the equipment of the same division areas where applicable.

'
h. Control rooms and other areas containing safety related equipment of

more than one division e requires standby lighting will be served
by redundant standby I'

9.12.3 E_mergency Lighting System

This sytem provides illumination at points of plant egress and
remote shutdown areas during loss of plant, preferred, reserve, and standby

53 onsite AC power. Emergency lighting system operates only during loss of

r
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Ononnal or standby lighting. Illumination is provided by battery powered,
self contained sealed beam units, battery powered, portable hand units,
and battery powered, self contained exit signs.

9.12.3.1 . Design Bases

The emergency lighting system will be designed to meet the requirementsa.
of the " Life Safety Code", NFPA 101, Sections 5-9 and 5-10, for illumi-
nation and identification of means of egress in all plant areas. The
system shall also provide illumination of panels at remote shutdown
locations.

b. The emergency lighting system will illuminate the points of egress
including the intersections of hallways, stairways, and corridors,
to a minimum required level.

The emergency lighting system will be capable of illuminating thec.
points of egress and remote shutdown areas for a period of 8 hours
to meet the intent of NRC Branch Technical Position APCSB 9.5,
Appendix A, B.5(a). The equipment utilized to supply emergency
lighting will be self-contained, individual eight hour battery units
with sealed beam lamps. Areas provided with standby lighting will
have the emergency lighting units float charged from the standby
lighting panels such that the emergency lighting units are only
providing illumination during the time necessary for energization
of standby lighting (diesel generator start) or complete loss of
standby onsite AC or loss of power to the standby lighting panel.

d. The emergency lighting system will provide self contained, battery
powered, portable hand lights which will be used in unanticipated
emergency situations requiring supplementary lighting. These units
shall be fully charged and conveniently available to plant personnel
when needed. These portable hand lights will only be used in case
of a bonafide plant emergency. Portable hand lights are provided
to meet the intent of NRC Branch Technical Position APCSB 9.5,
Appendix A, B.5(a).

Exit signs identifying points of egress will be completely selfe.

contained (battery, charger, and components within exit sign housing)
meeting the requirements of NFPA 101, Section 5.

9.12.4 Design Evaluation

The Standby Lighting System proviued for the Control Room, CRDM
Rooms, Switchgear Rooms and other remote shutdown areas is interrupted for

53 ten seconds if both the preferred and the reserve AC power supplies fail.

9.12-4 Amend. 53
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U 9.13 PLANT FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM

9.13.1 Non-Sodium Fire Protection System

The Non-Sodium Fire Protection System (NSFPS) provides the
plant with equipment, piping, valves, detectors, instrumentation and
controls to prevent or mitigate the consequences of a non-sodium fire. |48
Table 9.13-1 shows the areas covered by the Non-Sodium Fire Protection
System.

,

9.13.1.1 Design Bases
;

a. Fires that could indirectly or directly affect Seismic Category I
safety-related structures, systems and components are identified in
Table 9.13-2. Potential fire hazards which provide the base for
the design of the fire protection system in areas containing engineered
safety related structures, systems or components, are self contained

,

lube oil systems, diesel generator fuel oil system, electrical
cable insulation, and activated carbon filters. The intensities of
the maximum fires involving the above combustible materials are
listed in Table 9.13-2 and described below. 13

These maximum fires, together with lesser intensity design-basis
fires, have served, via a preliminary fire hazards analysis, as the

rm bases for the selection of fire protection measures involving all
V~ safety-related systems and equipment. The adequacy of the fire

protection measures taken will be confirmed in conjunction with a
more detailed fire hazards analysis which will be provided in the
FSAR. 48

Lubricating Oil

The maximum fire involving lubricating oil would develop in the
turbine lubricating oil equipment located in the Turbine Generator
Building and would have an intensity of 20,000 BTV/lb. cire from
this source does not involve safety related areas and safe shutdown
of the plant will not be jeopardized.

Diesel Generator Fuel Oil

The largest potential source of fire from fuel oil is in the vi-
cinity of the standby diesel generator fuel oil storage tanks,
located below grade adjacent to the Diesel Generator Building. As
these tanks are located below grade, the chance of an accident is
reduced. Physical separation provided between the two tanks limits ,13

Amend. 48
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the spreading of fire from one tank to the other. Since either
tank is capable of fulfilling the emergency fuel oil requirements,
a safe shutdown of the plant will not be jeopardized by a fire ineither tank.

The d.esel generator fuel oil day tanks are each sized for a
uaximum of 1100 gallons of fuel oil and are located inside the
Diesel Generator Building. Each day tank is located within a 3-
hour fire rated concrete enclosure capable of containing the entire
contents of the tank in the event of a leak. The day tank enclosures 43
are maintained free of any ignition sources.

Charcoal Filters

The maximum fire involving charcoal filters would develop in theControl Building. Filters are bounded and separated by fire barriers,
and the filter units are redundant to each other, so safe shutdown
of the plant will not be joopardized by a fire in either filter.

5S| An automatic sprinkler system is provided for fire nrotection.
13

Electrical Cable Insulation

The maximum fire involvir,? electrical cable insulation would develop
in ihe cable spreading rooms located in the Control Building. The
cable spreading rooms are separated from the other areas of the
Contrel Building by fire barrier wall. Adequate automatic detectioni

58I and alarm devices and deluge spray systems are nrovided in
the cable spreading rooms. Hence, safe shutdown of the plant will

30 not be jeopardized.

The use of halogenated compounds in cable insulation will be used only
when substitute non-combustible materials are not available. Whereverpractical jacketing materials with high flame resistance and low
smoke and offgas characteristics shall be utilized.

b. Discussion of Fire Characteristics

Table 9.13-3 lists the safety related areas of the plant containing 48combustible materials. The burning characteristics of these materials
such as maximum fire intensity, flame spreading, smoke generation
and toxicity of combustion products are listed in Table 9.13-2.
Noncombustible flame retardant and heat resistant materials are
used throughout tha plant wherever practical to minimize the fire
intensity in any combustion zone. The integrity of vital areas,
components and systems is insured through the use of redundancy,
physical separation and fire barriers.

Design features of Building, Facilities and Structures forc.
fire prevention

Table 9.13-1 shows fire barriers which have been determined on thebasis of preliminary fire load analysis. 48

Amend. 58
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i

| Redundant safety-related equipment, cabling, piping and ductwork
i are spatially separated or located within separate fire barrier
l 58 enclosures. Spatial separation shall be justified on the basis of

the fire hazards analysis.'

All conduit and cable penetration seals, fire damper at duct pene- y
trations and doors have a fire rating, equal to that required of

j the fire barrier.

Stairways and elevators are enclosed in approved fire rated barriers. |13
Stairwells are designed to minimize smoke infiltration during a
fire so that they can be used as escape and access routes. Stairwell 48
pressurization fans are provided in all buildings.

58
,

The concrete floors of all building where water sprinklers and
sprays are provided are pitched and drained to a proper drainage

L3facility. A listing of areas containing water sprinklers is in
,

' Table 9.13-3.

To prevent chloride stress corrosion sprinkler and spray systems
shall be excluded from those areas which cogtain stainless steel

j 30 components at operating temperatures of 180 F and above in the
heat transport and connected systems described in Section 5.1 of 48
the PSAR.

Access to all buildings, other than the Reactor Containment Building,
is designed such that there are multiple means of egress from any
area for operating persnnel and there are multiple means of access
for fire fighting personnel. In non-enclosed areas of these buildings,
equipment and storage tanks containing flammable liquid are curbed
and are provided with impervious concrete floors. Floor drain
piping in these areas is arranged such that the flammable liquids 13

are drained without spreading fire to a non-fire hazard area.

d. Seismic Design Requirements for Fire protection System
48

.

! In areas with safety-related structures, systems and components,
'

the Non-Sodium Fire Protection System piping and component (such as
sprinkler heads) are designed so that neither piping failure nor |

inadvertent operation of the system component due to a seismic
event will result in the loss of function of safety related struc-
tures, systems and components. This is accomplished through the
use of seismically qualified pipe supports and dry pipe, and pre-
action sprinklers within areas containing safety-related equipment.
Building isolation valves will be specified as Seismic Category I. 13

58 ! The routing of water piping through areas where permanently in-
30 stalled sodium components and/or piping are present shall be avoided

wherever possible. Where this is not possible, provisions shall be

O
' 9.13-3 Amend. 58
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made to insure that three (3) barriers between wai.er and sodium30 (i.e. , 3 passive or 2 passive and 1 active) are maintained. Plant
areas (except RCB operating floor), where the remote possibility of

58 liquid metal-water reaction exists, are provided with dry standpipes
for manual extinguist.aent of non-sodium fires. These standpipes are
connected to the Nuclear Island Standpipe System using normally
closed, remotely operated, valves. These valves will be opened
only af ter it is juoged by the plant supervisor that a non-sodium
fire was out of control with the use of portable extinguishers and
that no liquid metal could react with the standpipe water (e.g. ,
via a sodium pipe break).

Standpipes serving safety-related equipment are designed to be
operable in the event of a safe shutdown earthquake and are pro-
vided with a Seismic Category I water supply (the Energency Plant Water

*,. Service System, see Figure 9.9-2) for manual fire fighting purposes 48
following a safe shutdown earthquake (S.S.E.).

The Seismic Ca tegories and Sa fety Classifications of the Non-Sodium
Fire Protection System Components are shown in Tables 9.13-6, 9.13-7,54 and 9.13-8.1

(1) Water Supfy_ System

The water supply system provides continuous supply to the
automatic sprinkler and spray system, and manual fire fighting
operations (yard hydrants and stand pipes) under all conditions,
including the simultaneous loss of all offsite and onsite AC
power supply sources.

The water supply system flow capacity is based on the largest
single automatic sprinkler or fixed water spray system demand,
with simultaneous flow of 1000 gpm for hose streams through l l,a
the yard hydrants or fire standpipes. 48

The water supply tanks are so arranged that any or all fire
pumps can take suction from any of the tanks, and a leak in
one tank or its piping will not cause both tanks to drain.

54| Two 1005 capacity water storage tanks (360,000 gallons each)
are provided for the use by the Non-Sodium Fire Protection
System. These tanks are provided with freeze protection using53 hot water. Any single tank provides the total maximum volume
of fire protection water for a period of 2 hours. The second

3tank provides a 1007 capacity redundant water supply. Refill (capability of 360,000 gallons in eight hours or less is provided
|54 for either tank by an offsite water supply.
|
|(2) b'ater Distribution Systems

An outside hose header equipped with 6 hose vaives and a flow
meter is included with the pump installation for the purposes
of annual inspection and testing of pump performance.

Amend. 58
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p
The system pressure is maintained by a continuously, running
pressure maintenance (jockey) pump of sufficient capacity and
pressure to provide a flow of 45 gpm.

58

The entire plant is encircled by a cement-lined coal tar |48
enamel coated underground ductile iron piping fire loop having
a minimum diameter of 12 inches. Two runouts from the fire
pump discharge header serve the fire loop. Each Nuclear
Island Building, except the Reactor Containment Building, is
provided with two (2) independent connections to the yard main
loop; one for the sprinkler and spray system, and one for the 48standpipe system. Each Balance of Plant building except
switchyard relay house is provided with at least one independent;

connection from the yard main loop to the sprinkler and spray'

58 and/or the standp 1e system. Piping conforms with American
Water Works Association (A.W.W. A) standards as outlined in
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) Pamphlet No. 24.

The water distribution system piping is sized and the system (48
pressure is established on the basis of the system flow capacity
described above and the assumotion that one portion of the
fire loop main next to the fire pump runout is out of service.

58} Three-way 2h x 4\ x 25 hydrants, spaced at not more than 250'
apart, controlled by individual curb box valves are provided
n the 12" yard mains. Each 2h " hydrant outlet has a

58 valve and 45" outlet shall be capped. The hose threads are
the same as that of the local outside fire brigades. Hydrants
are positioned so as to be accessible to the pumpers nd other
fire fighting apparatus in case of a major fire.

Each diesel fuel tank has sufficient storage capacity to
supply fuel to the diesel engine for a period of eight (8) 13
hours.

Hydraulically designed automatic sprinklers, arranged as wet
pipe systems are used in areas such as offices, maintenance
shops and warehouses and other parts of the plant where significant
quantities of combustible materials are stored or used.

In the Turbine Generator Building, a hydraulically balanced
automatic sprinkler system is designed for a density of 0.30
gpm per sq. ft. in any, including the most remote, 3000 sq.
f t. area and 0.20 gpm per sq. f t. in any 10,000 sq. f t. area. 48

Q 9.13-5
V
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O
These design densities apoly to all areas under the Turbine
Generator operating floor, under all intermediate floors and
to any areas in the Turbine Generator Building on which oil
may be spread in the event of an oil line break. This protection
includes areas below steel grating floors whether or not

, sprinklers are installed above.

Actuation valves of the Sprinkler Systems are electrically 48supervised.

Isolation valves an sprinkler and standpipe supply lines are
electrically supervised to detect unauthorized closure.

58

Each hose station is equipped with a 1-1/2" single jacket synthetic
fire hose and an adjustable spray nozzle. The hoze length
shall be not more than 75 feet. The individual standpipe is
at least a 4" size in case of multi-hose connections and a 2-1/2" size for single hose connection. Each hose station is
equipped with a hose rack or reel securely fastened in position.58
The valve and hoses are in accessible locations.

A UL approved hose valve is provided at each outlet for attachmentof hose.

O(3) Fire Pump Capacity

Two diesel drivca and one electric motor driven fire pumps are 48
provided.

Each pump supplies 50% of the system capacity. Thepumps are Underwriters Laboratory (UL) approved for fire
services, and are rated at 125 psig (at pump discharge). The
pumps are arranged to start automatically before the system
pressure drops below the minimum design operating pressure (as
related to the fire pump location) of any fire protection
equipment connected to the system.

(4) Gas Blanketing System

In Halon 1301 total flooding systems, a predischarge
alann and time delay and nrovision for manual initiation is
provided to permit evacuation of personnel before actuatingthe gas blanket discharge.

!58
The operation of the ventilation system is automatically l

controlled before or simultaneously with the start of the
extinguishing gas discharge.

! 13

0
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54

The Halon 1301 system is designed as per requirements seti

forth in NFPA Standard No. 12A.

(5) Portable Fire Extinguisher System

In accordance with NFPA Standard No. 10, approved portable
fire extinguishers of appropriate type are provided in all the
buildings in a number sufficient to ensure efficient and rapid
manual fire fighting.

Selection of the extinguishers is based on the type of anticipated
fire hazard (Class A,B,C,0 as defined in NFPA Standard No. 10.).

(6) Fire Detection and Alarm System
'

Detectors actuated by products of combustion (i.e. ionization
| detectors, photoelectric, infra-red, and UV detectors) are

58 located throughout the plant including the main control room,3,

except areas near the oil filled transformers and the oili

i tanks where heat actuated detectors (HAD) are provided. The
ionization detectors provide automatic indication of smoke or
invisible products of combusticn while the heat actuated|

devices sense steep temperature rises. The detectors initiate
indicators and alarms on a local and the control room fire
protection panel. The local and remote alarms are both visual

| and audible type.

Each fire detection system zone covers a single hazard area.

A system of manually operated fire alarm boxes is installed as
per NFPA requirements. 13

i Door openings in each separate fire area are normally closed
and locked or delay-alarmed with an alarm and annunciation in

j the control room.
48

(7) Fixed Dry Chemical System

Each PHTS pump drive is provided with an automatic fixed dry.

chemical system activated by fire detectors located within the
pump pit. The selected' extinguishing system will be compatible
with liquid metals.

54
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54| (8) Fire Safety Equipment

Self-contained breathing apparatus is provided for the fire
brigade, damage control and control room personnel. It is
backed up by two (2) extra air bottles for each self-contained
breathing unit and an on-site six (6) hour reserve air supply.

e. Codes and Standards

The Non-Sodium Fire Protection System is designed in accordance
with the applicable sections of the following codes and standards:

1. United States Division of Reactor Development and Technology (RDT)

F2-2 " Quality Assurance Program" 8/73 and Amend. 1, 2, 3,
(June, 1976)

2. USNRC F,agulatory Guides and Branch Technical Position

Reg. Guide 1.29 " Seismic Design Classification" Rev. 2,
February 1976

Reg. Guide 1.48 " Design Limits and Loading, Combinations for
Seismic Category I Fluid System Components"
Rev. 0, May 1973

Reg. Guide 1.73 " Qualification Tests of Electric Valve Oper-
ators Inside the Containment of Nuclear Power
Plants" Rev. O, January,1974

Appendix A to Branch Technical Position APCSB 9.5-1, " Guidelines
for Fire Protection for Nuclear Power Plants Docketed Prior to
July 1, 1976"

3. Occupational Safety and Health Administration

29CFR 1910 - " Occupational Safety and Health Standards"
58

29CFR 1926 - " Safety and Health Regulations for Construction"

4. Southern Building Code Congress International, Inc.

Standard Building Code, 1976 Edition with Rev. to 1977

Standard Mechanical Code, 1976 Edition with Rev. to 1977 48

Amend. 58
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5. National Electric Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

58| NEMA-MG-1-72 " Standard for Motors and Generators"

6. American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
48

ANSI-82.1 - Pipe Threads (Except Dry Seal)

ANSI-B16.1 - East Iron Pipe Flanges and Flanged Fittings, Class
25, 125, 250, and 800

ANSI-B31.1 - " Power Piping", 1977 including Addenda thru
Summer 1979

" Wrought-Steel and Wrought-Iron Pipe",1975ANSI-836.10 -

ANSI-N45.2 - " Quality Assurance Program Requirements for Nuclear
58l Facilities"

ANSI-N45.2.1 " Cleaning of Fluid Systems and Associated Compo-
nents During Construction Phase of Nuclear Power

58| Plants"

58 | 54
ANSI-N45.2.2 " Packaging, Shipping, Receiving, Storage, and

g Handling of Items for Nuclear Power Plants"

7. American Water Works Association (AWWA)

58 | AWWA Mll - Steel Pipe Design and Installation, Steel Pipe
Manual

58 | AWWA C203 - Standard for Coal Tar Enamel Protective Coatings for
Steel Water Pipe, -Enamel and Tape - Hot Applied

58l AWWA C206 - Standard for Field Welding of Steel Water Pipe
Joints

58) AWWA C208 - Standard fot Dimensions for Steel Water Pipe Fittings 48

AWWA C506 - Standard for Backflow Prevention Devices - Reduced
54 Pressure Principle and Double Check Value Types

8. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)

IEEE-323 - " Qualifying Class lE Equipment for Nuclear Power
58 Generating Stations"

58l IEEE-344 - " Seismic Qualification of Class 1 Electric Equipment
for Nuclear Power Generating Stations"

)^

IEEE-382 - " Guide for Type Test of Class 1 Electric Value
' 68] 54 Operators for Nuclear Power Generating Stations" 48

Amend. 58
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9.

Na_tional Fire Protection Association (NFPA)

58 | 10 Portable Fire Extinguishers

12A Halon 1301 Systems, 1973

13 Sprinkler Systems, Installation

sa 13A Sprinkler Systems, Maintenance

14 Standpipe and Hose Systems, 1976

15 Water Spray Fixed Systems,1973 48

54| 17 Dry Chemical Extinguishing Systems

20 Centrifugal Fire Pumps

22 Water Tanks

58 24 Outside Protection

26 Supervision of Valves,1976

30 Flammable and Combustible Liquids Code, 1976

70 National Electric Code

72A Local Preventive Signaling Systems

720 Proprietary Signaling Systems

72E Automatic Fire Detectors

75 Protection of Electronic Computer / Data Processing Equipment

80 Fire Deors and Windows

r,g 90A Air Conditioning and Ventilation Systems

101 Life Safety Code,1976

91 Blower and Exhaust Systems

92M Water Proofing and Draining of Floors

194 Fire Hose Connections

58 196 Fire Hose
48
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b)bd8] 198 Fire Hose, Care of

204 Smoke and Heat Venting Guide, 1968

241 Safeguarding Building Construction and Demolition Operations

291 Fire Hydrants, Uniform Markings

292M Water Charges for Private Fire Protection
58

801 Facilities Handling Radioactive Materials,1975

802 Fire Protection Practice for Nuclear Reactors,1974

901 Uniform Coding for Fire Protection,1976 48

10. American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)

ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code

Section II. - " Nuclear Power Plant Components",1974 including
Addenda thru Summer 1976

Section Vill - " Rules for Construction of Pressure Vessels",p() 1977 including Addenda thru Summer 1979'

11. Underwriters Laboratories (UL)

47 Standard for Fire Hose Rack Assemblies

154 Carbon Dioxide Fire Extinguishers

236 Standard for Couplings for Rubber-Lined Fire
Hose

246 Standard for Hydrants for Fire Protection
Service

262 Standard for Gate Valves for Fire Protection
Service

299 Dry Chemical Fire Extinguishers

312 Standard for Check Valves for Fire Protection
SC 54 Service

Amend. 58(~N
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O
401 Standard for Portable Spray Hose Nozzles

for Fire Protection Services
626 2 1/2 Gallon Stored Pressure, Water Type

Fire Extinguishers

668
Standard for Hose Valves for Fire Protection
Service

SS 783 Electric Flashlights and Lanterns for Use in
Hazardous locations, Class I, Groups C and D

54 789 Standard for Indicator Posts for Fire Pro-
tection Service

9.13.1.2 System Description

The Non-Sodium Fire Protection System consists of the following:a.

Water Supply System
Wet Sprinkler System
Preaction Sprinkler System

S4 W ter Spray System
Halon 1301 Gas Blanketing System
Standpipe System
Portable Fire Extinguisher System
Fire Detection System

SM Fixed Dry Chemical System

The general description of the above systems is provided in Table9.13-4. The P&I Diagram of the Water Supply System (Figure 9.13-1)
shows the physical location of the plant buildings and the watersupply system. The P&lD for the Halon 1301 Gas Blanketing System50 is shown in Figure 9.13-la. The fire prevention and protection
systems to be provided for all the areas associated with the safety
related structures, systems and compone,ts are listed in Table
9.13-3.

b. The Control Room fire protection and extinguishing system consists
of Halon 1301 portable gas fire extinguishers for manual fire-
fighting operations as indicated in Table 9.13-3. The design des- 13cription of these systems is provided in Table 9.13-4.

Fire standpipes are provided outside the Control Room for manual 48
water hose spray protection.

The Computei Room represents a separate fire zone within the Control
-

Room, therefore, the si:pply and exhaust ducts to the Computer Room
are provided with motor operated fire dampers. The automatic or
remote manual operation of these dampers provides sealing for theComputer Room. 20

Amend. 58
Nov. 1980
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The Computer Room fire protection and extinguishing system consists
of the Halon 1301 gas blanketing system with portable fire extinguishers
for manual fire-fighting operations as indicated in Table 9.13-3, 48

During a fire, the Computer Room will be completely isolated from
the Control Room by the Control Room HVAC System. After the fire
is extinguished, the Control Room HVAC system will be placed in a
100% exhaust mode and the Computer Room exhaust duct damper will be
opened. The negative pressure established by the exhaust mode will
clear out the majority of the combustion and Halon 1301 decomposition
products. After some time the supply air damper will be opened to
speed up the clean up operation. Since the Computer Room ventilation
rate is approximately 8 air changes per hour, within a two hour
period, the room atmosphere will be sufficiently cleaned to permit
personnel entry without danger to the entering oper tor.a

The Halon 1301 storage tanks are located outside of the Control
Room area. To limit the potential areas affected by leakage, the
Halon 1301 distribution system is isolated from the storage tanks
by redundant isolation valves. At the vicinity of the storage
tanks where the probability for small leaks exists, redundant
detectors will be provided to alert plant operating personnel of
the presence of Halon 1301 in the tank area. Since the Halon 1301
storage tanks are located outside of the Control Room area, the

O distributing piping is isolated from the storage tanks by double
isolation valves and the Halon-1301 system will be manually acti-
vated by Control Room personnel. For these reasons, an accidental
leak of Halon 1301 into the Control Room or its HVAC System ishighly unlikely. Therefore, no Halon 1301 detectors have been
planned for the Control Room Ventilation System.

The entire Halon 1301 system is located in a tornado missile-proofand flood-protected structure. The Halon 1301 supply piping up to58 |54 and including the solenoid operated isolation valve will be designed
to Seismic Category I requirements. The detailed system description
including any required redundancy will be provided in the FSAR. 20

The design features of the Fire Detection System are provided inc.
Table 9.13-4. The alarm system is designed such that the failure
of single fire detection device does not affect the operation of
remaining detection devices connected to the same detection zone.
The interconnecting circuitry between the detection devices within
a zone is continuously supervised, and a break in the circuitry is
annunciated both locally and in the Control Room.

13
i

!
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v Electrical power for the Fire Protection System is provided from '

the normal plant AC power distribution system. If normal AC power
is unavailable, the water supply system pressure will be maintained
by two diesel-driven fire pumps, and the fire detection system will
be energized by a non-class 1-E 4-hour DC battery / inverter system
which has the capability of being connected to an energency diesel
generator through qualified isolation devices.

i

48
The control of smoke, heat, flame and combustible and explosive
gases which might be troduced in the different plant areas is
discussed in Table 9.13-3. In areas with forced air ventilation
systems the operation of the ventilation systems is automatically30

controlled before or simultaneously with the start of the extin-guishment.
Exhaust system controls for these areas are designed toinclude manual override.

The Control Room Fire Protection Panel is located in the MainControl Room. A general warning signal " fire" annunciated at the30
Main Control Board supplemented by an audille alarm device alertsthe plant operators. Detailed information is displayed on a Control
Room Fire Protection Panel so that the operator can make a complete
assessment of the situation in case of an outbreak of fire.

The following information is shown on the Control Room Fire Pro-tection Panel:
'
'

l. Signals indicating the automatic and/or manual actuation offire fighting systems

2.
Presence of smoke or heat signalled by automatic detectors

3.
Signals indicating presence of smoke or heat in auxiliary systems
(e.g. ventilation, etc.) which actuate fire alarms58

4. Repetitians of local fire alarms
48

5.
Confirmation of water reserves, availability and operation of
pumps and pressure of the water supply system

6.
Controls and indication for manual actuation of the Fire58 Protection System Pumps

7. Capability for testing the integrity of all fire protectionpanels
13
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8. Annunciation and alann of electrically supervised water
53| supply isolation valves

9. Annunciation ~ and alann of fire doors, as required

58!40 10. Signals indicating trouble in detection of supervision system
48

d. The fire detection and protection systems used to contain, control,
and extinguish electrical cable fires are identified in Table 9.13-
3. The asign description of these fire protection systems is
provi6 in Table 9.13-4.

The electrical design criteria for circuit integrity and protection
are described in Section 8.3 of the PSAR.

Fire suppressing or extinguishing agents which result in corrosive
products upon pyrolysis are not employed to protect essential
circuitry.

9.13.1.3 System Evaluation

The following evaluation refers to the design basis fires
identified in Section 9.13.1.la.

Lubricating Oil Fire

Ile maximum fire involving lubricating oil (in the Turbine Gene-
r; tor Building) involves approximately 26,000 gallons of turbinelubricating oil. This fire does not involve any safety related
equipment and is controlled by a wet type sprinkler system.

This area is also served by standiipe system and portable fire
extinguishers are provided in the area for the purpose of manualfire fighting. A fire in this area would produce severe flame,

development, high heat output and high smoke development. The time
involved from the initial detection to activation of the protection
system shall be maintained at a minimum. Since this event does not
involve any safety related equipment, safe shutdown of the plant
can be accomplished.

Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Fire

The maximum fire involving fuel oil (in diesel generator fuel oil
tanks located below grade outside of DGB) involves approximately
50,000 gallons of No. 2-D diesel fuel oil. T5is fire does w t
involve any safety related structures as the sanks are located 48outside of NI buildings. Since the fuel is stored below grade, the

13
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TABLE 9.13-3 (SHEET 3 of 10)

NON-SODIUM FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM DESIGN BASIS / FEATURES

SYSTEM DESIGN BASIS
PRELIMINARY DESIGN FEATURES

ettVATION MAJOR ECUIPitENT CC"DUSTIBLE DESIG'i DETECTICN FIRE

BUIL7Ifi,, . . .o

IN AREA t%TERI ALS PRESEliT BASIS FIRE DEVICE PROTECTION SYSTEM C N TION
RCB 733'-0" I&C Cabinets and

cables,
M

HVAC units, Cable insulation Cable insulation ICD
Recirculatin9' Gas #i"'

PX, SPD

Cooling Systm ceciers,
Portable , maintenance

| equipment

? 58j RSB R64'-6" liVAC Fans,-'
842'-8" Cable insulation ICD

i' 58 | 842'-6" fire A,M
g 240'-G" PX

829'-3' ,

SPD '

and !&C Cabinets MCC's Cable insulation816'-O* and cables
58 |

79?'-0" I&C Cabinets MCC's

58 | and cables, Cable insulation ICDand
779'-0" fire A,M

Recircu!ating Gas PX

Cooling System
cool ers, SED

Inert Gas Receiving Cable insulation
Processing System

23 %aipment 48
.O b,2

E8
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TABLE 9.13-3 (SHEET 4_ of 10)

NON-SODIUM FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM DESIGN BASIS / FEATURES

SYSTEM DESIGN EASIS PRELIMINARY DESIG'; FEATURES

P 101 EQUIPitENT CCMBUSTI2LE DESIGN DETECTION FIREBUILDING ELEVATION
OPERATIONl'i AREA !!ATERIALS PRESENT BAS 75 FIRE DEVIrE PROTECTION SYSTEM

58 755'-0" ,IY, Cabincts MCC's Cetle insulation 100 PA A."snd cables, fire FX

Retirculati ng Gas
.

Ceolicc Syste Cable insulation '

ccolers

RSS 749'-0* Unit Substations,
And IaC Cabirets and

P 733'-0" caMes, Cable insulation
a Iner: Sas Receivirg Cable insulation ICD PA A,My cnd Processing fire PXB Systet equipment

SPD

SG3 - I&C Cabirets end Cable insulation ICD PA,PX,SPW A,M836'-0
Inter ediate and cables, fire HAD

I* "58 say 816'-0" HvAC equi nent, ggCFiter
Wcter Chilling
eauipment

794'-0" EI&C Cabinets Cable insulation ICD P A ,P X , S P'n' A,Ml'CC's and cables, II""Cable insulation,
.Jater Cnillir.g Refrigerart gg

:g equionent
am
- .a
-

Ul
o co

13
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TAPLE 9.13-3 (SHEET 5 of 10)

NON-SODIUM FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM DESIGN BASIS / FEATURES

5YSTEM CESIG'i BASIS
PRELIMINARY CESIGN TEATURESBUILDING ELEVATICN .YNOR EQUIPI'ENT |

C0"BUSTIBLE DESIGN CETECTIG'i FIREIll AREA
MATERIALS PRESET 4T BASIS FIRE DEVICE PROTECTION SYSTE:: C?ER ATIC"''

733'-0" I&C Cabhets and
cables, Cable insulation ICC PA PX,SPW A,M |

.

fire'

HADWater chilling Cable insulation,
RC f "I ''*''tequipment C

SGB - 852'-0" Air Cooled Con-
Loop Cells densers, Cable insulatien IC3
and Auxili- fire DX,SFD M

Electrical cables Cable irsulatione ary Bay
-

805'-0" MCC's and cables Cable irsulation Cable insulation ICD
C
i

y fire PX,$PD M
M 58 1 765'-0" Cabl es ,

Cable insulation ICCRecirculatinU pumps Cable insulation fire
Px,SPD M

74 6'-0"
58 and Control Panels and Cable insulation ICD PX,SPD M733'-0" cables, fire HAD

Auxiliary Feed Cable insulatic,
water pumps,

HVAC units

5?N .:8
<.g
G I
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TABLE 9.13-3 (SHEET 6 of 10)

NON-S0DIUM FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM DESIGN BASIS / FEATURES

SYSTEM DESIGN BASI 5 FRELIMINARy CESIsi rEATURES

BUILDIrfG ELEVATI0ff MAJOR EQUIP |'Et:T COMDUST!CLE CESIC" CETECTICN r!nEI'1 ATES
.

MATER. pts r U SEf;T DA5:3 FIPC CEY!CE rRorECTITI SYSTEM CFERATION

SC3 - 816*-0" CC's and cables, Ca' ale insulation C d'e ir;ulation ICO : ',5PW Y.765'-C"Mai itenance g.g , , gvar re: te, r;rr
*

En , Welding Equip,
:' air,tenance equip-
rent

e
.

euma

h
E

G1
G)

58
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TABLE 9.13-3 (SHEET 7 of 10)

NON-S0DIUM FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM DESIGN BASIS / FEATURES

4

SYSTEM DESIGN BASIS
FRELIMINARY DESIGN FEATURES

BUILDING ELEVATION MAJ0P. EQUIP"ENT 4

CO'13USTIBLE DESIGN CETECTION F IRF.Is I. PEA K*.iEEI ALS FUSU,T EASIS FIR: DEVICE PT.0TECTION SYSTEM
gp qpg

58l CCB 815'-0" standby diesel tiesel fuel oil F:0 r. D.S . PA.PX ,SP'' A.Mgen era to rs , fire !CL
a

"ael oil day tanks, Diesel fuel oil
Lube oil tanks, Lube oil
Grounding Trans- Cable insulation
fo mers ,

If.C Cabinets and
e cables,
.

w H'.'AC equipmentca

b= 58 ! 794'-0" Class IE Switchgear, Cable insulaticn Cable insulation ICD PA.PX,SPW A.Munit substatiens, fire
;4CC's and cables,

58| Diesel fuel oil Diesel ivel oil Diesel fuel oil HAD & cA,DX,SFW A,Mpueps, fire ICD

48
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TABLE 9.13-3 (SHEET 8 of 10)

NON-SODIUM FIRE PROTECH ON SYSTEM DESIGN BASIS / FEATURES

I

SYSTE'4 DESIGN B ASIS
P?ELIMINMY DESIGN FEATURES

BUILDING ELEVATI0ti MAJOR EQUIPttENT C0' GUST IBL E CESIGN CETECTION FIREIN AREA MATE RI AL5 PP.OINT BA513 FIRE DEV]CE PPCTECTION SYSTEM OP E R'""'I ON

MBcg 765'-O' Men-C1 css IE SitcP- Cable inrulati:n Cable insulation 1:0 PA,PX,SPw A.M
"

gear, unit sub , fire
static"s and c u.es,

PPS Creakers

733'-0" Sodium pump f*-G Sets.

58 | Lube oil pumps, Cable insulation ICD PA.PX,$PW A,M
-w Class IC Switchgear, Cab;e insulation fire

ITC Cabinets andC cables,
b
u, iiVAC equip, Tent Lube oil Lube cil fire ICD vC PX,SPW A,M

CB 863'-3" HVAC equipment, Activated charccal Activ.'ted char- ICD >X,SPW M's a ca m s G **B4 3"
Cable irsulation Cable insulation

fire

58 c31'-0" Cables Cable insuietion Cable insulation HAD
ICD DS.PA PX,$PW AM. ire
LHD

816'-0" Centrol Roon Cable insulation Cable insulation ICD PX M| Panels fire 4g
?s$
$@
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TABLE 9.13-3 (SHEET 9 c.' 10)

NON-S0DIUM FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM DESIGN BASIS / FEATURES

SYSTEM DESIGN BASIS
PRELIMINARY DESIGN FEATURES

BUILDING ELEVATION MAJOR EQUIP!!ENT COMBUSTIBLE CESIGN CETECTICN FIREIN AREA ;%TERIALS PRESENT BASIS FIRE DEVICC PROTECTION SYSTEM OPE W ICN

794'-0" Unit substations and Cable irsulation Cable insulatien ICD 05,PA.PX,SPW A ,Mcables fire

58 sic'-ca Computer Poen Cable insulation Cab!e insulation SPW ICD SPW.HB.PX A,gpaper fire

CB 765'-0" CRDM Control equip- Cable insulation ICD, PA PX,SPW A,Mment, Primary Rod fire HGDControl M-G Sets,
Battery Rooms, CC Cable insulation,w equipment

Hydrogen Gasu
* I&C Cabinets, MCC's

and cables

58 | 733'-o- 5 diun pump Cable insulatten Cable insulation ICD PA,PX,SPW A,MM-G Sets, fire

Lube oil Punps, Lube oil

.|
ILC Cabinets, MCC's

g and cables, Lube oil fire HAD & ICD PA.PX,SPW A,M
HVAC equipment

48
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TABLE 9.13-3 (SHEET 10 of 10)

NON-SODIUM FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM DESIGN BASIS / FEATURES

SYSTEM "ESIGN S:515
PRELIMINARY DESI'N FEATURESv

BUILD! b,. ELEVATION MAJOR EQUIP?iENT COMB'JSTICLE DESIGN DETECTION FIPE3 3 pqg 7,ATF MLS "'ESrNT BASIS FIRE OEVICE PROTECTION SYSTEM M IU
7 _

_ _ . ,

TGB 832'-0" HVAC equipment Wire and Cable ~

| i M!CD j

deaerator insulation
|

, "

HVAC Filter
862'-0" Turbi ne-generator T-G Lube Oil tube OH ICD N AM

- HVAC equipment HVAC Filter Fire HAD SPW' Electrical electrical F"equipment insulation
b'e 838'-0" Swi tchgear 011 T-G Lube Oil tube (O ICD M AM

*

Reservoir heat cable insula- Fi re HAD SPWw
exchangers tiona sampiing room

DS

815'-0" Chemical tanis T-G Lube Oil tube Oil ICD Px A,MOil station tanks Cable Insula, Fire HAD SPWMisc. Pumps tion g
Cond. Polisher Polisher Resin *
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TABLE 9.13-4 (SHEET ]_ of 3_)

FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM DESIGN DESCRIPTION

_.

FIRE PROTECTION DESIGN DESCRIPTION

SYSTEM
APPLICABLE {

OPEPATION NFPA
REMARKS |PAMPliLET NO. ,

i

tWater Su3M~y Systen AutcNatic 20
The Water Supply System P&I Diagram (Figure 9.13-1) shows the system component re- '

Ve r.ual 24 lationship. The system is supplied by two equal size water storage tanks. M0,000gallons each. These two tanks provide the total volume of fire protection 48water required. The notabie water suppiy arrords the capabiit ty to provide 100,
SS tank capacity in eight hours or less in the event that either one of the two tanks

is emptied. Three (3 50T, capacity, fire pumps and one (1) pressure maintenance(jockey) pump are prov)ided.
Each fire pump is rated at 1500 opm and 125 psig totale

581 dynamic head.
The jockey pump is rated at 45 gpm and 125 psig total dynanic head.-

C Two (2) fire pumps are diesel engine driven; one (1) fire pume and the jockey pump |48
are el?ctric motor driven. All the pumps are horizontal turbine type centrifuqal i4
pumps, installed in accordance with NFPA Pamphlet No. 20.oa

The plant buildings are encircled by a 12 in. diancter, underground, cment-lined ductile !iron yard main piping loop which supplies water to the sprinkler and spray systems, the 43
standpipe systen and the yard hydrants. The yard main is provided with post indicator
valves for sectional control. Two-way hydrants with individual hose gate valves are
provided at approximatcly 250 ft. intervals with hose houses and equipment. The outside
fire protection is provided in accordance with NFPA Pamohlet No. 24.

g27 13
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TABLE 9.13-4 (SHEET 2_ c' 3_)
l

FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM DESIGN DESCRIPTION
|'

FIpE PPOTECTION
DESIGN *ESCRIPTIONSYSTEM g e m;,c a

OpEPATICN !JPA -

PA'%LET '0. pyyApg3

3prinkie cr.d Qrg
S:ns=

Wet Sprinkler System A;tomatic 13 Hydrau'ically baisnced te erotect areas, equiprent and cc pc erts as indicated |'8in Tcble 3.1 -3.

preaction Sprinkler Autcratic, 13 Arranged as ordinary hazard .f re sc'edule to p-etect safety-related a-cas, equip-e System Maruc1 cent and corponea.ts as irdiccted in Tabl? ".15-3 ,*
'->

Y All sprin<'ler systus are hydraulicC'y desig'ec to protect areas, equirnnt trd ''

$ cc ?cnents cs indicned in Teble 9.13-3.
In the Turbine Generat r Building, a hydraulically 531anced autor.atic seria.kler
system is designed for a density of 0.33 gan per sq. ft. in eny, including the most
remote, 3W sq. f t ar2a and 0.20 g?n per sq. f t. in cry 10,000 sq. f t. area. god

Deluge Spray System A;tomatic, 15
Manual Fydraulically designed to protect safety-related areas, ecuipment and coercrents as

indicated in Table 9.13-3. |4L
Standpipe System Manual 14

Lccated adjacent to stair to'..ers and other points within reach of all rarmally ac-
cessible areas to protect areas, equipment and corporents as indicated in
Table 9.13-3.

{ In general, each hose connection is provided with no more than 75 feet long 1-1/2 '

8- @ ggi in, single jacket synthetic fire hose and an adjustable spray nozzle, spaced at 13
,

approximtely 100 ft. intervals. Dry standpipes, which have provisions for
< ro

' 5. , manual connection to the Nuclear Island (wet) standpipe systen through r.ormally
e , closed valves, are installed in Sodium /NaK areas for Non-Sodium fire pmtection. q'W.

'

co ol fixed Dry Automatic il fixed dry chemical systms provide fire prntection within the PHISOC
Chemical
System pump pits to mitigate the consequences of a punp drive system,

{ lubricating oil fire. The selected extinguishing system will t>e ,

compatible with liquid netals.
54 '

Gas Blanketing Automa tic 12A Halon 1301 gas blanketing system provides supp ession of electrical fires in controlSystem building computer room. .

58
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TABLE 9.13-4 (SHEET 3 of 3_)

FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM DESIGN DESCRIPTION

FIRE PROTECTION
DESIGN DESCRIPTION

' # 3d
PA"d@'ET t'O.

OPEPATION
ervspxs" ' ' '

Portable Fire Mar.ual 10Extirgaisner ",ystem Located tnroughout rorr: ally accessible areas cf the plant to protect safety-related
areas, equipment ard components as indicated in Table 9.13-3. fgg

Fire Detection System

Ionization Detection Automatic 72E, 72D*
Actuated by pmducts of combustion during the incipient stage cf a fire. |48

Device.

C Heat Actuated Automatic 72E, 720
Actuated by a rapid increase in ambient temperature (in excess of 15 F/ minute) ori Oetection Cevice 0a high fixed tenperature. |48O

Ecth the Ionizatien type and tha Heat Actuated tyce of detecticn c.-< ices provide alarm
alarr annunciatfoa signals to identify fires and location of fires and release fire
extinguishment egents of certain automatic fire prctection systems. The electrical
power for the detection system equ;pment will be supplied from the uninterruptible 120
volt instrument AC power supply system, backed up by a Non-Class IE Emergency PowerSupply.

43
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TABLE 9.13-5 (SHEET 1 0F 3_)

FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM - FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS

1

COMPCNENT FUNCTION FAILURE METHOD OF EFFECTSANALYSIS
PCDE/CAUSE DETECTION

Water Sterage Two tanks provide a One tar.k out of Tank level alam No effect on System availability. TheReservoirs tctsl storage of service. and indicator, remaining tank, with 360,000 gallons of
58| 720,000 gallcns of

eater for the rire water can supply the fire protection
system water requirenents for a period,Protection :ystem use
of 2 hours. For seismic events, aonly.
Seismic Category I water system is
available for the standpipe system.

? .48
-

lY Jockey Pu p
3 Maintains system press Fails to start. Starting of elec- No effect on system availability.sure during normal tric retor d-iven Electric otor driven fire cum startsoperation. ' fire pt.mp when autcmatically cue to decrease in 48.

there is no fire. pressure.

Electric rotor Supplies one-half the Fails to start. Starting of first Ne effect en system availcbility upondriven fire Dump total design fire diesel driven fire decrecse in the system pressure duringprotection system pump when nomal a fir 2 First diesel driven fire pumpwater flow. AC power supply is starts. Further decrease in pressure
not available. vill actuate the second diesel driven 48

2g fire pump to provide more water for fire
S ro fighting creratior,s.
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TABLE 9.13-5 (SHEET 3 0F 3)

FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM - FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS

|

COMPONENT FUNCTION FAILURE METh0D OF EFFECTS ANALYSIS
MODE /CAUSE DETECTION

1
Portable Fire Manual extinguish- Ex;inp isher Planned crerational No effect. Cther extirguishers are l
Extinguisher cent fails to crerate testir.9 end in- available.

spection.

Fire Cetector Indicate fire and Conponent failurt
Planned operational Limited effect. Failure of a single de-location of fire testing and in- tector will rot jeopardize the f=ctioral
scettion carability of tFe remaining detacters.o C0verage of the zcne is pro.ided by the

remaining detectors.a
w

e Detectior Zone Carries power supply Short circuit Tecuble alarm an- Less of autcmatic detention in the af-C Circuit Wiring and ala*m signals nunciated in local fected zone,for fire detectors cnd control rocmin a zone. fire protection

??nels.
Open circuit Zone supervisory Loss of automatic detection capabilitycircuit actuates for a part of a detection zone. De-

trouble alarm en tection circuitry beyond the affected
lccal and control location becomes inoperative,
room fire protec-
tion panels.

Fire Datector Zone Supply power to a Loss of normal No effect on fire detection system.Power Supply zone of fire de- and standby AC None

2d power supply t;ecessary AC power is supplied by Non-tectors
Class IE 4-hour DC Lattery/ inverter

,7g system that has the capability of being
_ _ . . " connecteo to a Class IE power supply.
m
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CHAPTER 10.0 STEAM AND POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM

I 10.1 SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The Steam and Power Conversion System is designed to convert the heat,

'

produced in the reactor to electrical energy. The operation of the equipment,
piping and valves in the system do not affect _ the reactor and its safety fea-
tures. The CRBRP is a three-loop concept plant. Sodium coolant in the Primary
Heat Transport System enters the reactor where it is heated and pumped to inter-
mediate heat exchangers (IHX's). The intermediate heat exchangers transfer heat '

to the intermediate sodium coolant, which is pumped through the Steam Generator
System. Heat is transferred to the Main Steam System by three steam generator
modules in each of the three loops. Sufficient superheated steam is provided to

41| drive a tandem compound steam turbine with a maximum capability of 436,799 KWe
for the stretched reactor output of 1121 ft4t and its auxiliaries operating in'

a closed condensing cycle with six stages of regenerative feedwater heating.,

41 | The turbine generator has a capability of 374,567 KWe for the rated reactor out-
'

put of 975 ft4t. Exhaust steam is condensed in one surface type steam condenser,

and returned to the steam generators as heated feedwater with a major portion
of its gaseous, dissolved, and particulate impurities removed.

The major components of the Steam and Power Conversion System are:
58 | turbine-generator-exciter, main condenser, condensate pumps, turbine gland steam

'

system, turbine bypass steam system, condensate demineralizer system, steam
generator feed pumps and feedwater heaters (Figure 10.1-1). The heat rejected

581 in the main condenser is removed by the circulating water system to the mechanical
draf t cooling tower for ultimate disposal of waste heat to the atmosphere.

'

The superheated steam produced by the steam generator is passed through
the high pressure turbine where the steam is expanded and then exhausted to the
low pressure turbines. From the low pressure turbines, the steam is exhausted
into the main condenser where it is condensed, and then returned to the cycle as
condensate. Condensate pumps take suction on the hotwell and discharge through

41 | 581 the condensate demineralizer ion exchanger, steam packing exhauster, three
stages of low pressure feedwater heaters and into the deaerator. The steam
generator feed pumps take suction from the deaerator and supply feedwater through
two stages of high pressure heaters then through topping heaters to the
steam generators. The feedwater is heated in the heating cycle by steam sucolied
from' turbine extractions and also by recovering heat from the continuous steam

41 generator drum drains.

41| The Circulating Water System is designed to receive and dissipate 65%
of the total heat produced in the reactor following an abnormal shutdown of
the turbine generator from a rated load condition. Heat dissipation under these
circumstances.is accomplished in the various plant cooling systems, turbine

41| bypass to the condenser and deaerator and the steam generator atmosphere relief
valves. The turbine bypass system is designed to control steam generator pressure
by dumping excess steam during-startup, shutdown and for transient periods during
power operation-when the steam generation exceeds the turbine steam requirements.

Ov.

Amend. 58
Nov. 1980
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The principal design and performance characteristics of the Steam and
Power Conversion Systc,n are summarized in Table 10.1-1. The system heat bal-
antes for both rated load and stretched load conditions are shown in
Figures 10.1-2 and 10.1-3.

O

:
|

|

|

:
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TABLE 10.1-1

STEAM AND POWER CONVERSION SYSTEMS
PRINCIPAL DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

Item Design and Performance Characteristics

Turbine Generator Unit
TSection 1Tr2)

-

4 Turbine 374,567 KWe rated load, 436,799 KWe VW0

24 (Valves wide open), 3,600 RPM, tandem
compound, 6 flow, 23 in, last stage

| buckets, 2 in. Hg Abs. back pressure
and 0 percent makeup.

4l! Generator 485,300 KVA, 3,600 RPM, direct connected,
3 phase, 60 Hz, 22,000 V, liquid cooled

'

stator, hydrogen cooled rotor, rated at
; 0.90 pf, 0.58 short circuit ratio at

45 psig hydrogen pressure.

41 _ Exciter 1795 KW 455 V,1.0 response ratio
Compact Alterex excitation system..

Control Electrohydraulic control (EHC)

Overspeed Protection Redundant speed control systems

a. Normal and transient EHC speed control
] system.

b. Mechanical overspeed trip, with pro-
visions for testing under load.

Main Steam Supply Systems Piping and valves up to turbine stop1

Downstream of Outermost valves: ANSI B31.1.
Isolation Valves'

TSection10.3).

Condenser Single shell, single pass 266,000 sq. ft.
(Section 10.4.1) Surface Area, 22'F tube temperature rise24

at rated load.

Condenser Air Removal System Two one hundred percent air removal pumps
(Section 10.4.2) for shell side air removal.

Turbine Gland Sealing System Steam supplicri from the steam seal reg-
(Section 10.4.3) ulator, backup steam supplied from

auxiliary steam boiler. Non-condensibles
are exhausted to atmosphere. Piping and

!

valves either ANSI B31.1 or manufacturer's
s tandard.

Amend. 41
10.1-3 Oct. 1977,
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TABLE 10.1-1 (Continued)

Item Design and Performance Characteristics

Turbine Bypass _ System flow capacity equal to 80 percent (651 to con-4l ISection 10.4.4) denser and 15% to deaerat?r steam generator
steam flow at 975 MWt. Piping and volves
ANSI B31.1.

24
Circulating Watef System Three- 1/3 capacity circulating water
(Section 10.4.5) pumps, two multi-cell water cooling

g| towers.

Condensate Polishing Deminer- Three 50 percent capacity ion exchangers
alizer System (Section 10.4.6) are provided with regenerative facilities

and acid and caustic dilution systems. Two
ion exchangers are normally in operation

41| with the remaining unit in standby.

41g Condensate and Feedwater Systems a. Three 50 percent capacity motor-driven
(Section 10.4.7) condensate pumps.1 full-capacity steam

packing exhauster, 4 stages of low
pressure regenerative feedwater heaters
including i deaerator, 3 one half capacity,
motor driven steam generator feed puiaps,
2 stages of high pressure regenerativ

4l feedwater heaters. 3 parallel topping
heaters and 1 flash tank.

S. Piping and valves from the hotwell
up to but not including the steam
generator isolation valves.
ANSI B31.1

NOTE: The systems listed above are not safet, related.

i

|

Amend. 58 |
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10.2 TURBINE _ GENERATOR

10.2.1 Design _ Bases

The turbine is a 3600 rpm, tandem compound, six flow, steam turbine
with 23 in. last stage buckets. The maximum capability of the turbine is

41| 436,799 KWe gross with valves wide open and inlet steam conditions of
1,450 psig and 900 deg. F while exhausting at two in. HgAbs. with zero percent
makeup, and extracting for six stages of feedwater heaters.

! The generator is a 485,300 KVA, 3,600 rpm, direct connected, three-41
phase Wye connected, 60 HZ, 22,000V, liquid cooled stator, hydrogen cooled
rotor, synchronous generator rated at 0.90 pf. , 0.58 short circuit ratio at a
hydrogen pressure of 45 psig.

The compact Alterex excitation system provided consists of a 60 HZ,
3,600 rpm air cooled Alterex generator and liquid cooled rectifier with static

41 regulation equipment. The exciter is rated for a maximum output of 1,795 KW
at 455 V and has a response ratio of 1.0.

The turbine-generator unit control is effected through an electro-
hydraulic control (EHC) system capable of controlling the speed, load, and
steam flow under steady-state and transient conditions.

77 Under normal operating conditions, the turbine-generator can auto-
(~) matically change load at a rate of 10 percent per minute. The reactor rate

of change is slower and, as such, becomes the controlling factor. The reactor and
411 turbine rates of load change are as follows.

41| a. For load ranges of 401 to 100^t of rated power, the reactor rate of
change is three percent (3%) per minute over a continuous and
uniform ramp.

b. For load ranges of 40s to 100% rated powei turbine generator
is designed to acconmodate step load changes or 10 percent.

| c. During turbine-generator trip, 80% steam bypass (65% to the condenser
53 and 15% to the deaerator) is provided. The main steam bypass control

41 valve open so that full flow through the steam bypass
increases from 0 to full flow in three seconds. Reactor
power, sodium flow and steam bypass flow are ramped down
at three percent (3%) per rr.inute to 40 percent power.
This ramp is followed by a normal shutdown to hot standby.

The turbine control and overspeed protection system is designed
to detect turbine overspeed conditions and to control turbine action under
all normal and abnormal operating conditions, and to assure that a full
load turbine trip will not cause the turbine to overspeed beyond acceptablelimits. In addition, the main steam stop and control valve arrangement
and valve closure lines are such that a failure of any single valve to
close will not disable the overspeed control function.

Amend. 58
Nov. 1980
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10.2.2 Description

The turbine consists of one single flow, high pressura cylinder and
three double flow, low pressure cylinders. The turbine is equipped with
extraction nozzles to provide steam for six stages of feedwater heaters.

1

O

i

i
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Nov. 1977
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d. Control valve position (when unit is synchronized)

e. Turbine speed (when unit is not synchronized)

f. Shaf t eccentricity (at turning gear speed only)

9 Differential expansion

h. Rotor expansion

i. Shell temperature

J. Vibration phase angle (as naeded)

k. Condenser vacuum

Other parameters to be continuously indicated are:

a. Phase current and voltages

b. Statar winding temperatures

c. Field current and voltages

m The turbine uses an Electric Hydraulic Control (EHC) System whose
prime function is to control the speed of the turbine when the generator is
not synchronized with the system and to control the output of the unit when
the generator is on the line. This is accomplished by positioning the pre-
viously mentioned control valves to regulate the flow of steam to the turbine.
The control valves are operated by piston type servo-motors, using a pressur-
ized non-flammable hydraulic fluid for opening the valves. The hydraulic,

-

system receives control signals from the speed governor and emergency governor.
To assure high reliability of the trip circuits, multiple logic consisting of
two out of two and two out of three logic systems for important and vital trip
functions are utilized in the EHC System. The trip solenoid and the trip relay
will be energized if at least two out of the three actuating relays close their
contacts. Failure of one relay to close contacts will not prevent the trip
action, and accidental actuation of one relay causing contact closure will not
result in a false trip.

The EHC system provides two types of protection against
destructive overspeed. The normal overspeed protection closes all control
valves on moderate overspeed, and if the normal overspeed protection fails,
the two following redundant, conceptually different, emergency overspeed i

trips are provided:

The mechanical overspeed trip, upon reaching its set speed,a.
uses an unbalanced rotating ring and a stationary finger to
operate a mechanical trip valve which dumps the hydraulic
fluid pressure.

b. The backup overspeed trip is electrical in nature and uses both
mechanical and electrical trip valves to dump the hydraulic
fluid pressure upon reaching a set speed (about one percent

41

Amend. 41
Oct. 1977
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above the mechanical overspeed trip setting). Magnetic pickups
provide the necessary speed signals for the backup overspeed trip.

Either the mechanical overspeed or the backup overspeed trips will
shut down the turbine by simultaneously closing all the main steam stop
and control valves, and the failure of any one stop or control valve to
close will not disable the turbine overspeed control function.

In addition to providing speed and load control and overspeed
protection, the control system automatically trips the turbine generator
under any of the following conditions:

a. Excessive shaft vibration
b. Generator electrical faults
c. Low condenser vacuum

d. Thrust bearing failures
e. Low bearing oil pressure
f. Low hydraulic pressure

g. Reactor trip

h. Manual operation of several trip levers 41

The Turbine-Generator is designed to accept the loss of external
electrical load and remain in service supplying the plant's auxiliary load.

For overpressure protection rupture diaphragms are provided in each
low pressure turbine exhaust hood. Additional protective devices include
exhaust hood high temperature alarm and trip and a pilot dump valve for protec-
tive closing of extraction non-return valves.

The generator hydrogen control system includes pressure regulators for
control of the hydrogen gas, and a circuit for supplying and controlling the
carbon dioxide used in purging the generator during filling and degassing
operations. To maintain the hydrogen within the generator casing at the purity
level required, the generator is designed with shaf t seals and associated con-
trol equipment to prevent leakage of the hydrogen. This seal function is
provided for by a pressure oil supply which is furnished with a separate,
package-type combination of equipment including filters; coolers, emergency
DC seal oil pump, seal oil control equipment and necessary detraining tanks,
loop seals and pressure switches reauired for detraining the gases from the
oil before it is sent to the shaft seals.

The bulk hydrogen and carbon dioxide storage systems consist of
several pre-assembled modules located outdoors with interconnecting piping.
The storage bank is composed of ASME Coded Section VIII storage units mani-
folded in active and reserve banks. Each storage cylinder is mounted in
supporting frames restrained from movement. Shut off valves, rupture disc
assembly and vents are provided for each storage cylinder.

Amend. 5810.2-4 Nov. 1980
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The bulk storage area is completely enclosed by protective fencing.
(~S Administ ative and safety procedures are enforced to minimize the possibility
V of fires er explosions. Access by unauthorized personnel is controlled by

permanent warning placards and a locked gate.

Hydrogen feed to the generator is manually initiated on an "as
required" basis to maintain design pressure. A normally closed automatic shut-
off valve is provided at the bulk storage facility and at the local hydrogen
control panel. Each shutoff valve is opened by means of a palm operated spring
return valve located near the local control panel . The operator must depress
both palm operated valves simultaneously to o)tain hydrogen feed to the turbine
generator from storage. Release of palm operated valves automatically shuts
off hydrogen feed.

Provisions are included for purging of the system. Flammable gas
safety precautions are utilized. Initial purging of the bulk Hydrogen Storage
System is achieved with carbon dioxide following evacuation of the cylinder
and dead end piping legs. The system is charged with hydrogen only after
purging.and when the oxygen concentration has been reduced to within the per-
missible 0.5 percent by volume before hydrogen filling.

The stator liquid cooling system includes a storage tank, pumps,
filters heat exchangers, deionizers, and associated valves and control equip-
ment. ,,co full capacity pumps provide 100% back-up protection with automatic
start-up of the emergency pump, if needed. Two coolers provide flexibility of
operation and maintenance since one cooler can be removed from service while
the other carries the full load.

10.2.3 Turbine Missiles

The turbine generator for che CRBRP is of a new design for nuclear
uni ts, i .e. , a TC6F-23 machine operating at 3,600 rpm. The overall arrange-
ment of the Turbine-Generator Building is such that the axis of the turbine-
generator unit is oriented so that its rotation is perpendicular to the
reacto. containment and support buildings. The possibility of high energy,
low ang e turbine generated missiles reaching these critical areas is
minimal.

Since the turbine-generator is a new design, previous turbine missile
analyses for nuclear plants are not applicable. Missile data for the CRBRP
has been developed, however, to provide the basis for analysis of the pro-
bability of high energy, low angle turbine-generated missiles penetrating
or perforating vital plant areas.

The probability of significant damage to the critical systems and
vital structures of CRBRP due to missiles from its single-unit turbogenerator
can be assessed by determining the combined probabilities of turbine failure
and ejection of an external missiles (P ), a missile from the turbine striking

3

a critical component (P ), and significant damage occurring to the target9
component (P ). Thus the overall probability (P ) = (P)) x (P ) x (P3*3 4 2

12
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Ejection Probability (P1)

The probabilities of missile generation due to arbine failure at; (a)
design overspeed (below 120% speed), and (b) destructive v/erspeed, are as

58 | follows (PSAR Section 1.6, Ref. 9):

Low Speed Failure (Below 120% Speed) Not Statistically
Significant

Runaway railure (at Higher Speed) 5.7 x 10~8
-058 Total Lifetime Failure Probability 5.7 x 10

The correcponding average annual probability of rotor failure is found to be
58 1 1. 9 x 10-9

53| Table 10.2-1 (PSAR Section 1.6, suninarizes the results of the analysis
and lists the major assumptions on which the combination of probabilities is basc d.

The hypothetical missile data, listing the weight, velocity and energy
ranges ef the postulated missile fragments, are summarized in Table 10.2-2

58 | (PSAR Sec G on 1.6, Ref. 9).

The fragments, ejected from the L-P turbine last-state rotor failure,
are grouped by the turbine manufactreer into potential missiles of six size
classifications according to their geometry. The configurations of these

53 p stulated missile fragments are given in Figure 10.2-1 (PSAR Section 1.6,
Ref. 9).

12
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^ Estimation of Striking Probability (P )2f ,

J

'

Since the overall arrangement of the Turbine Generator Building is
such that the axis of the turbine-generator unit is oriented so that its ro-
tation is perpendicular to the reactor containment and support buildings
(Fig.10.2-2), all of the safety-related structures which contain the vital
systems and components are located outside of the strike zone as indi ated
on the plot plan. Therefore, there is a very low probability that the high
energy, low trajectory turbine missiles could strike onto those critical
target areas.

By comparison with similar layout of some light water nuclear power
plant having comparable turbine missile pcrameters, it has been estimated
that for high trajectory turbine missiles, the strike probabilities (P ) for

2the CRBRP layout should fall into the range of 10-4 to 10-6 because of its
more favorable orientations in the overgil building arrangement (Ref. 2).For conservatism, a value of (P is selected for analysis of the
overall damage probability (P )2) = 10-due to high trajectory turbine missiles.

4

Investigation of Penetration Probabilities (P )3

All of the vital plant systems and comoonents are enclosed in Seismic
Category I buildings or structures. These structures, with the exception of
the steel containment vessel, will be constructed of 4000 psi reinforced con-
crete with a minimum roof slab thickness of 24 inches as indicated in Table
10.2-3. The buried Diesel Fuel Storage Tanks will have sufficient earth cover,,

( ) of a minimum thickness of 6 feet with a 12" thick concrete pad at grade
'' level to prevent potential missile damage.

The safety-re16ted mechanical and electrical systems and components
are listed in Tables 3.2-2 and 3.2-3.

All vital systems and components are housed inside the Seismic Catenary
I structures which are treated as direct targets for the turbine missiles.
Redundant systems or components will either be located in separate areas of the
buildings or for those systems located in the same area, a sufficient separation
distance will be provided.

Table 10.2-4 identifies the separation features or distances of the re-
dundant systems or components for the protection against potential missile
damage.

For the investigation of penetration or perforation probabilities, the
" Modified Petry formula" has been used for concrete target structures, and the
" Ballistic Research Laboratories formula" used for the steel containment vessel.
These formulas are comonly accepted by the nuclear industry as well as by the
various technical societies as the most conservative methods, in the context of
the present state of the art, for the assessment of penetration or perforation
probabilities. Section 3.5.4 contains the details and the description of these
formulas.

32
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From analyses by use of the above-mentioned penetration formulas, it
has been found that there is no probability of penetration or performation of j )
either the steel containment vessel or the reinforced concrete roof slabs by
any of the turbine missile fragments, as listed in Table ;0.2-2, except those
f rom Fragment Group (1). Due to the excessive weight of the missiles gene-
rated from Fragment Group (1), perforation is possible only when the irregularly
shaped missile is impacted on the target with the end-on condition. This
probability of occurrence is low. In addition, the following conservative
dssumptionc W6'e included in the calculations:

1. Striking velocity = exit velocity

2. Angle of Incidence = 0

where Angle of Incidence ir defined as the angle between a line normal to
the surface of the target and the line of the missile trajectory.

From the above investigation it is concluded that;

(P ) = 1/3* for those missiles from Fragment Group (1), and3

(P ) = 0 for those from all other Fragment Groups3

* The orientation of the missiles could be either end-on, side-on or
oblique; for simplicity, a probability of 1/3 is assigned for the end-on
condi tion.

| I
Effect of Secondary Missiles

Secondary missiles are generated from concrete spalling or scabbine as
a result of impact on a concrete target structure by primary missiles from
turbine failure. Since most of the vital systems and components are not
located directly under the roof of a concre w structure, the effect of secon-
dary missile generation will be limited only a some specific systems or equip-
ment. However, where a vital piece of equipmer,t is vulnerable to damage from
scabbed concrete fragments, special design provis hns will be incorporated as
described in Section 3.5.4.4.

Overall Damage Probability

From the foregoing analyses, and as indicated in Table 10.2-5, the
annual overall damage probability (P ) due to high speed failure is 6.27x10-1458| 4
for missile fragments from Fragment Group (1) and 0 from all other Fragment
Groups. The overall damage probability due to low speed failure is statistically
insignificant.

Due to the extremely low probability of damage to the plant vital systens,
it is concluded that potential turbine missiles shall not be considered as a
serious hazard to the safety of the CRBRP. In the extremely remote event of
penetration or perforation of a turbine missile into a vital plant area, the
following provisions included in the design of the CRBRP, will insure that the
health and safety of the public is protected: | |

12
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)

i

!

1.

i a. Separation of. redundant plant safety systems, such as the three
I independent loops of the PHTS and SGS, and the redundant electrical
j and I/C systems.

| b. Protection of vital systems and spent fuel by internal concrete
floor slabs and walls, such as the emergency diesel generator

! units located in separate rooms, and the Control Room, fuel cells
and sodium storage tanks protected by additional floor slabs.

c. Special design provisions for protection from secondary missile
j effects.

12,
,

<

10.2.4 Evaluation

| The Plant Supervisory Control System provides overall control and '

! coordination of the Reactor, Heat Transfer System, Auxiliary System, Turbine ,

i and Balance of Plant for all normal plant operating modes.
,

a

Under normal conditions, only very low levels of tritium activity are
present in the system. The system may only become grossly contaminated through
an intermediate sodium leak in the steam generator. Should this occur, radia-

| tion monitors installed in the condenser vacuum pump and Gland Steam Exhauster
; 41, effluent streams detect and indicate the presence of radioactivity.
t. ,

| Radiation shielding is not required for components of the Steam and() Power Conversion System. Access to the components of this system is provided ,

at all times.
,

i
!

)

..

:

,
.

'
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J

Table 10.2-1

FROBABILITY OF ROTOR BURST (3600 RPM TC6F 23-INCH UNIT FOR LNFBR)
<

.

Opera,ing Mode A B c
' Condition Startup (1) Set / Check Emers. Trip (2) Cenerating (3)

Load
.

Unsynchronized Unsynchronised Synchronised
* Unloaded Unloaded Full lead

Electrical Status
,

Estational Speed, Percent 100 (4) 110 (4) 100
Tempera ture *Cold Hot Hot-

Speed Invol 1 $ 3 1 2 1 2
,

Farcent Running Speed 0-100 100-113 113-Runausy 110-113 113-Runaway 109-120 120-Runamey - -

581 ufeti Speed Level rrobabnity 1 3.5 E-3 1.7 E-11 1.4 E-3 6.8 E-12 1.1 E-2 5.7 E-8'

4 .

' Single Rotor Failure Probability 1 1 1 !

runber of poters Factor (5) Not Not 1 ~50t 1 N'o t 1
[,

Rotor Failure Prob., Civen Speed Statistically Sta tisticany 1 Statisticany 1 Statistically 1 '

4 Significant Significat Significant Significant 5

58 i ufett.e motor ranure Prob. butty 1 7 E-11 ~~~

6.8 E-12 s.: E-s- '

*

Le
~

Tetal Lifetime Rotor Failure Probability (For Flant) *
,

-O
Sum of Casea AI, A2. El and C1 = Not 5tatistically SignificantLow Speed Failure* =

& 58 t aunau.y railure ,

Sum of Cuu A3, B2 and C2 5.7 E-8=

:U T3tel

58 lavensa Annul Rotor Fanure Probabnity - Total Mfetine Probability /Lifetiu s=30) = 1.9 E-9
L

Notes (1) 200 5tartuye Assumed over 30 Year lifetime; Duration of Each 1 lbur |
100 = 3 per Tear + 10 Extra First Year 3 Per Year Allows for St.artup Following:
1 Refueling and Inspection Shutdown; 1 Loss of External Load; 1 Plant Forced Outage.

(2) 40 Tests at 1101 Speed Assumed Over Lifetime: Duration of Each 1 Bour
40 = 1 Per Year; 10 Estra First Year

(3) 30 Full Load Lossee Assumed Over Lifetime -
'

30 = 1 Fer Year
(4) peliberate Operation with cold Rotor at 110Z Speed Disallowod by operating Instructionsa

(5) LMFat Configuration haa One Turbine / Generator Unit with Three Ir..r Preasum noods -
For low speed cease, each hood la considered independently and equally in.17 to fail.4

1

I

12 I
,
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.. - _ _ _ _ ._. _. _

;

O Table 10.2-4 (Continued)

;

|
'

identification of Protective Enclosure Separation Feature,
<

Redundant Systems or Building or Distance
;

Installed in different roomsVital Power Systems CB separated by walls
1

D.C. Batteries CB Installed in different rooms
separated by walls

i D.C. Auxiliary Equipment CB Installed in different roomsj separated by walls

Diesel Generators and DGB Located under building roof
Control Panels but in different rooms

separated by cor: crete walls

14
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TABLE 10.2-5

OVERALL DAMAGE PROBABILITY DUE
TO TUR8IfiE FAILURE

(P ) (P 1(PI) (P )2 3 4

Average Annual Overall
Ttrbine Annual Average Damage Probability =
Fr.ilu re Failure Striking Penetra tion
Condi tion Probability Probability Probability (P;) x (Fj) x (P )3

==

Low speed flot Statis-
failure tically

(Below 120% Signi ficant
Speed)

~IRunaway 3.3x10 fr nT. Mfailure -4 Fraga nt 6.27 x 10
58| 1.9 x 10'9 1.0 x 10(at higher Group (1,,

speed)

0 from all
other Fra9- O
ment Groups

17
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0

| 10.4 OTHER FEATURES OF STEAM AND POWER _C0_NVERS!_ N SYSTEM0

None of the subsystems described in this sectie are related to plant;
' nuclear safety. Tests, inspections, and instrumentat' .a ,,iications will

therefore not exceed those dictated by conventional goou practice for steam
power plants. Residual heat removal systems are discussed in Section 5.6.

10.4.1 Condenser

10.4.1.1 Design Bases
.

The condenser is designed for operation at all loads up to and includ-
ing the maximum expected load (stretch load 115 percent of rated load); it also

24|
provides capability to accept up to 65 percent of the steam flow at 975 MWt
upon instantaneous turbine load rejection. The condenser hotwell is designed

24|
for three minute storage capacity, approximately 17,200 ga' ions, at maximum
load and to provide capability for deaeration in order to maintain a dissolved
oxygen concentration of less than 0.005 cc/1. Table 10.4-1 gives design and
performance parameters.

The condenser is furnished in accordance with Heat Exchanger Institute
Standards for Steam Surface Condensers. It is not regarded as safety related
equipment because emergency residual heat removal is performed by the SGAHRS
(see action 5.6).

10.4.1.2 Description

The single shell condenser is mounted beneath the low pressure turbine
exhausts with the condenser tubes oriented parallel to the turbine shaf t and

24| provides capability to accept up to 65 percent of the steam flow at 975 MWt upon
instantaneous turbine load rejection. Four 12-inch diameter turbine bypass
steam inlets to the condenser shell provide means of exhausting the rejected
steam into the condenser without any detrimental effects to the condenser or

24 turbine internals.

10.4.1.3 Evaluation

The condenser is dosigned to maintain an oxygen content of 0.005 cc/1
or less. The non-condensible gasec are concentrated in the air removal zones
of the condenser and are removed by *.he air removal system (Section 10.4.2).
The buildup of non-condensible gases is precluded since the air removal system
operates continuously.

I

24

|

O 1
1
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10.4.1.4 Testing and Inspec*ien Requirements

Following erection, the condenser is checked for leakage by
filling the shell to a level above the expansion joint. The water-
boxes are shop hydrostatically tested.

The condenser shell, hotwell, and waterboxes are provided with
access openings to permit inspection or repairs.

10.4.1.5 Instrumentation Application

Level controllers and alarms are provided as required in the
41| condenser hotwell. The condenser pressure and temperature are continuously

monitored. Prassure switches trip the turbine up'n high back pressure.

10.3.2 Condenser Air Removal System

The Condenser Air Removal System is shown on Fiqure 10.4-1.

10.4.2.1 Design Bases

The Condenser Air Removal System removes air and non-condensible
gases from the condenser. The system includes two full capacity mechanical
vacuum pumps. Diping is furnished in accordance with ANSI B31.1. The air
removal system is not safety related. Detection of tritium in the exhaust
of Condenser Air Removal System is discussed in Section 11.4.2.2.3. Detection
of tritium in the drains from the vacuum pump is discussed in Section
11.2.6.2. 2

10.4.2.2 Description

The two full capacity mechanical vacuum pumps have an individual
holding capacity of 20 scfm of free dry air at a suction pressura of 1 inch
Hg Abs. At startup, c vacuum of 4 inch Hg. Abs. is obtained in appruximately
40 minutes by operation of both vacuum pumps. Each rotary-tyne vacuum

"# 3 pump is furnished with sealing water.

The two vacuum pumps are arranged in parallel and take suction
from a common header which is connected to the condenser shell.

The condenser vacuum pump exhaust (off-gas) is routed to
41 the turbine building vantilation system. Drains from the two

vacuum pump will be directed to a sump and processed through the waste
SB water treatment system. 28

10.4.2.3 Eval ua tion

In normal operation, one of the two full capacity vacuum pumps is
operating with the other pump in standby. The standby vacuum pump will start
automatically if the suction manifold pressure increases to 3.5 inch Hg. Abs.
or if the running vacuum pump trips. In the event that the above actions are
not sufficient to maintain the requisite condenser vacuum, the turbine will
automatically trip upon high back pressure.

10.4-2 Amend. 58
Nov. 1980
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~ 10.4.2.4 Testing and Inspection Requ_irements

piping is insnected and tested in accordance with ANSI B31.1. Standby
41 | equipment is periodically cycled in service to ensure its availability and for

preventive maintenance.

10.4.2.5 Instrumentation Applications
,

Air and non-condensible gases removed from the condenser are continu-
41 | ously sempled by a radiation monitor prior to release into the atmosphere.

During normal plant operation, one vacuum pump is in operation. The
standby vacuum pump starts automatically when the suction manifold increases,

'

to 3.5 inch Hg. Abs. or when the running pump trips.

10.4.3 Turbine Gland _ Sealing System

10.4.3.1 Design Bases

58|
The Turbine Gland Steam System provides steam for sealing of the

turbine shaf t and rotor to ensure that steam is contained within the turbine
casings and to prevent air in-leakage. The system provides these functions
automatically by controlling the gland steam pressure to an adequate sealing
pressure under all conditions of turbine operation. The basic flow diagram for
the Gland Steam System is shown in Figure 10.4-7.y

C The piping system associated with the Turbine Gland Steam System
58 is designed, fabricated, inspected, and erected in accordance with either

ANSI B31.1 power Piping or manufacturer's standards.

10.4.3.2 Description

| The major components of the. Gland Steam System are the steam seal
41]58 regulator and the steam packing exhauster. The function of the system is

to supply steam at 4 psi gage to the low pressure turbine seals and to
41| remove and condense steam exhausted frcm the packings. The steam seal

regulator controls low pressure turbine shaft sealing steam pressure. The
steam packing exhauster evacuates a steam-air mixture from the packings,
condenses the steam, and discharges the air to the Turbine Ger.erator Building
Vent System.

39'

41

| System from the Auxiliary Boiler System.During unit startup, steam is supplied to the Turbine Gland SteamDuring unit generation, sealing50
steam can also be supplied from the Main Steam Supply System or the Extraction

41 Steam System.

A steam packing exhauster system which consists of a shell and tube
41 heat exchanger (condenser) with two 100 percent motor-driven

blowers, holds a vacuum of approximately 5 inches of water around the
shaf t in the outside annylus to prevent leakage of steam from the>

) turbine seals into the turbine room.

Amend. 58
Nov. 198010.4-3
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10.4.3.3 Evaluation

The Turbine Gland Sealing System is designed to provide the required
amount of sealing steam under all modes of operations. Major control

41 valves in the steam seal regulator are bypassed by a motor operated control
valve which can be controlled from the main control board in case of steam
regulator malfunction. The steam seal header is protectea from overpressure
by safety valves.

10.4.3.4 Testing and Inspection Requirements

Piping is inspected and tested in accordance with Paragraph 136 and
Paragraph 137, respectively, of ANSI B31.1, except for the piping furnished by
the turbine manufacturer. That piping is inspected and tested in accordance

j with the manufacturer's standards. The shell and tube side of the steam packing
exhauster will be hydrostatically tested to one and one-half times their design.

g Standby equipment will be periodically cycled in service to ensure its availability
4 ) ,i and for preventive maintenance.

10.4.3.5 Instrumentation Applications

Temperature, pressure, radiation monitors, and control instrumentation
are provided to ensure that the Gland Sealing System performs its required
function automatically. The system is operated continuously uuring the warm-up

41 and power operation of the turbine generator.

10.4.4 Turbine Bypass System

The Turbine Bypass System is shown in Figure 10.3-1.

10.4.4.1 Design Bases

The Turbine Bypass System is designed to perform the following
functions:

a. Provide a means to recover 80 percent of the main steam flow at
975 MWt following a full load turbine trip by diverting 15% of the

41 main steam flow to the deaerator to maintain 3000F feedwater to
the SGS and 65% of the main steam flow to the condenser.

b. Provide a means to make rapid changes in the power of the turbine
while the reactor is being maneuvered at ordinary rates.

The piping system associated with the Turbine Bypass System is
designed, fabricated, inspected, and erected in accordance with ANSI B31.1
Power Piping.

10.4.4.2 Description

The Turbine Bypass System consists of four automatically and sequen-
tially operated pressure reducing control valves p* ped individually through a
desuperheater to the main condenser and one automatically cperated pressure

41 reducing control valve piped directly to 1e deaerator.

10.4-4 Amend. 41 I
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p The Turbine Bypass System is utilized in the following manner:
O During startup, before the turbine is synchronized, turbine control will be on

41| manual, and the turbine bypass control valves to the condenser will be in auto-
matic. Pressure is controlled by the bypass valves to the condenser at a
pressure setpoint established manually. After synchronization is accomplished
and initial load is applied to the turbine, the turbine control can be placed
in automatic thereby releasing the turbine to throttle pressure control. As
turbine load increases, the bypass valves close. Once the bypass valves close,
the bypass system is biased up to a new setpoint which is approximately 145 psi
greater than normal turbine header pressure. These bypass valves then serve
as overpressure relief valves operating at the higher setpoint.

A1 interlock prevents the turbine bypass valves to the condenser from
opening during a period of either low condenser vacuum or high desuperheater
discharge temperature return. During a turbine trip when extraction steam is
no longer available for feedwater heating, in order to avoid unacceptable
thermal transients in the SGS, the control valve in the bypass line to the
deaerator will open automatically, pegging the deaerator at approximately

41 67 PSIA. This will maintain a minimum of 3000F feedwater to the SGS drums.

10.4.4.3 Evaluation

A failure of the Turbine Bypass System to the condenser will have no
adverne effect on the nuclear steam supply system. If the Turbine Bypass

-3 System should fail upon loss of full load, the Main Steam Safety Valves
(described in Section 5.5) can dissipate to the environment all of the energy
existent or produced in tb steam generators. The effects of malfunctions of
the TLebine Bypass System and the effects of such failure on other components
are evaluated in Section 15.3.2.4.

10.4.4.4 Testing and Inspection Requirements

The valves and major components of the Turbine Bypass System are sub-
jected to manufacturer's shop tests including hydrostatic and performance
tests.

Tests and inspection of the Turbine Bypass System piping, such as the
radiographic inspection of the welds and the hydrostatic leak test prior to
initial operation, is made in accordance with ANSI B31.1 Power Piping.

All system valves can be inspected and tested during normal operation
on a scheduled basis.

10.4.4.5 Instrumentation Applications

Instrumentation applications are discussed in Section 7.7.1.

10.4.5 Circulating Water System

The Circulating Water System is shown in Figure 10.4-2.

10.4-5
Amend. 41
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10.4.5.1 Design Bases

The Circulating Water System (CWS) supplies sufficient water to con-
dense all steam exhausted to the condenser while maintaining the turbine
exhaust pressure within specified design limits. The CWS also provides cooling
Wdter to the Normal Plant Service Water System. Heat gained by the circulating
water is dissipated to the atmosphere by operation of the mechanical draf t wet-

I type cooling towers.58

Makeup for cooling tower evaporation, drif t, and blowdown losses is
obtained from the River Water Service System.

The Circulating Water System is a non-safety related system and as
such is not required to be operational during or following an accident condi-
tion. The structure of the mechanical drafc wet cooling tower is designed as a

24 | non-category I structure and according to the Standard Building Code.

Location of the mechanical draf t wet cooling tower ensures that any
drift from the tower will have no significant adverse effect upon plant
building structures or outdoor equipment.

Specific system equipment includes two multi cell mechanical draft wet

24| ciated piping to and from the condenser and cooling towers.
40 coolino towers, three 33-1/3 percent capacity circulatino water oumos, and asso-SL, ~ '

A chlorination system will be utilized to control biological growth in
the CWS.

10.4.5.2 Description

The three circulating water pumos take suction from the coolina tower
basin and supply cooling water to the condenser inlet water boxes. The heated

24 effluent from the condenser then flows back to the cooling tower where it is
24| cooled as it cascades into the cooling tower basin. Additionally, 26,600 gpm

40 is extracted from the cooling basin by the Normal Plant Service Water System
(Reference Section 9.9.3). This water also returns to the cooling tower for
heat dissipation.

Blowdown water is extracted from the discharge of the circulating
water pumps in order to maintain specific solids concentration in the Circula-
ting Water and Normal Plant Service Water Systems. Blowdown water is routed to
the Clinch River and released through a single porc high velocity sub-surface
discharge.

Three 33-1/3% percent circulating water pumps of vertical type loca+ad in

40 |24
tl 3 circulating water pumphouse are provided for a design flow of 63,000 gpm coch.
At rated' power of the turbine generator, the temperature rise through the main
condenser is 22 F. The temperature rise through the main condenser for stretch
power is approximately 25 F.

O

Amend. 58
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/~ 4 A feed pump recirculation system is furnished to maintain a( minimum flow through each steam generator feed pump during both startup
and low-load operation. The minimum flow is controlled by an individual
control loop provided for each pump which consists of a recirculation

41 control valve which receives a signal from a flow orifice located in the
pump discharge line and the recirculated water is returned to the deaerator.

41| The high pressure heaters are full flow horizontal U-tube type
with integral drain coolers and with Type 304 Stainless Steel tubes rolled
and welded to the tube sheets. The topping heaters are 33-1/3% capacity
water to water horizontal type heaters with type 304 stainless steel

41 l tubes rolled and welded to the tube sheets.

The shell side of the high pressure heaters is continuously ventec
to the deaerator, and the shell side of the low pressure heaters will be
vented continuously to the condenser during normal operation. The deaerator

49 is continuously vented to the atmosphere.

Drains from high pressure Heater No. 1 cascade to high pressure
Heater No. 2, and high pressure Heater No. 2 drain cascades to the deaerator
(Heater No. 3). Drains from the topping heaters (7A, B, C) cascade to a
flash tank where some of the drains are flashed to steam and vented to the

I deaerator and the remaining drains flow to Heater No. 4. Low pressure
Heater No. 4, in addition to the Flash Tank drains also receives extraction
steam from the low pressure turbine. Low pressure Heater No. 4 cascades

p to the condenser through Heater No. 5. Heaters No. 6A, B and C receive
!V 4) only extraction steam from the Low Pressure Turbine. (See Figure 10.4-b

for heater drain system).
|

The operating level in each feedwater heater will be maintained
by leve,1 controlled modulation of a control valve in its drain line.
The level controller will also initiate opening of the controi valve in

I

its alternate drain line to the condenser if the heater level increases
above the normal operating range.

|

All continuous steam /feedwater/ condensate samples will be
49 discharged to the Waste Water Treatment System to maintain tritium con-

centration equilibrium in the steam-water cycle. 28

10.4.7.3 Evaluation |
'

58l Normally, two 50% capacity condensate pumps will be in
4) service with the third one on standby for automatic starting should one

of the operating pumps fail. Therefore, the system is capable of supplying
the maximum required flow. The pumps take suction from the condenser hot
well which is designed for a storage capacity of 3 minutes. Another
source of water for the condensate system is the condcnsate storage tank
which is connected to the main condenser hot well. Also, interconnections

41 | provide makeup water from the makeup water treatment system and the denine-
ralized water system to either the condenser or condensate storage tank.

41 | Two 50% capacity steam generator feed pumps are normally in service.
, Should one of the two operating feedwater pumps fail, the third automatically
l starts. The source of water for the feed pumps is the deaerator storage tank

41Iwhichisdesignedtohavesevenminutesstoragecapacity. When either the

Amend. 58
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normal feedwater sources are not available, or the normal heat
removal path through the main condenser becomes unavailable due to loss of out-
side power or other malfunctions, the heat removal is taken over by the Auxil-
iary Feedwater System. The Auxiliary Feedwater System, which is a sub-system
of the Steam Generator Heat Removal System (SGAHRS), is described in detail in
Section 5.6.

All heaters are supplied with individual isolation valves and bypass
lines for ease of maintenance.

The condensate and steam generator feed pumps are designed to provide
the maximum required design flows plus adequate margin to account for both
transients and pump wear. Seal leak-offs for the condensate and feed pumps are
returnoJ to the condenser. Provision is made for initial fill and startup of
the system from the condensate pump.

Whereas the Auxiliary Feed System is designed as Seismic Category I
and its components in accordance with ASME Code III, Classes 2 or 3, the con-
ventional condensate and feedwater system is not safety related from the con-
denser hotwell to the feedwater piping anchor at the Steam Generator Building
penetra tion.

Discussion of the measures used to protect safety related systems and
structures from the pipewhip, blowdown jet, and reactive forces of the non-
safety related feedwater system is provided in Section 3.6.1.

Under normal conditions, no radioactive contaminants other than tritium
are present in the Condensate and Feedwater Systems. The tritium is present
due to diffusion from the intermediate sodium loop. Even in the highly unlikely
event of simultaneous leakage in the intermediate heat exchanger and in the
steam generator, the pressure in the steam generator water / steam side, at least
five times greater than the pressure on the sodium side, will prevent leakage
into the water side. For the detection of any possible radioactivity which
might be introduced into the system, the condenser vacuum pump discharge will

' be continuously monitored prior to release into the atmosphere. A discussion
of tritium discharges from the steam-water cycle is described in PSAR
Sections 11.2 and 11.3.

M
10.4.7.4 Testing and Inspection Requirements

,

The condensate and feedwater piping system which is not ASME
4) Section III is inspected and tested in accordance with ANSI B31.1.

Amend. 49
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O The shell and tube side of all feedwater heaters are hydrostatically
tested in accordance with ASME Code, Section VIII. Hydrostatic and performance
tests are made on all condensate and feedwater pumps in accordance with manu-
facturer's standards. Periodic tests and inspections will be performed during
operation and during maintenance outages.

10.4.7.5 Instrumentation Applications

The necessary controls are provided to maintain condenser hotwell
level by pumping from the condensate pump discharge to the condensate storage
tank on high level and making up from the storage tank on low level.

The water level in the deaerator storage tank is controlled by a three
element control system measuring condensate and feed pump flow and storage tank
level. The deaerator storage tank is provided with a drain line which allows

411 condensate to be drained to the condenser on extreme high level.

The steam generator steam drum level is controlled as discussed in
Section 5.5.

As described in Section 7.4.1, instrumentation is provided to initiate
operation of the SGAHRS if the condensate and feedwater system beCome

! inoperabl e.

I Controls are also provided to maintain the correct levels in the feed-
' water heaters. In addition to the level controller operation, the heaters are

provided with level swite.hes. A bigh-high water level in the heater will
actuate a switch which w111 initiate:

a. Closure of the control valve in the incoming drain line1

b. Closure of the extraction valve
: 41

c. Opening of the extraction line drain valve

pressure at feed pump suction and discharge will be measured. Also,
temperature measurement will be made for each stage of feedwater heating.
These temperatures arid oressures plu; .;ndensate and feedwater flows will be,

recorded or indicated in the Control Room and abnormal conditions will be
annunciated where applicable.

1 Sampling means will be provided for monitoring the quality of the
feedwater and the condensate blowdown.

I A radiation monitor is provided at the discharge of the vacuum pumps
41 and the necessary controls are provided to assure no radioactive release above

g the design conditions.

O
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10.4.8 S_ team Generator Blowdown System

10.4.8.1 Design Bases

The Steam Genorator Blowdown System is designed to help maintain steam
generator water within acceptable chemical purity limits. It is designed to be
operable at ali times and to allow a maximum of 10 percent blowdown. The blow-
down is returned to the feedwater heating cycle through a heat recovery scheme
which is designed to minimize heat loss. The system is not tornado or missile
hardened within the TGB. It does not interface with a sodium system and is

41 isolated during a sodium water reaction and SGAHRS actuation. Piping from
the SGB penetration is furnished in accordance with ANSI B31.1 Power Piping
and is not safety related.

10.4.8.2 Description

The blowdown system must be operable at all conditions except acci-
dents. At normal operating conditions, the blowdown from each steam generator |
drum passes through a flow nozzle to a blowdown control station. Downstream
from this pressure reducing control station, the liquid is routed to the top-
ping heaters, an alternate path through a pressure reducing station to the

41 condenser bypassing the topping heaters and the flash tank is provided. 1

38| The condensate blowdown to maintain the tritium inventory is described
in Section 10.4.7.

O

1

10.4.8.3 Evaluation

Normally, all three steam generator blowdown lines are operating in
such a manner that the total blowdown does not exceed 10 percent of the rated

41 steam flow. A failure analysis is not provided for this system because its
failure does not cause loss of a plant safety function. The system is isolated
from the evaporators and superheaters at the initiation of a sodium / water

41| reaction and SGAHRS operation is not adversely affected. Tritium in the steam is
normally released only to the Condensate System (see Section 10.4.7).

t
1
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15.7.1 Anticipated Eventr

b 15.7.1.1 Loss of D. C. System

15.7.1.1.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

Among the credible events which can cause the loss of one D.C. systiem,
in whole or in part, are a faulted D.C. system main bus, a faulted branch cir-
cuit, or an open connection. Regardless of the cause, the loss of voltage on
the main bus, or on safety-related branch circuits, will be annunciated in the
control room, and action will be taken to return the system to normal operation.

15.7.1.1.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

The plant design includes three independent battery supported
Class lE D.C. systems which are fully described in Section 8.3.2.1. The loss
of one D.C. system will not prevent the operation of Class lE D.C. loads as
these systems will be designed with sufficient physical separation, electrical
isciation, and redundancy to prevent occurrence of common failure modes.

It should be noted that the loss of one D.C. system will not result
in a loss of the associated vital bus as this bus will be automatically trans-
ferred to the Class lE A.C. Distribution System. Since the transfer will be
accomplished with static transfer switching circuitry synchronized with the
aforementioned system voltage, the rarformance of loads fed from the vital bus
will not be degraded by the trar f er.

15.7.1.1.3 Conclusions

The loss of one D.C. system will not prevent the functioning of
Class lE D.C. loads since these loads will be separated into redundant groups,

. each group being powered by a separate D.C. system. Further, since the D.C.
! systems are designed to preclude commcn failure modes, the redundant counter-

part of the system that is lost will remain operational to provide the requiredi
' safety actions.
1

i

|

.

LJ
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15.7.1.2 Loss of Instrumentation or Valve Air

15.7.1.2.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

The system design precludes the loss of air supply to safety-related
valves or instruments due to a single credible event. However, multiple
failures, or a single failure occurring at the time of a design basis event,
could cause loss of instrumentation or valve air. Among such single fail-
ures are check valve malfunction caused by valve seal failure. Table 15.7.1.2-1
provides a listing of safety-related valves which require a compressed air
supply and their areferred operating directions.

15.7.1.2.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

The systems supplying compressed air to safety-related valves or
instruments will be designed such that a single credible failure will not
cause interruption of the air supply. The instrument air system is designed
to supply clean, dry, and oil-free air for plant instrumentation and controls.
The air receiver tanks are designed to the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code, Section VIII, Division 1. Piping is designed to ANSI B31.1.0. Piping

j7 which penetrates the reactor containment walls, and the containment isolation
valves are ASME Sec+ ion III, (Sections 3.9.2 and 6.2.4). Intercooler and
af tercoolers are designed to TEMA Class R.

8
All safety related, air-operated valves will be designed to move

in c preferred direction (or, in certain cases, fail as is) with the loss
46 of air supply. Certain " fail as is" valves are provided with safety class accumula

tors. Air operated containment isolation valves will fail closed in the event of
58 loss of air.

Detailed descriptions of failure effects of safety-related instru-
ment air supplies, if any, will be provided in the FSAR and it will be
shown that such failures do not lead to loss of safety-related functions.

15.7.1.2.^ Conclusions

Based on the preceeding discussion, the compressed air system will
17 be designed to prevent any adverse effects on the safe operation of the

plant due to loss of instrument or valve air.

Amend. 58
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APPENDIX B GENERAL PLANT TRANSIENT DATA

B.1 CRBRP PLANT DESIGN DUTY CYCLE

This Appendix is a compilation of the events which comprise the
CRBRP design duty cycle, together with an explanation of the method of selec-

| tion of ' umbrella' transients. It should be noted that the inclusion of an
item in this list signifies that it has been utilized for design purposes,
but not that the event itself is necessarily regarded either as being cred-
ible, or to be expected as frequently as is indicated. Table B-1 presents
the duty cycle frequency list. Table B-2 presents a preliminary listing of
' umbrella' events to be used as a basis for structural evaluation of the major
heat transport system components.

B.l.1 Normal Events

B.l.l.1 N-1 Dry System Heatup and Cooldown, Sodium Fill and Drain

For design purposes, the heatup of the entire sodium system, exclu- ,

sive of the steam generators, or of individual primary or intennediate loops
_

will be treated as a temperature increase of the outer surface of the sodium
containment from ambient (70"F) to 450 F at. a constant rate of nominally

58 30F/hr (desired rate is 25uF/hr),(100F/hr for the reactor vessel). After a
soak at 450"F surface temperate to preheat the internals to a nominal 400 F,
the surface will be allowed to cool to 400'F. Similarly, cooldown will be

. considered as a decrease from 400 F to 70 F at a constant rate of 25"F/hr.
G (10 F/hr. for the reactor vessel). Plant systems will be filled with argon

at one. atmosphere. Each heatup cycle will be preceded by three cycles of
pressure reduction to as close to full vacuum as practical and back filling
with argon to one atmosphere. Each heat up cycle will be followed by one
pressure cycle from ambient to maximum attainable vacuum with back filling to
one atmosphere using argun. It is assumed that all sodium containing piping
and components will be heated by electrical heaters mou ' ?d external to the
piping, c'aponent, or guard vessel, as applicable. The steam generator mod-
ules and the steam-water system will be heated from the water side using an
auxiliary heat source. Following the heatup, the primary and intermediate
systems are filled with 400 F sodium. The systems are drained and backfilled
with argon at one atmosphere prior to cooldown below 400 F.

B.l.1.2 N-2 Normal Startul

B.l.1.2.1 N-2a Startup from Refueling Temperature
,

The plant startup event from refueling . temperature is a heatup tran-
sient between the normal refueling temperature of 400'F 'and the temperature,

| conditions that exist at a minimum operating power level of 40% thermal
j. power. For design purposes, the primary system sodium temperature will
j increase essentially isothermally at an average rate of 50"F per hour between

400 F and 600*F. This heatup rate will be achieved by utilizing the sodiumi

-
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O471 pump's at 100T flew and may include a minimal amount of reactor power. Between
600 F and the system conditions existing at 40f tgemal power, the hot leg
temperature will change at an average rate of 150 F per hour. This change in
temperature will be accomplished by making discrege steps in power level which
will result in temperature changes at a rate of 1 F per second for 25 seconds
every 10 minutes. The primary coid leg and intermediate systen hot and cold
leg temperatures will vary between 400 F and their appropriate temperatures
for the 40% thermal power level. Primary sodium flow rate during this pertion
of the heatup is taken to be constant at 40% of full flow with appropriate
intermedia te flowrates. Thewater/steamsideofthesteamgeneratorswill
follow the ngclear island temperatures from 400 F to the operating temperat.ure
level of 600 F with water / steam circulation tr. rough the evaporator module
and steam through the superheater. The water /s team pressure will be varied
from about 425 psig to ul500 psig as required '.o meet the operation conditions
at 400 thermal load. Steam flow will vary as required to heat the turbine
and reject the excess heat generated by the reactor.

B.l.l.2.2 N_-2b Startup from Ho_t Standby Conditions

The plant startup event from hot standby cgnditions is a heatup
transient between the hot standby temperature of 600 F and the temperature
conditions which exist at a minimum operating power level of 40r thermal
powgr. This event is the same as the second part of N-2a (starting at
600 F).

B.l.l.3 N-3 Normal Shutdown

B.l.l.3.1 N-3a Shutdown to Refueling Temperature

The plant shutdown event to a refueling temperature is a cooldcwn
transient between the temperature conditions which exist at a ninimum opera-
ting power leval of 40' thermal power to the normal refueling temperature of
400 F. This event is assumed to be essentially N-2a reversed in time with
the exception that the reactor will be taken subcritical when .he primary

C
hot leg temperature has been reduced to slightly above 600 F e.1d the godium
pumgs will be run at pony motor gpeed durigg the cooldown bM. ween 600 F and
400 F. The cooldown between 600 F and 400 F is handled by the Protected
Air Cooled Condensers (PACC) with assistance from the main feedwater and
turbine bypass system to accelerate the cooldown. When refueling conditions
are reached the PACC's handle the entire heat load and the main steam stop
and feedwater isolation valves are s,ut. The nain feedwater system is used
intennittently af ter this to provide makeup as required for long term
leakage.

47

B.l.l.3.2 N-3b Shutdown to Hot Standby Conditions

The plant shutdown event to hot standby conditions is a cooldown
transient between the temperature conditions which cxist at a minimum opera-

Uting power level of 40% thermal power to the hot standby temperature of 600 F.
This event is assumed to be N-2B reversed in time, with the reactor taken
subtriticgl when the primary hot leg temperature has been reduced to slightly
above 600 F. When the protected air cooled condenser can handle the decay

47 heat load, the main steam stop and feedwater isolation valves are shut.
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B.l.l.4 N-4 Ldad Following
|.

B.1.1.4.1 N-4e Loading and Unloading

The plant design loading and unloading events are conservatively

58|47represented by a continuous and uniform ramp load change through the range of
40% to 100% of full load. This load range is the maximum permissible con-a

sistent with the reactor control system, which is designed to acccmmodate
j automatic load following capability while maintaining rated steam conditions.

47 Rate of load change is up to 3.0% per minute. Load changes in this region>

are accomplished by linearly varying primary and intermediate sodium flows
| with power while holding turbine inlet pressure constant. ,
4

j B.l.l.4.2 N-4b Load Fluctuctions

In addition to normal plant loading and unloading (N-4a), there
'

will be load fluctuations resulting from changing electrical network demands.
For design purposes, these events are conservatively represented by continuous

47 | and uniform ramp load changes through the range of 80% to 100% of full load.
This load swing is used since it results in the largest temperature variation
in the system for the given 20% load variation. Rate of load change is up to
3.0% per minute. As in loading and unloading, load changes are accomplished

47 by linearly varying primary and intermediate sodium flows with power while
holding turbine inlet pressure constant. For calculation of the system con-<

ditions during a load fluctuation, it should be assumed that equilibrium
conditions are reached between the ramp power changes.

9.1.1.5 N-5 Step Load Changes of 1.10% of Full Load

This event involves step changes in generator load equivalent to
+10% of full ge=rator load within the load range of 40% to 100% of full

'

47 Toad. These event; are assumed to be occasioned by normal disturbances in
the electrical netwoit into which the plant output is tied. The nuclear
island is assumed to respond to the load change by changing flow and
power at the rate of 3% of rated power per minute.4

B.1.1.6 N-6 Steady State Temperature Fluctuations

This event consists of the sodium temperature variations produced
by power and flow fluctuationg within the control system deadband. This

6fluctuation is taken to be +6 F peak to peak for 30 x 10 cycles and is based
on expected deadband fluctuations. The fluctuations may arise from the

i deadband of the power loop of the control system (+2%) which would result in
' a temperature. fluctuation period of about 24 seconifs at full flow. Since

58| the system is not expected to limit cycle, the frequency is considered to be
conservative.

-
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B...l.7 N-7 Steady State Flow Induced Vibrations

This event consists of the vibrations in the sodium heat transport
system produced by the fluctuations in sodium pressure due to the interaction
between the vanes in the impellers and the pump volute. Steam generator sys-

Sa| tem water side fluctuations caused by other system vibrations and frequency
47 are determined on a system basis.

B.1.2 Upset Events

58| All upset events a + terminated at hot standby conditions unless
otherwise specified.

B.1.2.1 U-l Reactor Trip

This transient includes real scrams due to malfunctions (including
rapid reactivity transients) which cause a PPS trip level to be exceeded and
spurious scrams covering those situations in which a PPS trip level is not
actudlly exceeded; but a scram occurs due to a fault in the PPS, control sys-tem or plant instrumentation.

B.l.2.1.1 U-la Reactor Trip From Full Power with Normal Decay Heat

47 This transient involves a trip of the reactor (release of priniary
ad secondary control rods) followed in 300 msec by the tripping of the main

sodium pumps. The sodium pumps coast to pony motor speed, which results in a
53|47| sodium flow of about 10' of full flow in both the primary and intermediate loops.

Feedwater and recirculation pumps remain energized and fcedwater flow is con-
trolled by the normal control system that responds to drum level and feedwater/
steam flow signals. The turbine is tripped on a low throttle pressure signal.

58|47 The turbine bypass valve starts opening coincident with the turbine trip.
The initial decay heat level for this transient is normal 1003 decay heat.

47; The Protected Air Cooled Condenser for each loop is turned on within 2401 seconds of the reactor trip.

B.l.2.1.2 U-lb Reactor Trip from Full Power with Minimum Decay Heat

The same operational sequence of event U-la is asrumed for this
transient. The minimum decay heat level is assumed for an initial condition.

B.l.2.1.3 U-lc Reactor Trip from Partial Power with Minimo.n Decay Heat

The same operational sequence is assumed for this transient as for
reactor trip from full power. Initial power level for this transient is

53| 40 and the initial decay heat is minimum decay heat. Since larger ini-
tial thermal differences can occur in the steam system at part power than
full Dowc , this transient is included as a separate case.

B.l.i.2 U-2 Uncontrolled Control Rod Movement

This is a general category of events, which result from control sys-
tem malfunctions. The U-2 category includes six events: an uncontrolled rod

B-4 Amend. 58
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The transient provides an envelope that encompasses events which

O more severe than those in U-3a or significant operator errors in controlling

'

. would cause the pump to be tripped or which results from control failures

47 i primary loop flow.

B.l.2.4 U-4 Complete or Partial Loss of One Intermediate Pump

There are two events in this category: a partial loss of inter-
mediate flow in one loop, and the coastdown of t.ne intemediate pump to pony
motor speed.

B.I.2.4.1 U-4a Intermediate Pumo Control Failure,

The intermediate flow in one loop is assumed to ramp down at 1%/
47 second from 100% flow to 70% flow (a level immediately above the speed ratio

trip setting). All other flows remain controlled a' their initial values.
No action is taken to terminate the event for ten minutes. At that point,
the incident is te eminated by a manual scram. The event is characterized
by ac increase in 'qtermediate hot leg and primary cold leg temperature
and Jecrease in the intermediate cold leg temperature.;

B.1.2.4.2 U-4b loss of Power to One Intermediate Pump

The intermediate pump in one loop is assumed to coastdown to pony
motor speed. The other primary and intermediate pump speeds are assened to
remain at initial values until the reactor / pump trip. A reactv trig is

O exceeds approximately 1.43. initiated when the normalized primary to intermediate pump speed ratioFollowing the trip, the remainder of the pumps
and the steam / water side are treated as for the normal scram.

B.l.2.5 U-5 Reduction or Loss of Feedwater Flow

B.l.2.5.1 U-Sa Loss of AC Power to One Feedwater Pumo Motor

58| 47| The steam plant includes three 50% capacity feedwater
pumps. Two pumps operatc at any one time. The third (spare) main feedwater

47| pump will be started automatically upon loss of one operating feed pump.
Automatic startup of the spare feedwater pump avoids a significant transient
on any component. Failure of the spare feedwater pump to automatically start
will cause a rapid reduction in feedwater flow rate to approximately 60 per-
cent of full flow. This will cause the feedwater flow control valve in each
loop to go full open, and the temperatures of the water entering each of the
evaporators will increase. Although the loss of AC power to one feedwater

i pump motor should result in an automatic start of the standby (spare) feed-
water pump, for conservatism in design, it is assumed that the spare does
not start and the plant is tripped on low drum level one minute after the
initiation of tha events. The one minute trip delay is based on a drum in-
ventory equivale?: to a 30 second holdup at full flow.
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B.I.2.5.2 U-Sb Loss of Feedwater Flow to All Steam Generators

This transient includes three cases: (a) loss of one feedwater
pump with failure of its out et check valve; (b) loss of feed pump suction,
and (c) closure of all feedwater throttle or feedwater isolation valves.
These events all result in a decrease in drum level due to feedwater loss.
A reactor trip will be initiated on steam-feedwater flow ratio. SGAHRS will
Le actuated automatically in all three loops on a low drum level signal to

47 prevent loss of all plant cooling. This event is similar to event U-18
with the excention that the recirculation pumps remain in operation.

45
B.l.2.7 U-7 Sodium Pump Speed Increases

B.l.2.7.1 U-7a 'rimary Pump Speed Increase

The event is assumed to involve a control system 'adifunction that
demands 100% flow from an initial condition of 407, flow a:id 40% reactor power.

47| All three primary pumps increase their speeds at a rate of 15/second. A
trip is initiated by the primary to intentlediate speed ratio subsystem. The
event results in a down ramp of core outlet temperature. This event pro-
vides envelope coverage for speed increase of a single pump under the same
conditions as well as for startup of a main pump motor from pony motor speed.

B.l.2.7.2 U-7b Intermediate Pump Speed Increase

This event assumes an increase in all three intermediate pump speeds
from an initial condition of 40% flow and 40% reactor power at a rate of 1%/

47 second. A trip is initiated by the primary to intermediate speed ratio sub-
system. This event provides envelope coverage for speed increase of a single
int: "ediate pump under the same conditions as well as for startup of a main
pump motor from pony motor speed.
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B.l.2.8 U-8 Primary pump Pony Motor Failure

Following a normal plant trip, the pony motor on one of the three
>

primary pumps fails to engage. The affected pump coasts dnwn and stops.
f pony motor pumping action in the other two loops r]sults in flow reversal
in the loop while intermediate sodium flow remains constant. The check
valve limits reverse flow to 1100 gpm. The event is characterized by an
abnormal temperature distribution in the IHX, a rapid decrease in prima y
hot leg temperature in the affected loop, and increasing core temperatures

47 due to the bypassed flow.

B.l.2.9 U-9 Intermediate pump pony fiotor Failure

Following a normal plant trip, the pony motor on one of the three
intermediate pumps fails to engage. The affected pump coasts down and stops.
The transient is characterized by an up transient in the cold leg of the pri-
mary circuit of the affected loop, and a long term mismatch in primary to
intermediate system flows in the affected loop since the int <:rmediate system
flow in the affected loop will be provided by the natural c.rculation driving
head only.

B.1.2.10 _U_-10 Inadvertent Closure of Steam Generator Steam / Water Module
Isolati_on Valve _

This event includes isolation valve closures for a single evaporator
or superheater module.

B.1.2.10.1 U-10a Evaporator Module Inlet Isolation Va_lve Closure

The normally open module inlet isolation valve is assumed to instan-
taneously close. The other evaporator module experiences an increase in
recirculation flow. The affected evaporator module will experience increasing
exit quality, and the evaporator module and its outlet line to the steam drum
will boil dry. The affected evaporator module will then experience a large
up transient.

Reactor trip will be initiated from a high evaporator module outlet
sodium temperature signal.

B.I.2.10.2 U-10b Superheater Module Inlet Isolation Valve Closure

The' normally open inlet isolation valve is assumed to instantane-
ously close. The loss of superheater steam flow will result in a reactor
trip, initiated from a steam-feedwater flow ratio subsystem. The continued
addition of heat to the water in the evaporators of the affected loop will
cause the drum ari evaporator pressures to increase, and the affected loop',

drum and evaporator exit pressure relief valves will open. The feedwater ,

'

control valve, which may begin to close in response to the initial feedwater/
steam flow mismatch, will open to maintain the drum level, balancing the4

O
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steam flow through the drum and evaporator power relief valves. Steam will
be vented until the SGAHRS can remove the heat. The superheater module, as
well as the sodium cross-over piping and evaporator sodium inlets, experience
severe up temperature transients.

B.l.2.10.3 U-10d Superheater Module Outlet Isolatinn Valve Closure

The normally open outlet isolation valve is assumed to instantane-
ously close. The superheater steam flow in the .'*fected loop will be stopped,
resulting in a pressure increase in the affected sep steam generating com-
ponents. Turbine s team flow will accorAngly be reduced. Superheater steam
flow will be reestablished through the superheater exit power relief valves.
A reactor trip will be initiated by a steam feeAater flow ratio subsystem.
B.1.2.11 U-11 Inadvertent Isolation and Blowdown of Steam Generator

T5 events are assumed to be initiated by one of the following:
a) inadvertmt operator activation, b) inadvertent activation caused by

47| a component failure, or c) operator response to a water to sodium leak indi-
cation. This transient results in the water isolation and dumping of either
a single evaporator module, the superheater or both evaporators and the
superheater in an individual loop. For design purposes, an intermediate
loop sodium drain is assumed. The events in this group terminate at re-

47 fueling conditions.

B.l.2.11.1 U-lla Water Side Isolation and Dump of Both Evaporators and
the Superheater

This event is initiated by a signal which is assumed to instantane-
ously close the normally open isolation valves in the inlet water lines to
the evaporators and in the inlet and outlet steam lines of the superheater

47 of a steam generator. The dump valve in the water side inlet to each evapora-
tor and the power relief valves in the e/apo ator and superheater water /
steam side outlets are assumed to simultancously open. Pressure from the
steam drum closes the check valve in each evaporatur outlet line. These
valves serve to provide outlet line isolation of the evaporators from the

47 steam drum and avoid blowing down the drum. The steam / water side pressure
decreases until the power relief and dump valves shut. The modules are
then pressurized on the water / steam sides with nitrogen at 200 psig. A
reactor trip is assumed to occur 4 seconds af ter the isolation valves

33| shut due to steam flow / feed flow mismatch. The event is characterized by up
transients of the steam generator modules and intermediate sodium pump
in the affected loop. The t.naffected loops see transients similar to a
reactor trip from full power.

B.l.2.ll.2 U-llb Water Side Isolation and Dump of an Evaporator Module

This event is initiated by a signal which is assumed to instantane-
ously close the normally open isolation valve in the evaporator inlet recir-
culation line. Simultaneously, the dump valve in the water side inlet line
of the affected evaporator and the power relief valves on the evaporator exit
line are assumed to open. Pressure from the steam drum closes the check
valve in the evaporator outlet line. This valve serves to provide outlet

47 line isolation of the evaporator and avoids blowing down the steam drum.
The steam / water side pressure decreases until the power relief and dump
valves shut. The evaporator water / steam side pressure is then maintained

B-10 "
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' ( at 200 psig using the nitrogen supply. The plant is tripped manually by( 47\ the operator or on high evaporator module outlet sodium header temperature.,

For' the unaffected loops, the event is similar to a reactor trip from full
power. Decay heat removal is maintained through the unaffected steam
genera tor or modules.

B.I.2.11.3 U-11c Steam Side Isolation and Dump of Superheater
! This event is initiated by a signal which is assumed to instantane-

ously close the isolation valves in the steam inlet and itlet lines to the
superheater and to open the relief valve in the steam header at the super-
heater module outlet. This event interrupts steam flow from one of the three
steam generator systems and a reactor trip results due to steam-feed flow

; mismatch. Heat transferred from the sodium-to the water side in the: evapora-
i tors is released by opening relief valves at the evaporator module exits and
. on the steam drum. The steam side pressure is mFntained at 200 psig using
! the nitrogen supply.

47 | B. l .2.12 U-12 Loss of Feedwater Flow to One Steam Generator Loop

This event is specified as an inadvertent closure of the feedwater-

inlet isolation valve or the feedwater throttle valve which controls the feed-
47| water flow to the steam drum of one of the three steam generator loops. Closure

of.the valve is assumed to occur in 0.3 seconds. This event is characterized
by an increase in the water inlet temperature to the evaporators and possible
partial loss of recirculation flow as the water temperature reaches saturation.
While the plant may be tripped on a feedwater to stean flow ratio limit signal,;

it is assumed for this event that the plant is tripped on low drum level.
The steam generator auxiliary feedwater flow will be initiated on a low drum
level signal to prevent loop dryout.

B.1.2.13 U-13 Feedwater Throttle Valve Failed Open

This event is assumed to involve the feedwater throttle valve for
one loop failing in the open position with the NSSS at the 40% power point.
It is assumed that operator action does not correct the increasing drum
level and that a high drum level signal causes automatic closure of the drum
feedwater inlet isolation valve and a reactor trip.

B.1.2.14 U-14 Loss of One Recirculation Pump

Each steam generator is equipped with one recirculation pump which
circulates water from the steam drum into the evaporators providing a recir-
culation ratio of 2:1 at full loop power. This event e numes instantaneous

'

j stoppage of the recirculation pump in one loop. The eveat includes loss of
power to the pump, shaft seizure, and other pump malfunctions resulting in,

loss of forced recirculation through the evaporators. The plant trips based
$ 47 | on high evaporator outlet sodium temperature. The plant experiences transients'

similar to U-lb with the exception that the evaporators will experience an
up_ transient as a result of the reduced water side flow.

O
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O
B.I.2.15 U-15 Turbine Trips.

B.1.2.15.1 U-15a Turbine Trip,(Without Reactor Tripl

This event assumes that the turbine is tripped from full power (tur-
bine throttle valve closes instantaneously) without a reactor trip. An 801
steam dump (bypass) to the condenser is provided which opens so that flow
through the steam dump increases linearly from 0 to full flow in 3 seconds.
Steam flow to all closed feedwater heaters is terminated with closure of the
turbine throttle valves. Steam is admitted to the deaerating heater to main-
tain pressure in the deaerator above 100 psig. Reactor power, sodium flow,
and steam bypass flow are ramped down at 3't./ minute to 40' power. For design
purposes, this ramp is followed by a normal shutdown to hot standby. A
rapid turbin9-valving transient is considered to be less severe than a tur-
bine trip (without reactor trip) and, as a result, is not considered ,1s a
separate design transient.

B.1.2.15.2 U-15b Turbine Trip _with Reactor Trip J oss_of_ Main _ Condense,r_or
Similar Problen@

Turbine trip is assumed to eccur when the main condenser, and thus
the turbine dump (bypass) is unavailable. This causes the superheated steam
flow to decrease to zero initially. The steam system pressures then increase
and the superheated outlet power relief and safety valves open, returning the
steam flow to about 1007. A reactor scram will be initiated based on turbinetrip coincident with loss of condenser. The sodium pumps coast down, and
steam flow and pressure are reduced. The steam generators see down transients
in sodium temperature similar to U-lb, Reactor Trip From Full Power.

58

36
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B.l.2.18 U-18 Loss of All Offsite Power

loss-of main sodium pump motor power occurs and sodium flow will
' decrease to pony motor (driven by emergency standby power) flow. A reactor

47. trip is initiated and a turbine trip follows.

Since neither the feedwater pumps, recirculation pumps, nor the
47| cooling wa:er pumps for the main condenser are Jn emergency (standby) power,the 1 trbine bypass valve will remain closed (b6 sed on a signal noting loss of

condenser cooling water) and steam system pressures will increase until the
47| superheater outlet and drum vent valves open, reestablishing stea:n flow.

The Auxiliary Feedwater Supply (AFS) portion of the Steam Generator
471 Auxiliarv Heat Removal System (SGAHRS) will be initiated on low drum level.

Pumps will take suction side flow from the protected storage tank to maintaindrum level. Sufficient stored water is available in the protected tank to
58] make up for water lost to remove decay and stored heat by venting steam ur,til

the Protected Air Cooled Condenser System (PACCS) is capable of removing theentire shutdown heat load.47

3.1.2.19 U-19 Plant Shutdown in Response to Small Sodium - Steam / Water
Lea _k Indication

This transient describes plant shutdown and affected loop depressur-3

ization for those sodium leak indications where immediate isolation and blow-
;

down are not considered necessary but where a normal shutdown sequence is! considered to be too slow.

The operational sequence will first reduce the system temperature'

differentials so that the thermal transients resulting from blowdown and
dryout of the affected loop will be reduced. Initial power and flow reduc-
tions of a few percent per minute may be satisfactory. However, for de-
fining this transient, an initial reactor trip is assumed, followed by
affected module isolation and blowdown / dump. Steam system pressures and
temperatures will then be reduced at normal shutdown rates until refuelingconditions are reached.

47
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B.I.2.20 0-20 Turbine Bypass Valve
_ _

B.l.2.20.1 U-20a Inadvertent Opening of One Turbine Bypas_s_ Valve

From initial operation at 40; power, it is assumed that one turbine
bypass valve (capacity of 20% of full flow) is fully opened. An overcooling
of the steam generators will occur initially due to the increased steam flow.
A trip on steam-feed mismatch occurs. Due to the failure of the bypass,
there will be an excess of steam flow compared to intermediate sodium flow.
This results in continued overcooling until the isolation valves are closed
manually in 5 minutes.

E.1.2.20.2 U-20b Turbine Bypass Valve Fails Open Following Reactor Triy

This transient is included as it is representative of the transients
that can rapidly blowdown and cool the steam generating system. Following
reactor and turbine trip, the steam bypass system is used to maintain correct
steam pressures and flows. Failure of a valve in this system in the open
direction causes excessive steam flow with decreasing steam generator pres-
sures and temperatures. The feedwater system will supply adequate water to
maintain steam drum level. It is assumed that after 5 minutes operator action
results in closure of the bypass valve.

B.I.2.21 U-21 Inadvertent Opening of Safety / Power Relief Valves

B.l.2.21.1 U-21a Inadvertent Opening of Evaporator Outlet Safety / Power
Relief Valves

|
The valves are assumed to open instantaneously and this is accompanied

by automatic closing of the inlet isolation valve of the affected evaporator.
Pressure from the steam drum closes the check valve in the evaporator outlet
line. This valve serves to isolate the evaporator at the outlet line and
avoids blowing down the steam drum. The plant is tripped on high evaporator

47 outlet temperature.

Amend. 47B-14 Nov. 1978
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B.I.2.21.2 U-21b Inadvertent Opening of Superheater Outlet Safety / Power
Relief _ Valves

for initial conditions of 390 MWt and a minimum decay heat, a full
steam relief at a superheater exit is assumed. Loop steam flow will increase
by 60% of full flow and turbine steam flow will decrease by 137. The affected
loop drum will initially decrease but feedwater flow will increase ;o main-;

tain normal drum level . A reactor trip is assumed to occur from feec-steam
flow mismatch and the transient is terminated by an operator shutting the
superheater inlet valve 5 minutes af ter the trip.

B.l.2.22 U-22 Inadvertent Opening of SGAHRS Steam Drum Vent Valve
,

58| Inadvertent opening of a SGAHRS vent valve at the steam drum is assumed.
The plant will trip on low steam /feedwater flow ratio, and the drum will
depressurize. Depressurization may cause cavitation at the recirculation
pump suction.

The event is characterized by a decrease in recirculating
water temperature and evaporator Na outlet temperature, and is terminated
by operator action in isolating the SGAHRS steam drum vent line flow tenO minutes after the plant trip.

4

47

B.I.2.23 U-23 Inadvertent Opening of Evaporator Inlet Dump Valve

Both series valves are assumed to open instantaneously and this is'

accompanied by automatic closing of the-inlet isolation valve of the affected
evaporator.

Pressure from the steam drum closes the check valve in the
,

evaporator outlet line. This valve serves to isolate the evaporator at the
outlet line and avoids blowing down the steam drum.

! high evaporator outlet temperature. The plant is tripped on
,

| B.l.2.24 U-24 Reactor Trip with Failure of One PACC to Perform

The same operational sequence of event U-la is assumed except the PACC
does not start in one loop due to an assumed control logic failure.

4/

]
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B.1.3 Emergency, Events

All emergency events, which result in a reactor trip, shall be con-
sidered to result in a transient followed by a cooldown to refueling condi-tions.

47

B.1.3.1 E-1 Primary 3mp_ Mechan _ical Failure

The event involves an instantaneous stoppage of the impeller of one
primary pump while the system is operating at 100% power. The failure may
ee a seizure or breakage of the shaft or impeller. Primary system sodium
f'ow in the af fected loop decreases rapidly to zero as the pumps in the unaf-
feted loops seat the check valve (thereby causing a check valve slam). A
reactor trip will be initiated by the primary-intennediate flow ratio subsys-tem. Sodium flow in the intermediate circuit of the affected loop decays as
in a reactor trip from full power (U-lb), modified by changes in natural cir-
culation head. The event is characterized by a down transient in the hot
leg of the intermediate circuit of the affected loop and by a check valve
slam in the primary circuit of the affected loop.
B.l.3.2 .E__2 Intermediate Pump _ Mechanical Failure

The impeller of or,e of the intermediate system purps is assumed to
stop instantaneously causing the flow in that circuit to decrease rapidly.
A reactor trip is initiated by the primary to intermediate sodium flow ratio
subsystem and the normal trip transient sequence is followed thereafter. The
event is characterized by an up transient in the primary cold leg of the
af fected loop and by down transients in the steam generator modules of the
af fected loop since intermediate flow is limited to that produced by naturalcirculation.

43
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B.1.3.5 E-: Ioss of Primary Pump Pony Motor with Failure of the Check
Valve"to Shut

~

The initial conditions for this event are the same as for the pony
motor failure upset condition (U-8) except thac the check valve in the affected

47| loop remains fully open. Flow will reverse in the affected loop while inter-
mediate sodium flow remains constant. Thermal driving head in the affected
loop is not considered. This condition will cause an abnormal temperature
distribution in the IHX, a rapid decrease in the hot leg temperature in the
affected loop and increasing core temperature due to the bypassed flow.

B.l.3.6 E-6 Design Basis Sodium / Water Reaction Event

The event begins with a small water / steam leak, from a steam generator
tube, which escapes operator action, raises the intennediate heat transport
system pressure close to the SWRPRS set point and causes localized overheating
of another tube to the point of pressure rupture. The rupture area is
equivr. lent to a double ended guillotine tube failure and produces a water /
steam jet which causes localized overheating of a second tube to the point
of presscre rupture after one second. The second rupture also equals one
EDEG tube failure. The scenario repeats to the point of a third and final
pressure rupture equalling one EDEG tube failure after another second.

The first equivalent double ended guillotine tube failure causes
rupture disc actuation, foliowed by automatic isolation and blowdown of the
water / steam side of both the evaporators and the superheater in the affected
loop. In addition the reactor, the sodium pumps and the turbine are tripped.
For the unaffected loops, the event is similar to a reactor trip from full
power. Decay heat removal is maintained through the two remaining loops.

The event is classified as faulted for the affected Steem Generator
unit, for the interconnecting piping to the other Steam Generator units in the
loop, for the injected reaction products separator tank (s), affected rupture
discs and interconnecting pressure relief piping. For the rest of the loop,

58 the occurrence is classified as an Emergency event.

O
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B.l.3.7 E-7 One Loop Natural Circulation Heat Rejection from Initial Two
Loop Operation

Initial operatipn at a reduced power of 650 MWt is assumed, usingLoops A and B. Loop C is assumed to be shutdown. Upon loss of forced
sodium circulation, the reactor and turbhe are tripped and a transient
similar to E-16 occurs in loops A and B. However, an additional assumption
is made that the flow control valve between the turbine driven feed pump
and the ateam generator does not open on one of the operating loops. The
resultant loss of makeup water causes the steam drum to boil dry; thus, the
heat rejection capability of the loop is lost, and only one loop is available
for the reactor decay heat removal.

4/
B.l.3.8 E-8 Rupture Disk Failure in SGS Sodium-Water Protection System

Flow of IHTS sodium through the failed rupture disks will initiate
plant trip and activation of the steam generator water side blowdown system
as in event U-11. Both evaporator modules and the superheater in the affected
loop will be automatically isolated and blown down. It is assumed that the,

sodium rapid dump system is not manually activated.

B.1.3.9 E-9 Water / Steam Side Isobtion and Dump of an Evaporator /Superheater
Module with Failure of an Inlet or Outlet Isolation Valve to Close

B.l.3.9.1 E-9a Superheater Outlet Isolation Valve.

If a superheater outlet isolation valve fails to close, the transient
is essentially the same as U-ll since a check valve is installed in series with

58|47 the isolation valve and the check valve steps backflow from the main steam
header.

B.I.3.9.2 E-9b Evaporator Inlet Isolation Valve

Failure of an evaporator inlet isolation valve to close will result
58| in the affected loop being blown down to the water drain tank (and then to atmos-phere). Turbine steam flow will be quickly reduced by approximately one-third.:

4

It is assumed-that feedwater flow will not be 'apable of maintaining
the drum level and that low drum level will be reached.

|

The affected loop
feedwater and auxiliary cooling system isolation valves will be closed on a low47 , drum pressure signal and a reactor t , will occur. The water loss through
the fump valve is assumed to be greater than .;GAHRS flow and a dryout of theaffected loop will occur.

O
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B.1.3.9.3 E-9c Superheater Inlet Isolation Valve

Failure of a superheater inlet isolation valve to close will result
in the affected loop steam flow being blown through the superheater exit
power relief valve and safety valves to the atmosphere. The turbine steam
flow will be reduced by approximately cae-third. It is assumed that the loop
feedwater can maintain the steam dump flows and the plant will continue opera-
tion without appreciable blowdown.

It is assumed the plant will be manually scrammed to conserve water
or to permit blowdown if the operator is attempting to reduce the pressure
in a leaking module.

B . l . 3.10 E-10 Water Side Imlation of an Evaporator Module with Failure of
the Water Dump Valve to Open

This transient assumes the same conditions as U-19a except the water
dump valve at the evaporator module inlet fails to open. The module water / steam
flow will stop and the input heat will raise the pressure until the module outlet

58 power relief valves open, drying the unit at a pressure (instead of a dump and
dryout at low pressure).

For the unaffected loops, the event is similar to a reactor trip fro"
full power Decay heat removal is maintained through the unaffected steam

58 generator modules.

B.1.3.11 E-ll Steam Side Isolation of a Superheater with Fail _ure of One
Relief Valve to Oye.n

This transient assumes the superheater isolation valves have closed
as in U-llc in response to an attempt to blow the units down. However, due
to a delay in opening time or failure of one of the power relief valves to

Sq open, the pressure in the suoerheater reaches 1900 psig for 5 seconds before
sufficient valves open to blew the units down. The transient is assumed to
be the same as U-lle for the remainder of the system.

43
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i B.I.3.14 E-14 Inadvertent Dump of Intermediate Loop Sodium
,

Inadvertent multiple dump valve openings are assumed. The affected
! loop IHTS sodium pump is assumed to be tripped on low pump tank level to

avoid damage to the moving parts. This will cause a reactor trip.,

; 47 | The loop is assumed to be completely drained in 20 minutes. Loss
of heat input will result in a down transient in the affected loop steam

j genera tor. For the unaffected loups, the event is similar to a reactor trip
from full power. Decay heat removal is maintained through the two remaining
loops.

r

B 1.3.15 E-15 DHRS Activation 24 Hours Af te_r_ Scram

58| This event postulates that none of the main heat transport
loops are available for decay heat removal, it is also assumed that the
plant has been tripped and 24 hours later, with the system temperatures brought
to the hot standby temperature of 6400F, the DHRS is activated. The resulting
system temperatures following initiation of decay heat removal system DHRS are

J

58| primary system sodium temperatures are based on the heat capacity of the reactcrbased on plant operation at 975 fkt power prior to scram, and maximum decay power.
overflow tank and two primary loops. At least one primary pump is assumed to

,

be operating at pony motor speed to assume mixing of the primary sodium. .

;

Intermediate system sodium temperatures are based on the heat
capacity of the reactor, overflow tank, two primary loops and oneintermediate loop. The event is terminated at refueling temperature.

y,
L4

B.1.3.16 E-16 Three Loops Natural Circulation

From initial conditions of full power operation, complete loss
47|58| of forced sodium circulation in all loops is assumed. A reactor / turbine trip is

initiated by primary pump under-voltage relays. Steam is relieved thrcugh
the power operated relief and/or safety valves. Sodium pumps coast down,

and stop, and natural circulation flow is established in all sodium loops.
| 58| Auxiliary feedwater flow is established from the auxiliary feedwater portion of the *

steam generator auxiliary heat removal system based on low drum level sig-
nals. The turbine driven auxiliary feed pump takes suction from the pro- 3

3~

tected water storage tank to maintain drum levels.

i ' 3547
,

1
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B.I.3.17 E-17 Two Loop fiatural Circulation Heat Rejection from Initial

Three Loop Op'er ation

from initial conditions of full power (975 fGt) operation com-
plete loss of fcrced sodium circulation in all loops is assumed. A reactor
trip is initiated by primary pump under-voltage relays, and the E-16 trans-
ient occurs in all loops. In addition, the assumption is made that the
flow control valve between the turbine driven feed pump and the steam generator
does not open for one loop. The resultant loss of makeup water causes the
steam drum to boil dry; thus, the heat rejection capability of one loop is
lost, and only two loops are available for reactor decay heat removal.

B.l.3.18 E-18 Two Loop Natural Circulation

From initial two loop operating conditions at reduced power of
650 MWt, complete loss of forced sodium circulation is assumed. A reactor
trip is initiated by primary pump under-voltage relays. Steam is relieved
through the power operated relief and/or safety valves in the operatingtwo loops. Sodium pumps in the two operating loops coast down and stop, and
natural circulation flow is established in two sodium loops. Auxiliary feed-
water flow to the two operating steam drums and SGS loops is established from the
auxiliary feedwater portion of the steam generator auxiliary heat removal
system based on low drum level signals. The turbine driven auxiliary feed
pump takes suction from the protected water storage tank to maintain drum

e; levels.
' h

B.1.3.19 E-19 Loss Of Flow in Two Sodium Loops

A failure is assumed causing all primary and intermediate sodium
pumps to trip. The primary and intermediate sodium pumps for two
loops coast down and stop. The primary and intermediate sodium pumps in
the unaffected loop coast down to pony motor speed. Additional primary

flow is provided by natural circulation. A puTp electrics primary
control rod trip and a steam to feedwater flow mismatch secondary controlrod trip are initiated. During the transient prior to the screm, feedwater
throttle control is , assumed to act to maintain adequate feed flow for after scram
conditions assuiing loss of one feedwater pump.

45
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kB.1.4 Faulted Events i

B.I.4.1 UtLETED

|

|

11 f
58

B.1.4.2 F-2 DHRS r.ctivation Without SGS Cooldown
!

This event occurs subsequent to the postulated loss of all heat I

transfer through the IHX's at the time of reactor trip from 3 loop rated jpower operation. At one half hour af ter scram, with the sodium in the
581 reactor and HTS at approximately 10500F, the DHRS is fully operational

and assumes the decay heat load. Primary flow from 3 main coolant pumps
at pony motor speed and maximum decay power is assumed. Primary system
temperatures are based on the heat capacity of the reactor, overflow tank
as appropriate for the overflow and return flow rates and all three primary
loops. The criteria for accomodation of this event is that the coolant and
DHRS boundaries remain intact and that the primary pumps retain the ability
to function at pony motor speed. Active DHRS components must also retain
their capability to perform their intended DHRS function. 22

|

|

:

|
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F-3 feedwater Line Ruptu_re_

Components and systems shall be designed so that in the event of
any of the following faulted events, sodium and stean gener ator system
water / steam boundaries shall maintain their structural integrity (with the
exception of the initiating failure).

F-3a Feedwater Line Rupture Between Steam Drum and Inlet Isolation,

VAI_V!'

This event assumes a rupture of a feedwater line between the inlet
isolation valve and tha steam drum. The result of the event is blowdown of
the steam drum in the affected loop, interruption of steam flow through the
superheater in the affected loop (due to check valve closure), and attendant
up transients within the moduie. The steam generator in the affected loop
dries out and is not available for decay heat removal. A stoppage of suner-
heated steam flow in the affected loop occurs shortly af ter the rupture, due
to reduced pressure in the steam drum. A plant trip occurs based on the
s team-feedwa ter flow ra tio. A low pressure signal from the steam drum pro-
tection subsystem results in closure of the feedwater isolation valves in
the affected loop. This avoids excessive loss of steam plant water or pro-
tected storage water inventory. The up transient in the cold leg of the
IHTS will propagate to an up transient in the cold leg of the PHTS.

F-3b Feedwater Line Rupture in Main Incoming Header O
'

The reduction in feedwater line pressure will cause the feedwater
line check valves to close simultaneously in all three drums. A reactori

trip will be initiated on steam-feedwater flow ratio. The steam generator;
'

auxiliary feedwater flow will be initiated in all three loops on a low drum
level signal to prevent loss of all plant cooling. The results of this
event are similar to those for event U-5b, Loss of Feedwater Flow to All
Steam Generators, and thus this event is evaluated as part of event U-5b.

F-4 Steam Li. 3 Rugture

These events postulate ruptures of the piping in the steam lines.
The events are also postulated to insure that the steam generators and
supports are capable of withstanding the reaction forces from the rupture
without propagating failures to the units themselves.

Ccmponents and systems shall be designed so that in the event of
any of the following faulted events, sodium and steam generator system
water / steam boundaries shall maintain their structural integrity (with the43 exceotion of the initiating failure).

B-22b Amend. 47
Nov. 1978
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F-4a Saturated Steam Line Rupture

O A saturated steam line rupture is postulated between the steam !
i

drum outlet and the superheater inlet isolation valve. An immediate loss
of superheater steam cooling occurs, and the superheater will later becomei

j isothermal at approximately the initial IHTS hot leg temperature. A
l. reactor trio will occur due to steam-feedwater flow ratio. Depressu ri za- (4

tion of the loop will occur, and the superheater outlet steam check valve
i will close. The turbine steam flow will be reduced by approximately one- ithird. It is assumed that feedwater flow into the affected drum will not

increase as greatly as steam flow from the affected drum, and the drum
-

! level will fall,
s

A low pressure signal from .ae steam drum protection subsystem |
,

; closes the feedwater and auxiliary feedwater isolation valves. A dryout j
j of the affected loop will occur.

4

s

i

j F-4b Main Steam Line Rupture !

!

. A steam line rupture is postulated to occur between the manifold '
'

where the three loop superheated steam lines join together and the main
steam line isolation valve. The turbine admission valve will rapidly '

,

close and the turbine will trip. Since the pressures have dropped, the
' ,

turbine bypass will not open. Feedwater flow will increase rapidly through
! the units but will initially be unable to equal the blowdown flowrate. The super-
! heater outlet isolation valve in each loop will be closed on a combined low super-
j heater cutlet pressure with SGAHRS initiation (due to high steam to feedwater flow

ra tio) signal. Reactor trip will occur on steam-feedwater flow ratio. Steam
i

r,g system pressure will stabilize at the SGAHRS system vent valve settings.
The steam generator auxiliary feedwater flow will be initiated on a low
drum level signal to prevent loop dryout. Since this transient affects all ;

,

three steam loops, its consideration is important to assure continuous SGS '

i cooling can be maintained.
f

F-4c Rupture Between Superheater Module Outlet and Superheaterl
Outlet Isolation Valve

A break in this location will cause an immediate increase in super-
heater steam cooling, loop depressurization, superheater outlet check valve
closure, and reduction of turbine steam flow by approximately one-third.
It is assumed that feedwater flow will not increase as greatly as steam flow
from the affected drum and drum level will fall. A reactor trip will occur
on steam-feedwater flow mismatch. Since the break is conservatively assumed

,

to occur upstream of the superheater steam flowmeter, the affected loop
superheater is not isolated on a high flow signal from the flowmeter. A low
drum pressure signal closes' the superheater inlet isolation valves, the steam

'

i- drum drain valve and the feedwater isolation valve. The evaporator and drum
; 43 pressures will increase, opening relief valves. SGAHRS will be initiated on'

low steam drum level and cooling flow will be established for the affected
53 loop.

i

!O
Amend. 58
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O
F-4d Rupture Between Superheater Outlet Isolation Valve
and Main Steam Line

This event is similar to events F - 4a, b and c with the major
difference being one of rate. For the unaffected loops, the event is
essentially the sarne as event F - ab, Main Steam Line Rupture, but steam
flow rate is somewhat reduced. For the affected loop, the blowdown rate
is slightly higher than that for F - 4b but not quite as rapid as that for
F - 4a, Saturated Steam Line Break, and F - 4c, Rupture Between Superheater
Module Outlet and Superheater Outlet Isolation Valve.

F-5 Recirculation I ine Breaks

Components and systems shall be designed so that in the event of
any of the following faul ted events , sodium and steam genera tor system
water / steam boundaries shall maintain their structural integrity (with
the exception of the initiating failure).

F-Sa Recirculation Line Break Between Drum and Recirculation
Pu m Inlet

The reactor is tripped on s team-feedwater flow ratio. The recir-
culation pump loses suction pressure resulting in loss of flow to the
evaporators. Steam flow to the superheater alse stops. The steam generater
sodium temperatures initially decrease but then increase to the hou lea
value. The steam generator blows down to zero gaqe pressure.

F-Sb Recirculation Line Break Between Evaporator Outlet
and Drum Inlet

A break at this location will initially overcool one or both
58 evaporator module due to the blowdown flow. The blowdown will cause the

superheated steam flow check valve to close in the affected loop, ini tia ting
a reactor trip on steam-feedwater flow ratio. The affected loop will be
isolated at the drum feedwater inlet and SGAHRS feedwater inlet and willSSlblow dry. Af ter possible initial temperature decrease, the evaporator module
temperatures will increase toward initial IHTS hot leo 3 odium temnerature.

43
F-6 Intennediate Loop Sodium-Air Leak

A sodium leak to air is assun'ed to occur in one intermediate loop
location outside of containment. A conservative assumption is made that no
operator action is taken to trip the IHTS pump in the leaking loop or to drain

35 the loop. A reactor trip is caused by a PPS signal from the IHX outlet terrpe-
rature sensors. For the unaffected loops, the event is similar to a reactor
trip from full pc,:or. F.ecay heat removal is maintained through the two

58 remaininq loops.

Amend. 58
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TABLE B-1

PRELIMINARY DESIGN DUTY CYCLE EVENT FREQUENCIES

Event Frequency

1. Normal Events

6 | 58 N-1 Dry system heatup and cooldown, sodium 5 total system + 8
fill and drain per loop + 17

additional for entire
intermediate loop
exclusive of IHX

N-2a Startup from refueling temperature 140

45|53 47 N-2b Startup from hot standby conditions 700

N-3a Shutdown to refueling temperature 60

N-3b Shutdown to hot standby conditions 210

N-4a Loading and unloading 9300 (each)
N-4b Load fluctuations 46500 (each, up

anddown)

O N-5 Step load changes of + 10% of full 750(each)load
_

N-6 Steady state temperature fluctuations 30 x 106

N-7 Steady state flow induced vibrations
1010 (sodium)47

2. Upset Events

47 U-la Reactor trip from full power with 180(1)
normal decay heat

U-lb Reactor trip from full power with 0
minimum decay heat

U-lc Reactor trip from partial power with 0
minimum decay heat

U-2a Uncontrolled rod insertion 10

U-2b Uncontrolled rod withdrawal from 10
100% power

(II
- The total frequency for U-l is associated with normal decay heat so as toA balance the trips associated with partial decay heat for events U-2

(7) through U-23.
4

Amend. 58
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TABLE B-1 (Continued)

_E ven t.
_ Frequency

U-2c Uncontrolled rod withdrawal from
startup with automatic trip 17

47 U-2d Uncontrolled rod withdrawal from
startup to trip point with delayed 3manual trip

U-2e Plant loading at max. rod withdrawal
rate

10

47| U-2f Reactor startup with excessive step4g
power change 50(2)

U-3a Partial loss of primary pump 2 per loop
U-3b Loss of power to one primary pump 5 per loop
U-4a Partial loss of one intermediate pump 2 per loop
U-4b Loss of power to one intermediate pump 5 per loop
U-Sa Loss of AC power to one feedwater pump

motor
10

U-Sb Loss of feedwater flow to all steam
genera tors

5

4f}

U-7a Primary pump speed increase 5

U-7b Intermediate pump speed in:rease 5

U-8 Primary pump pony motor failure 5 per pump
U-9 Intermediate pump pony motor failure 5 per pump
U-10a Evaporator module inlet isolation valve

closure 4 per loop
U,10b Superheater module inlet isolation

valve closure 2 per loop
U-10d Superheater module outlet isolation

valve closure 2 per loop

I
- These events are part of the startups specified for event N-2b and shouldg

not be added as separate startups.

Amend. 48B-26
Feb. 1979
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TABLE B-1 (Continued)

Event Frequency

U-lla Water side isolation and dump of both 6 per loop
evaporators and the superheater

U-llb Water side isolation and dump of evap- 6 per loop
orator module

U-llc Water side isolation and dump of super- 3 per loop
heater

U-12 Loss of feedwater flow to one steam 3 per loop
47i generator loop

U-13 Feedwater throttle valve failed open 6 per loop

U-14 Loss of one recirculation pump 8 per loop

U-15a Turbine trip (without reactor trip) 50

U-15b Turbine trip with reactor trip (loss of 10
main condenser or similar problem)

58|

35
U-18 Loss of all offsite power 16

35 |,

U-19 Plant shutdown in response to small 9 per loop
sodium-steam / water leak indication

47
U-20a Inadvertent opening of one turbine bypass 5

valve

U-20b Turbine bypass valve fails open follow- 5
ing reactor trip

U-21a Inadvertent opening of evaporator outlet 5 per loop
safety / power relief valves

Amend. 58
Nov. 1980
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TABLE B-1 (Continued)

OE_ven t
Frequency

U-21b Inadvertent opening superheater outlet 3 per loop
safety / power relief valves

58|47 U-22 Inadvertent opening SGAHRS Steam Drum Vent 3 per loop
Valve

U-23 Inadvertent opening of evaporator inlet 3 per loop
dump valve

U-24 5I)47 Reactor trip with failure of one PACC to 10
perform

3. Emergency _

E-1 Primary pump mechanical failure

E-2 Intermediate pump mechanical failure
4:j Each component must

E-5 Loss of primary pump pony motor with accommodate 5 occurrences47| failure of the check valve to shut of the most severe emer-
gency transient for that

E-6 Design basis steam generator sodium- component (one every 647| water reaction years) plus two consecu-
tive occurrences of theE-7 One loop natural circulation heat most severe event (orrejection from initial two loop consecutive occurrencesoperation of two unlike events if
the unlike events provideE-8 Rupture disc failure in SGS sodiun- a more severe effect thanwater protection system consecutive occurrences47
of the most severe event).

(I}
- These events are part of the reactor trips for event U-la and

should not be added as separate trips.
47!

Amend. 58
Nov. 1980
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d TABLE B-1 (Continued)

Event _ Frequency

E-9a Water / steam side isolation and dump of an.

58) evaporator /superheater module with failure

of module outlet isolation valve to close

E-9b Water / steam side isolation and dump of
an evaporator superheater module with
failure of an evaporator inlet isola-
tion valve to close

E-9c Water / steam side isolation and dump of
an evaporator /superheater .nodulc with
failure of a superheater inlet isola-

tion valve to close

E-10 Water side isolation of an evaporator
module with failure of the water dump
valve to open

E-ll Steam side isolation of a superheater
with failure of one relief valve to

q open
D

43
E-14 Inadvertent dump of intermediate loop

sodium

27| E-15 DHRS Activation 24 Hours After Scram If event E-15 is the
most severe condition,

E-16 Three Lcop Natural Circulation for a component, i t
shall be evaluated

E-17 Two loop natural circulation heat for a frequency of
rejection from initial three loop 2 for that component
opera tion in addition to the 7

occurrences of the
30 E-18 Two loop natural circulation next most severe

'8 47 E-19 Loss of Flow in Two Sodium Loops
45 48

nv
,

1
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!
| TABLE B-1 (Continued) !

1

!
Event 1

<

Frequeng
|! 4. Faulted Events i

!
'

| F-1 Sa fe shutdown earthquake
27. i

F-2 DHRS Activation Without SGS Cooldown
.

41|:
; F-3 Feedwater Line Ruptures

F-3a Feedwater Line Rupture Between Steam Drum and
Inlet Isolation Valve

F-3b Feedwater Line Rupture in Main Incoming Header

F-4 Steam Line Ruptures

F-4a Saturated Steam Line Rupture

F-4b Main Steam Line Rupture

F-4c Rupture Between Superheater Module Outlet and
Superheater Outlet Isolation Valve

F-4d Ruuture Between Suoerheater Outlet Isolation
Valve and Main Steam Line

F-5 Recirculation Line Breaks

F-Sa Recirculation Line Break Between Drum and
Recirculation Pump Inlet

F-Sb Recirculation Line Break 5etween Evaporator
43 Outlet and Drum Inlet

58| F-6 Intermediate Loop Sodium-Air Leak

B-29a
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! AMENDMENT 58
i
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| LIST OF RESPONSES TO NRC QUESTIONS
: <

'

i
i

1

| There are no new NRC Questions in Amendment 58.
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O
Question 020.34 (9.13.1)

Provide P& ids showing the fire protecticn system yard piping, sto. age tankand the pumps.

Response:

i The Water Supply System P&I Diagrams, Figure 9.13-1 shows the schematic
arrangement of the fire protection system yard piping, storage tanks, and58 the pumps. Table 9.13-4 (sheet 1 of 3) describes the capacity of the fire
protection reservoirs and the basic design features of the yard piping loop.

19

O

,
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